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PREFACE.

ON

the 25th of February, 1862, the

United States made

its

between individuals.

Government

of the

paper evidences of debt legal tender
The nation was thus sent upon the

wrong road, and has been

toiling in a wilderness ever since.

In addition to the injustice which it wrought, the legal-tender
act filled the public mind with misconceptions and delusions

on the subject of money. So it came to pass that although
we adopted irredeemable paper with the greatest reluctance,
we were willing to flounder in it fourteen years after the
it had passed
away. Then, partly by
we
resumed
chance,
design, partly by
specie payments but
the people had, to a large extent, lost sight of the fundamen-

supposed necessity for

;

The misconceptions and delusions
principles of money.
remained, the most dangerous and widely prevalent being

tal

the notion that mere quantity is a desirable thing, and that
the Government can produce quantity and ought to.
It is the aim of this work to recall attention to first prin-

For

ciples.
at the

treat

much
make

this

purpose

it

has been deemed best to begin

beginning of civilized life on this continent and to
the subject historically.
The science of mon<
in
it

need of something to enliven it. If anything can
it must be the
story of the struggles of

attractive

our ancestors with the same problems that vex us. The
reader will find an abundance of these in the following
pages.

Indeed, a complete and correct theory of

money

/'A' /:/,! </:.

iv

might be constructed from events and experiences that have
taken place on the American continent, even if we had no

This may be said of the
other sources of knowledge.
All the wisdom and all the folly
science of banking also.
of the

two related subjects, have been

ages, as to these

exploited on our shores within the space of
hundred years.

less

than three

Very few persons,lf any, are satisfied with our present
monetary condition. While I write these lines a withdrawal
of
2,350,000 gold from the Treasury causes a fresh tremor
and confusion of tongues. Everybody assures everybody
else, and tries to assure himself, that it is of no consequence.
Probably no harm will come of it, but why should it be
all, except by a few dealers in foreign exchange ?
Because the public Treasury undertakes to maintain the
ultimate gold reserve of the country, and because people

noticed at

Are these doubts
book really
effective for the discharge of this obligation was passed in
1862 for a different emergency, had been forgotten a quarter of a century, and was discovered by accident the last
doubt whether

unreasonable

can do so

it

at all times.

The only law on

?

the statute

day in the afternoon. As regards the act of 1875 (under
which gold was twice procured last year for the replenishment of the Treasury) it is a matter of dispute whether it is
still

in

force, or

were resumed.

it lapsed when specie
payments
dispute on such a question is itself an

whether

A

incentive to panic.

mood and temper
\vlu-ther

Moreover, everything depends upon the
of the Administration for the time being

such powers as the law confers shall be exercised

wisely and promptly, or exercised at all.
Now suppose that the Government were out of the banking

business
Miry

altogether,

restricted

to its

its

fiat

money

retired,

and the

normal and proper business of

collecting and disbursing the public revenue.

In

that case

///
the

<:

ient

ning tin- paper circulation, anil maintain
gold reser\r for tin- purpose, would devolve-

on the hanks, .ind would In- dis< harged automatii ally. The
hanks would Irani by experience how large a rescr
In emergencies, when, for any reason,
requited gem-rally.
more should he required, they would obtain the means from
their

maturing

bills

Tim

receivable.

would come to them

the shape of their own circulating notes, thus
lessening the call upon them for gold, or in gold itself, which
the mercantile community would be obliged to. procure and
either

send

in

to them.

in

Of course

discounts, but curtailment

system.
severe as

The
it

curtailment

could ever be

if

is

this implies a curtailment of
not avoided under the pr

in

the

panic of

Government had been restricted
had not been issuing fiat money
is

system

was as

Hut probably
time if the

redemption of the paper circulation.

for the

there would have been no panic at

It

1893

the banks were solely responsible

all

at that

to its proper business,

and

in large quantities.

thus apparent that the first step toward a rational
the retirement and cancellation of the legal tender

is

notes and the restriction of the Treasury to the duties for

was originally and solely designed. When this is
it
done the public mind will be so cleared that other reforms,
and especially banking reform, may be hopefully undertaken.
Although hanking is here treated historicaJly, this volume
which

must not be taken as

I
a history of banking.
have merely
selected such parts as serve to illustrate the principles of the
science, to show what should be striven for and what avoided.

The work

of John Jay Knox, published after his death in
Rhodes' Journal <>/ litinkin^, was left in an unfinished
If his life had been spared to give it the completeness and

finish

of his lesser

would have been
cumstances there

work on

little

left

is still

to

room

"I'liited States

be desired.
for

Notes" there

I'nder the

cir-

such a work, which should
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be a coordination of facts and principles showing the movement of ideas, whether forward or backward, down or up.
My opinion is that the Scotch bank system is the best in
the world and that

we might borrow from

it,

as the Cana-

dians have done, to our advantage. There are only ten banks
in Scotland, but they have nearly one thousand branches,
Deposits are received
reaching every hamlet in the nation.

and loans are made at each branch, but the branches pay
out only the notes of the bank, which are redeemable at the
head

office.

.So

it is

necessary to have real

money only

in

one place instead of perhaps one hundred different places.
At the branches the bank's circulating notes answer the
retail trade, while checks drawn against deposits
Thus the maximum of business
other purposes.
done with the minimum of capital, which is the raison

purposes of

answer
is

all

d'etre of banking.

In other words, credit has been system-

atized in Scotland to the last degree, and is found to answer
all purposes so long as the paper sovereign can be converted
into the gold sovereign at some convenient
center, at the pleasure of the holder.
I

have been writing on these subjects

commercial

in lectures

and

magazines several years. Thus the greater part of the
chapters on the Gold Standard was published in a pamphlet
it has been rewritten and important additions
There may be some other passages that the reader
has seen before, but the text is my own except where credit

in 1893, but

made.

is

given to others.
II.

NEW

YORK, August,

1895.
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PART

I.

MONEY.

EVOLUTION

Of-'

CHAI'TKK

MONEY.

I.

MONEY A COMMODITY.
iiA\,i

The

is

the indispensable condition of civilized

life.

principle of exchange is equality of value in the
In order that there may be equality of
things exchanged.
value there must be a measure of value.
vital

Money inditpensable to Civilized

,

need not be a good measure it is only
necessary that it should be the agreed measure
It

me.
of

Money is anything that serves as a common
medium of exchange and measure of value.
:

any time, place, or people.

money, not of

We

are

now speaking

of real

representatives or substitutes.
earliest money of the Greeks and Romans consisted

The

its

of cattle (pecus), whence came the Latin word pecunia and
the English words pecuniary, peculation (cattle lifting), and

The first
own).
Romans was copper

peculiar (one's

of

the

whence came

the

metallic
(aes},

money

First Money in
the Historical

Latin word aestimatw and the Knglish words

Period.

esteem, estimation, estimable, all

to the

The word

ment.
final s

omitted.

in kind.

when

it

Silver

having reference
mental operation of valuing or appraise

specie

is

in

the

same as

species, with the

inally payment
specie
Payment
was used as money in the time of Abraham,

passed by weight.

MONEY.
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Among the things used as money by various people within
the historical period, are cattle, cacao beans, salt, silk, furs,
tobacco, dried fish, wheat, rice, olive oil, cocoanut oil, cotton
cloth,

cowry

shells, iron,

copper, platinum, nickel, silver, and

It would be difficult to say what had not been used
gold.
as money at some time or place.
Our own history furnishes

an abundance of curious examples, the most
instructive being the tobacco currency of the
colonial period.
It may be said that Virginia
her
own
for
two
centuries and Maryland
grew
money
nearly
for a century and a half.
Hardly any form of currency
could have been worse, the fluctuations in its value being

extreme and incessant, and the social disorders produced
by it enormous.

The

first

law passed by the

was

first

General Assembly of Vir-

in reference to tobacco.

It fixed the
619,'
"
of
that
at
three
the
beste
and the
price
staple
shillings
second sorte at i8^/. the pounde," and required Mr. Abraham
"
Cape Marchant," to take notice
Persey,
The Ca P e Marchant was the keeper
thereof
"
"
or
of the Virginia Company's
Magazin

ginia, July 31,

1

-

storehouse.

tobacco.

1

He

This was the absolute beginning of representative government

"The

in

The

organization was effected in the following manner:
most convenient place we could find to sitt in was the Quire if

America.

the Churche where

George Yeardly, the Governor, being sette
accustomed place those of the Counsel of
Estate sate nexte him on both handes, excepte onely the
Sir

downe
First Representative Government in Amer,

supplies and received the
the
price of the company's
really fixing

dealt out the

This was

in his

Secretary then appointed Speaker
./
,,
..
all toe
After prayers
before him.

.sale right
Hurgessr.s wen-

\vli<>

intreatted to retire themselves into the

body of the

Churche, w'ch being done, before they were fully admitted
were called to order & by name & so every man (none sta^erini,
took the oath of supremacy iV then entered the Assembly."

tin
at

-\

in

'<>/>//}

goods, .nd some doubt arose

in

minds

tin-

their
"
tin-

putting

l.i\\

>ily,

ratified in

ilted

thi-

into efieet

and

of

|i
(

M.in

'ape
u.i->

it

and to refer the matter
due time.

these newly
so far.
(1

II.H
'

agreed

to

London, where

it

1'rior to this, the will of the (iovernor, who was the comHe
pany's appointee, had been the law of the colony.
directed what crops should be cultivated and what work each

man should
the

do.

and what rations should be served out of

"

Magazin."

The

s;r.

1616,

Governor, he

historian.
.iptain

let

1:<

writing of

rkelrv.

the

Yeardly made but a very

the building

and

forts

go

ill

to ruin, not

regarding the security of the people against the Indians,
neglecting the corn and applying all hands to plant tobacco,

which promised most immediate gain."
On the 23d of December, 1619, there was a public sale
of tobacco in London at which 20 shillings per pound was
This was in spite
paid for the finer qualities of Spanish.
"
"
of the
counterblast of King James I., who
F
still on the throne and who had likened

^^
pit,

the smoke of
and had declared that

after dinner.

above 5

The

shillings per

this plant to that
it

was

price of

pound

fit

Sv

only to regale the devil

Virginia

in

of the

tobacco was never

London.

The germ

of the long series of tobacco inspection la
another act passed at this first session.
In order
to "inforce" the growers "thoroughly and loyally to aire

found

in

their tobacco before they bring

it

to the

Magazin,"

it

was

should be inspected by two
ersons
to
be
chosen
P
by the C.ipe Man hant

provided that

it

and two chosen by the inhabitants of the plantaand "if not vendible at the second \>-

tion or district,
shall there

immediately be burnt before the

<

ice."

MONEY.
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Tobacco was already the
addressed

petitions

to

the

local

currency.

company by

this

One

of the

body asked

that a sub-Treasurer be sent to the colony to receive the
rents and that he be instructed not to exact money "whereof
"
we have none at all," but to collect the true value of the

rent in commodity."

The next mention
when it was enacted

of tobacco in the Statutes

that any person

was

in 1623,

who should be absent

from divine service on Sunday should be fined one pound of
tobacco.

An act passed in 1633 recited in its preamble that it had
been the usual custom of merchants to make all bargains
and contracts and keep all accounts in tobacco,
which had occasioned trouble and inconvenLegislatioa.

consequence of which it was enacted
and keeping of accounts should thereafter
be in money and not in tobacco. The word money, as used
in the colonies, always meant metallic
money.
ience, in

that such trading

This good resolution did not last long, or perhaps could
we find another act passed in 1642
this
completely reversing
policy and in effect making tobacco
not be enforced, for

the sole legal tender. 1

The

act of 1642

was

repealed in 1656, after which contracts in silver
or in tobacco were alike enforceable at law,

Tender?

except in a few instances, but nearly all the trading in the
province was done with tobacco as the medium of exchange.
1

Act XXXVII.

"Whereas manie and great inconveniences do
Be it enacted and confirmed by the
Assembly that all money debts made

dayly arise by dealing for monie.
authoritie of this present Grand
since the 26th

day of March, or hereafter shall be made, shall not be
pleadable or recoverable in any court of justice under this government,
and that a coppie of this act be
by the Capt. of the ffort or his deputy
be fixed on the mastes of all
shipps upon their arrival within the
government, to the intent that
hereof."

Hening

I,

262.

all

people whatsoever might take notice

MONEY
The church
made the first

tithes
lien

A COMMODITY.

were payable in tobacco, and were
A law of 1623 provided

on the crop.

that no planter should dispose of his crop

was

7

till

the minister

satisfied.

In 1628 the price of tobacco reckoned in English

was

3-r.

and

6d. per Ib. in Virginia

following year we

was sought

in

4-$-.

London.

money
In the

find evidence of a decline in the price.

by limiting the supply and
law was enacted providing that
no person should plant or tend above 2,000 plants for each
member of his family and that nobody should
It

to counteract this

A

improving the quality.

"P av awa y" an y bad

r

ill-conditioned tobacco

for debts for merchandise under penalty of

having the same seized and burned.
fallen to

6</.

per

Ib.

cultivation increased

In 1631 the price had

Notwithstanding this heavy decline the
In 1632 a law was passed
rapidly.

requiring every farmer to plant and tend at least two acres
of corn for each member of his family, under penalty of
losing his right to plant tobacco.
The decline in price continued,

and energetic measures
were taken to stop it. Five storehouses x were appointed to
receive all the tobacco grown in the colony.
Planters were
1
In a law passed in 1712 these storehouses were called "rolling
"
houses," and the roads were called rolling roads." This phrase came
from the customary method of transporting tobacco by rolling the

casks along the public highway. Mr. R. A. Brock
(History of Tobacco in the Tenth U. S. Census)

Primitive
Transporta-

\

1.

,,r

,

-,
describes this process.
Wooden spikes
were driven
into the heads of the cask, and shafts like those of a

tion

to them, so that when the horse drew on them the
along the road. A box laid across the shafts carried the

buggy were attached
cask would

roll

"

The tobacco-roller, as the driver
provisions and tools of the driver.
(usually the owner) was called, never sought shelter on his journey
often of a week's duration
but camped at night by the roadside."
Hening says that

rolling

was

still

practiced in 1814.

MONEY.
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required to bring hither their entire crop (except a small
amount allowed for family use), before the last day of

December

in

each year, to be inspected and stored.
All
of
debts
were
to
be
made
at
the
payments

And

Depreciationof the

stores with the privity

Currency.

tne store-keepers.

1

and

in the

he right

restricted to 1,500 plants per poll.

planting could not be Transferred.

makers, carpenters, joiners,
"
allowed to plant tobacco,

presence of

to cultivate

Gunsmiths,

was

Rights of

nailers, brick-

sawyers, and turners were not
or do any other work in the
"

that
ground," but the county commissioners were to see
made
unto
them
for
their
have
work, out
good payment
they
is brought thither."
No
than 6d. per Ib. "as first cost in

of the stores, as soon as the tobacco

tobacco could be sold

at less

England."
These measures were

The

ineffective.

price continued to

was only3//. It was now enacted that half
of the good and all of the bad should be destroyed, and that
thereafter all creditors should accept 40 Ibs. for 100; that

fall.

In 1639

Attempts to
stop it by Law
ineffective.

it

the crop of 1640 should not be sold for less
than izd., and that in 1641 for less than 2s. per

under penalty of forfeiture of the whole
This law was as ineffectual as the precrop.
lt>.,

it caused much injustice between
and creditors. In 1645 tobacco was worth only
This ought to have been
\Y-zd. and in 1665 only \d. per Ib.
favorable
to
it was not so considered.
but
debtors,
sufficiently
A law was now passed allowing them to pay their debts in

vious ones had been, but

debtors

wheat, or tobacco, or silver, three shillings being reckoned
as the equivalent of one bushel of the former commodity, or
30 Ibs. of the latter. This law was not retroactive. Heretofore contracts in silver or in tobacco

according

to their terms.

following year.

The law

had been enforceable
was repealed the

of 1645

A
\>

<

who

-redit.irs,

h.ul

tobacco debts due them, frequently

the payment, on one pretext or another, in order
.1
to t.ike tlu- ili.uuf
ri>e in tlu- price, an act was
passed
:

\

in

1666

to

determine what should be a legal tender of tobacco.
Notice of intended payment must be delivered

How* Tender

to

Tobacco was
made.

make no

of

t

he payee or his agent, after which he could

objection except to the quality of the
tobacco, in which case the justice of the county

who should act under oath
an umpire in case of a disagreement,
their decision should be final.
It was provided in a

should appoint two inspectors

and
and

select a third as

later act that

if

the creditor was not present the debtor should

be discharged of his obligation, but should take care of the
tobacco as though it were his own.
In

the

same year

a treaty was negotiated and ratified

between the colonies of Maryland. Virginia, and Carolina to
The preamble recites
stop planting tobacco for one year.

made in this country has become
so great that all markets have been glutted
w jth it, and the value is so low that the planter

that "the quantity of tobacco
Planting
stopped for
One Year.

sary

.

1S

some

.

rendered incapable of subsisting.

1

his

temporary suspension of planting made necesother mode of paying debts.
It was accordingly

enacted that both public dues, and private debts falling due
"
"
in the vacant
year from planting might be paid in country

produce
In

at specified rates.

1683 an extraordinary series of occurrences grew out

of the low price of tobacco.
Many people signed petitions
As the requefor a cessation of planting for one year.

not granted

they banded

themselves together and went

through the country destroying tobacco plants
wherever found. The evil reached such proportions

that

in

1684, the Assembly
malefactors had passed

April.

passed a law declaring that these

MONl-.y.

10

beyond the bounds

of riot,

and that

their

aim was the sub-

version of the government.
It was enacted that if any
to
the
number
of
persons
eight or more should go about

destroying tobacco plants they should be adjudged traitors

and

suffer death.

In 1727 tobacco notes were legalized.
These were in the
nature of certificates of deposit issued by the inspectors.
They were declared by law current and payable for all tobacco

debts within the warehouse district where they were issued.
In 1730 the notes were made the only legal
1*^
tender for tobacco debts, in the warehouse

Currency*

They were redeemable

district.

in

tobacco

of a particular grade, but not in any specified lots
bling in this respect the grain warehouse receipts
present day.
Counterfeiting the notes was made a
"
In 1734 another variety of currency called
crop

was introduced.

resemof the
felony.

notes"

These were issued for particular casks
branded and the marks specified

of tobacco, each cask being

on the notes.
In 1742

it

was enacted that persons not growing tobacco
"

in current
might pay taxes and fees to public officers
money at such prices and rates for tobacco as shall be settled

by the courts
Violent Fiuctuj

n

l

of

their

^^^ ancj again

respective counties."

1758, in consequence
and short crops, it was
in

severe drought
tobacco debts, taxes, and fees might be paid
in money at i6s. 8</. per too Ibs.
of

enacted that

all

During the revolutionary war the currency of Virginia, bad
It
in its normal state, fell into terrible confusion.

enough

consisted
bills of

ing pace)

come a

of

credit

continental
(

currency,

both deprt-rhting

and tobacco.

The

Virginia

at a gallop-

latter

had be-

value was fixed

stable currency by comparison.
After the revolution
from time to time by the grand jury.
Its

11

the old system of payment by loba<
and continued until near the beginning

was resumed

I

of

the

pi

centn

The

hist., iy

im-

.is

f

in

tobacco currency
In

Virginia.

iO().>

in

Maryl.uul

tl.

\

is

ii

..f

silver

and

the inconveniences of tobacco

compelling the

prompted the passage of a law
inhabitants to have a certain amount of

metallic

It

money.

vd

v

that

every

householder and freeman should "take up tenn
poll for

per

shillings

every t.ixahle

|

under his or their charge, to be paid for in good casked
to pay the said tobacco upon tender
tobacco at 2</. per Ib.
of the said summes of money proporconably for every such
There was nothing in the law to
person's respective family."
.

.

.

prescribe what should be

done with

the

silver

thus ob-

tained.

The year 1753 was distinguished by an act of formidable
"
amending the staple
length and remarkable character for
of tobacco."

and then

"

h *e
e.5
UBUTu.

it

laws were greatly improved
tobacco debts arising before
May 1 6, 1747, if paid in tobacco inspected
under this act should be reduced one-fourth.

First, the inspection

was provided that

of

The

all

act recited also that

generally kept their books

since traders had

terms of silver money, although
tobacco, and the intention of both

in

their dealings had been in
debtor and creditor had been for payment in tobacco, in all
such cases the creditor should be paid in tobacco at the rates
if
paid in tobacco inspected under
All judgthe debt should be reduced one-fourth.
ments, bonds, mortgages, bills of exchange, notes or other

prevailing at the time, but
this act

securities of

any kind

for the

elude the provisions of this

payment of money, taken to
were declared null and

act,

void.

The

circulating

medium

of the

New Kngland

colonies

was

MONEY.
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In 1631
quite as fantastic as that of Virginia and Maryland.
the General Court of Massachusetts ordered that corn should

pass for payment of
Early Massachusetts Cur-

was usually sold
.

.

ror more
expressly stipulated.
than half a century this order continued in

and operation^ other things being added

from time
izd. in

list

made

legal tender to the extent

Merchantable beaver was legal

one payment.

tender without limit at los. per pound.
In 1640 Indian corn was made current at

wheat

to the

to time.

In 1635 musket balls were
of

debts at the price it
money or beaver

skins were

rency.

force

for,

all

unless

45-.

per bushel,

and barley at 5^., and peas at 6s. Dried
fish was also legal tender.
Taxes might be
in cattle, the
a
jd
n
and
also
these
articles
p

at 6s., rye

with
Country Prod-

Inflation

j

latter to

uce<

be appraised.

The need
In

felt.

1654

it

of metallic currency

was ordered

that

no coin

was severely
should be

exported, except 2os. to pay each one's travelling expenses,
on penalty of forfeiture of the offender's whole estate.

The

cost of carrying the country produce taken for taxes
to 10 percent of the collections.
constable

A

amounted

once collected 130 bushels of peas as taxes in Springfield.
He found that he could transport this portion of the public
revenue most cheaply by boat. Launching it on the Connecticut River, he shipped so much water on board at the
falls that the

peas were

all

spoiled.

him an allowance.
In 1670 it was ordered

made

in silver

The General Court made

for the first

should be paid

time that contracts

in silver.

In 1675, during King Philip's war, the need of money for
public use was so great that a deduction of 25 per cent was
offered on

all

taxes so paid.

increased to 50 per cent.

This rebate was afterwards

MO.'

I

!!

tin-

tiul

found

\

u.iiii|)inii|Krage,

railed w.unpuin and sometimes peage, in us.
among
aborigines, as an article of adornment .uul a medium of

consisted of beads

It

shells

rt.iin

made

found

in

fioin the inner whorls

sea wat

l>cads

were poli.shed and strung together in belts or
They were of two colors, Mack and

The

white, the black being double the value of the white.

New Kngland

early settlers of

finding that the fur trade with

Indians could be carried on with

the

into the habit of using

able

in

as money.

it

It

beaver skins, which were

wampum,

easily

fell

was practically redeem

in

demand

constant

in

The unit of

wampum money was the fathom, conEurope.
<5f
white
worth sixty pence the fathom.
In
beads
sisting
360
that
Connecticut
decreed
should
be
1648
wampum
"strung
sutably and not small and great vncomely and disorderly
mixt as formerly it hath been."
Four white beads passed
as the equivalent of a penny in Connecticut, although six

were usually required
In the latter colony
to the

amount

in

Massachusetts and sometimes

was

wampum

at first

made

legal

was raided to jio, but only for two years.
reduced to forty

M

ward as

It

shillings.

The use

iss.ichusetts.

t<

In 1641 the L-gal tender limit

of \id. only.

of

was not receivable

It

was then

for taxes in

wampum money extended south-

far as Virginia.

The decline of the beaver trade brought wampum money
When it ceased to be exchangeable in

into disrepute.

sums

for

an

article of international trade the chief basis of its

value was gone.
Moreover it was extensively
counterfeited, and the white bead* were turned

Disappearance
of

wampum.

into the
rtheless

small change
in

use

it

lingered

till
it

more valuable black ones by

tin-

earl]

in
\

1

the currency of the colonies as
U \ of the i8th century. While

fluctuated greatly in value.

MONEY.
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In 1652 Massachusetts established a mint and began to
coin shillings of the weight of 72 grains, the true shilling

This became known as the
weighing about 93 grains.
"
from the figure of a tree stamped on it.
tree shilling

"

pine

The

short shilling had come into use insensibly,
lon S before the colony set up her mint.
The

depreciation was due to the pernicious activity

who were at work everywhere in Europe
The silver coins in circulation in the colonies

of coin clippers

and America.

were chiefly Spanish
fractions

thereof,

dollars, or

brought

in

pieces of eight reals, and

by the West Indian

trade.

These were light or heavy, according to the time they had
been in circulation and the treatment they had received. The
Pieces-of-Eight.

and

lighter

heavy ones were selected to make remittances
...
..
1 hose which remained grew lighter
abroad.
.

till,

.

.

.

in 1652, the dollar

had

lost

about one-fourth

Accordingly, when Massachusetts
began to coin shillings she conformed to the custom of merchants and made them one-fourth less valuable than the
of

its

original

weight.

1

shillings of

England.
"
Here it will be convenient to define the phrase money of
This means the money in which people keep
account."
their accounts,
Account.

money

of

and do

account

in

their thinking.
all

the

The

colonies was

pounds, shillings, and pence, but there were
no such things in circulation, except a limited number of the
The money in actual
before mentioned pine tree shillings.
1

Dr. Bronson, in his valuable

work on "Connecticut Currency," con-

debasement of the shilling by Massachusetts an act of intenfraud by which creditors were cheated out of one-fourth of their

siders this
tional

The true explanation, as above, with interesting details, is given
"
A Discourse
an anonymous pamphlet of the i8th century entitled:
Plantations
in
British
of
the
the
Currencies
America," etc.
Concerning
This pamphlet has been attributed, on insufficient evidence, to Dr.

dues.
in

\\m. Douglass.

MONRY A

CO.M\h>i

Spanish /?J9 or dollar and
doll. ir

at(. shillings in

I

was accordingly,

real

New

l-.i.

its

This

fi

,'.uid.

MR- Spanish

those colonies, the eighth part of
n.une by which many people now
\Vhert the dollar was divided into 100
in

or "nincpencc." a

remember
cents

it.

New England

the

part of a dollar.

sixth

came

shilling

In

New

was

the

\<>-

York, as will be seen

later,

to be rated at eight shillings

and the real
York shilling" or 12% cents.
In Penndollar
was
the
rated
at
or
one
-js. 6//.,
sylvania
QO//.,
eighth of
which was approximately lit/, and was called a "levy," .in
the dollar

thus became the

"

abbreviation of eleven, and the half of
viation of five pence.

As

its

Philadelphia

May be

Different
from that prescribed by Law.

dollars

and

dollar into

"

Up," an abbrethe Continental Congress sat in
it

a

appropriations were

ninetieths.

The

made

in

division of the

one hundred parts was not made

1792.
Hy a law of that year Con
enacted that the money of account of the I'nited S
should be dollars, dimes, etc., but it did not become
till

practice until after the civil war.

All the people kept their

accounts and did their thinking
dollars
last

and

name

shillings, dollars

for the

Spanish

States and to California.

every article of

in dollars

and

real

and ninepences,
and bits, the

levies, dollars

being peculiar to the Gulf

my younger days the price of
merchandise was quoted in dollars, shillings,
In

and sixpences. These examples serve to show that a law
on the statute book establishing a money of account does
not necessarily make one in practice.

The

disorders of the currency due to the clipping and
ing of coin led to different valuations of the S|
"
at different places.
According to a mem"pieces-of-eight

orandum made by William Penn
in the year
8</. in

New

for the Kirl of

1700 they passed for 6s. yi. in
Jersey and Pennsylvania; for 4^.

Bellomont
rk

6</. in

;

for

-js.

Maryland.

MONEY.
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and

and Carolina.

These valuations were
The merchants of
London addressed a petition to the Govern-

for $s. in Virginia

liable to constant change.
Different Rating^ of the
Spanish Dollar.

m ent

.

,

asking that steps might be taken to put
an end to these uncertainties in the colonies.

The

evil had been cured in England a few years earlier by
the recoinage of 1696, a really heroic measure, in which the
entire loss from coirf clipping had been borne by the public

happened that, simultaneously with this Lonpetition, one of like tenor was presented to Lord
Bellomont by the merchants of New York, which he forwarded to the Board of Trade and Plantations together with
It

treasury.

don

the

memorandum

On

Queen

of Penn.

8th of June, 1704, a proclamation was issued by
Anne on this subject. It first stated the actual value

the

1

of foreign coin circulating in America, in terms of sterling
"
Sevil piecesmoney, according to the assays of the mint.
of-eight old plate,
to ^s. bd.

212SSV

1

17

pennyweight 12 grains" were equal

The same, new

plate 14 pennyweight,

3-$-.

7^. i/.

Mexico

pieces-of-eight 4^. 6d.

of- ei ht

V. 6</. 3/ The proclamation then
"from and after the first day of
pillar or Mexico pieces-of-eight shall

Pillar pieces-

says that

January next no Sevil,
be accounted, received, taken or paid within any of our
colonies or plantations at above the rate of six shillings per
piece, current money, for the discharge of
bargains to be made after the said first

any contracts or

day of January

next."
Six shillings was considered by the home government a
average of the various colonial valuations of the Spanish

fair

dollar.

This valuation came to be known everywhere by
One hun-

the term proclamation money, or proc. money.

The word plate (Spanish />/nf<i, silver), is here used to signify
Spanish silver money, not bullion. Old plate meant old coinage.
1

AfOMKY A
dred pounds sterling was
mation in
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.-quivalent of

tin-

ji33#

procla-

The pieamMe
in

order to

from one

to the proclamation
says th.it it is !>
prevent the indin -i t practice of drawing money
This shows that our
plantation to another."

"

ancestors had the notion that

New

York, for example, could

draw money from Uoston by considering a
1

6s. yd.,

W **

ln

issued

tllc

dollar equal to
provided IJoston considered it only 6s.
Vl ar '7
^ outn Carolina expressed
'

-

her belief in this proposition by statute. The
"mercantile system," which was bottomed on the idea that

the precious metals are the only form of wealth, dominated

Europe and America at that time, and this was one of its
numerous manifestations and offshoots.
The proclamation was generally disregarded. Each colony
continued to keep
shillings,

moment

its

accounts

in

its

own

ideal

pounds,

and pence, and even where these coincided
with

It is disregarded.

"

for the

"

proclamation money they were soon brought
out of harmony with it by issues of depre<

paper.
Seeing that the Proclamation was
not regarded, Parliament in 1707 embodied it in a law and
decreed a penalty of six months imprisonment and a fine of

This act was disregarded as
it.
as
the
completely
previous proclamation had been.
\Q for each violation of

The

first

local currency of

New

Netherland was wampum,

was subordinate to the silver coinage of the mother
country that is, it was reckoned in terms of that coinage
as fixed by the Dutch West India Company from time to
time.
It was first fixed at six white beads for a stiver.
Wampum was not made in the province but
but

it

;

York^Mone

WaS

'

mP

rte ^

f

rom tne east en{*

f

Island, the principal seat of production.
is

mentioned

in a letter

from the Patroons of

New

lands to the States General in June, 1634, as"

It

Nether-

bcm-

in a

MONEY.
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manner the currency
of the country

of the country with

which the produce

paid for," the produce of the country being

is

furs.

New England,
value
currency
being fixed by
skin.
This
was the first
per

Beaver soon became current here, as in

and

for the

the

company

same reason,
8

at

its

florins

establishment of the double standard on Manhattan Island.

As

6

First Double

standard on

stiver

Manhattan

of

wampum
and 20

wampum

Island.

usual

beads were equal to one
one florin, the ratio

stivers to

to

consequences

ensued.

ratio did not coincide with the legal ratio

was the

legal ratio of either

maintained

i.
The
The market
Nor
very long.

beaver was 060 to

wampum

or beaver to silver

1656 Director Stuyvesant wrote to the
that
beaver be rated at 6 florins instead of
company urging
8 and wampum at 8 for a stiver instead of 6, as these rates
;

for, in

were nearer the commercial values.

The company ruminated over

this

proposition several

months and finally answered in April, 1657
"We have,
after due consideration come to the conclusion, that depreciation of the currency means destruction of the commerce
and consequently ruin of the country. To prevent this we
have decided to make no sudden change but proceed
gradually, beginning with the wampum which is to be
:

reduced from 6 to 8 for the
Changing the
Ratio.

stiver, it being
^ un d e rstood that this reduction shall not

take effect before the beginning of next year,
1658, and in the meantime upon the receipt hereof the
people must be informed of it, as such 'measures are published here in all well governed Republics and Kingdoms,.
to cause the least possible inconvenience and loss to the

community.

We

shall

wait

with

reducing the

value of beavers from 8 to 6 guilders, for
in making these changes simultaneously."

we

currency

see difficulties

MONEY A COM
In

b

1658

advanced

to

came

to

rule

The-

depu

-,

l

reduced to 6

7 and again redmed
an end in H
(

i

.ition of

florins,

hut

it

to 6 before- the

was

Duti h

continued and Stuy\>

wampum

advised the company that it was immaterial whether the
rate u.i^ <S for a stiver or 10, "because the dealer marks.
or sells his goods according to the abundance of
wampum and the price he has to give for beavers." In
holds,

>ame communication he said
"Wampum is the source
and mother of the beaver trade, and for goods
Stnyvetant
on ly without wampum, we cannot obtain
opposed to wmpnm and Beaver beaver from the savages." Nevertheless lu
as Money.
insisted that neither wampum nor beaver was
tin

:

.

to

fit

.

.

be the currency of a civilized people.
Stuy\
very able man. In nothing is his sagacity more clearly

shown than
sole

.

money

in his

endeavors to introduce

of the colony.

silver coin as the

In the letter above mentioned he

"

would be desirable, therefore, as I have repeatedly
wampum and beavers, as well as tobacco,
should be declared an absolute commodity or merchandise,
and that the importation of no other small currency than
It

stated to you, that

silver

should be allowed here."

the expulsion of the Dutch authorities the law-making
power was vested in the Duke of York (afterwards Kin^
James II.), "his heirs, deputies, agents, commissioners and
assigns." Colonel Nicolls, who bore the Duke's commission
and who had received Stuyve.sant's surrender.
(

>n

Specific Contract Law
Of

i^.

hastily

summoned

inhabitants at

an assembly of the principal

Hempstcad.

d a set of laws dated
the government of the province.
known as "the Duke's I.a\w"

I.. I.,

March

and promuli,

1664, for

These have ever since been
1

lie

heterogeneous state of

the currency was recognized by a provision that "all
ments upon contracts and engagements should b<

pay

MONEY.
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in kind according to covenant."
Wampum and beaver continued to be the money of account for at least ten years, for

1674 the Governor and Council, for the purpose of completing the fortifications of New York, ordered that a loan
should be required "of the most affluent inhabitants of this
in

"

whose property was above 4,000 guilders wampum
value," which loan should be paid with merchantable
Both wampum and
beaver, or wheat at wampum price.
beaver gradually faded away toward the close of the lyth
city,"

century.

Coin clipping went on,
before. It

after the proclamation of

became necessary to adopt

a

Anne, as

new method of

collect-

A thousand pounds
ing and disbursing the public revenue.
and
another
mean
one
thing to-morrow.
might
thing to-day
The Legislature of New York began, early in
Silver

Money

reckoned by
weight.

i8th century, to make appropriations in
,,
coined plate as it was
plate, or
sometimes called. This was a return to the
the

,

ounces of

,

Abrahamic method. An act of 1709 appropriates 10,000
plate, which sum is declared to be equal to 14,000
pounds, meaning New York pounds. Thus the ounce was
In sterling it was
reckoned at eight shillings in New York.
was
worth
cent
more than New
33 per
5-r. 2d., i.e., sterling
York money, but the latter was equal to proclamation money.
From 1709 to 1724, all levies of taxes and all appropriaounces of

tions of public

plate or in

money were made

New York

sionally in both.

pounds,

indifferently in ounces of

shillings,

and pence, but occapound sterling was

In the latter year the

worth 50 per cent more than its New York namesake.
In
it
was
worth
more
in
80
cent
cent
1744
65 per
1767
per
more. The depreciation, subsequent to the proclamation
;

Anne, had been caused by colonial bills of credit.
1691 the Assembly of South Carolina passed an act
making Spanish or Mexican dollars, or pieces-of-eight weigh-

of

In

/

I

CO

./

)

^"or more

"

l/l/"/'//

current

four shilling.

lars"

between

silver

In the year 1700
tin-

ireK

two

for
i

!

we

0>ad<

-

ID

'irn-nt

dol-

at

four shilling-*.

tli

;;old u.is legali/ed.

South

find the

practice (reprobated

;

M

Thus

pennyweights.

and

(r.-^hiiiin-scach

.it

later

in

(

'arolinians

engaged

the 1'roc laination of

in

Anne)

attempting to draw money from her neighbors by the
mental operation of considering Spanish dollars worth a
shilling or so more than they had previously

of

attract

On

taken them to be.

Money

by Raising the

an ac t

the

1

\o\ember

6th of

W as

passed "to raise the current coin
of this province.
It recited that
whereas tin-

Valuation.

decay of trade hath been occasioned by the scarcity of
for the prevention thereof

moneys
ing of that

which

is still left

among

and

of greater quantities of

encouragement

into this part of the province,"

all

for the better secur-

us and likewise for the

moneys

to be brought
"

pieces-of-ei-jht.

Mexico

-

or pillar," weighing 13 pennyweights should be current
money of South Carolina at 6 shillings, all weijjhir.

civil!

pennyweights at 6.r. <)(/., and all weighing 17 pennyweights at
js. (it/.. Lion dollars at 6j., English crowns at js. 6/., and
(iold coins were rated in
l-'.ngland shillings at 13 '_</.
this act at 6s.

This was a depreciation
per pennyweight.
since
cent
the passage of the act
by 33 per

Gtf.

of the currency
of i'
It

be noticed that the pine tree shilling of M
here rated \Yid. above its valuation at home.

will

chusittN

This

is

wa> by way of beating the Yankees

at

their

own

game.
1

Thi>.

I

was a Dutch coin stamped with the figure of the
have never seen one.
he Spanish mint was situated
lit-. UK
pi

believe,

bant.

I

.
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In 1719 the Assembly made rice receivable for taxes "to
be delivered in good barrels upon the bay in Charlestown."
Rice Currency.

In the following year a tax of 1.200,000 Ibs.
was levied and commissioners were
.

.

of rice

appointed to issue rice orders to public creditors, in anticipation of collection, at the rate of 30^. per 100 Ibs., in the
following form
"
This order entitles the bearer to one hundred weight of
well cleaned merchantable rice to be paid to the commis:

sioners that receive the tax on the second

Tuesday

in

March,

'

1723."

Rice orders were made legal tender for

all purposes, and
was
made
without
benefit
of clergy.
counterfeiting
felony
When California was first invaded by gold seekers there
were a few Mexican coins in circulation there, not nearly
sufficient to answer the needs of the growing community.
The immigrants brought more or less metallic money with

them.

The

smaller coins were those of

different countries, chiefly Spanish.

many

For want

of sufficient coins the first trading was done
with
gold dust, sometimes by weighing it in scales,
largely
"
"
sometimes by guess-work. A pinch of gold dust about

had a current value and was a
places where there was no means of
a
At
public meeting in San Francisco, September
weighing.
it was resolved
1848,
9,
by unanimous vote that $16 per
ounce was a fair price for gold. This rate was immediately
adopted in all business transactions. By and by private
The Legislature was at
coiners of gold came into the field.
first alarmed by the appearance of these unaccustomed
as large as a pinch of snuff

common measure

pieces,

close

in

and passed a law to prohibit their circulation and to
It
was so~"
shops where they were made.

the

Tnci.
found, however, that they were a great convenience.
Several establishments immediately
the law was repealed.

i'Ki\(in
went

mon

to

work

It

Lake
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these

>.

whose piodin

City.

;i..n

-.

v.

,

was
M.,r

.is

>tal>lishments. that

.

a

to llu

'

(

ness.

Mormon

ones,

conformed exactly
;<)Xcrmiu '" t standard of wt-i^ht and fineAll the others, however, im hiding the

emulated

I

freely

r.iiuisco,

and were received on deposit
government set up an assay

by the hanking houses until the
office

in

and began

to stamp octagonal pieces of $50, called
ind afterwards those of $20 each.
This was done

1851; the San

Francisco Mint was not

The MotTat coins continued

ready

till

1854.

to circulate after the mint

gone into operation, since everybody had confidence

had

in their

estimated that $50,000,000 of private coins
They were received in the Atlantic citi

It is

goodness.
^truck.

their assay value only.

CHAPTER

II.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.
IT

is

evident from what has gone before that money,

real, is a

commodity; and when representative,
This

when

represent-,

.1

true of gold as well as of beaver skins.
commodity.
of tobacco, of rice, or of wampum.
is

-cher correctly observes that if money were nothing
but a measure of value it would on that account, if on no
yardstick possesses value as
measuring cloth, apart from its value as wood or
This fact is often contradicted and
brass.

other, possess value
ins of

M
snfo5ty.

sti11

;

just as a

oftener lost

si

ht of

-

No

invention or

of
discovery since the world began has been
so great service to mankind as that of a common m-

MONEY.
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One can hardly imagine a world existing without
say that the most indispensable thing in the whole
world is a thing of no value, is a contradiction of terms
As a matter
absolutely blighting to the human intellect.
of value.

To

it.

of fact, however, all the things that have

been used as money

have possessed other value, and we have the best reason to
believe that this other value led to their use as

money

in

We cannot conevery instance without a single exception.
ceive that gold would ever have been brought into use as
had not possessed certain qualities of beauty,
which caused it to be prized as
an article of adornment. In the Homeric poems everything
most precious and beautiful is golden. Zeus clothes him-

money

if

it

portability, durability, etc.,

self

with gold, his palace

is

floored with gold, his horses

have manes of gold, and he grasps a whip of gold. The
goddess of love and beauty is golden Aphrodite.
All trade is barter, or the exchange of property and service
for other property and service.
This is true when
exchanged for gold and gold for cloth. Here are

of barter to accomplish

one

is

two acts

namely, the procuring
This is a case where the

result,

of cloth for wheat.
16

wheat

way around

is the shortest way to
Fancy two men trying to
establish an equation between cloth and wheat without any
common medium of exchange. This would be a very simple
problem, however, in comparison with most of those which
mankind has to deal with. Take another example: What
should be the ratio of exchange between a given quantity
of steel rails and the services of a physician ?
There are certain tribes on the earth at the present time
so sunk in barbarism that they have no common medium of

longest

Barter**

your destination.

exchange.
"
1

It

is

1
Aristotle says that there were such in his day.

is in the household) there
took place when the community

plain that in the first society (that

was no such thing as

barter, but that

it

///

//

us

iin -in n. us

s,

.uul tlu- Mi-i li.mism

liaps sufficient

two

'

\, -ral
i.i

.'/7.SS.

in

the

first

chapter of his

l-'.\change."

has been said to show that the selling

gold and then selling the gold for

ieat for

really

\

of

at ts

The uord

barter.

barter

l.th

an-

is

.inmonly
used to signify the exchange of property without the use of
It must be borne in mind, however, that all trade is
money.
i.

even when the precious metals are employed as

inter-

being articles of barter also, and
possessing the same value as the things for which they
The whole science of money hinges on this
are exchanged.
mediaries

the

latter

Objections to tobacco money in Virginia and to the
variegated colonial currency of New England are obvious.
They were inconvenient in every way. In the first place,
they were not easily portable.
became enlarged
latter,

;

for the former

being separated, must

Aristotle on the
Oririn of Money

had

all

$ 6s. in 1662 for

cost

It

things in

common,

while the

exchange with each other according to

their needs, just as

many barbarous

tribes

now

subsist

.

merely exchange one useful thing
for another, as for example giving and receiving wine
This kind of trading is not
for grain and other things in like manner.
contrary to nature nor does it resemble a gainful occupation, being
^ " arter

-

**or these

merely the complement of one's natural independence. From thi*.
nevertheless, it came about logically that as the machinery for bringing
in what was wanted, and of sending out a surplus, was inconvenient, the
not .ill the
use of money was devised as a matter of necr>
life are easy of carriage
wherefore, to effect their
exchanges, men contrived something to give and take among themselves, which, being valuable in itself, had the advantage of being easily
passed frum hand to hand for the needs of life such as iron or silver
or something else of that kind, of which they tir>t determined merely

necessaries of

;

;

e and weight, but eventually put a stamp mi
the trouble of weighing, and this >t.imp !> ame the
tie's

of

it-

Politic^

I.

i).

it

in

nnU-i to save

-

This definition of money and explanation

origin have never been surpassed.
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cartage of the

proceeds of the

tax levy

Quaiities of Good

Money.

Ease of

of the

town of

In VirIpswich, amounting
,70
n
ia
there
was
a
in
difference
the
of
value
gi
to

6s. 8//.

tobacco notes according to the location of

Carriage.

the warehouse where the tobacco was situated.

This amounted

in

some cases

Another objection
these currencies.

is

found

The range

to los. per cwt.
in the fluctuations in value of

of tobacco prices in Virginia

1771; was from is. 6d. down to
i. per Ib. We have seen what strenuous
were made by the tobacco-planting colonies to

from 1619 to

Stability.

efforts

production and what distress and disorder were
caused by their inability to do so.
Another inconvenience attending these media of exchange

restrict the

was the difference in value between different lots of the
same article at the same place. Tobacco, even when up to
standard, was of four different kinds, described in the laws
as sweet-scented, Oronoko, leaf, and stemmed.

Then there were differences in the inspection,
some inspectors being more skillful and more strict than
others, whereby their receipts or notes came to have a higher
There were differences also arising from
price than others.
A large part of
different seasons and different cultivators.
the legislation of both Virginia and Maryland was directed

No substance can be consuppression of "trash."
sidered suitable for the purposes of money, if different parcels
of it are of different degrees of goodness.
to the

Want

of durability
things.

Durability.

was another objection to all of these
There was so much shrinkage and

deterioration in tobacco that the notes issued

could not be safely kept more than one year.
against
Some of the articles used as money in the colonial period
it

could be divided and subdivided without losing any part of
Grain and tobacco
while others could not.

their value,

VAA'.//

could be so divided.

It

lais

money
money
it,

(

//'/
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Heaver skins could

No

article

For the pur-

not.

poses of exactitude divisihilit

DirUiblliiv.
t. in

/'A'/.\

-sary.

,

which does not possess

considered a good

medium

this

quality

of exdiai.

not absolutely necessary tli.it the substance used as
should be coined. Gold and silver were used as

before they were coined.
At first they passed by
and, as Aristotle says, ihe st.unp. whiih was put

on them
BMiofRecor-

to designate the weight, afterwards

)ecame the sign of the value.
All that coining does is to save the trouble of frequent
j

weighing and assaying. Accordingly it is desirable that the
substance of which money is composed should be one which
can receive and retain a stamp.
None of the subst
which the early American colonies used, in lieu of the

The

precious metals, answered this requirement.

putting

one penny,
and higher denominations, easily recognized, was something
of

wampum

shells together in parcels equal to

akin to coinage.
So also was the marking of a hogshead of tobacco by an
\Yhen so marked it would pass without reweighinspector.

The stamp had here become the
ing or reexamination.
sign of value, but the tobacco itself could not be stamped
because the substance was not suitable for receiving and
retaining an impression.
All writers are agreed that the six requisites mentioned
al>o\e are essential to a good kind of money, vi/.. portability,

and

homogeneity, durability,

divisibility,

cognizability,

stability of value.

Long experience has taught mankind

that these qualities

embodied in two metals, gold and silver. Kxperience has likewise shown that it is impracticable to have both
Hold
of those metals as a standard of valueat the same time.
are best

etained

rather than

silver

because

it

contains

much
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value in

little

weight and hence
of

The Precious
Metals.

afterwards

better suited to the needs

small

as

were habituated

to

for the value of

money passes

is

modern commerce.

Silver

remained

in use

change because people

it.
Every piece of our gold
the metal contained in it.

I had occasion
true of the gold money of all nations.
in
at
a
to
francs
broker's
office in
gold
recently
buy 500

This

is

Wall

street.

He

About one-half

gave

me twenty-five

pieces of 20 francs each.

them were French and the remainder
Belgian, Spanish, Italian, Greek, and Tunisian. They passed
readily everywhere on the Continent of Europe at their full
of

value.
It

must not be assumed that gold

value.

When we

measures

all

speak

values

we mean

its

those commodities whose supply

j

s

absolutely stable in

one thing which
purchasing power in terms of
is

unlimited, or not controlled

by monopoly. The value
Gold not wholly
Free from Variations in Value,

is

of the value of the

of gold thus

subject to variations, but

measured

impossible to

measure them with accuracy even when we

compare prices during long

We

it is

are concerned

at

intervals of time.

present only with the comparative

steadiness of value of different things, as for example, gold
and tobacco. If gold is subject to fewer changes of purchasing power than tobacco

it is better fitted to serve the purposes
sooner or later supplant it in that function.
If it is subject to fewer changes than any other known
substance it will supersede all others. The fact that it is

of

money and

will

not wholly free from variation itself will not prevent it
from becoming the sole and universal money of civilized
mankind.

Money is the product of evolution, a result of the ages.
The better has gradually crowded the worst out of existence.
Our own history forms no exception to this rule, for although
our colonial ancestors for a time went back to a system

CO/.\.li

.is

null-

.is

tli.it

of the

abandoned
Money

Homeric
.111.1

period, they eventually

[.-sumed

nu-t.illic

a Product

which

of Evolution.

i

now

money.

always served as a mental standard

when

it

was

not

a leg

It

is

to understand

why they endured the burden
had money so long. There is evidence showing that tiM
"
"
and the debtor class wanted to hav.

difficult

of

it
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money as weH as a great quantity of it. Nothing could
be more abundant than the crops of wheat, corn, tobacco,
and rice, yet it does not appear from the colonial records
of

that

either

taxpayers or debtors as a whole gained any
this abundance nor that they were at all

advantage from
ed with

it.

In fact laws were frequently passed in

them from the oppression of being obliged
to pay tobacco, and not infrequently relief was granted by
enabling them to pay silver instead.
invariable consequence of the use of tobacco and
other produce as money was the exportation of specie.
Virginia to save

1

is

Exportation of
Specie caused
by the Use of
Inferior Money.

1

true that the exported specie paid for other

Ih
It was not given away.
property.
chief was that the people swapped a

good
exchange for a bad one.
hey
took a bad tool in place of a good one in the most important
part of their public and private economy or housekeeping.

medium

of

I

CHAPTER

III.

COINAGE.
is the act of assaying, subdividing, and stamping
It i> a reititi.
intended to be used as money.
of weight and fineness, but not necessarily of value.

COIX.V.K

a metal
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same coin may exchange

the

more goods at one time
Governments usually forbid

for

than at another.
Coinage

Act

is

an

coinage by private persons, because private
comers have a motive to deceive, and because

of Certifi-

cation.

deception is easy.
Formerly Governments
themselves habitually cheated their subjects by altering the
fineness of coins, but that form of swindling is no longer
Modern Governments in coinirrg money adhere
practiced.
.

as closely to the legal standard as human skill can attain.
If it were certain that private coiners would always make
coins as good and as uniform as those of the Government
there would be no reason for the

We

Government making

have seen how individual coiners operated

fornia for

some years

after

any.

in Cali-

country came into our

that

possession.

The
thai,

first

thalers

Bohemia,

Count

of

were made

at a private

mint

in

Joachims-

1581.
They were made by the
were called Joachimsthalers, or

in the year

Schlick,

and

The German word Thai
Schlickenthalers, or simply thalers.
is the equivalent of dale or valley in English:

Private Coiners.

and thaler

is

or

daler,

dollar.

1

he

coins

manufactured by the Count of Schlick were of uniform
goodness.
Uniformity was so rare in the i6th century
the thalers acquired great popularity, and thus the
word, with some slight variations, passed into many of the
Dollar was an English word in the
languages of Europe.
that

time of Shakspeare, just as ducats and byzants were English
words, although there were no such English coins.
Aristotle tells us that the first coins were pieces of metal
with the weight stamped upon them, and that the stamp
In
afterwards became the sign of the value.
Weight-Coins.

early
tale,

Rome

small

the larger ones by weight.

payments were made by

The Latin word

from which our words expend and

expense

are

derived,

.\.l*

nu-.ins to

payment

weigh
l>y

The

out.

\\

I

lu-

II

Latin .///<W///w al>o
shekel,

the pound, the penny, the peso, the
the name* of weights.
illy

name

the transference of the

tin-

t.iU-nt.

livre.

means a

the dr.u hm.i.

and the in.uk were

They

es of

ar>

of a weight to the

name

of a

It h.is hern proposed lately by men of
ability that we
should go back to the old fashion, and no Ion.
legal
tender coins from the mint but specified weights in>tead; as

\ample, ounces of gold and of silver, leaving them to
If this were
pass for what they are worth.
Proposal to
abolish Leral
Tender not
Practicable.

regard the

make

it

who could guarantee that we should not
same road that our ancestors did?
\\ ho could
say that we should not come to
ounce
as
we
now regard the gold
gold
done,

travel the

a legal tender, as soon as the inconvenience of not

having any legal tender was seriously

If

felt?

ded as a hopeful means of doctoring the

same amount

this plan

is

silver craze,

I

political force needed to
this
measure
carry
through Congress might cure the silver
disease in more direct ways.

think that the

A standard

of

a measure, by comparison with which the
weight, capacity, fineness, value of other things is
determined, as a standard bushel, a stindard

size,

is

II is
etc
proper, therefore, to speak
1
of a standard of value, a standard of weight.

g allon

-

ndard of fineness.

of the

The phrase "standard

silver dol-

In thr
'n-tituUoo
:haps valuation would be a better word.
nitL-il States the word value is used in the sense of valuation
t

the paragraph which gives Congress the power "to coin money.
regulate the value thereof and of foreign coin." The word value, as

in

now

used,

mean- purchasing power.

late the value of its

Hut

it

payments and

own

<

>f

course Congress cannot regu-

coins in that sense,

still

can regulate the valuation of them
l>etvveen individuals.

less that of foreign

in its

own

receipts

and
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lar,"
first

often used in

employed

this country,

is

a misnomer.

to distinguish the dollar of

It

was

grains from

412^

the trade dollar of 420 grains.
The silver dollar is not a
standard of anything.
Its value in trade is about double its
metallic value, because the
it

Government

practically

redeems

in gold.

A

unit of value

In our

first

must be one

thing, not

two or more things.

mint law, the gold eagle was declared to be "of
the value of ten dollars or units." the dollar

Unit of Value.

milled

*:

or unit being
of the value of the Spanish
dollar," and the weights of both were specified.

it implied two units.
The
the gold dollar only.
If two metals are
coined in unlimited quantities, there mast be a ratio of

This was an incongruity since
unit of value

now

is

weight at which each
Legal Ratio.

ment of debts.

The

may be used

ratio of 15 to

i

in the pay-

means

that

ounces or pounds of coined silver shall be equal for
debt-paying purposes to one ounce or pound of coined gold.
fifteen

Wise men in the past saw the impossibility of having two
standards at the same time and keeping the coins of both in
John Locke was one of these.
be necessary to make a choice between silver
and gold as the standard, he chose silver, but

simultaneous circulation.
Believing

it

to

he thou S ht that g ld ou g ht to be coined as
commercial money, i.e., to pass for what it

was worth but not
other statesmen

to

be legal tender.

who considered

Mirabeau and the
France dur-

this subject in

ing and after the Revolution chose silver as the standard
rather than gold because it was susceptible of division into

deemed better adapted to the
needs of French industry. When it became necessary, in
our own country, about the year 1834, to change the ratio of
15 to i which had been established in 1792, Mr. ('muly
small sums, and was therefore

Raguet, the foremost economist

of

that period, took the

s.uiu

-round that Locke had taken

in

England and Mirabeau

men were wrong, but they must not be
was by no means obvious that one of the two
metals (and the one most largely used) could be safely deand reduced to a mere counter, or token money, of
All of these wise

blamed.

It

i.

limited legal tender, the other being retained as full legal
tender.
Yet the truth was p-jrceived by
Adam Smith on Adam Smith.
In the "Wealth of NaSubsidiary
coinage.

5) speaking of the inconveniences

(*

lish trade arising

t<-

from the exportation of

sil-

ver coin, he says
"
This inconveniency perhaps would be less if silver was
rated in the coin as much above its proper proportion to
:

gold as

it

is

at present rated

below

it

:

provided

it

was

at

same time enacted that silver should not be a legal
tender for more than the change of a guinea, in the same
manner as copper is not a legal tender for more than the
the

change of

a shilling."

this weighty suggestion was published in 1776,
was not noticed by any government until 1816 when Mr.

Although

it

Pole, the master of the British Mint, called the attention of

Parliament to

it

in

connection

with other

monetary

re-

forms. In 1816 a law was passed reducing the
we 'g ht of British silver coins by 6 per

and making them legal tender for only 40 shillings in one payment, and providing that silver should be
bought by the Government and coined for the Government
only.
silver

There has been no trouble since that time in keeping
and gold in concurrent circulation, but the sib.

worth only about half of its fate value.
English experiment stems not to have been noticed
other
nations, for the reason probably that silver and not
by
was
When, in 18^4 37, the
their principal money.
gold
Hritish coins

is
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United States changed
Silver Coins in
the United States

its

ratio to

i

:

16 gold

was overvalued
and with

just as it had been in England in 1717
th e sam e consequences.
Our silver

began

to

he minor coins, being of proportional weight with the dollar, were melted
and exported, and their place in the circulation was taken by
light-weight foreign coins, principally Spanish and Mexican.
be exported.

prior to 1853.

Two

I

halves, four quarters, or ten dimes,

if

new and

of full

weight, were worth about 2\ cents more than a gold dollar.
Consequently they would be collected by brokers, melted
and exported. But two halves, four quarters, or ten dimes,

had

lost 2* cents' worth of silver by abrasion, would
because
there would be no motive to melt or excirculate,
There would be no profit in it. When I was a
port them.

that

of this country consisted almost exmore or less worn, chiefly Spanish
a
considerable sprinkling of English,
Mexican, but with

boy the

silver

money

clusively of foreign coins,

and

French, German, and Scandinavian pieces.
Every merchant
kept a coin chart manual for handy reference to determine
the value of these pieces as they were offered in trade.
have also seen Spanish quarters cut in half, each piece
culating as a York shilling.

I

cir-

When the great outpouring of gold from California and
Australia began in 1848 and subsequent years, the price of
silver rose so that the dollar of that metal was worth in the
market $1.04

in gold.

This fresh advance of i$ per cent

in the price of silver carried
rt

f

SmSi coS.
lar

in

gold.

coins out of

the countrv

still

more

''.

a11

of those

that were

worth by weight more than 100 cents per dolSo the remaining ones became lighter and

Finally it became apparent that if full-weight
would not circulate on the ratio of i: 16, while
those of light weight would circulate, it would be safe to
make minor coins (halves, quarters, etc.) designedly of light

smoother.

silver coins
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nnent account, of limited legal tender.
weight on
would be no profit in exporting such coins, because
they would not

sell

a> bullion for as

much

as

it

would cost

to collect them.

mg

upon this principle, Congress, in 1853, passed a
law providing for the coinage of new half dollars, qu.r
dimes and half dimes about 7 per cent lighter than the old

These were to be coined from silver
bought by the Government and not otherwise,

ones.
The Law

of 1853.

and were

,

to be Sold to the public at

100 cents

\

each 100 cents of the new coins, although these
worth
The new coins were
were
considerably less, at par.

gold for

legal tender for only five dollars in

was no longer any motive
etc.,

one payment.

There

to export the halves, quarters,

since they could not be collected for less than

100

cents per dollar and could not be sold for more.
Thus we,
in our turn, found out that the system suggested by Adam
Smith in 1776 would work. Not only would it work, but it

has proved to be the only system that would keep both
It has proved
metals in circulation under all circumstances.
also to be the system that would call into circulation the
largest possible amount of both gold and silver at any one

time and place.
Such is the underlying principle of a subsidiary coinage,
( Mir
of whatever metal or substance it may be composed.
silver dollar,

the

French five-franc piece and the German
on the same principle. They are sub1

thaler circulate at par
Principle! of

Subsidiary
Coinage.

They are now
sidiary coins of larger size.
worth as metal only one-half of their nominal
value, but since they are Halted in number,

them

and since the government
all

public dues, they are not depreciated.

for public

dues

is

one way

of

f-r

Receiving them

redeeming them.

<

>ur coins,

smaller than one dollar, whether of silver, copper, or nickel.
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are redeemable
in

sums

by the Government

when presented

in gold

of twenty dollars or more.

subsidiary silver coins circulate at a value which is
largely imaginary the question may be asked, why not make
them of some other metal, or even of paper?
If

mi

There are no reasons except custom and con-

Metal

A coin not heavier than

venience.
is

more convenient than a piece

in the long

run

is

of

paper
probably cheaper, as

A
frequent renewal.
some other metal, but
habits of the people.

;

is

it

a half dollar
cleaner,

and

does not require
coin
cheaper
might be made out of
it

always best to conform to the
Having been born and nurtured in a

it

silver subsidiary coinage,

is

no good reason

is

apparent why

we should depart from it.
Nobody would have ventured,

twenty-five years ago, to
all
Ecus
or
that
the
five-franc
pieces of France and
predict
the thalers of Germany would continue to circulate at par

Why the Thalers,
the Ecus and the
Silver Dollars
circulate at Par.

after their metallic value

one

half.

.

.

it

.

pass for the intrinsic value of the bullion

ought to contain, provided the quantity be not exThis principle as applied to paper money was
We find it in the discussions
long before Ricardo.

it

cessive.

known

fallen

however debased a coinage may become
will

which

had

.

Ricardo had indeed laid down the rule that

on our own colonial and continental currency. But the fivefranc pieces and the thalers were an unknown, immeasurable
quantity.

Therefore they did not come under Ricardo's

There is every reason to believe that if the great fall
of silver had come suddenly in the early seventies there
would have been a panic and a great depreciation. Moreover everybody would have apprehended extensive counterfeiting when the face value of those coins became much
But since the depreciation
greater than the metallic value.
took place gradually and imperceptibly there was no panic
rule.
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not a

is

would not be chosen voluntarily.

of suppressed agitation
'

(

not'satwactory

ountr > "here

it

satisfactory one.

There

exists.
"

is

a

ert.iin

c

It

amount

on the subject in every
In France the name

of "metallic assign its
h.is been given to the
that
a resemblance to
have
meaning
they

five-franc pieces,

the paper

money

of the revolution.

One hundred and
silver

coins,

seventy-four different varieties of foreign
besides many gold ones, circulated in the

United States prior to 1860, at their bullion value, which
were quoted in the coin chart manuals of Taylor, Thompson,
Nicholas and others.
various acts of Congress beginning in 1793 and run1827, the following foreign coins, if of full weight,
ning
and no others, were made legal tender in the
I'.y

till

Leral Tender of
Foreign Coins.

Unkcd
Britain,

States

viz

Portugal,

the go i d coins of

France,

Spain

,

and

the

dominions of Spain silver, Spanish milled dollars, and French
In 1834, and runcrowns, and the fractional parts thereof.
;

ning

and

till

no

1857, the following foreign coins,
others were made legal tender

if

of full weight,
the United

in

the gold coins of Great Britain, Portugal,
viz.,
silver, dolFrance, Spain, Mexico and Colombia
lars (not the smaller coins) of Spain, Mexico, Peru, Chili,
Central America, Bolivia, and the five-franc pica
States,
Brazil,

;

France.
It

was the intention

of Congress to give the character of
and the fur-

legal tender only to the silver dollars of Spain

franc pieces of France, but the dollars of Spain which circulated here were mostly coined in the Spanish-American
provinces, and

when these countries achieved

their inde-

pendence, it became necessary to name them in order to
avoid ambiguity.
This is the reason why so many Ameri-

can countries were named.
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CHAPTER

IV.

LEGAL TENDER.

THE

phrase tender, or legal tender, means that in any
case of dispute between parties touching the

Leza^Tender

fulfilment of a contract, or the

debt,

or

the

adjustment

of

payment

of a

damages, the

may deposit the thing which is legal tender in Court
receive his discharge.
The legal tender thing may be

debtor

and

much or of little value, or of none at all.
The principle of legal tender did not begin as a piece of
As Aristotle says, the government
conscious legislation.
a
time
metal is circulating by weight, to
at
when
begins,

of

It stamps small ingots in
certify the weight and fineness.
This is
order to avoid the necessity of frequent weighing.
in
make
contracts
terms
Then
people
coinage.
Roman Law of
Q f tne g Overnmen t coinage, and the government enforces the contracts. Under Roman

law the creditor was obliged to take in payment whatever
was coining. This principle appears not to

the government

have been questioned before the time of Sulla, although
there were serious debasements of the coinage at different
In the
times, and especially during Hannibal's invasion.

Lex Cornelia, a penalty was enacted against those who
Under Diocletian
should refuse the government's coins.
Gold was then made to pass
there was a change of system.
by weight. In the later Empire, however, the legal tender
quality seems to have been restored to governmental coins.
Colonial Tender

We

have seen how capricious were the tender

Laws.

laws of the colonial period.
Virginia, for exmanner
in
the
varied
her
following
practice
ample,
:

LEGAL TENDER.
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Gold and silver the only legal tender.
Tobacco the only legal tender.

iwj.
IM2.

Tobacco,

silver

and wheat equally

legal tender at

fixed rates.

Peas, Indian corn, barley, oats and wound silk
to the preceding articles as legal tender

added

at fixed rates.

Tobacco notes

tender for tobacco debt*

legal

1727-

within

the

warehouse

district,

but

not

else-

where.

Tobacco notes the

sole legal

debts in the warehouse

tender for tobacco

district.

Silver legal tender for tobacco debts at a fixed

1/35*

rate.

Maryland likewise had several
cluding this

varieties of legal tender in-

:

Inspected tobacco legal tender for debts at

The

one-fourth higher rates than uninspected.
following varieties of legal tender exist at the present

time under the laws of the United States
Present Varieties

*

Gold

coins,

:

legal tender without any ex-

of Ltgal Tender.

p ress limit.
and Treasury notes issued under the
act of 1890, legal tender "except where otherwise expressly
2.

Silver dollars,

stipulated in the contract."
3.

United States notes (greenbacks), legal tender except for
on the public debt and for duties on imports. Since

interest

the resumption of specie payments (1879) these notes have
been made receivable for duties by Treasury order, to avoid

the trouble of carrying gold to and from the custom house.
4. National Bank notes, legal tender in payment of any
also receivable for
liability to any National Bank
Government dues except duties on imports, and tenderable for all Government debt.- except interest on bonds.

debt or
all

;
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Silver coins smaller than

5.

the

amount

and copper,
in

one payment.
a law of tender

made

is

bargains made

the terms thereof,
It is

it is

its

enactment, and

it

alters

unjust.

sometimes said that a change

injustice in
of

Coins of nickel

applicable to debts contracted

before

exhausts
Changes

dollar, legal tender to

legal tender to the amount of twenty-five cents

If

or to

one

one payment.

of ten dollars in

law of tender

in the

on past debts

itself

;

that

while

cannot avoid accepting the new legal
people
1

Legal

Tender.

tender thing for preexisting dues, yet that
they straightway adjust their business and

bargains to the new law, and thus escape further harm.
This is true only of a very small part of the community.
The masses either do not understand the subject sufficiently.
or are so

enmeshed

in the social fabric that

they cannot

For example, no individual workman
can raise his wages by his own volition merely because his
cost of living has increased.
extricate themselves.

1

Gold and

silver

were made

full legal

tender in the United

States at the ratio of 1:15, on the recommendation of HamThe Spanish dollar had been
ilton, in 1792.
First Legal Tender under the
Constitution.

declared the

monetary unit of the United

States by the Congress of the Confederation.
The dollars in actual circulation were of two

different coinages, varying slightly in weight

and

also in the

amount

of loss

by abrasion.

and

fineness,

Their average

weight was ascertained by Hamilton to be 37 1 grains of pure
silver.
The commercial equivalent of this dollar in gold
was 24^/5 grains of pure metal. This fact, and a survey

market ratios of Europe, led him to consider the
one to adopt. Fifteen times 24 T7 rfr
37i 1V0> which thus became the number of grains of pure

of the

ratio of 1:15 the proper
is

metal in the silver dollar.

41

It

than

turned out that our new d-llais were 2,'-j grains lighter
A somewhat whimsical result
new Spanish dollars.

As our

followed.

dollar

was received

in

trade in

tin-

Indies as the e<|ual of the Spanish, it becam
.lc to
send American dollars there and to bring back Spanish dollars to be re-coined at our mint.
There was a pro:

about one per cent

came about

in the operation.

So

it

although our mint was coinas
as possii,l c few or none were
fast
dollars
ing
We were working for bullion
to be found in circulation.
that,

,

To put an end to this u
pay.
in 1805, gave an order to the
President
Jefferson,
expense.
brokers

without

mint to stop coining dollars, and no more were coined till
There was no law authorizing the President to give
1836.*

such an order, but on the other hand there was nothing

in

the law requiring the mint to deliver dollars to the depo

A delivery of half-dollars, quarters, and
dimes, these being of proportional weight with the dollars,
It seems to
ijually a compliance with the law.

of silver bullion.

been Jefferson's idea that by stopping the coinage of dolcheck would be put to this traffic, it being more
troublesome to handle two half-dollars than a whole one.
i

was his conception, he was mistaken. The half-dolran away as briskly as the dollars had formerly d
circulation continued to be filled with abraded Spanish

If this

lars

Our

silver coins.

The first change in our legal tender act was made in 1834
and 1837 when the standard weight of the gold dollar was
fixed at 25 ,8 grains and the standard fineness
nine-tenths.

I'ncler

this

law

the

fine

gold

he standard
was 23^ grains.
of the silver dollar was fixed at 41 2 J'j grains, but the
amount of fine silver in it remained unchanged. The new
in the dollar

t

1

Laughlin's I'.inu-ulli-m. page 53.

1
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was approximately as i 16. We were then practically
on the silver basis and had been so for a long time, the premium on gold in the market being 4^ per cent. Anybody
ratio

:

having $100 gold could buy $104.50 silver to pay his debts
Neither the statute law nor the moral law offered any
with.
it was a part of
every bargain. The
never
promised to hold the market ratio of the
government
This had come in the course of
metals steady at 1:15.

objection to this, because

time to be 1:15.625.
Under the new law anybody having
could
to pay his debts with.
silver
$100
buy $102.25
In other words the standard was debased 2% per cent.

8^

The law of 1834 ought to have provided that preexisting
contracts should be settled on the preexisting basis.
The law of tender adds nothing to the value of gold.
The

early gold coins of California were not legal tender, yet
those which were of equal weight and fineness
The Law of Ten.
der adds Nothing Wltn government coins were of equal value.
.

to the

value of

.

,

The

thalers of the

Count of Schlick were not

f^stlH

legal tender anywhere, yet they circulated all
over Europe and were more freely received than Government coins, because they were more uniform in quality.

The Spanish

New

was not legal tender in the colony of
was always good in trade at the rate of

dollar

York, yet

it

eight shillings.
Perhaps the most decisive test of the proposition we are
considering is furnished by the experience of France, while

John
Proof of this in
the History of
France.

Law had

TI th of

control of her finances.
in

On

the

order to sustain the

March, 1720,
value of paper money, an edict of the government was promulgated that after the first of

May gold should no longer be used in the payment of debts,
nor silver after the first of August, and that no more of either
metal should be coined.
1

"Thus," says a recent

France under the Regency, by James Hreck Perkins,

1

history,

p. 491.

DEJt.
'"I

time

shoit

-I

the one civilized

enjoyed the
country where ;i

dlttimlloli

<>i

man touM

pay his debts with -;old or silver. .1 state of affairs which
had no parallel since mankind passed from the era of
and those the prciioiis uu-tals as the medium of exchange."
I'his edict was enforced by all the power of a
despotic gov!

ernment, but the value of the metal*.
Value

of

Pre-

\\as not

while

degree,

slightest

money went downward

cions Metals not
lessened by

|

Demonetization.

|

lc

decree was

that

lessened in the
of

faster

the paper
than before.

operation only one month.

in

_.
,

Other decrees of
proved equally

like nature

were enacted and

In the course of fifteen months the

futile.

value of gold was changed twenty-ei^ht times and that of
silver thirty-live times
that is, the government decreed these
;

changes and sought to enforce them, but succeeded only

in

cheating individuals.

The Mint

at Philadelphia

has upwards of sixty varieties

of private gold coins which circulated in the United >
at one time and another.
They were manufactured in North

Carolina, Georgia, Oregon, California, Utah, and Colorado,
and were not legal tender.
Examples of these private coins

-hown

in the frontispiece, viz.

:

1.
Coined by Templeton Reid of Georgia. Value about $5.00.
Mr. Keid afterward removed his coining apparatus to California.
Value alx>ut $4-92.
Hechtlcr Mint at Rutherfordton, N. C.

3.

Letters over the figure of a beaver are the initials of the

persons composing the Oregon Exchange Co.
4.

pieces.
5.

Letters

J.

S.

O. mean

7.

Ormsby,

Value about 4.84.

thee

the coiner of

Value $9.37.

Mormon Coin.

Letters above the clasped hands

mean

<

Value *4-3 r
Value not known.
l'iU\
.ik (Colorado) Coin.
Value $16.00.
Ingot of Moffat & Co., San Francisco.

Salt Lake City Pure Gold.

&

J. S.

I

-
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THE GOLD STANDARD.

CHAPTER

I.

EXPERIENCE OF ENGLAND AND THE UNITED STATES.

THE

is the most important fact in
and the one over which the hottest con-

single gold standard

financial science

troversy now rages.
In the 1 7th and i8th centuries most,

if

not

all,

civilized

countries employed both gold and silver as money of full
legal tender, intending to use them simultaneously but really

using them alternately.

The use

of two metals

Condition during
requires, as has been already said, a legal
the I7th and I8th
ratio between them, giving debtors the option
Centuries.

of paying, for example, either i ounce of
coined gold or 15^4 ounces of coined silver, for an equal
sum, the mints being open at all times to the coinage of
either metal in unlimited amounts for private persons.

Concurrent circulation of the two metals can continue only
so long as the market ratio coincides with the legal ratio.
When i ounce of gold, as in the example cited, comes to be
worth a little more than 15^ ounces of silver, gold will be

withdrawn from circulation, sold for silver, and the premium
If the market ratio turns the other way silver
pocketed.
be retained.

The monetary

history of nations consists mainly of these

changes and of

will

be withdrawn and gold

will

the recoinages to which they led.

A\<

-

Prior to the year

mi-:

.

the only countries tlut had tin

1871

standard

.__.
Conditioain

r\iri n M-AI

.t

Mrit.iin

and her colonies,

Turkey. llra/il and the Argentine
1870.
1 hose which had
the single
Republic.
standard were (lermany. Holland, the Scandinavian counI'oitu^al.

Xustria, Russia. Egypt, Mexico, Japan, India. ( hin.i.
Central America, Bolivia, Ecuador and Peru.
All the coun-

not
in,

named

these

in either of

or double standard.

lists

Nearly

the .single gold standard, having been

all

had the bimetallic
have changed

moved

t<>

thereto by ex-

perience.

The

first nation to do so was England.
This step was
taken
in
the
date
really
1798, although
usually assigned to
it

i.s

1816.

The pound

sterling was originally a pound weight of silver.
divided into twenty parts called shillings, and each of these
into twelve parts called pennies, or penny-

Gold made its first appearan
weights.
the coinage of England in the reign of

Edward

III. (A.D. 1345).

by royal decree

From

this

in this

The

ratio of gold to silver fixed

coinage was about 12'i

to

i.

period to the forty-third year of the reign of

Eli/abeth there were nine debasements of the silver coinage
accompanied by changes in the gold coinage, but as these

were arbitrary acts of the reigning no scientific interest.

In

the

Klizabeth (1601) the

last

de-

Arbitrary Debasements of the tne y possess
Coinage in Early
forty-third of

basement was made.
silver

was then coined

pound of gold

of

and the

sixty-two
and one-half sovereigns of
four grains e.\< h. the ratio of gold
shillings,

into thirty-three

seven pennyweights and
to silver being

into

The pound weight

n

to

i.

The

silver

coinage being hence-

forth unchanged, it becomes possible to trace the commercial variations of the two metals and to observe the ineffec-
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and government to keep both of
money.
Queen Elizabeth died two years later. Before her successor, James I., had been on the throne three years, gold
had risen in value as compared with silver, and the gold
tual struggles of society

them

in use as legal-tender

coins were exported to such an extent that
to diminish their weight about
per cent.
established was a little more than 12 to i.

it

n

to

was necessary

The

ratio

now

In the ninth year of the same reign the gold coin began
be exported again, so that it was necessary to make a new
ratio was fixed
was too great an ad-

This time the

change of

ratio.

variations of

a * 13 to

i.

Metais under

vance in the rating of gold. An exportation
of silver set in, which caused great incon-

Commercial

James

I.

venience in the kingdom.
the

king, in

the

hibiting

the

year

this

Instead of readjusting the ratio,
issued a proclamation pro-

1614,

exportation

proclamation had no

But

of

the

precious

metals.

The

So another one was issued

effect.

in

1618, reaffirming the first one and forbidding the melting of
coin for the purpose of making plate, although a certain
amount might be used for repairing old plate and keeping it

up

to

its

Proclamations

As

the evil continued, a third
proclamation was issued in 1622, and a fourth
n I 6 2 4.
None of these had any effect except

original standard.

j

to make a record of the futility of attempts to
enforce a legal ratio which is different even
in a slight degree from the market ratio.
It was customary
a
of
two
this
to
period
pence for silver
during
pay premium

porters.

change
Soon

to the

amount

after Charles

of twenty shillings.
began his reign, he issued a procla-

I.

mation on the same subject, reciting the previous ones of
his father and acknowledging that they had been disregarded.

In

1636 seven persons accused of melting and

exporting coin were arrested

and fined ^8,500, and im-

7

the tines were paid, luit even this ex. imp!
not put a .stop to the practice
was
Proclamation*
\\orth two or three pence per ou
and Punishments
HMU1 the mint valuation, and this f.u t d.,im
Ineffectual.
ied

till

t

,

n. ited the whole nation.
Hut what could not
be prevented by royal proclamation and star chamber was
stopped by an unseen force. The price of gold was >

so that about the beginning of the Commonwealth,
King James had established was identical, or

rising,

the ratio that

The exportation of the
nearly so, with the market ratio.
precious metals ceased until the reign of Charles II.
In 1663 gold had risen in value so that it was necessary
to

change the

ratio to 14)^ to

This was an advance of

i.

about 8 per cent since James I.
li time that a
change was made

new name was given
distinguish
II.

it

from

its

in

the gold coinage a

to the coin so produced, in order to

The coin that (harks
predecessors.
called the guinea.
It was ordered

now introduced was

that this coin should pass for twenty shillings, but
First Appearance of the
Guinea.

exporting.

it

imme-

diately became current in trade at a higher
ra t e , passing for twenty-one to twenty-two

No attempt was made to enforce
the mint valuation or to prevent melting or
shillings.

silver

Consequently

became

in

practice

the

only legal-tender money.
Nobody would
pay a debt of twenty shillings when it was worth twenty-one
The guineas passed for what they were worth as
shillings.
offer a guin

much

That was a time when the clipping of coin was
practiced, but it was no advantage to clip a gold coin,

since

it

bullion.

coins,

was taken only

at

however, passed by

its

bullion value.

tale.

The

-

Consequently they were

The evil became so
subjected to the clipping process.
was
of
silver
that
a
necessary, and was
great
re-coinage
undertaken

in the reign of

William

III.

This was a
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Both Sir Isaac Newton and
ways.
Locke
were
concerned in it. In the
John
ear
1
1
^
e
umea
was ma de current by
7 7
y

brated event in

"188*

1

of

!^^

silver, at

many

royal proclamation at twenty-one shillings in
This
figure the ratio was about 15-} to i.

which

was

in the third year of the reign of George i.
"It was about /this time," says Lord Liverpool, "that a

marked preference was shown by the people
rather than silver, on account of

its

for gold money
convenience in making

This he ascribes to the increase in the
large payments."
commerce of the country. As gold was slightly overrated
at the ratio of 15} to i, there was a tendency
Renewed Exto
silver.
of the latter
portation of Silver,

export
Only ^"^84,000
metal was brought to the mint for a period of
eighty-three
of this

century, and most

captured in war.

The

years down to the end of the
came from Spanish treasure ships

only silver coin retained in circulaAs these light-

was that which had been much worn.

tion

Only Light Silvar Pieces remai n
.

weight pieces varied among themselves, the
ones were selected to make payments,
...
a condition which became worse and worse

lightest

,

.

.

until Parliament, in 1774, passed an act limitthe
For
ing
legal tender of silver coins to ,25 in tale.

any sum above ,25 they could be paid by weight only.
This act was to continue in force only two years, the expectation being that some other remedy for the evil would
It was reenacted from
shortly be found.
Silver first Demonetized for
tnis Reason.

time to time

till

1798,
...

when another

clause
.,

was added, providing that no more silver
should be coined at the mint, nor should any
be delivered that had been coined, but that the owners of
such silver should be paid for it.
In the following year
(1799) a

was passed making the act of 1774
In 1816 the character of the British monetary

brief act

\ITKDSTAT:

Efi

in was formulated
by an ait of Parliament on its present basis, the essential part of this act In in- in the followin:;

"

words

:

And whereas

XI.

of this realm of gold

at various

and

silver

times heretofore the coins

have been equally a

tender for payments to any amount,
/iiis

(

//-/.iv//

from

I'oth

<///</. ^n>it

legal

//.

those precious metals being concurrently

the standard

measure of value ami equivalent for
and it is expedient that the gold coin made

Gold standard
ate Permanent

according to the indentures of the mint
should henceforth be the sole standard meas-

in

i

8j6

.

ure of value and legal tender for payment,
without any limitation of amount, and that the silver coin
should be a legal tender to a limited amount only, for the
facility of
"

exchange and commerce

:

therefore enacted, That from and after the passing
of this act, the gold coin of this realm shall be and shall be
I'.e

it

considered and

is hereby declared to be the only legal tender for payments, except as hereinafter provided,
and no tender of payment of money made in the silver coin
.

.

.

any sum exceeding the sum of forty shillings
one
shall be reputed a tender in law, etc."
time,
any
This is a brief re*sum<? of the experience and legislation

of this realm of
at

It is important as showing that the single
was
standard
adopted on account of the "great incongold
"
of the double standard, which had been in vogue
venience
"
Of course, this inconvenu
previously.

of Great Britain.

John Locke
Double standard,

na o! attracted the attention of learned men
before 1798.
John Locke had shown that a
double standard composed of two things of

varying value was an impossibility.
standard of silver, as did the learned
the
It

same question

He favored the men who considered

in France a century later.
appears that the gold standard was adopted wi
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any particular design on the part of those who brought
about.

They

it

found, as a matter of fact, that the monetary

1774 could be cured most readily by limitSo they did it for two years,
and then for two years more, and so on, till

evils existing in

ing the legal tender of silver.
The Change
made to promote
the Public Convenience.

T
79 8 -99> when they had become satisfied by
the experience of twenty-five years that the
.

single gold standard

was the right thing

Seventeen years
put an end to the "inconvenience."
the experiment having continued to be successful,

to

later,

they
passed the law which I have quoted. That law, in substance, remains in force to the present time, and we may be
sure that

it

would not have lasted so long

if

it

were not a

se.

good thing per
The United States adopted the double standard of gold
and silver in 1792. In this matter our statesmen followed
the example of the older countries of Europe.
At Hamilton's instance, the ratio of 15 was adopted,
Experience of
an(j there is no room to doubt that this was
the United
ver
states.
y close to the true market ratio at the time.
Nevertheless, gold began to grow scarce in
our circulation as early as 1810, and had wholly disappeared in 1817. One ounce of gold had come to be worth
as metal something

more than

fifteen

ounces of

silver.

It

.was worth while for bullion brokers to collect gold coins
and export them.

Mr. Raguet wrote to the National Gazette in 1820 to ex"
the disappearance of gold from the
plain the reason for
United States." Two years later he wrote
Early Disap-

on the

same

"

that
saying
continued
to
be
the
of
Goldi
although
coinage
gold
in
not
a
coin
large ($1,319,030
gold
1820),
was anywhere to be seen in circulation." The facilities of
mint were simply used by merchants to certify the
/.
pearance of

again

subject,

THE
and
stirrii

tint-ness of

I'
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gold for exportation. .There were

on the

sul
change of ratio as
Various projects \\ere brought forward.
ely a session passed without .some movement in one
^s

iSiX.

House
Movements

in

or the other.

In

1834 the Gold

Hill.

as termed, w.is reported

by a special
Conrress to recommittee of the House, of whii h Mr
cover it.
imp
bell I*. White, of New York, was chairman.
debates and the newspaper discussions show that there
three considerable forces at work to promote the pas,

;

s

\\

it

(

One was the desire to have gold
This desire found apt expression in
the words of Thomas H. Benton, who declared that the
of his endeavors v
of the
in

Gold

Bill.

circulation.

:

enable the friends of gold to go to work at the ri^ht
place to effect the recovery of that precious metal which
their fathers once possessed, which the subjects of the
European kings now possess, which the citi-

Domingo

zens of the young republics to the south all
possess, which even the free negroes ot
possess, but which the yeomanry of this America

have been deprived of for more than twenty years, and will
be deprived of forever unless they discover the cause of the
evil

and apply the remedy

The production

of gold in the Southern States had risen

from $5,000

toVheOuu^tf
Ratio in ISM.

to its root."

in

1824 to $868,000 in 1833, and

6enerall y entertained that if
valuation of gold were raised, it
would j^ive the producers of that metal a

thc

hclil

'

f

W:1S

the mint

In other wor
advantage.
"
to
of "protection
measure
as
a
serve
would
This was an entire mistake,
that industry.

pecuniary

but

it

of the

had a considerable influence

Gold

Hill.

in

promoting the passage
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The third ^impelling force was the bank controversy then
This was largely a party question, the supporters
raging.
of President Jackson being generally supporters of the Gold
Bill.
The silver standard, it was contended,
promoted the circulation of bank notes beThe gold
cause silver was bulky and heavy.
standard, on the other hand, would curtail bank-note circulation because gold was easily handled.
Hence the opponents of banks, and especially of the Bank of the United
States, were in favor of the Gold Bill.
The Bill, as reported to the House by Mr. White, proi
15.60, but when it came up for disWhite moved an amendment making the ratio
i
16
and this amendment was adopted without a division.
Then another amendment was offered making the ratio
1:15.621;, and it was supported on the
Law of 1834.
ground that it was the true market ratio, and
that it would keep gold and silver in concurrent circulation.
The adoption of the ratio of i 16, it was contended, would
drive silver out of circulation.
Nevertheless, the amendment was voted down
The Bill was
yeas, 52
nays, 127.
then passed in the House by 145 to 36, and in the Senate

vided for a ratio of

:

cussion, Mr.
;

;

:

;

by 35

to

7.

was perceived on both sides that the passage of the
bill would make the United States a gold-standard country
in practice.
Why, then, was the double standard retained
in theory?
One reason was that a great many contracts
were in existence, such as ground leases and
n
bonds and mort g a g es expressly calling for
?eTaine?in Th!eory, but dispayment in silver. Another was that the smalcarded in Pracj er co ns
(halves, quarters, and dimes) were of
It

>

j

it

These,
proportional weight with the dollar.
with, the principles

was thought, could not be dispensed

of a subsidiary coinage being then imperfectly understood.

ic
>1

double standard was retailed

in

l.iw

although dis

in pt.i.

these

1'ndi-r

nd

t)u

circumstam
;.>ld
standard existing
u being no silver except light-weight subsid-

iary coins, our mint authorities, the only people who took
any interest in the subject, began even before
Mr. Pollock's
the war to recommend that the single cold
Recommendastandard should be adopted in law as it had
tion,

been adopted

in

Ex-Governor Pollock,

fact.

tor of the Mint, in his report for 1861, called attention

a silver dollar that was worth 2.98
more than the gold dollar, and 8 cents more than
half-dollars.
He recommended that it should either be

to the incongruity of

t\\<

dropped from the

list

of coins or reduced in weight so as to

He
correspond with the subsidiary coins.
considered that gold was ae facto the standard
of value, and he recommended that the law should conform
Law

of 1873.

But the nation had more exciting topics to dis86 1 than those relating to coinage. In 1866, after
the war, Mr. John J. Knox, who then had charge of the
Mint and coinage matters in the Treasury De-

to the fact.

cuss in

1

P artment recommended a revision of
laws relating to the Mint.
well

approved of the suggestion.

Linderman were appointed
such revision.
a
<>f

bill in

in

Mr.

all

the

Secretary BoutKnox and Dr.

1869 a committee to make

They presented their report with a draft of
The report recommended the discontinuance

1870.
the silver dollar, this coin being obsolete.
The bill and report were transmitted to the Finance

<

The bill
mittee of the Senate on the 25th of April, 1870.
It made
of
the
loth
the
on
Senate
January, 1871.
passed
the gold dollar a unit of value and it dropped the silver
dollar from the

list

for \\ant of time.

of coins.

The

The

forty-first

bill

failed in the

Congress having

House
ex.

MO.VEY.

j4

It

It

in the Forty-second.
it came up again
House May 27th, 1872, by yeas no, nays 13.

final action,

without

tin-

p.isM-d

without a dissenting
passed the Senate January 17, 1873,
IK- metal in the silver dollar at that
I

was worth

T*e FilM Charre time

old dollar

objection to the bill was
the price of silver had fallen so
there had been any, would have

lu-ard. until

that the silver dollar,

been worth

The

less

than

two cents more than the

No

-

if

the

gold dollar.

Then

it

became

mable to say that the bill was passed surreptitiously.
is. that the bill was before Congress two years and

truth

it was printed thirteen times by order of
the
debates on it occupy sixty-six columns
Congress, that
in the Senate proceedings and seventy-eight columns in the

ten months, that

House proceedings, and
reason
to

why

little

that

discontinuance of the

the

was specially discussed

dollar

r

in the

House.

The

the discontinuance of the silver dollar attracted

notice was that this coin

had been discontinued

df fafto in 1834, when the ratio of 16 to i was adopted. 1
Let MS imagine for a moment that silver had not fallen in
price after

Would anybody ever have missed the
?
Would anybody have doubted

1873.

silver dollar

UTt UM Form of

Uw to AB Exiit** "***

tnat ln e gold standard

men

m<l.

in

the

by natural causes operating upon
s minds in the same
way as it was in
i

i

action

the form of law to
earlier period

was brought about

this country

of Congress in 1873
merely giving
what had been done practically at an

?

As

the act of 1873 has not been
repealed or modified it
follows that the United States are on the
single gold

Tb

to-called
..;.!..

.

1

-crime of 1873"

will

be considered at length in a

ss

HAM

(

IK

II.

EXPERIENCE OF GERMANY AND FRANCE.
I\ tlu
\\

1857 the states composing the German /oil
of Austria entered into a monetary

y.-.ir

and the Kinpire
treaty

by which they adopted the sin-le

Germany adopted standard.

In

the

preliminary

the Silver Stand- .
Austria
ardini&57.

ard,

had desired to adopt the gold standbut her wishes had been defeated in a

whimsical manner which
of the I'niverMty

"Some German

.silver

confer*

<>f

states,

is

thus described by

Munich

Professor

:

jealous of their sovereignty, of

which they believed their mint policy to be the most intimate

opposed the adoption of the gold standard.
Their chief argument can only be regarded now as very
unimportant.
They maintained that the conpart, strongly

Whimsicai

sequence of the adoption of the gold standard
would have been a recomage of the silver

Reason for
doing M.

.

Now

currency into subsidiary coin.

have been

it

would

necessary, for technical reasons, to concentrate

such coinage

in

one or two great mints.

But this concen-

time, appeared impossible to the smaller
without seriously threatening their sovereignty."
Thus from 1857 to 1871 Germany had the single silver

tration,

at that

'

I

standard, but as she could not transact business with silver
alone, she used for her international and
Her Heteroreneous Metallic

Money.

wholesale trade a heterogeneous assortment of
e
gold coins, partly domestic and partly foreign,
,

.

including napoleons, pistoles, guineas, eagles, Russian im
perials, Friedrichs d'or, ducats, crowns, etc., passin

The Monetary Situation in Germany," in the Annal* of the
American Academy of Political and Social Science, PhiU, July, 1893.
1
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rm

the

of

discussion by the economists and
currency had been under
for nearly ten years, but until 1868
publicists of Germany
of
the question under debate was a question of uniformity

money

rather than of the metallic standard.
l

1'rofessor Lotz,

"was

"The

to unify the

chief

seven

dif-

which existed
Compared
1873.
with this, the question how to get rid in some way of the
of the then prevailing silver standard, was
till

ferent monetary systems

only of secondary importance."
In addition to tlvs great variety of coinage,

due

for the

oat part to the spirit of particularism, there were state
notes and bank notes in circulation to the

discount.

money
silver
I

>r.

amount of 700,000,000 marks, of varying
degrees of goodness and different rates of
The losses caused by the discount on the paper
and the bother of the heterogeneous

in circulation

money, made

the monetary situation insupportable.

Soetbeer had published two articles in 1863 and 1864
it was not until after the Paris

on tbe gold standard, but
t.uy

Conference of 1867 that the commercial classes
interest in the question.
After this

began to take

event a great

many

*

*

appeared in Germany
unmistakable tendency in the

publications

showing an

mind to the gold standard. The most
important of these is the report which Dr.
Soetbeer nude at the Ninth Congress of Ger-

public

art.

man Economists

in the
This Congress met in
year 1868.
pronounced in favor of the unification of
an money, and of the gold standard.
Its action was
ml by the Handelstag, the united commerciai Ixxiics of the North German
Confederation, and
would have been carried into effect at once but for the war
1

with France.

This event postponed the reform one
year.

the 5th of November, 1871, the Finance Minister of
new Germ. in Kmpire. Merr Delbruck, presented to the
Imprn.il hut a brief report of the "motives" which had
(

>n

the

measure for the unirx
This measure provided for the
<d pieces of ten and twenty marks, and it discontinued the coinage of silver on private account, but did
not demonetize the thalers. or three-mark pieces, that were
led the

government

of the

German

to propose a

coinage.

The

in circulation.

report says,

first

of

all,

that

it

may be

dered as beyond doubt that the existing silver standard
cannot be maintained. The only gold coins authorized by
ting law

were German crowns and

half-

crowns, but these had no fixed relation to
the standard silver coins of the nation nor to
those of any other country.
Consequently they were not
accepted in the domestic circulation.
They had never been

an integral part of it, nor had they acquired any standing in
international commerce, being melted down as soon as they
reached the frontier. Consequently the internal commerce
of

Germany was

confined to the use of bulky and incon"
The inconvenience of silver coins,"

venient silver coins.

the report, "led of necessity to a very considerable
circulation of paper, which, in ordinary times, is taken as a
welcome facility, but in critical times contains the germs of
serious dangers.
The artificial demand for paper cr
of silver made it almost imposthe
exclusive
circulation
by
sible to

adopt any radical and rational regulation of the

through laws common to all Germany."
For these reasons
namely, that silver was
and that it brought
and
inconvenient,
bulky
about a forced circulation of paper and prevented an\
banki

in

regulation of

bank

recommended,

issues

with

a

the

silver

single gold st.imh'

subsidiary

coina^<

.

i>
1

he

upported by very strong speeches by Minuter

MOM

Y.

Dclbruck and by Dr. Hamberger, and
of

it

passed on the 23d

November.
:e

was provisional

only.

The

ratio of

15^

between the old .silver and the new gold coins was
to
In 1873 another measure was brought forward,
adopted.
for withdrawing the old silver coins from ciri

Tte surer

Tklr

remain.

^culation

still

altogether.

It

was carried into

except the thalers.
in circulation, like our silver dollars
as to

their metallic

although
ilf

>iiue

The government

1873.*

effect

hese continue

and

the.

French

value has fallen
is

empowered

to

any time, but has not seen fit to do so.
been a good deal of adverse criticism in Ger-

withdraw them
li.is

I

all

at

many on account of this delay, but it is based upon political
As long as peace continues
rather than economic grounds.
the thalers will circulate freely and without depreciation,
but in the event of war they might, it is contended, give
that is, the public, knowing that they are
rise to trouble
;

worth intrinsically only one-half of what they purport to be,
In such a case
might suddenly demand their redemption.
they would not be redeemed because the government and
the k-i< hsbank would have other and more imperative calls

How much

for their ^old.
is

matter of conjecture only

exposed

to the

same

trouble would result from this,
not much, I think.
France is

trouble.

All that can be said

is

that

1 One curious
consequence of the Austro-German treaty of 1857 is
mentioned by Professor Ix>tz. The treaty provided that Austrian
thaler* coined between 1857 and 1867 should circulate as
legal tender

Germany. About seventy millions of the four hundred and
marks in thai,
ulating in Germany were of this
40 coinage. .m<l ii l-ciamc a matter nf serious
controversy which

money

in

million

country

h>ul<! l>ear the loss ic-Milting tlu-refrom.

In 1892 the question
AuHtria ann-dng to take back one-third of her thalers, and
to take care of th.- rest.
Hi. loss to
Germany from the

WM settled,
Germany

Austrian lhalcrs

is

otim.n.

.1

.it

nineteen to twenty million marks.

/

the monetary

.

sta?

m-cessarily in .1 state- of
arc on the "limping standat.
i talon

phrase,
tnc

MMttrily
Dineeroui.

i

not
i

But are not

AND

both countries are in a

t

hut

into;:

AM/.M K

/WAv/.v.

was brought

into

^i

f

danger.

ii

to d<

lin,-

countries which have the single <>\(\ standard,
but also have a considerable amount of legal tender silver.

which the hanks must receue on deposit and with which
This kind of
they may, if they choose, redeem their notes.
"

money

lar-t i h.r
aptly called by Professor Taussiwell to remark here that at the P.russels M.,i
is

Conference of 1892, the delegates of Germany denied that
the Reichsbank had ever paid silver to anybody who had
claims upon it and who desired gold, or that
The Reichsbank
never refuses
to pay Gold.

it

made

na d ever

A

gold.

difficulties

about

paving

.

.

similar

Bamberger, who

denial

was made by

Di.

an authority of the first
the bank should refuse gold, the
is

rank, and he added that if
government would immediately put it in liquidation.
There is another consideration which Professor Lotz con1

siders

a controlling one

What

"

for

Germany.

"The

military

the predominating one in our p
then are the demands of the military interest ?

interest," he says.

is

of the great nations

which are preparing

for the next war.

France, Germany, Russia, are anxiously collectitu
In
fund of gold coin in the vaults of their central banks.
France
and
the next war both Germany
m.iy
Military Reasons DC forced to borrow enormous sums of gold
for the Gold

coin frorn their central banks ami to

Standard.

the specie payment of bank notes during the
time of war then it will be of the greatest importar
an established standard- of value which is ev< t\ where
;

accepted without
1

artificial

international

Stichworte der Sillwrleute, Berlin.

measures.

The
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enormous quantities of blood and enormous
will certainly be
money. Hut the war money
is the war standard, Germany, and France
Since
gold
gold.
of the coming
too, will prepare their standards in view
and soldiers.
are
as
powder
guns,
crisis,
preparing
tlu-y
war

will cost
I

of

is not a political argument of high ethical value, but it
a forcible onejor. our present policy."
Why should war-money be gold, rather than silver?

This
is

Because everybody who has anything to sell is willing to
<>ld in exchange for it, while few are willing to take
sums. Governments accordingly
same reason that they choose breechmachine guns and smokeless powder, instead
small

in

stlvci

for the

choose gold
loadi

of the old contrivances of the last century.
They are conIs it
cerned only with the efficiency of the instrument.

supposed that a bimetallic treaty would outlast a war ?
tlu- parties to it take each other's silver at the ratio
I

of

16 to

or at any ratio different in the smallest degree

i

from the market
said

?

by some

that Germany, by demonetizing silver
and
1871
by selling it in 1873 and later, drove France
and tlu- I, .it in Union into a suspension of silver coinage, and
It is

in

caused the great decline in the price of that metal.
If this
were true it might possess an academic, but not a practical
st.
Hut such a charge cannot be sustained.
Germany had completed her new

monetary

systmi and stopped selling silver in 1879. Her
sl!< s were
3,363,500 kilograms, being
nun h less than the present
yearly production,
as silver continued to decline all the same.
The
iic h.is

Ihan

l>r-n

ll

'

was
>

more rapid since
Germany stopped selling

aii.

<;./

IHT

''""n

ounce

1871
;

from

to

1879

1879

the
to

aggregate
it
has

1894

>/

many
n

\\.is

driven to the gold standard, just as

with

evil

<

and the I'nited States had been previously, by the
>u-is of silver
I'h.-se inconveniences raanimoney.

countries, hut

an

CKKM

which

all

some

variations of detail in

dit:

-rew out of the p.-nderousness of

iiu re ased

silver,

with the growth of comin.

livre was originally a pound
weight of
was debased by royal authority from time to
time, as in Kn-land, but much more rapidly.
M. IJcrangcr,
in his report on the French monetary system in 1802,
says

France the

In

silver.

It

that the ratio of gold to silver was changed twenu
between 1602 and 1773, and that the livre at the time when
he wrote had been reduced to the seventy-sixth part of its

The

original weight.
f fanc -

^

'

s

livre is

now

impossible to trace

connection between these

called the

any

rec<>;

scientific
ul the

metal ratios except that the divergences between the legal

and market

ratios,

seized upon

by the

whenever they were discovered, were
Government as an excuse for further
"
debasement. They
fell back alternately from gold to
silver and from silver to gold," says Be'ranger. making a
M. Calonne, Compprofit to the royal treasury each time.
troller-General under Louis XVI., has given us a list of the
principal recoinages prior to his time, of which there were

four in the reign of Louis

\\\ and
.

five in that of

Loin-

would be a waste of time to recount them. The ratio
existing when Louis XVI. came to the throne was 14! to i.
It

had been adopted in 1726. The legal ratio in Kn-Iand
Both ratios were,
tii,
have seen, was 15 1.
or gradually became, divergent from the market ratio
ver was exported from Kngland and gold was exported from
It

at that

A
and

good

faith

in the latter country became neccswas undertaken and executed bv <'alnm- in
Calonne chose the rat
the year 1785.

recoinage

this
in

MOM

61

,jy.

Y.

This ratio was in force when the celebrated law of
was passed, under the Consulate. It was not exactly
conformable to the market ratio at the time.

**Uc

It

4MU4 !

rated irold too highly, but

Calonne said that

1715.

tcndem

he had observed that gold had an advancing
and he believed that if 15^ was not the true ratio

v.

wouldxbccome so before long. In this he was right,
for when the law of 1803 was passed, there was no observable tendency to export either metal, and the Hamburg
thru,

it

market

as

ratio,

tabulated

by Soetbeer, was very close

;V*.

have

I

in

another place

made a study

of the

documents

and del.au-s which preceded and led up to the French
Monetary Law of 1803. The substance is
TkeUwoMMl.
that these learned and patriotic men, without

....

,

exception, considered a double standard impossible and any
^ablish it disastrous.
They accordingly deteimiiu-d to establish,

and thought that they had established,

the single silver standard

which reads as follows
provision.
stitute the

1

by a

law, the first

paragraph of

:

Five grams of

silver, nine-tenths fine,

con-

monetary unit which retains the name of franc.

they were confronted by the fact that gold was an
monetary system. How to retain

5it

indispens.il ile part of the
it

the circulation

in

the

:

as a subordinate metal while

drawn up from time to time on this question,
and no decision was ever reached except to

B,

allow gold to be coined

5#

making

standard was the great puzzle of the day.
No less than eight important papers were

sole

to
id

w 'th

at

the

French mint at the ratio of

the understanding that if the market ratio
change, the gold, but not the silver, should be
't

63

Almost immediately
wars which lasted

int.'

'title

its

en.u

1815.

Of

after
till

tin. in

ram

I

e plunged

course, the nation had

time to think about her coinage laws.

(Gradually
the price of gold rose above the le^al ratio, and that metal

exported l> ML h
tdl> US

tlial

,;n

extent tha!

'

"twenty-live years after that .late

[1803] the circulation

consisted

of

Abundant proofs can be adduced showing

only."

bimetallism did

not

1820 and 1847.

exist

in

Mr. Robert

practice
(liltcn

that

France between

in

has published a table

premium on gold in Paris during every month
This premium was at times as high as two
period.

showing the
of that

per cent.
f

tradicted
1

The

The contention

of the bimetallists that the French

1803 kept the ratio steady

by

facts.

at i5>{.

till

1873

is

con-

1

following citations are conclusive on this point
in favor of ir-lil had sufficed, thir
:

hange of i*& per cent

forty years ago, to cause that

mercial payments."

metal

to Jisiif>ff,ir

wholly from

torn-

Chevalier, Baiise probable de for, p. 215, written

>59"

I nder the regime of the Law of the 7th Germinal, year XI (1803).
gold has ceased to figure in transactions of any magnitude, since it
acquired an appreciable premium. People took their gold to the moneychanger, in order to pocket the premium and madt payments exeltt-

rively in silver as everybody

knows."

Ibid., p. ;^o.

"

when one was paid even so small a sum as 1000
he received his bulky and heavy money in a canvas bag and had
Prof. Francis Howen in
hire a porter or a cab to carry it home."
In those times
.

to

report of U. S.
"
In France

Monetary t'ommi-si..n of 1876,

p. 146.

payments, which, as is well known, wert
formerly made in sacks of Jirt-fr.iru //<-,</, have been of late year*
effected in gold, and almost all the old rive-franc pieces have been uo
t.-ly

all

large

exported or melted down."

Minister of Finance to the

Report of M. Achille Fould,

Kmperor Napoleon

III.,

on the

m

treaty of 1865.
-ilver

made

was the usual money

in five-franc pieces.

;

daily

payment* were
at thb epoch

Gold, proportionally rare, had

MONEY.
1860 there was an enormous increase in

to
il

u

M of gold in Russia, California

.

increase in that of silver.

my
iiu-d to

again

i

of course, gold
15.46 in the year 1851, so,
The ratio continued to
in Trance.

circulate

reached

A lu-n it

!ii.iined

and Australia,
The market

below

till

15'..

its

lowest point,

During

1867.

viz.,

15.19.

this interval of

sixteen years France imported $600,000,000
of * old and ex P orted about half that amount
of silver.

Her

circulation

became saturated

*ith the yellow metal, to the great delight of her people, who
had become tired of carrying sacks of five-franc pieces to
and fro in cabs and handcarts.

The exportation
at

of silver from France

was so extensive

country was almost denuded of small
became necessary to coin gold pieces as small

this time that the

money.

It

In 1857 the scarcity of silver became so
great that the Government appointed a commission to inThis commission was bent upon
^.ite the subject.
Mining the silver standard. So, instead of following

as five francs.

the example of the United States and making
silver coins of light weight and of limited

recommended

that an export

silver, that bullion brokers

be prosecuted,

legal tender,

duty be put on

and

it

law.

and trading in coins be prohibited by
In other words, this sapient commission went back
;i
to the times of Louis XIV. and of
James I.

tlmett

gnu

that assorting

Minuted

tut of the Fretuk monetary circulation, in which it was
more than one hundred million francs remained."

that nut

Block'* f)i(ti0nnt nr<

"Tbb U

?,

'l

,/f

Lt Politiifue, vol.

*"* " </>/..'.
Britain which

U

ix

not

ii,

known

evident fr..m the well

mon-

of gold."

p. 338.

fact

that the currency of
than that

liable to fluctuate

Raguet, Banking

and Currency,

65

and

I).

(

t.)

H
i

,-

any

<>ut

i:

was about
h economist, \\lio was

><>on .il).ui(I(iiH-d.
tlu-

1

TI-IH

actually

,.

It

this tiinr th.it

|

m

t

ih.-y

'

st<-ut champion of the
proposed to solve the difficulty by providing
that French gold coins should ha.
.1

silver standard,

Absurd Remedies.

Jit,

but a variable value, and

that

the

value should be announced by legislative decree at certain
M. I.evasseiir, another economist of reshort intervals.

nown, but with a keener vision, expressed the opinion that
gold had made itself the standard in spite of the law, and
he suggested that the wisest thing for France to do was to

make

the law conform to the fact.

Nothing was done

at that time.

Events drifted

till

1864,

when the lack of small change had become so serious that
the Government brought a bill before the Corps Le'gislatif
authorizing the lowering of the fineness of all the silver
coins less than five francs to 835 instead of 900 thousandths.
This was in effect the same thing that we had done in 1853,

when we converted
into token

French

money.

all

our silver coins less than one dollar

The

proposal was more shocking to the
American, for the reason that

legislator than to the

the franc was the monetary unit sanctioned by the law of
1803, and this monetary unit was one of the very things to
be lowered. The Legislature recoiled, but it sustained the

lowering of the pieces smaller than one franc. The difficulty
could not be removed by such homoeopathic treatment, and
as the same difficulty existed in the neighborThe Latin Monetar y Union
formed.

n g countries of Belgium and Switzerland, a
convention was called for the purpose of
j

adopting some

common

steps for

relief.

Italy

Greece.
join, and soon afterwards
France considered it admissible to do by treaty what she
had not been willing to do by direct act. Hy treaty dated
also

was induced

to

ifONE Y.
four countries adopted their
23, 1865, these
and limited its legal-tender
silver
of
token
coinage
present
This was the origin of the so-called
francs.

mbcr

fifty

I'nion.

.it.iry
,-iu-h

e.xtieme

with

tin-

legislators

abandoned the

in and tradition.
KevolmionTfo have the

when they were

silver

startled to find that

to drift until 1873,

154,000,000 francs'

worth of silver had been

m int

deposited at the

for coinage in that year,

against only
The
5,000,000 francs' worth in 1871-72.
amount of silver so deposited was more than

*

a year and a

nint could coin in

The market

else.

standard

standard with gold as a

They allowed events

subordinate metal.

How mnce

silver

They were attached to it "by
They desired, like their ancestors of

reluctance.

was a

ratio of gold

half,

if it

did nothing

had risen nearly

to 15.75.

/2

per cent in sending silver bullion
to the mint and using the resulting coin to buy gold for
lie delegates of the Latin Monetary Union were
rt
i-

profit of

1

1

I

v

assembled, and they determined to limit the coinage
o 120,000,000 francs per year for all the countries

This was virtually the adoption of the gold

concerned.
staml.vrd.

At the beginning of 1876 the market ratio had reached
The crisis was becoming acute.
neatly seventeen to one.
rl.md had ceased to coin her allotted share of silver.

Belgium had passed a law authorizing the Government to

M. Le'on Say, the
stop coining that metal.
Krcnch Minister of Finance, sent to the
Senate March 21, 1876, a
in

these words,

pieces

may be

ininittt e

of

M. de

I'.irieu,

"The

vi/..

limited or

to

which

it

bill

of only

two

coinage of silver five-

suspended by decree." The
was referred, under the lead

reported a more drastic measure absolutely

Ming

5th

.my

re

Oi

Finance.

of

th

Tin- legislative

tender.

Hut

il

silver

of full legal

money

body again showed it-.
:eport and adopting, on the
.\

inoder.ite

really

made no

Mister

r,

dilletem

.-

\\huh

of the

vas adopted.
'I'he door of the French mint was closed
n the following day. and has not been
reopened.

The gold standard made it-, way in France not only
without design on the part of individuals, hut in spite of the
strenuous resistance of almost all the men who \>
themselves with the subject at

all.

CHAPTER

III.

HOLLAND, AUSTRIA AND INDIA.

THK

Prior
experience of Holland is no less instructive.
had the double standard at the ratio of

to 1847 this country

15.60

to

i.

nowever tnat

She

had

was merely

one thing and then
So she decided to have a single standard, and
an alternate standard,

the other.

become convinced.

a double standard

adopted that of

first

silver in 1847.

When (lermany adopted

the gold standard a commippointed by the King of the Netherlands to examine

the monetary question.

It

recommended

that the coinage

be suspended for six months, and a bill to that
was passed in May. 1873. This law was rei
A second report of
for periods of six months each.

of silver
effect

the

Commission was made, recommending

adoption of the single gold

standard,

but

a

bill

this

for
bill

the

was

When
rejected by the second Chamber in March, 1X74.
in
law
of
silver
the
May.
expired
suspending the coinage

MOXEY.
1874,
mint.

florins

Silver

were limited in quantity,
15.60 because they
but it was obvious that they would soon fall
So in December,
to the bullion value of silver.

-

bt

art.

to flow to the
quantities of silver began
in trade at the old ratio of
passed

immense

could

1874, a

new

six-months' suspension of coinage

the same one that
was ordereCWjy the legislative body
had refused to adopt the single gold standard. Before this
Minister of Finance proposed that
period had elapsed the
-ilver coinage be discontinued indefinitely and that gold

This bill was passed in June, 1875.
Here again the gold standard made its way over the heads

coinage be allowed.

men of the time.
The adoption of the gold standard by Austria

of the wise

is

now

in

That country had had the single silver standard
progress.
since 1857, but was under a suspension of specie payments.

When
was

it

was ascertained

in 1879 that the decline in silver
be permanent the Government gave orders to
the mints in both Austria and Hungary to

likely to

AoitrU-Hun-

receive no

ftry ttopt Silver

Coulee

in

,..,,

dividuals

i7-

more

of that metal from private in-

^,

.

for

coinage.

The

a

effect

r

of

.u-

this

make Government paper money
paper varied somewhat from clay to

order was to
the standard, and this

day

in

comparison with gold, but

downward march

of silver.

it

no longer followed the
florin was worth in

The paper

In 1892, before the currency reform
1879 about 42 cents.
it was worth
If it had kept pace
41 cents.

was adopted,

with the decline of silver

la ike currency.

in

would have been

onl 'y 3 cents.
This fact was adverted
I
by the Indian Monetary Commission in
1893, as showing that comparative steadiness
'

the value <f

cju.intity of

it

w " rth

2!*
*!!!?,'*
Decline
Strlw

ii

tins time, but

.1

is
it

silver

currency may be maintained, if the
Austria had a gold coinage at

restricted.
\\.is

not legal tender.

Since 1879 the problem of finance

in

Austria has been

twofold, namely, to resume specie payments which must,
under the circumstances, be gold payments., and t<.
i

which

it

all

be redeemable.

paper money and paper obligations should
The ratio decided upon \\as that of \\^

to 100 gold, that being the average ratio pr<
the market during the thirteen years from 1879 to iS
i

As

the question of standard was really settled by Austria
79, when she closed her mints to silver, we are con-

cerned to know how she came to take
subject says that

that

step.

The

commission of the upper house on this
had become clear as long ago as the

report of the special
it

decade 1860-1870, when Europe was becomin S saturated with gold, that this was the
only
metal fitted to be the standard of nations of
advanced

civilization.

"

Gold was dominant and the stand-

ard of value," says this report, "in all trade on a great
scale as early as the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, even

though

silver

changes.
the

i fit/its

was then the standard

...///

every age there

try of the world,

strength in the face of

is

which forces

any public

in

all

domestic ex-

some metal dominant

in

way with elemental
regulation, and in our day
its

gold is that metal."
After many struggles with the double standard the single
standard of silver was established in Hritish India in the
the unit of value being the rupee.
1873 this com was worth about
is. ioj^/.. but was
usually reckoned as the equivalent of
two shillings, or 48 cents, the price of silver being about
British India.

year

Prior

183(5.

to

With the gradual growth of commerce the
per ounce.
inconvenience of silver, on account of its bulk and wei-ht.
became oppressive. Hence, as early as 1859 the com-

6o</.

mercial classes of the country began to urge the gment to adopt the gold standard, with silver as subsidiary

.

nu-iiKiri.il

t<

a

the government on the subject, saying "that
a silver currency might have been suitable to

The silver

country when

tin.,

***

411 *

Bombay Association addressed

1864 the

In

i/o. \/-.r.

in

aiul

its

commerce was

limited

the main extremely small,
wealth was largely diffused

payments
JlTwy
but was very inconvenient when
had
throughout the country and the operations of commerce
of
this
The
enormous.
so
become
bulky and
transport
entailed heavy and
on
the
country and was a
expense
The ^
serious impediment to trade.
Bombay

cumbersome
Early Movement
(or the Gold

standard.

useless

currency

...

Chamber

,

Commerce took

of

,

,

,,

similar action,

India had
gold
importation
it
was
not legal
increased
for
many years, though
steadily
tender that the natives themselves had dethat

^

"the

into

of

;

la

cninence

vised a rude

Balk and
weitBt of silver, existing

remedy

of the

silver

for the deficiency of the

currency by using gold bars

stamped by the Bombay banks as a circulating
That the exclusion of gold from the currency of

iiu-dium.

India could not be justified or be considered other than
1
MHIS, irrational and unnatural."

These
of the

petitions led the

home government

of India to ask leave

adopt bimetallism, although the
petitioners had asked for the single gold
st;llul;ml

.<able

the

until

government

.

to

with silver subsidiary.

The home

government replied that bimetallism was imby reason of the market variations of the two
the matter was dropped and was not resumed

government

us loss on

itself

began to be threatened with

a

remittances to England.
In the year
ving fallen to 50^. per ounce, the government

of In.

in mad.-

its

.1

proposal to the

home government

that

it

be auihori/el to close the mints against the free
coinage
1

HimcUllifim,

l.y

Henry Dunning Macleod,

pp. 74, 77.

At

A7>,

of

th.it

Tin-

metal until

proposal

rupee should

tlu-

u.i-

i.

i.V/> /.\Y

In

jutted.

rise

t..

the

71

its

light

normal

v.iluc.

of subsequent

a serious mistake.

In the year 1886,
the
4.?,/. per ounce,
ig
government <( India
a-am expressed its anxieties to the home government, hut
did not obtain liberty to take any decisive action.
18

fallen to

The go\ eminent of India collects it
n rupees and
has to pay a large sum annually in gold or its equivalent, for
interest on the public debt, for pensions, and for

military

These

supplies purchased in Europe.
are nearly

sterh:

20,000,000 per year, chiefly
large borrowings in
irri

at ' on

England

The

works.

in

.tu.ns

consequen
for railways

and

total revenues, includ-

ing railway and irrigation receipts, for

were 875,000,000 rupees, of which about one-third was
beM payments
required to meet the sterling payments.
I

are

made

in

manner

the following

lected in rupees

and lodged

in

:

the

The

taxes being colIndian Treasury, the

India Council makes drafts on that fund from time to lime

and

sells

them

in

London

with which
Drafts
BciTm!!* "
11

it

ca "

Council

to the highest bidder for sterling.

pays
f

r

Hills."

its

gold obligation-

ru P ees

an d are known as

They are bought by Knglish
Thus the payment of India's

importers of Indian goods.
'.a!
n debt is made with her exported produce.
of trade between England and India are settled with gold,
as with other countries.
India has a large stock of gold in
I

use as commercial money.

On

the 2jd of March,

1892, the price of silver ha
per ounce, the government of

fallen to ^gd.

Movement

in

India communicated to the

mmerce
the heavy

home government

a correspondence with the llengal Chamber
in which the latter body asked attention t<>

fall in

the value of the rupee and inquired what

HONEY.
the government proposed to do about
rent-wed the expression of
uli.i

it.

its

The government
anxiety on this

Still'

government of India transmitted
the home government a report and plan for currency
no prep.m-d by Sir David Harbour, Financial Secretary
Indi.i <a very pronounced bimetallist), to be considered
of June, the

t..

<.f

.M

Brussels Conference should adjourn without a

tin-

In this report it was conIndia a currency composed
of France and of other
entirely of gold, yet the example
but maintained a
standard
had
the
countries, which
gold'
definite

and satisfactory

result.

sidered impossible to establish in

large circulation of silver of full legal tender,

pointed to the conclusion that the gold
standard could be established in India without
a

accumulation

large

of

gold.

It

was

believed

that

Sir
5,000,000 sterling would be ample for the purpose.
avowed himself a bimetallist in principle, but in the
failure of the Brussels Conference he thought that
event of
\

<1

.

an attempt should be made to establish the gold standard in
Indi.i.
A later statement from the same authority dwelt, in

manner, on the severe and increasing embarr.issments to the finances of India growing out of the decline
of silver.
There \v;is a deficit, he said, for the year 1893-94
of 15,951,000 rupees.
It would be practicato deal with this deficit if
they could be
assured that the decline of silver would stop
!'!<
t

Reason

at tlial

P oint

"

I* ut it
unfortunately happens
u unless some settlement of the currency
obtained, there is no prospect of even the most
-

th

i"!>

is

moderate degree of stability in the rate of
exchange.
disastrous and unprecedented fall in the
gold value of
*hi<

I

:i

The
silver,

'-xuerienred during the last few
years, has
\ve know that the
question of

destroyed confidence, and

//(>/./.. I.

VA AUSTRIA AND

stopping their pun -hascs of silver
in the I'nitcd St.i:
of such stoppage
:i

any

and

it

to

i.s

the government of
in

pecuniary

Listing

in

hut the con-

Indian Exchequer

-us to the

involved

;

that the consequence-* would, at

i

that

73

being seriously agitated

impossible to foretell

is

have come

1

is

INDIA.

India would, in such case, be

difficulties of greater

their effects

magnitude and

than any which have hitherto

been experienced

in this country."
October, the Secretary of State for India
notified the Lord Chancellor (Lord Herschell) that a com-

On

the Jist

t)[

mittee had been appointed to consider and
report upon the communications of the gov.
,.
,
eminent of India on the subject of cut

India Currency

'

ReformCom-

.

.

reform, consisting of the Lord Chancellor, the

H. Courtney, Sir T. H. Farrer, Sir
Mr.
Arthur
Godley, Lt. Gen. R. Strachey and Mr.
Welby.
Rt.

15.

Hon.

L.

1

XV. Currie.

The report of the Committee was made on the jist of May.
Allusion was first made to the embarrassments of the
1893.

nment

of India in

its

remittances to England.

was next considered.
Social Effects of
the Fail of

The effect

on the people and the commerce of India

of the fall of silver

As India pays her

debts, not with silver, but with her products,
it cannot be affirmed that, taking the country

as a whole, she has lost by the fall of silver,
but there can be no doubt that the burden has been shifted

from one

>

another.

The land

tax under the per-

manent settlement of Bengal has been lightened, while the
increased salt tax has weighed more heavily upon the people
at large.
It has been said that the fall of silver has had a
that a given quantity of
tendency to stimulate exports
produce exported on a declining silver market brings to the
;

:ter

a

constantly increasing

number

of rupees, while

74

do not increase
wages and other costs of production
IK-IK

I

v

th.it

exports are stimulated.

in

the

This

is

a plausible theory, but statistics do not sustain
On tllc contrar y they show that the export
il
-

ttimauttd

rapidly falling than when

stead

when silver was
was comparatively

trade of India has been less

r.il

it

striking illustrations of this fact are given.

It it were truc~rliat exports were stimulated in the manner
an advantage to
suggested it would not prove that it was

India as a whole, but merely that the employer had made a
temporary i;.iin at the expense of the wage earner, since
It has been generally
rise more slowly than prices.
believed that prices in the interior of India have remained
unchanged notwithstanding the fall of silver,

wages

Or tint Price*

but the evidence points to the conclusion that
during recent years the silver price of Indian

feftirauined

sutioury.

produce has risen. Testimony showed that
food product of Bengal, had more than

the

thief

The
price since the rupee began to fall.
was
made
between
seasons
of
comparison
ordinary ferThis had been a great hardship to the laboring
tility.
doubled

in

1

Attention was then given to Sir D. Barbour's
plan of currin.
It was regarded as an
encouraging fact that

EMcrieMeof*

the closing of the Austrian mints to silver in
thc year l879 althou h that
g
country had an

Autru.

imoim-rtible

'

to

the florin

had had the

make

the foreign exchanges comsteady, notwithstanding the great decline of silver.
ti.i
and India had the single silver standard, but
t

.

paper currency,

hid sunVrrcl
while

.

little

the

depreciation during the past
had suffered a heavy

rupee

decline.

'Testimony

of

J.

\

Anderson, Minutes of Evidence,

p. 192.

A/

r\l>lA.

('nmmi'
:inu nt

<>f

Indian Mints

government account, be granted.

closed in Jnne,

In o

however, to guard against any sudden and

i9j.

account of

iiuin-ndi'd th.it the
request of tinIndia for permission to close ilu- mint-* against
silver, retaining the right to coin rupees on

its

large advance in the value of the rupee
scarcity, it was recommended that the g<

ment should announce that
u.

the rate of

4*/.

on

would give rupe*
<ld at
and
would
receive
per rupee
gold for
it

at that rate.

I

The recommendations of the Committee were approved
by the home government and were promulgated by the
government of India on the 26th of June, 1893.

The

first

effect of the closing of the Indian

mints was a

of June,

the price of silver.
The price at the beginning
was
After
the announcement
38 yd.
1893,

made

fell

fall in

it

Effects of the

Government'*
Action,

figure.

30 '_</., and later to 27 %d. The public
assumed that it was the intention of the Indian

to

to let the rupee fall below
although the language used was merely
a promise that it should not rise above that

government not

"

4*-i

The government gave some grounds

for the

mistake

by refusing at first to sell Council Bills below u. 4//. Hut
it could not maintain that rate.
A large amount of silver
had been lodged

at the

mints before the decree became

operative and the owners of this could sell rupees in competition with the government, as indeed anyCOuld wh
Pes or Conv
P ssessed

^^

Cnrrencybnt
th

suw

"

mercial credits in

I

ndi

i

while the ster-

Borrowing was
obligations must be met.
resorted to at first, but eventually Council
lin

be sold for what they would fetch. The price
The price of
of rupees fell slowly from 15^^. to i3//.
of the rupee
value
The
silver fell to 27 }<</. per ounce.
Bills

had

to

MONEY.
mage would be only

undn

:nty value" of

M.ntained in

bullion

This

it.

in/.
2tf.

2it.

In other words the

more than the silver
stands for more than

>o,ooo annually in the government's gold obligations.
now in the category of irredeemable currency,

Austrian silver

like the

the

is

government

same

and the problem before the
Austria had to deal with before

florin,

that

ok steps To introduce the gold standard.

CHAPTER

IV.

THE BRUSSELS MONETARY CONFERENCE.

Tim

i

have been held for the

international conferences

purpose of considering the question of the remonetization of
cr.

1

The

tir>t

and met

at

was called
P.iri.s.

States,

All the great powers of
Germany, and most of the

16, 1878.

Kurope except

leaser ones, took part in

\m*

United

at the instance of the

August

it.

The conference

August 29. On the
day before the adjournment the European delegates, except
those of Italy, joined in a collective answer to the proporemained

is

in

session

till

United States saying (i) that it is necessary
world the monetary function of silver as

of the

:

.intain in the

well as of gold, but that the selection of

both

one or the other, or

should be governed by the special
state or group of states
(2) that the

simultaneously,

situation of

L-ai-h

;

question
equally

The

of the restriction of the

left

coinage of silver should be
to the discretion of each state or
group of states
;

earlier

mi; but
fold standard.

Conference of 1867 had for

imick-nt.illy

;i

its object the adoption of
'.iMishment of any particular metallic
preference was expressed for the single

Thi Conference .had no

practical result.

THE
iat

/.'AT.S.S7-./.V

th<-

SJVCE.

.)/(

77

thtterences of opinion which have appeared
>i-n of the adoption of a common

The i, pre Ot
t\\<> inctaK.
ssented from these conclusions.

between the

:

.

s

.

of the I'nitccl

Thereupon the

conference adjourned sine tin:
The second conference was held at the instance of France

and the t'nited

Stati -s.

this

It

met

conference

in 1'aris. April 19,

Germany and

1881.

British

In

India

participated, in addition to the countries repre-

till

July 8,

sented in that of 1878.
It remained in session
having taken one intermission from May 19 to

June 30. No conclusion was reached and no vote was taken
on the main question. The conference adjourned to April
ij. 1882, but never reassembled.

The

third conference assembled at the City of Brussels,

:nber 22, 1892, at the invitation of the President of the

United States "for the purpose of considering what measif
any, can be taken to increase the use of silver in the
currency systems of nations." The invitation was accepted
ures,

by Austria- Hungary, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany,
Great Britain, British India, Greece, Italy, Mexico, the
Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Roumania, Russia, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, and Turkey. The United States were
represented by Edwin H. Terrell (Minister to
Composition of
Belgium), William IJ. Allison and John P.

the Brussels
conference.

Jones (Senators), James
resentative in

B.

.,

_.

McCreary (a RepCongress), Mr. Henry \V

The delegates of
Benjamin Andrews.
Great Britain were Sir Charles Fremantle, Sir C. Rivers
Wilson, Sir Win. Houlclsworth, Mr. Alfred P. Rothschild
and Mr. Bertram Currie. Those of France were Mr. Tirard,

non and Mr.

E.

Minister of Finance. Mr. de Lion d'Airoles, Director of the
Mint, and Mr. de Foville, Chief Statistician of the Ministry
of

Finance.

Those

of

Germany were Count Alvensleben

:

von Glasenapp (Privy CounMr.
Reichsbank.
one of the delegates of Belgium, was
Dr.

r.el-iuin).

t.i

d Mi. Martini-.
evi,

chosen

I

)irector of the

1'resident.

The second

session

was held November

25.

Mr. .Allard

,-ium having laid on the table a pamphlet prepared by
himself containing facts relating to the monet:ir

i-

teak

hu ever re^cd to

crisis

Mr Hartung

of

-

Germany

desired

was stated in the
pamphlet that in 1888 the Reichsbank had
pay gold. He wished to say that this was an

M

entire

>

make

to

a correction.

It

'

The Reichsbank had never "upon any

mistake.

"

occasion or under any pretext refused to redeem its notes in
^i)UI or made difficulties about paying gold for export.
Mr. Allison on behalf of the United States then presented

This was in
the plan and programme of the United States.
the form of a resolution, "That in the opinion of this conice

fur

it

is

desirable that

MUM- .isinj; the use of

some measures should be found
silver in the

currency systems of

He

the nations."

desired that plans and proposals to this
end should be presented by delegates from

Proermmme

other countries, which should have precedence

tfce

of

United

the discussion, but he

i"

state*.

would nevertheless

offer (i) the plan of

Mr. Moritz Levy in the
conference of 1881, (2) the plan of the late Dr. A. Soetbeer.
Lastly he would offer the plan prepared by the delegates of
that of international bimetallism, or the
tinn-stricted coinage of both
gold

H

common

a

!

ratio.

the withdrawal
P' c Ccs
'

Soctbecr rua*.

and

silver of full debt-pay-

The Levy plan proposed

from circulation of

an( l a ll paper

money

all

gold

of less denomi-

nation than 20 francs in order to

coins or silver certificates.

make room
The Soetbeer plan em-

braced the Levy plan with a number of technicalities which

AAT.s.s/

/'///-.

/.s

.1/(>.\7 /

necessary tn des<

in>t

\

standard.

(

>ur

ii,

!:'<

and

'itry,"

in all its m..n. y rest-*

statutes declare that

it

is

said

Mr.

njxm the

the settled

oe and policy of the United Mates to maintain
.rculation at par with each other and thand g

no currency
be

in

will
it->

<>f

p.

circulation in the United

ilvcr. that

p..

the holder.

>!ii

uln

;

has aided to sustain silver

in the currency of the
because of the desire of our people for an inmonetary use of silver that our President, supported

y

world, and
il

The

St.itt -s.

not convertible into gold at the
United States in its legislation and in
is

it

is

by both houses of Congress, has proposed this conferc
Mr. de Rothschild (Great Britain) made a proposal in
words: "The American Government are purchasers
of silver to the extent of 54 millions of ounces yearly, and I
would suggest that on condition these purchases were continued, the different European powers should combine to
make certain yearly purchases, say to the extent of about
h ROthSChll(1
Ji

M

standard, but
s for

,5,000,000 sterling annually, which purchases
be continued over a P6 " 041 of fivc > eare *
a price not exceeding 43 pence per ounce
to

if

silver

should

rise

above that

price, the pur-

the time being to be immediately suspended."
the opinion that if this confer

Mr de Rothschild expressed

ence should break up without arriving at any definite result
a monetary panic would ensue, the far-spreading effci

which
Mr.

it
1

would be impossible to
iranl

Prance does not

want any more
SUver

ilraiun said
mous quantity

foretell.

that

his country

had an enor-

which imposed upon
her the greatest prudence and that she could
not accept any proposal unless upon the conof silver,

dition that that stock of depreciated metal
should not be increased, or if increased that it should nol
be without very serious compensations. He was disappointed

MONI-.Y.
-

that the delegates of the
\

United States had put forward sub
in advance of the proposal

be discussed

proposals to

He reserved absolute and
personally favored.
and his colleagues.
himself
for
of
action
complete liberty
:nt Alvensleben (Germany) made the following declah

tlu-y

!i:

with its monetary system, has
nn.iny. being satisfied
no intention oTTnodifying its basis. The imperial government does not, however, fail to recognize that the continual
oscillation and considerable fall of silver are much to be
regretted from an economic point of view, and
tnat lt would be advantageous to the economic

rut la the DUCMClM 9f TOtC.

interests of the

remedied

empire

in a lasting

if

the evils could be

manner.

Upon

these

considerations the Imperial Government felt that it ought to
accept the invitation of the United States to this conference.

None

the less, in view of the satisfactory monetary situation of
mpire, the Imperial Government has prescribed the most
strict reserve for its delegates, who, in consequence, cannot

take part either in the discussion or in the vote" upon the resolution presented by the delegates of the United States."
;nt

(Chevenhiiller-Metsch (Austria- Hungary) said that

under the instructions he had received from his government he should be unable to take part in the
AnurUand KM- discussions or the vote.
ia decline to

rote.

a definite

Ren/is

Italy) and Mr.
their countries. b L -i n
g bound

P..HOII

DeVolder (Belgium) said
by treaty with the members
tin- Latin I'nion, could not assume an
attitude different
that of id, other members of the Union.

tli.it

of

<

Prince Ourousoff (Russia) said that he was
not allowed to vote upon proposals which had
hur.n ter or involved
practical resolutions.

<!

i

he delegates of Koumania,
Portugal, Turkey and Greece
said that they could not take
part in the discussion or vote.
I

'

/'///

\\\

I'A

/'/''

Van den
nment would

(tlu-

r..t4

supj>ort

^"^ hes

it

out.

Netherlands

i

s.iid

th.it

his

the pn>|M>s:il submitted by the

of tin-

!

th

Ky

United

in r eg

1

St.itcs

to the

without binding

mean*

,

Micr y Uelis (dele-ate of Mexico) made a similar

Mr.

declaration.

Mr. Tietgen (Denmark) said that he should vote on the
ution, but in so doing should not undertake .my cn.ie.nl.

Third Session, November 28. After a brief discussion a
committee of thirteen members was appointed to consider
the proposal submitted by Mr. de Rothschild
proposals as had been or might be offered.
tnber

2.

and such other

The Committee mad

proposal was first considered.
report.
the committee inquired
consideration
such
to
Preliminary
hether there was any practical means of restricting or

The

Rothschild

:

regulating the output of silver, and it came to the conclusion
2
what was the probable future annual
that there was none
:

t

)

production of
Report on the
Rothschild Prop 5al

-silver?

and

it

received from the

delegates of Mexico and the United Slates
the opinion that the maximum production had

already been reached

;

(3)

what was the future

to the pur*
policy of the United States with reference
of silver? and it received from Mr. Cannon the opinion
that,

if

some arrangement were not reached by

thi-

would be repealed
the future policy of Hritish India? and it rcfrom Sir (',. Molesworth the opinion that, failing any
definite artion by this Conference, Hritish India would close
ference. the Silver I'lirehase Act of 1890

;

1

its

mints to silver and take steps looking to the adoption of
-Id standard.

Against the R.-thsrhild plan the arguit was an attempt to interfere with

ment was advanced that

MOM.Y.
economic law, which must sooner or later overarrangement, and that it was impossible
set any limit to the sacrifices into which the nations
It was said that a maximum sum and a
In- drawn.
,ic time were fixed in the proposal and that the experi:ur.il

come any
to

artificial

.

ment would be worth its cost. To this it was answered that
an experiment on a larger scale had already been made in
the purchases^ the United States from 1878 to the present
tune, notwithstanding which, the price of silver

the
t

had

fallen

In
Hiuusly except during a short speculative period.
course of the discussion it was ascertained that the

nited States,

Mexico and

British India could only agree to

the Rothschild proposal in the event that the newly-bought
silver
.

!

The question was then
should be used as money.
how. in case the proposal were adopted, the silver
should be purchased, whether by a central
*

point a vote

organization or by each state acting sepaBefore reaching a decision on this
rately.

was taken on the question whether the

dele-

gates would recommend the Rothschild plan to' their governments. if it should be adopted, and it was decided in the
1
A vote was then taken
negative by six yeas to seven nays.
on the Moritz Levy plan and it was adopted by a large
ity. but Sir Charles Fremantle said that he could not

iimend this plan to his government except in connection
in committee were secret, but the
;.rn. rrdinfj.s
subsequent
debate hhi.wcd that the vote was as follows
:

Nr.

'

States).

Britain).
i

M (India).

ilH-rl.imk).

Nay.
Mr. CRAMER-FREY (Switzerland).
Mr. DE FOVILLE (France).
Mr. FORSSEI.I. (Sweden).
Mr.

KAKFALOVKH

(Russia).

Mr. SAINCTKI.I..TTK (Belgium).
Mr. SIMUNKI.U (Italy).
Mr. TIKIOKN (Denmark).
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with the Kothst hihl plan, or SOMH- otlu-r plan supported by
It was
piepomU-r.it in- m.i|ority of the great powers.
announced tliat this was not the- final report of the com.1

mittee.
I.ii-utenant-(u-neral Str.u

statement

mem

In

of

the

re.ison

hey (British India) made a brief

pressing upon his go
decline of silver and said that

difficulties

the

of

In^hould not be able to support any proposal that was
not of a distinctly practical character.
By this he n.

one

had

which

sufficient

"

the

support of

number and

countries

financial

imporgive reasonable assurance of its
bcinij really effective and not involving future prolonged
discussion.
Considering the attitude of delegates toward

tance

to

Rothschild proposal, as indicated by the report, he
it would be impossible for him to support
it,
although, had it been more favorably received he should
the

feared that

have been glad to submit it to his government, subject to
certain modifications which his instructions imposed upon
him.

Mr. Allard (Belgium) considered the Rothschild proposal
In his opinion there was a scarcity of gold in
inadequate.
the world and a fall of prices in consequence.
Why should
the Bank of France with
difficulties

its

enormous stock of gold make

about paying out that metal unless it were really
What was to be thought about the
scarce ?
3,000,000 gold by the monometallic Bank of England from the bimetallic

borrowing of
"

the system of the bank which confers the benefit, or of that which receives it, to be preferred
us? I do not hesitate to <;ive the preference to the

Hank of France?

Is

by
Hank of France, which conferred the benefit, although that
bank is absolutely bimetallic, and my conclusion is that of
the two banking systems I prefer that which is based upon

MONEY.

||

'

the two metals."

Returning to the Rothschild proposal he
same reasons that

held that the plan would be abortive for the
the

American purchases had been ineffectual to stop the fall
The
which fall was really an appreciation of gold.
of this was that general prices had not fallen in the

of silver,

proof

silver .standard countries,

India and Mexico. Referring to Mr.

Rothschild's prediction that if the conference should break
up without arriving at any definite result a terrible monetary

would ensue, Mr. Allard said that this panic would
Bank of England.
inevitably take place at the doors of the
Mr. Bertram Currie (Great Britain) saw no serious evils
resulting from the disuse of silver as the standard of value.
This had come to pass by the process of natural selection

and any

artificial

attempt to arrest

it

was doomed

to failure.

\Ve were asked to do something to raise the prices of commodities.
Such an object was entirely opposed to the

economic

doctrines accepted in England.
heap goods, not dear goods, plenty and
not scarcity have always been held to be the
"

(

conditions

of

profitable

trade."

Still

it

had never been

proved that the general fall of prices had been brought
about by the scarcity of gold and he did not believe in that

The wealth

v.

amount

much
1

of gold

of a nation did not
silver

it

possessed*

nearer to the truth, and

The word

fail

limited by law.

creased, then

it

depend upon the
contrary was

The

might be argued that the

is not
applicable to a bank in any case, but if it
of application where the amount of the silver
coinage
If the Hank of France is bimetallic because it receives

bimetallic

were o would
i

and

it

is

on deposit, the amount of which cannot be inalso trimetallic, because it receives a certain amount

also.
The Hank of France holds about $400,000,000
5250,000,000 silver. Mr. Allard apparently meant to
it he considered the bank
stronger than it would be if its whole
k were gold.
In this the bank's officers would not agree
with him.
."<!

alt-, tit

mi-

/

eg.
ii-

.uul

civili/ed

.1

nation

the previous metals
it

iy in

oim-s

moved

that the discussion

be adjourned

order to give the delegates of the

I

i

till

in:

make themsekes thoroughly acquainted

time to

tit-

and the smaller

re<|iiiiv> f..r its transac lions.

Mr. Allison
i

!><<

as

with the

report of the Committee.
Session.

Fifth

This motion was agreed to.
Dec-ember 6.
Sir Rivers Wilson (G

speaking for himself and colleague Sir Charles
Frem.uule, s.iid that their faith was that of the school of

Britain),

monometallism pure and simple.

They did

not admit that

any other system than that of the single gold standard would
be applicable to their country. The qu<
to be considt:rctl now was whether the Rothschild or the

Levy

plan,

one or both, had the

prospect of meeting such

a preponderance of support as
would justify the representatives of Great Britain in recommending them to the consideration of their government.

Mr. Rothschild's plan had not received such support. The
Levy plan involves the withdrawal of the half-sovereigns

from circulation.

Great Britain would be unwilling to subit were presented in con-

mit to this inconvenience unless

junction with a plan offering advantages which a preponderant majority of the Powers would recogni/e.

Mr. McCreary (the United States) could not consider the
Rothschild proposal adequate nor could he agree that it was
a just and proper remedy "for the American Government to
<

ontinue the purchase of silver bullion to the extent of

fifty-

four million ounces yearly at a price not exceeding one hundred cents to the dollar, on the condition that Kuropean
1

1

under the RothProbably Mr. McCreary meant by this phrase that
would he obliged to continue buying, even

schild plan the United States
if

silver
il

in

should rise to $1.29.29 per ounce standard, at which
the silver dollar would be worth one hundred cent*.

rt

th

MONEY.
millions of
purchases amounting to five
not
at a price
exceeding 43
terling for 5 years
and if silver should
pence per ounce standard,
7 rise aoove that
price the purchases for the
TMrittn?x

m

ike yearly

BMtocfciU **

be required

I
time being to be immediately suspended.
should
in
America
we
cannot quite see why
if necessary one hundred cents to the
to

pay

luifopean powers only pay not exceeding 73
- to the dollar and the
purchases to stop if silver should
Mr.
above that price."
McCreary then went into a

dollar while

general argument in favor of international bimetallism.
Mr. de Rothschild said that after the important declaration of the delegate of the

United States he considered

it

his duty, out of respect to the conference, to
Mr. touucwid

wiUdrawi it.

He had not submitted
raw his plan.
United States delegates before
but he had sounded them on the subject and
w

j

t | lc j

his plan to the

handing it in,
had believed that

would be of a kind to give
of them had just pronounced against

his proposal

One

satisfaction.

tlu-iii

Adoption of the plan, and

withdraw

it

only remained for him to

it.

Mi Van den Berg (the Netherlands) and Sir W. Houldsworth (Great Britain) made general speeches in favor of
tallism.

Th-

l'r< sidrnt
thought it his duty to point out that the two
excellent speeches which had just been made had no bearing on the special subject of discussion, namely, the Levy

plan.

He would

ask speakers to connect their remarks as

far as possible with the discussion of the
report.
Mi > unctelette (Belgium) was disappointed that
tin

He

some of

were opposed to the Levy proposal.
considered the withdrawal of gold coins smaller than 20
British delegates

sirable,

fast as

Urge ones.

because they wear out three times as
less than
23,000,000 of

There was no

THK BRUSSELS
small gold coin*
silver.

Knl.md

in

Tin-re was

.l/O.V/.'/VIAT

IK.

leas,. n

wliiih

why

COMf.
mi^ht

this

r<

-|>!

.<

IK-

.u

.

replaced by
should

uu-nt

be made dependent on the Rothschild plan or any other
All plans to be generally acceptable, must be in the
plan.
nature of compromises, and accordingly he did not understand why the delegates of the Tinted Mr. Saincteiette did no t
He had asked.
gi ve more assistance.
favors the Levy
in the committee, whether the silver-producing
PUn
.

,

.

countries could not do something by tax or

otherwise to curtail the production of silver, and they I) ad
How could you raise the selling
replied in the negative.
price

unless you raised the net cost of production?

was

The

impose a tax.
There were many more unpopular taxes than one on silver

way

to raise the net cost of production

mines.
question.

to

He did not see any obstacle to that solution of
One objection raised to such a tax was that

the
the

mines were largely owned in Europe, but he was not aware
that European interests were an object of such extreme soli-

He hoped that the
citude on the part of the United States.
delegates of both Great Britain and the United States would
make more

satisfactory declarations.
Sir Charles Fremantle (Great Britain) said that by reason
of the large amount of half sovereigns in circulation (about

.22,500,000) Great Britain would be making
ar ge sacrifice in surrendering the conit.
venience which their circulation afforded.
He asked the gentlemen whether Belgium had any small
old coins to surrender under the proposed plan.
Mr. Saincteiette replied that Belgium had none, but he

SirChas. Fremantle opposes

was convinced

l

that

if

she had them she would be none the

ready to adopt the proposal.
^Mr. Cannon (the United States) said

less

that

it

would not be

than to tax copper or lead.
more reasonable to tax
Such a tax would T>e contrary to the spirit of the institusilver

MONEY.
of the I'nitcd States,

ti,.us

if

not a violation of the Consti-

tution.
Sir (I.

Mok-sworth (British India) made a general speech

in favor of international bimetallism.

worth doei'not
believe 1* Silver
Pv Whilst*!

He

did not believe in

He
the efficacy of simple purchases of silver.
the
na d for years publicly expressed
opinion
that the purchases of silver

Act and

under the Bland

similar measures were

opposed

to the

first
monetary science and must end in disaster,
if
the
United States had up to the present
from which,
it
was
because
of the great expansion of its
escaped,

principles of

population and industry.
Appended to the proceedings of the

proposal

of

W. Houldsworth,

session

fifth

is

a

which the principal
That a bimetallic union be formed by as many
Sir

of

points are
n.itions as choose to go into it, and that the nations which
to retain the single gold standard shall receive deposits
:

;

and give

re-

each receipt

to

of silver bullion at their mints

w.

Honidsworth's Propo-

Sir

sal,

ceipts

therefor

in

ounces,

specify the equivalent gold value of the same
at a specified rate per ounce to be determined

by international agreement, the quantity of silver specified
in the receipt to be delivered
by weight to the bearer when
railed for, and in no other manner and on no other account
"these receipts to circulate as money in all
He believed that such a bimetallic union
would keep gold and silver coins at
par with each other and
whatsoever,

transactions."

p the silver deposit receipts at
'

par with gold.

Decembers. Mr. Allison (United States)
suggested a provisional abandonment of the Levy plan in
ordT to begin at once the discussion on bimetallism. The
Session.

motion was agreed
Mr.

to.

kalialovich (Russia) considered that facts had demonstrated that it is
contrary to the nature of things to

Tin:

/ A v. v.v /. /

\<

(1

co.\

.

ratio

between the value

Hut whatever

of silver.

/ /

may

l>e

"f

gold and the

OU

tion of

an

have to consider the actual execution
and

>ut

I'urrie.

that

the

of that conception.

He

agreed with Mr.
in wealth and

more a country advances

civili/ation the less

is its

need of the precious metals.
ne
was the certainty of
<

of the sources of England's strength

gold payment

and although the basis might seem narrow,

:

the narrowness was
Mr. RaHaloYich

tages, since

considers Bi-

metaiiism im-

it

made

itself

not without adv.m-

the rate of discount re-

sponsive to coming dangers and thus gave

practicable.

early

warning of impending trouble.

"

Ihe

"

defensive premium
question of a
having been touched
upon in the discussions, he called attention to the recent
that point by M. Le'on Say, a master of
monetary science, in a preface he had written to a French
In
edition of Goschen's "Theory of Foreign Exchanges."

expression on

M. Say had condemned the policy
premium on gold taken for export.
Mr. Van den Berg (the Netherlands) said

this preface

a

of establishing

that the

Bank

of the Netherlands kept its foreign balances almost exclusively in London and 'Berlin, and very little in Paris and
"
because we cannot be sure in advance that when
Is.
<

our

bills

in Brussels

and Paris

fall

due we

shall be paid in

gold, should circumstances induce us to ask for

it,

without

submitting to a premium, to which naturally we object."
Mr. ( ramer-Frey (Switzerland) thought that if the plan of

purchasing silver were adopted, neither Mr. Rothschild nor
any other person could guarantee that at the
Switzerland
en d of the period of trial the situation might
considers it
,
As for bin t be worse rather than better.
badmissibie.
metallism he would fail of his duty if he
entertained the idea that that system was admissible
land.
He and his colle-ue had received the most
:

90
ii

As

instruction.,

from their government on that point.
it would be impossible in the

to an enlarged use of silver,

Latin t'nion countries to force into circulation a single fiveabove those now in use. If France
piece over and
should consent to withdraw her ten-franc gold pieces, her
five-franc pieces now lying idle in the celactually existing
f
tin- hank would more than suffice to fill the vacuum.

from

silver depreciation
trade
of India had
had been exaggerated. The foreign
the
Lancashire
more than doubled since 1872, and even

He- thought trial the evils arising

manufacturers,

who complain

so bitterly, had
to India.

more than

He thought

doubled their exports of cotton goods
that the best solution would be found by giving free play to
natural causes.

Mr. Andrews (the United States) made a speech in favor
of bimetallism.
He warned the delegates that the United

would not give up gold and go to the silver basis, nor
would the United States go on forever sustaining the price
of silver.
"That would be more than Europe has a right
>

to ask of us."
Mr. Cleveland had been elected president
as a pronounced and uncompromising adherent of the gold
Therefore the time-honored monetary
policy.
Mr. Andrewi ftof
the country would never be changed
policy
his
consent.
.:r.
Still, the United States wished
by
;

;

to rehabilitate silver in order to

"stay that
which
for nearly
blighting, deadly
prices
has
infected
with
miasma
the
economic
lifethirty years
blood of the whole world." Many writers had fallen into a
fall

ful,

of

"

nfusion by identifying fall of general prices with
intrinsic cheapening of commodities."
Decrease in intrinsic
cost
lute

was a blessing, but a general fall of prices was an absoand unmitigated curse to human civilization.
Low

prices are not to be

condemned, but "the everlasting fall

prices, the act of sinking, is the accursed thing."

of
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Italy) said that

civili/ed

nation^

91

an inevitable law had impelled

pass gradually to gold monometallism.
In working of this law had been accelerated
perhaps by
the t
production, and consequent fall, of silver, as
t,.

1

^

compared with
the bimetallic

gold, causing a suspension of its coinage
.states,

by

which suspension had without doubt

emphasi/cd the depreciation. A majority of civilized states,
had been under a regime of inconvertible currency.

too,
I\

Their people thus became habituated to paper,
an(j wnen S p ec i e payments were resumed they

zeppaop-

could not reconcile themselves to the use of

As the law of least resistance impels
nations towards the ideal of gold monometallism, so it leads
them to economize the use of all coined metal by mc.i
heavy

silver

money.

Taking
clearing houses and other instruments of credit.
these things into consideration it is astonishing that persons
admittedly of high intelligence and genuine culture are to
be found who would wish to lead the nations backward and
to

reestablish

bimetallism.

No

international

agreement,

however numerous the contracting states, could reestablish
Nevertheless he
the old relation between silver and gold.
saw evils in a sudden adoption by all the nations of the
single gold standard, and for this reason he had favored
the Rothschild proposal as a middle course, avoiding bimetallism on the one hand and the too hasty adoption of the

gold standard on the other.
Mr. Weber (Belgium) wished to meet the arguments of
those who repeat with unabashed persistence that the fall of
prices

is

due entirely to the scarcity of metallic money.

According to these modern Jeremiahs the fall in the price
of cereals, of cotton, of wool, etc., results from a scarcity of

The enorcoin in the monetary circulation of this world.
in
th
cultivation
under
mous areas that have been put
a
For
instance
are
World and at the
ignored.
Antipodes
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few years ago America produced an annual crop of six milIn 1878
in 1891 it was nine millions.
lion bales of cotton
;

Australia had 62 million sheep, in 1891 she had 124 milAre we not criticising Provithat is, exactly double.
if we complain of the cheapness of prodwhen that cheapness is in consequence
Those who groan at
their abundance?

dence
Mr. Weber !-

ucts,

"

of

the

fall

of prices fail to see that certain prod-

gone up and down since 1873 exactly as they
This proves that there is no general
did before that date.
ucts have

and unvarying cause that affects prices, but that it is the
abundance and scarcity of the products themselves. No
doubt the universal employment of silver as money would
have a powerful effect on prices, but

it

would be transitory

and would be followed by inevitable reaction. It was not
true- that there had been a scarcity of gold in recent years.
<

>n

the contrary the gold reserves of the banks of issue of
had increased by 2661 millions of francs from

the world

1881 to 1891 and the stock in the Bank of France showed
a further increase of 200 millions of francs from 1891 to
Moreover the trade of the world had grown rapidly
1892.

during the same period of time, the exports and imports of

What
pen

three countries
will hap-

when

(France, the United States,

ancl (jreat

Britain) having increased nearly
^ooo millions of francs from 1880 to 1800,

the

eat ends?

showing that commerce was not fettered by a
scarcity

of

lished.

There

agreement.
the

I.

itin

that bear

metallic

a

Suppose bimetallism estab-

money.
limit

of time

to every international
At the expiration of it, as at the expiration of
t'nion, each country must take care of the coins
its

try shall

Ac.rk

is

stamp, yet
refuse

done by

a

its

mint

the country that operates

it

is

part of the plan that no

a

stamp to any metal offered to
is
it.

not

in

The

it.

proportion to the size of
losses

which would result

AAV '.\\/
from

/.S

breaking up of

tin-

.)/c

Latin I'nion are rah ul.iMr. hut

tin-

resulting from the expiration of a biim-t.illii
.

ulable.

Mr

sin ithe Netherlands
said that if we were to
speech of Mr. Weber we should be compelled to
a>k uh.it we have come here to do.
Mr. \Veher had dealt
i

credit the

with the
tinction

fall

there

of prires. but
is

between

he had not noticed the vast
plentiful supplies

and a

fall

dis-

of

Plenty results from improvement in
the conditions of production and transporta-

prices.

Mr. BoiMevaia
on the Fall of

But how

the existence of plenty to
not by an increase of prosHas there been any increase of general prosperity
perity ?
Have we not, on the contrary, had a
in recent years?
tion.

Price,.

be established

depression of trade?

is

if

Nobody could prove

that

we have

through a period of prosperity, and yet prosperity
ou^ht to have been the result of plentiful supplies of prod(I

ucts.

s.i

Mr. Simonelli (Italy)
Seventh Session, December 10.
that the withdrawal of state notes of ten and five
francs by Italy would not make room for

id

any more silver in that country since the
notes were already represented by silver
pieces circulating beyond her borders, which

other opinions,

five-franc

would return home

at

once

if

the small notes were with-

drawn.

Mr. Sainctelette (Belgium) said that the t'nited States
in supposing that they could remedy the accumulation of silver by creating a purchaser without there

were wrong

being any real needs to be
purchases already

In his opinion the
stimulated the production

satisfied.

made had only

of silver.

Mr. Forssell (Sweden) considered the ratio between gold
silver the first and la>t problem to be decided in taking

and

MOM.Y.
of universal bimetallism.

up the question
wiut

oht the

equitable, whether
market value of
the
or a ratio nearer

most

the

S

16 to

or

therefore de-

i

_

15

He

sired to ask the delegates of the United States
W 10 i e wna t ratio they would consider
;l
ls

i,

and

practical

silver.

Mr. Allison replied that the delegation had had no conf ounce on tluTsubject.
They would, of course, prefer their

own
it

but they would accept that of 15^ if
more agreeable to those countries which had the

ratio of 16 to

\\i-re

largest

He

agreed that the question of
he thought that a more
but
fundamental one,

amount
.1

i,

of silver.

important one was the question
at any
join in a bimetallic treaty

how many

countries would

ratio.

Mr. Forssell said that the interesting reply of Mr. Allison
led him to ask what number of states would
How many Coos- be necessary to make a bimetallic treaty
"*
In the way of rendering the diseffective.
1

cussion practical,

a

reply

to

this

question

would be of great value.
Mr. Tirard (France) said that France had no cause to
complain of the present monetary situation and that she did
She had endeavored to come to an agreenot complain.

ment with the United States

was a

at the conference of 1881,

sort of continuation

Later, in 1889, a
in

of

it.

1'aris

France

is

which

of that of 1878.

monetary Congress was held

during the Exposition, but nothing
the country of all others which has

the largest quantity of metallic money, both gold and silver.
\v.is due to the minute subdivision of
properties and

employments, which being very small were not adapted to
the use of hank cheeks to the same extent as countries
where industry

is

more consolidated and centralized.
amount of

.ch people, therefore,
require a larger

The
coin.

TV/A

/.'AV.s.v/ /.Y

France was bimetallic

MONETARY

COM-l-.KRNCB.

9$

She ceased to com
because she was confronted with an c\
"
sin K volume of that metal.
t-r
\\ V ceased
to coin it and
think our course was pen
in

fact.

1

^

I

rii;ht."

silver

should

Why

when she

is

France permit the free coinage of
She
already amply provided with it?

much
The Hank

alone possesses as

as

all

of

France holds as much as

the other states of

Kurope

all the
"
other banks together.
I
have
the
Consequently
right to
she
that
has
Still
France
would
quite
enough."
say
perhaps
consent to do what was asked of her if those Powers which

put together.

art-

wedded

to

monometallism should decide to adopt the
He would never advise his govern-

free coinage of silver.

to take that step on other terms.
We have h--ard the
Minister of (Germany, the Minister of Austria- Hungary, and
Sir Rivers Wilson declare that their countries

ment

^fe^Free'coiaate unless Ger-

nac* no ntent ' on
'

f

modifying their monetary

system, with which they declared them>
satisfied.
Hence the question of free coinage
is

decided so far as France

is

concerned.

He

then replied to the remarks of Mr. Van den Berg touching
the defensive premium sometimes put on gold at the Hank
of France.
It was not true that the Bank ever exacted a

premium when gold was required to satisfy a legitimate
demand for export. "The Bank of France, when it finds
itself

confronted by a real necessity, does not hesitate to

place at the disposal of importers all that is necessary for
the purchase of the raw materials and food needed to feed
the people and to maintain national industry."

The Bank

Mr. Tirard here repeats the error, in the use of the word "biA Hard had already made. In a subsequent debate
~
Mr. Tirard made a distinction Iwtwvrn "bimetallic" and absolutely
1

metallic," that Mr.

UK," which shows that he

wa.s not

very careful in the

me

of

.J/lMT-.T.

merely puts a
,f

l)arrier to the

speculations of brokers

who

think

the interest of their country than of their personal

In this he considered that the

profit.

T
Euik

of rJince
rerardim* Gold

was doing

its

1

duty.

Bank

In regard to the Moritz

Levy plan he said that France had little interest
in it, having no bank notes smaller than fifty
Her five-franc gold pieces had disappeared. If it
(r.uus.
proposed~to withdraw those of ten francs, there would

be opposition on the part of the public, who were accustomed to the use of them, and who would not like to handle
two five-franc pieces instead. But if that difficulty were

overcome, there would

still

be no room in France for ad-

1
The Bank of France is a private institution, although its governor
and two deputy governors are appointed by the head of the state. Its
sit nation, as regards the silver five-franc pieces, is in no wise different

from that of any other corporation or person. It did not create these
it must receive them from its customers as deposits or in

pieoei, but

payment of dues
The Bank

or

France's Premium on Gold
Profit to the

ver,

Shareholders.
j

s

for

or

a

it,

half

source

Hank.

The

Limit to the

Premium

and

it

may pay them

to its

>

mium

A

to itself

Accordingly when depositors want gold
' or ex P or t a *i n the Bank is enabled to charge a pre-

customers.

the alternative
silver

of

being payment in

half

amount

gold.

sil-

The premium

p ro fit to the shareholders of the

limit to the possible

collecting gold

a large

and

corns,

premium

which there

of

is
is

the cost

always

and which brokers are
trouble.
Sometimes the

in circulation

ready to supply, if they are paid for their
Hank charges no premium at other times
than the cost of obtaining gold from brokers.

charges a fraction less
it should
charge more,
the public would sell their gold to brokers and deposit
only silver at the
Bank. M. Tirard's remarks imply that the Bank has some private
;

it

If

means of knowing what demands for gold are legitimate and what are
speculative, but people who are not in the secret will have doubts on
that point.
The true interest of Jacques Bonhomme is to pay his debts
-igneni as cheaply as possible, but Jacques is easily deceived by
high-rounding phrases about the national industry, and the interest of
the country.

THE
ditional

MOM-.TAKY

BKl'SSKl.S
sinn

silver.

Kink

tin

Money,

in

live

had more than a

franc pieces,

li

.

t

|

.

.

,

should not be coined for the account of private
>ns.
It should he coined to as limited an

extent as possible, so that
the daily exchange of life,
international,

l-r.uiie

c,f

whu
would
How into the circulation, taking the place of
K small gold coins. In his opinion.

thousand million francs
silver oneht not
to be Inter-

CO.

it

suffice to bring, that

and

to

make

it

metal into

a national, not an

money.

Mr. Allison, replying to Mr. Forssell, said that after the
declaration made some days since by Germany, afterward
that of England,

and afterward

had

that which

just

been

m.ule by the State which was at the head of the Latin Union,
he felt that a reply to the question which the delegate of

Sweden had

put, before

Mr. Tirard began speaking, might

be deferred.
Mr.

Cannon

(the United

States)

was surprised by the

speech of Mr. Tirard. The people of the United States had
supposed that France and the Latin Union, being the largest
holders of silver in the world, were very friendly to that
metal as money, but we find that while they are glad to be
present at the conference they are not inclined to join in any
agreement as to the better use of silver as money and we
;

find to our surprise that England, without

sequence, suggests

its

any

silver of con-

purchase and use as a money metal.

In spite of this apparently opposite state of affairs he

that
Mr. Cannon

ii

surprised

the

t

Speech of Mr.

^

hoped
something might yet be accomplished.
irard had said that Prance was not
.

r-

.

1

specially interested in palliative measures to

Tirard.

increase the price of silver, being able to
The United States was in the
maintain her own positition.
position ; still he thought it would be better if some
international arrangement could be made to use both gold

same
and

silver for foreign

and domestic payments

at

some

MONEY.

He could not consider the purchase of
to be agreed upon.
of silver per annum by European
ounces
million
thirty
was possible that this purchase,
added to other demands, might be the bridge to join the
money metals together at some parity. The United States
Towers

.\

mere

It

palliative.

i;.\vrnment had been able to maintain parity between
to do so.
gold and its silver money and would continue

its
If,

however, silver was to be further dishonored and used only
as subsidiary money the United States was in an excellent
position to take advantage of that state of affairs.
Mr. Tirard replied that he had not said that France or the

Latin Union was less favorable to bimetallism than England.
On the contrary he had said that France was already bi-

and

metallic in fact,
of silver

if

she would not resume the free coinage

and become absolutely bimetallic it was only because England and other countries had said

rma wa y that they intended to
He was sorry that the
Rothschild proposal had been withdrawn, because he would
like to know from the discussion of it how the European
silver purchases were to be distributed.
He was convinced,
without having any information' on the point, that France,
which already had as much silver as all the rest of Europe
combined, would be given the largest share.
It was just
"xmULi

'

n tne most

f

l

remain monometallic.

*

this situation

which France could not accept.

Ki-hth Session, December 13. Sir G. Molesworth (British
India) regretted the hasty and premature declaration of Sir
Rivers Wilson, of uncompromising hostility to the double
standard, thus prejudging the whole case before an opportunity was allowed for fair discussion.

GatBritAin.

Sir Rivers Wilson said that as his
government cou 'd not admit that the maintenance of
its

question, he had

monetary system could be brought into

made

that

declaration, in behalf of Sir

AAV.V.sy

Till

/..s

.I/C.W /./A')' r<;.\//.AV.\<

Charles I'lenuntU- ami himself, purely out of res|x-< f,,r the
.uul in (iriU-r to shorten their labors as intu li as
t

llr

'.!.-.

that

authori/ecl

\\.is

by Mi.

<!<

Kothsi hi Id to say

to be associated in thos.- u-inarks.

1

1

ilen >. adverting t> the rein.uk of Mr.
bimetallism was no new theory, said that
<

M.I

thut

v

what was absolutely new and unknown, both in theory and
CC, \va> the double standard and free coinage together

imposed upon states by mutual international obligation.
There was no precedent for that. Everybody distrusts si!
and it is at this very
ver, everybody seeks to keep his gold
;

moment

that everybody

is

asked to coin the disliked

silver

unlimited quantities, while remaining free
Mr. Forssell opto get or kee P hls ZQ
as best h e may.
posed to Bimetalliim in every
Whatever might be slid about the marvelous
Way.
stability of 15 'j to i under the old repair the
in

.

historic fact is that the actual

nowhere
most recent

invariably in
historic fact

M

market

ratio

was IH\<

accord with the legal

and the most conclusive

divergence "between the two

r

is

ami

The

ratio.

that the

has sufficed to render free

Now an ingenious process has been
coinage impossible.
im i^ined of forming a reservoir so large and so extended
that

HOW

beyond
it

would

it

there would be no country capable of attracting gold and hence that the yellow nu-t.il
would not flow Qut that thus the stabi itv of
i

not work.

the ratio would be guaranteed and a premium
on gold rendered impossible. In speaking of the value of
silver we always think of gold.
Everybody recogni/es the

supreme danger of a premium on gold.
stone of the bimetallic system

is its

Hence

the touch-

ability to guarant.

Probably the aim would be to
against that vital danger.
a and Europe.
unite all the specie-paying countries
in
the
It would not be
to
bring
paper-money counpossible
tries or

those of the far East which have the single standard

MONEY.
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IHit whatever is outside of the agreement must
of silver.
be reckoned with, because everything outside will exercise
What
an attraction on the depreciated gold of Europe.
would happen if one member of the union should denounce
?
Moreover, the industrial consumption of gold
would always underlie the treaty and this consumption would
be quickened by any depreciation of gold. There would
Then the question
always be a dram out of the reservoir.
What should be the size of a hogshead to
is

the treaty

:

contain a certain quantity of liquid when there
.......
,
is no possibility of stopping the bunghole ?
Again, nobody wants more than a few ounces

The Hopshead
and the Bane-

.

.

nole-

of silver in his pocket or his
to take

it

till.

in unlimited quantities

Suppose

silver

,

Bimetallism obliges people
;

*>., it

legal monetary function in excess of

function.

,

its

assigns to silver a
natural monetary

were made legal tender under

what would be the quantity of silver
money discharged upon the world ? As long as there was
an existing debt to be paid the price of silver would rise.
It would probably advance at one bound 30 or 40 per cent.
The advance in price would stimulate the production and
universal free coinage,

also check the industrial uses.

What would the
Bankadowith
their Loads of
Silver ?

But the preferences of people
would not be changed by the torrent of silver
money flowing from the mints. They would
not want to carry it or to house it, any more

than before.
Hence it would How to the
banks which could not refuse it. Their vaults, however, are
not unlimited, nor can they relieve themselves of the necessity of

other.

making large payments of metallic money to each
The same reasons which have caused them to prefer

The congold for this purpose would remain in full vigor.
sequence would be that the banks which had to receive the
payments would pay something to get gold. This
would be a premium on gold following infallibly upon the

.

new system.

//

ioi

I'.ut

.1

premium on

upheaval of the system

gold,

however small,

itself .mil tin- do\\ntall of

bimetallism.

K.ich nation

the

is

universal

would seek

to pro-

trcu > would be denounce.!
coinage would he suspended and liquitect itsdf ' tlu

would begin.

'

That liquidation

of the poetry of bimetallism.

is

The

the translation into prose
states of the Latin I'nion

entered one fine day under the arches of a bimetallic system

supported by pillars of gold and silver harmonized at
Silver fell, the white pillars became walls which
to i.
barred the outlet.
Which would

be
the Upheaval of
the System.

The inmates were

In prison

imprisoned.

tempers are easily soured, and the Latin I'nion
states no longer bless the treaty of i86c.

How

can the European

states, in the face of

these facts, enter into engagements from which
no retreat ? The declarations made by them
would
be
there
in this

conference (to which he would add that of Sweden

>.

prove that the European states refuse to do so.
the conference of Brussels contributes to establish and

sufficiently
If

an international agreement for the
and unlimited coinage of silver is not only rejected for
the moment, but is inadmissible for the future, it will have
fortify the conviction that

free

reached a very important result.
Mr. Jones (the United States) occupied the greater part
of this and the following (ninth) session with an academical
discussion in favor of bimetallism, which

fills fifty

large folio

He was
same

side in

followed by Mr. Allard (Belgium) on the
an argument of nine pages.

Mr. Bengesco (Roumania) commended to the consideration of the conference the question of an inter-

Roomania

fa-

vor* an international Gold

lish

national gold coin of 25 francs, showing
great an advantage it would be to com n

and how slightly it would vary from
sovereign and the German zo-mark piece.

how

th
Hi.s

gov-

MO.VEY.
to the attenvrnmcr.i had instructed him to bring the subject
tion of tin- conference.

Mr.de Osma (Spain) thought

that the debates of the

conference had been of great value, but he
had not arrived
thought also that the moment
He would therefur reaching an agreement.

Mr.4*0uu
XeVaitt?*'

fore ask the delegates of the

stte wishes a

"

1

whether they deemed

United States

necessary to press the
Question.
discussion to a point where the doctrinal differences of delegates must be expressed in a vote.
it

Mr. Allison replied that it was not the purpose of his colon the main question at
leagues and himself to press a vote

He appreciated the cordiality of expression of
It had been proposed to postpone the
the delegates.
He hoped that the studies here
rence to a future day.
begun might receive the thoughtful attention

this time.
all

Mr. Allison

If
o f the governments during the interval.
a
** should be found impracticable to form
monetary union and if the European states

ponement.

were to continue their present policy, then the United
Mates would doubtless establish a permanent policy of
its

own, and

struggle,

would
it

in the struggle

for gold,

if

there be such a

its rapidly growing population and wealth,
ample resources to sustain its policy, whatever

with

find

illicit be.

The Examining Committee, which had previously reported
on the Rothschild and Moritz Levy plans, made their final
report on

all

M^MtJT*
Mr. Tietcen's.

viz., those of Mr. Tietgen
umark), Mr. Allard (Belgium), Mr. Houlds-

the remaining plans,

W " rth

'

(l

'

Vat

(France).

oinige

1>>ritllin)

and

Mr>

de Foville

The Tietgen plan proposed
of

silver

on government

the

account

under international agreement beginning with the market
ratio to gold, the coins to be
legal tender within the

Till-'.

/>'/

e of a decline of

conn::

as

s

commission, to be ap5 per cent,
pointed, might summon an international conference to decide whether their should he a rccoinage.
All banks of
e those coins on deposit from all the counnnn.li

-

tries

a

composing the union and

to

have the right to demand

from the issuing countries redemption of

their silver coins

'Id.

Mr. Houldsworth explained that his plan contemplated
that the receipts for deposited silver bullion

Mr. Houlds-

should be legal tender

worth-s.

and

in the

issuing coun-

tries,
any, arising from
the depreciation of silver should fall on the last holder.
Mr. Allard's plan provided for the issue of international

that the loss,

if

notes based on the deposit of silver, on which the issuing
governments should indicate the gold value at the time of
issue, the notes to

Mr. Allard's.

be legal tender and to be

redeemed by the governments
indicated value out of a
loss, if

to

any, would

fall

common

on

all

be hereafter determined.

fund.

in

gold at the

In other words, the

the governments in proportions
If silver should rise after the

issuing of the notes, the gain would accrue only to the
government issuing the same.

Mr.
silver

cle

Koville suggested that the
on deposit and issue

bullion

governments
certificates

rc<

thi

according to weight, these certificates not to be legal tender
but to be redeemable in the same quantity of silver at the

mint or warehouse of any participating government, the
object being to facilitate the transfer of silver
Mr. de Foville'i.
without actually carrying it from place to
place.

Mr. Raffalovich suggested that the same arrangeMr. Forsusefully made with gold bullion.

ment might be
sell

called attention

to

agreement between the three
Denmark, and Norway, by virtue

the

national banks of Sweden.

104

which each bank can make drafts on any other, at any
time, for commercial purposes, whether it has a credit bal-

i.f

ance there or not, on condition of paying

all

such debts on

demand.

The Examining Committee made no recommendations.
Tenth Session, December 17. The President testified his
to faciligratitude for the efforts of delegates
motion
tate the work of the conference.

A

d-

would be made by Baron de Renzis (Italy)
that the conference suspend its labors and
take them up at a fixed date in the future.

Baron de Renzis submitted a motion that "the conference suspends its labors and decides, should the governments approve, to meet again on the 3oth of May, 1893."
Mr. Allison seconded the motion.
Mr. Currie (Great Britain) thought that as this was the

had assembled for this purpose and
had separated without accomplishing or even advancing the
object in view, it would be wiser to declare plainly to our
third conference that

bimetallic friends that the task they

had undertaken was

He had been impressed by the words of Mr.
impossible.
Tirard, that France would be required to take a large amount
Mr.cnrrieoppo^d to a Future
Meetlar.

of silver which she could not get rid of.
It
was a matter of indifference to the seller of
.

goods whether he was paid

.

in paper, or gold,

man would take
and without objection. Tried by this
broken down.
Nobody wants it for him-

or silver, provided the next
it

from him

at par

ilver li;ul

self;

everybody

tries to

pass

it

on

to his neighbor.

After

the repeated declarations of the
delegates of France, Germany, and Great Britain we should only delude ourselves if

we did

not admit that the question

is

closed.

General Strachey (British India) said that his
government would hold itself absolutely free to act as it might

GENERAL CONCLUSl
deem

ry
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on the monetary question during the ad-

journtncnt of the conference.
All ComBtriea

VrM

to

Mt

dor-

ine the interval,

bound

Allison replied tliat nn ^ivi-rnment
in the least, .is to its

wu

monetary policy,

during the adjournment.
Alvensleheii iCermanyi s.iid that his instructions
did not permit him to take part in the resolution for the
.lit

Adjournment.
The Conference
does not reaasemble.

It

to

May

to,

93'Hie resolution

was then adopted, and the
declared
the conference adjourned.
president
reassemble at the time agreed upon, and no

did not

reason for

adjournment of the conference

its failurje

to

do so has been made

CHAPTER

public.

V.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.

THE foregoing

historical sketch points to a physical reason
for the world's adoption of the gold standard.
The impossi-

keeping the two metals in circulation
simultaneously at a fixed ratio having made
tne choice of one of them necessary, gold was
bility of

Physical Reason
for the Gold
standard.

chosen rather than
teen times easier to handle.

stood at the ratio of 16 to

i.

silver

because

it

was

six-

As a labor-saving machine it
As this physical property can-

not be altered, the preferences of mankind for gold cannot
be changed. On this point the argument of Mr. Forssell in
the Brussels Conference

is

perfect.

Even the most 'elaborate

system of paper exchanges leaves a residuum of payments
to be made by the transfer of metal, and here the qu
A premium on gold of
of avoirdupois becomes decisive.
i:
one-quarter of one per cent would upset any intern.
made.
be
that
could
agreement
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as a numerical quantity,
question of ratio, regarded
to the Greek
bimetallists
the
ncrally adjourned by

The

kalcmlx

The present market

An

International
^

American
would

in this

a j rat j o higher than 20 to

j

Ratio.

they

about 32 to

ratio is

no proposal

there has been

bimetallists cling to

But

15^.

accept

if

16,

i,

but

country

i.

Most

although

anything

materially
there will be

ditYerent frorrrthe market ratio is chosen,
an immediate grab for gold and bimetallism will be dead
It is asked, what could anybody do
before it is born.
He could use it
with gold except to pay his debts with it?
to

make new bargains on

the law can

compel

a gold basis.

It is

admitted that

copper or anythat the law
denied
firmly

people to take silver or

thing else for past debts, but it is
can compel people to make future bargains in silver

if
they
Mr. Edward Atkinson says
that under international bimetallism, if we can conceive such

prefer to

make them

in gold.

a thing possible, bills of exchange would be drawn for so
many ounces and grains of gold instead of so many dollars
or pounds sterling.
He is quite right. Not even international bimetallism would cause merchants to draw bills of

exchange in terms of a metal which they distrust. Everybody must cherish a suspicion of a kind of money which
requires elaborate international arrangements, committees,

and constables to keep it going,
and when any mistake or misunderstanding

treaties, statutes, sheriffs,

Predicament*

among

mortals

fallible

is

liable to bring the

whole thing down by the run.

For

all

purposes

of international trade, bills of exchange drawn for ounces
.ind grains of gold would be as
satisfactory as bills drawn for

or pounds sterling.
of trading is furnished
by

A

dollars

in.

K U-

a contract

for the

gold coin, which contract

our

familiar

example of

this

own government, which

kind
lately

purchase of 3,500,000 ounces of
now in the course of fulfillment.

is
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I'nless you can

for gold.

conquer people's preferences

>ilver into use after Imnetallistn

than

before, except for the single purpose of paying past debts.
Thi.s. -is everybody kn..\\s. is a limited, not an unlimited, de-

Then

mand.
If

all

t.. ic.

in.uul for silver

by

talk about creating

means

artificial

is

an unlimited de-

baseless and visionary.

a movement of civilized mankind going on
hundred years, working out in different coununiform results which commend themselves to succes-

we

find

steadily for a

^enerations, the presumptions are all in favor of that
beneficial.
I am so well convinced of the

movement being

benefits of the single gold standard that

placed

in

my

hands
from
to

I

if all
power were
would not introduce anything different

should consider

I

it.

attem P t

to

interfere

natural evolution in

it

with

human

presumptuous
an obviously

affairs.

should

I

know, moreover,' that such an attempt would be futile, because the first step to be taken would be to alter the preferences and likings of individual men.

Society consists of.
in
of
who
their
individuals,
private business
aggregations
one
ounce
of
to
sixteen
ounces
of silver, or
gold
prefer
thirty-two ounces, as the case
thi>

preference and

standard

of

liking

Christendom.

be.
Unless I can change
cannot alter the monetary
is
this preference which

may
I

It

the international monetary conferences.
The
paralyzes
in
Brussels
of
the
the
'onference
thought
delegates
all

(

^omething

like this

"
:

international bimetallism

if

What would happen

the day after

people should continue to

i

"

one ounce of gold to sixteen ounces of silver ?
Any
responsible minister of finance must recoil before that query.
If the successive steps that we have described, whereby
the nations have arrived, one by one, at the single gold
standard, had been the result of a hundred years' con"
debtor class." instead of being a natural
spiracy against the
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evolution beneficial to
v

11

all

classes,

I

should

still

be unable to

changing back. Whatever mischief
advantage
appertains to this evolution has been done,
in

Ho step* Back-

belongs to the remote past.

n

j

ward.

books are closed.

To

merely double the wrong, inflicting
Who are the "debtor class"?

bankrupts are creditors.

ground

is

it

Those

retrace the steps would
upon a new lot.

All men who are not
man
who has a crop in the
Every
a creditor.
Every man who has a

we ek's wages due to him is a creditor. Every
^Debtor
man who has a deposit in a savings bank is a
creditor.
Every man who has got ahead in the world is a
creditor.
He may owe something, but his ability to obtain
credit is presumptive evidence that he has more coming to
him than he owes, and this fact puts him in the creditor
class.
I
take it that we are not legislating specially for
bankrupts.
Certainly it would not be wise to change our
standard of value for their accommodation.
Such a change

would produce a great many new bankrupts and would not
save any old ones.
It is said that the
single gold standard has produced a
disastrous fall in the prices of commodities.
Prices of commodities must be either advancing or declining or stationary.
The world has no experience of stationary
Thereprices and probably never will have.
frictn*
'

fore,

must be

those

who

cry out

against

declining

advancing ones, but how far they
would push the advance they do not say. Is there any limit
to the desirable advance?
If so, what is to be done when
it
is reached?
As prices cannot be stationary there must
prices

in favor of

then be a decline.
the bimetallists.

So we do not avoid misery by gratifying

We

only postpone it.
could be shown that the single
gold standard had
caused the decline in prices which has taken
place since
If

it

vc/.rs/ojis.

\

1873, I should rounder tli.u f.ut its l>-st title to be considered a benefit; IKT.HIM- it is demonstrable that
wages hmrc

advam

i'd

during the same period, with the

suit of giving to the great

more
could

command

comforts

before.

for

This

is

mass

labor

their

clearly

re-

of the people

than

ttn-y

shown by the Re-

port on Wholesale Prices, Wages and Transjxmation made
a
by the Senate Committee on Finance, March 3, 1893,

work which has never been surpassed in this or any other
country in fullness, thoroughness and impartiality.
Alter examining this report. 1'rofV^or Tau^i- says: "All
the figures show that the purchasing power of money

in all,

wages has been

rising steadily for at least twenty years, and
the decline in prices since 1873 and especially since
1882 has been a source of prosperity and not of depression

that

to the

community

at large."

1

In the daily business of life nobody imagines that he is
promoting the general interests by charging higher prices for
his goods, or by contriving
All who advertise in the

means

for a general rise of prices.

newspapers proclaim low prices.
in that way.
Is it possible
seek
to
attract
customers
They
Is
that these advertisers misconceive the public interests?
it

possible that the public misconceive their

OW "

interests

?

Wh

>'

then do

we hear so much

Because the
complaint about low prices?
who
make
are
the
ones
producers
any complaint. The
only
consumer, when he goes into the market, accepts low prices
with quiet satisfaction, but he too can make a clamor when
Add fifty cents per ton to the price of
prices are rising.
coal and you can have plenty of noise on the other side of

the house.
1

Results of recent Investigations on Prices in the U. S.
By F. W.
A Paper read before the International Statistical Institute at

Taussig.

'go, 1893.
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cannot be shown, however, that such decline in prices
in recent years has been due to an aphas taken

It
a->

place

Mr. David A. Wells,

of gold.

ition

"
titled

Mr.

WeUVs

in his

work

en-

Recent Economic Changes," accounts

s iti^factorily for

the decline in price of

ImTCstlcation.

all

the
,,

.

which have really
staple articles of commerce
declined since 1873, by new inventions and facilities for
Mr. Wells takes up
same.
producing or"transporting the
some articles have
that
He
shows
each article
separately.
risen in price during the period

named and some have

re-

mained nearly stationary, while among those that have declined the widest variations exist as to the percentage of
decline, all the changes being traceable to known conditions
of supply and demand.
It is said that the burden of mortgages

and

of national

and state debts has been increased by the appreciation of
Here we have again the unproved assumption that
gold.
This is assumed begold has appreciated.
cause a larger amount of the things serviceable to

man can be

obtained with a given

quantity of it than could be obtained twenty years ago. On
the other hand it requires a larger quantity of gold to buy a
-iven amount of labor than it did twenty years ago. As the
labor but

more goods the difference

dollar will

buy

must He

the greater efficiency of labor.

in

less

This has

all

the

force of a proposition in mathematics.
to

mortgage debts,

I

have learned by inquiry of the

principal lending companies in New York that mortgages
are generally made for the term of five years, and that about

Conse25 per cent of them are paid at or before maturity.
which
are
now
quently, any wrong
mortgageors
suffering, in

consequence of the gold standard, must have accrued since
To redress their supposed wrongs we are asked to
1890.
turn the whole business of the
country upside down and

Ill

;

ng

of

the average duration
Ih<

five ye. irs.

t

Kauris

all

otlu-i

oim.ii ts

i

ot

considrralily les*

fopekl

<'.////<//

than

newspapei made a special

number

the records of a

Hut

50 percent.

of agricultural coun-

and found that more mort\M
-u- paid off than were
gages
put on within the p
am aware that many inortcd by the investigation.
i

.1

few

\i-.us

sun

e,

I

fall

an- allowed to run for indefinite peruxls after they
due, but these are call-loans on real estate seturit

am not aware that borrowers on call are complaining of the
At all events, if they are oppressed by
gold standard.
reason of that standard they can relieve themselves at any
If they do not pay and are solvent, it
time by paying up.
must be because they

find

it

to their

advantage to endure

these so-called oppressions a while longer.
Suppose it were true that national and State debts were
in the manner alleged, would that be a reason for
changing the standard of value for the countless daily trans
actions of business ?
The bank clearings of

enhanced

l^ e

thuThe DiteuT

United States average one thousand

mil-

sum considerably larger
the Nation.
Add to this

lion dollars weekly, a

than the interest-bearing debt of
the payments over the bank counters, that do not figure

and the

in

transactions of the people, and
then multiply the whole by the fifty-two weeks of the year,
and it may be seen how large a cannon it is proposed to
the clearings,

load to

kill

retail

a mosquito, and what a tremendous recoil

it

must have.
General
rancis A. Walker says, in a recent tract,
no bimetallist nowadays makes the concurrent circu:
of the two metals in the same country a necessity of
1

that

"

in.

results only in establishing an alternatin
the chief results of bimetallism will still

that

If it

dilation,

achieved."

This, as Professor

Farnam has pointed

be
out,
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for a

makes no provision
would land
A

all

supposed Ai-

metallism.
to

which

js
not to be preferred to the single
standard of the other, on any theory of biThose who favor an alternating standard are
.

that

shpw

actually would alternate.
the "scramble for gold."

it

much about

\Ve hear

silver,

meta i

tenute Standard.

bound

continued decline in

the concurring nations on the single silver
1
Now the single standard of one
standard.

meant by

this

for unless

it

phrase

is

?

Generally a thing

is

What

is

not scrambled

The simple truth is that gold is
money of civilized nations. We are
aiming as individuals to get as much money
we can. As nations are composed of indi-

desirable.

the only
all

as

no mystery

that, nations

appear to be doing the

viduals

it is

same.

a scramble serves only to create prejudice
Calling
the unthinking, because a scramble usually takes
it

among

place in the dirt and

is

attended by the display of evil

passions.
It is said
by some that the losses incurred by the want of
a par of exchange between silver-using and gold-using countries are

very serious, and that this evil can be cured by biWhatever this trouble may have been in the

metallism.

past

it

cannot be considered serious now, since the only

silver-using countries

are China, the Straits Settlements,
Mexico, and a few of the lesser republics of Central and
South America. In China, however, silver passes by weight,
not by tale.
Therefore the par-of-exchange trouble does

not exist there.
It is said,
finally, that there is not gold enough in the
world to do the business of the world.
This statement

would be of no consequence, even if it were true, since the
jucstion is whether there is enough for the gold-using
portion of the world, which question may be answered in
1

Yale Review, August, 1894.

in
rirmative,

as this portion of the world is ^ivin^ Q
As rr-.mU the future, th<

proof of the fact every day.

every prospect that the increased supply
ntyof Gold
1

More corn-

keep pace with any increase

of

will

d in.md, the

recent years having advanced by leaps and bounds. According to
e reports of the I'nited States mint tin world's output of
gold during four years has been as follows

production during

:

1890

$118,849,000.

1891

$130,650,000.

1892

$146,297,000.

$157,228,000.
$181,510,100.
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REPRESENTATIVE MONEY.
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GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS.
REPRESENTATIVE money is anything promising to pay
money which circulates as a common medium of exchange.
It is usually made of paper, but sometimes of a
cheap metal.
Always

a

Usually the promise to pay money is printed
ft
DU t sometimes it is merely expressed in
tn e aw s.
Representative money may be put

on

Promise to pay
Real Money.

in circulation by governments, by incorporated
It may be redeemable or
companies or by individuals.
irredeemable.
It may promise to pay money on demand or
at a future time, and in the latter case it may or may not
draw interest. It may or may not be legal tender between

individuals.

is

When

it is

called

fiat

issued by a government, and

This phrase

money.

is

is

legal tender,

it

colloquial in the United

States.

Money, as we have seen, is an instrument of exchange.
There may be too many or too few <>f the-*Equilibrium of

Maaty and
Good*.

instruments at any time or place, as there may
be too many or too few carts or wheelbarrows.

When
use

in

the

world,

the
like

country has more than

it

a commodity of general
precious metals, then if any

money
the

is

needs there

will

be an exportation of

REPRESENTATIVE MONEY.
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the surplus, if less there will be an importation. This moveIt is as certain to take place as an exnu-nt is automatic.
a surplus or an importation
portation of grain when there is
wlu-n there is a shortage.
Nobody, not even the Govern-

ment, can prevent it.
Now let us see what happens

when the Government forces
own not^sjnto circulation. Suppose that one million
dollars was just enough before, and that the Government
If the conditions of trade and
adds one hundred thousand.
will now be one hundred
there
remain
the
same,
industry
it-,

thousand too

instruments of exchange
be exported.
Since

many

and the

will

surplus
foreigners will not take the paper, the exported
instruments will be the metallic ones.
These are a part of
the capital of the exporting country and they will bring in
other capital in exchange, or pay preexisting debts for which
other capital would need to be exported.
Suppose that the

Government continues
lion are out.

paper notes until one milhave passed out of circula-

to issue its

All the specie will

It usually happens in such cases that a portion of it
hoarded or kept on hand for speculation. Now although
there are no more instruments for exchange than there were

tion.
is

in the beginning, there will
Exportation of

be some deprecia-

.

,

....

because those in use are lacking in some
of the elements of good money.
They are not
tion,

Specie,

available for remittances abroad.
lated by supply

Their value

is

There is no cost of producThere is no use for it in the arts.

tion to paper
money.
Therefore it cannot command entire confidence.

depreciation,

up

not regu-

and demand.

to this point, will

be

But the

slight.

Suppose that the Government issues one hundred thousand
dollars more.
The surplus cannot be exported because
ncrs will not take it.
The goods and property in circulation

were formerly measured
by one million dollars.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS.
They

are

will rise.

ll'

now measured by eleven hundred thousand.
This im-ans that the currency is now depreciated.
\

will

It
t

'

KlM

l

people

'

probably be depreciated rather more
t uanlit
l
y would indicate, because

1C

will

further

expect

Israel

and

will

Those
anticipate them by charging more for their goods.
- daries or
who are receiving fixed incomes, whether
be cheated, because the things they buy will
while
their receipts will be no greater.
cost more,
will
be
introduced
into business.
The investment of
tainty
interest, will

I

capital will,
will

be retarded, while speculation

for this reason,

be promoted.

Barring public alarm and apprehension, the value of the
currency will be governed by the law of supply and demand,
the supply

/>.,

of,

and the demand

How

Value rerwlated by the
of Supply and

It

LW

Demand.

change.
1S at an y tim e
.

.

are

we

for,

to

instruments of ex-

know what

the value

,

By the rate of exchange with
For
countries which are on the specie basis.
,

example, Italy

?

.

is

_

.

,

on a paper basis

;

France

is

on the gold basis. The monetary unit of both is the franc.
The two countries have a common boundary. One hundred
paper francs of Italy will buy goods on that side of the line
that will bring only 94^ francs on the French side, but
these are gold francs.
This rule holds good as to all parts

and Italy. If we go away from the boundary we
must add charges for freight and other expenses, but it
comes to the same thing. At Rome, Florence, Naples, etc.,
exchange on Paris is at 5^ per cent premium. Italian
of France

paper is depreciated in that ratio.
This seems a very simple proposition, yet in the year 1810
a Parliamentary investigation was needed to prove it. Great

was then on a paper basis and gold was at a premium
A majority of the merchants and statesmen
per cent.

Britain
of

1

5

of the

day believed that gold had increased

in

value instead
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of

bank notes depreciating. The Governor and ex-Governor
Hank of England were of this opinion. Parliament

of the

The" Bullion
Report

"

of 1810.

the quesappointed a committee to investigate
tion
They made a very thorough examina/
tion and submitted their conclusions in the

"

Bullion Report."
They proved, with as much
in Euclid, that gold had not adas
any proposition
certainty
and
vanced, but^that the paper currency had depreciated

celebrated

was due

that the depreciation

to

its

CHAPTER

redundancy.

II.

COLONIAL PAPER MONEY.

THE

first

government paper money

1

in this

country was

issued by the Colony of Massachusetts in 1690 in order to
pay soldiers who had returned without their
First

Massachn1*

Moiiey*

expected booty from an expedition against
Canada. The public treasury was empty, and
the soldiers could not or would not wait for

the collection of taxes to meet their demands.

The General

Court accordingly issued .40,000 in due bills which were
made receivable for taxes and exchangeable for any commodities in the treasury.
These were issued to the soldiers in
anticipation of the tax collections
they were not payable at
;

any particular time they did not bear interest, and they
were not legal tender. They did not pass for more than 12
;

or 14 shillings in the pound.
The soldiers lost two-fifths of
tlic-ir dues.
In 1692 the bills were made legal tender in all
In this treatise the word "bills" will be applied exclusively to bills
of credit, the word "notes" to the issues of banks. This seems neces1

sary for purposes of distinction, although in common parlance
of bank bills and bank notes indiscriminately.

we speak

COLOMA1.

I'M'I.H

.l/.o.

\>\

ivable f<>r ti\<^ .it 5 percent Inrttrr th.in
pa\ments .iml
silver and redeemable in silver at the end of twelve niutithv
MS in.ule them e(jual to silver.
i

<

Its apparent success as a
It was a fatal f.xpi-riinent.
nu-ans of postponing taxes led to disorders far worse than
It spread to
immodity currency of the earlier period.
NO kin-s. In,.
the other colonies like an epidemic.
tyrannical, ever debased the money in circulation so
;

Mies.
outrageously, as the colon
It would seem that no lessons of
experience
were of any value to prevent repetitions of

lessly, persistently,

the

from

same

offense.

In so far as they were

worst

consequences of their folly they
saved by the mother country, with which they were
bitter strife on the subject of legal tender acts and
!

at

the

i

Loyal
depreciated paper, for three-quarters of a century.
and obedient on most matters, and ready to take up arms in

England's quarrels, they were rebellious and intolerant of
restraint

on

Nearly

all

this subject.

the colonial Governors were in hot water with

their legislatures

concerning

bills of credit.

instructions of the

Acting under

Lords of Trade they

re-

P atedl y vetoed the paper-money bills. Then
the legislatures refused to provide for the support of the local governments. They stopped the salaries of
the Governors and allowed the public buildings and b.irr.u ks
to go to decay.
This source of irritation against the mother

country has been grossly neglected by historians in general.
but not by Mr. Felt, the historian of Massachusetts curwho assigns it its proper place among the causes
.

which led

to the separation.
In South Carolina in 1719 the people deposed the Probills of
prietors' Governor because he would not assent to

credit

and the King connived

at this act of

insubordin

!

AV-VA7-..S7-. .\-/:

22

/
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At
order to get the province under his own authority.
at
loggera later period the Legislature of this colony, being
heads with the royal Governor on the same
in

And with the
Colonial Cover-

for three years, making
subject, adjourned
no provision for the sup p O rt of the government meanwhile. The same thing happened

Her

representatives for five years preNew Jersey did
all supplies.
ceding the yea736 refused
The Goverthe same for four years, for the same reason.

in

New Hampshire.

nors complained to the home authorities and the latter insisted that the colonies should provide a permanent instead
;

an annual support for the local governments, which they
In almost every case the Governors
do.
flatly refused to

of

were at
says,

last

"The

worn out and compelled
Briareus of

to yield.

As Mr.

paper money was too strong

Felt
for

them."

The Colonies had agents

in

London

to look after their

and to give them early warning of danger. Their
in opposing measures to restrict
activity was largely engaged
The
mother
bills of credit.
country would have taken earlier
interests

and more decisive steps against these swindling acts but for
Whenever a
the frequent wars with France and Spain.
war broke out, and the colonies were called upon to take up
bills of credit were voted, and then the home government could only acquiesce, but it always insisted that the
bills should be sunk by taxes within five years.
Petitions against bills of credit from the mercantile classes
in the colonies, and from London merchants, at last prevailed on Parliament to take action.
In 1751 a bill was

arms,

brought forward to prohibit paper money in
l ^ e ' our ^ ew
England provinces where the
trouble was greatest, but before

it

was passed

the agents of the colonies managed to get exceptions in case
of great emergencies and of war.
Even in these cases the

COLOKIAI.
were not to be

hills

/'.//'/ A' .1/<M

between individual*.

le^al tender

trances gainst the art by
ili.iii
numerous, .mil -vine

tin-

infringement of the liberties "t

all

.

-t

:

12J

.

colon!

>!

Re-

.1^. inblies

were

>uml that it was an
Knlishmen. The agent
colony had just returned to

ik

:

:

.

of Massachusetts, although this
a specie basis by repudiating nine-tenths of her outstanding
paper, was very urgent that the liberties of the people should

not be infringed upon by an act to prevent them from doing
tlu same thing over again.
In 1763, Parli iment passed

another act

much more

stringent,

and applicable

to all the

colon

Contemporary historians tell us that these sins were not
committed through ignorance. It was not through ignorance
that \fassachusetts, for example, watered her currency

till

one pound sterling would buy eleven pounds of paper money
and then repudiated all but one-tenth of it.
"

Popniista

" of

Period.

This process was going on gradually for fifty
years. The better classes were outvoted they
were benumbed and powerless. They were a
:

prey to an active speculating class and a shiftless debtor
class who controlled legislation from year to year in the way
that we have had examples of in more recent times.

A

*
pamphlet of 1743 speaks of the bills of credit in New
\nd issued on loan "to themselves. Members of the

Legislature, and to other Borrowers, their Friends, at easy
and
fallacious Lays, to be repaid at very long Periods

and

:

Laws made

their provincial

by

a

Tender

in all

Cont

whereby Currencies, various and illegal,
been introduced which from their continued and dehave much
preciated nature in the Course of many Years
Trade- and Business,

oppressed Widows and Orphans and

all

other Credr

This writer gives special attention to the colony of
1
C

Quoted

in
"

'.innixtu -ut.

"A

Rhode

Letter from a Gentleman in Boston to hi* Friend in

In the

Ford Library. Brooklyn.
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Island,

which had

"

defrauded more in a few years than any

the most wicked administrations in the several nations of

Europe have done in several centuries. A
100 sterling
contract ma de 30 years ago for
in value (that

present reduced

to a

pedient of depreciating their

made

is,

silver at 8s. per oz.) is at

nominal 32*. per

oz.

.

.

Government

a Tender-and Currency,

is

This ex-

.

their laws

bills, by
promoted by the fraudulent

Debtors and desperate part of the Colony in order to pay
former contracts with a much less value than was contracted
for

and more especially

to defraud British

merchants

The paper money promoters

outstanding debts.

in their

are the

desperate and fraudulent, these being vastly the Majority

both legislative and
in the colony, carrying all elections
executive parts of their government are annually elective.
Thus Government is perverted and become worse than a
;

State of Nature.

If

by chance any of the elected opposes

the emission of any of those fraudulent bills he is drop'd
next election as a professed enemy to the Interest of the

Colony.

.

.

.

This poor small colony, from a

Perlustration, contains not exceeding 20,000

late

exact

men, women

and children, whites, Indians and negroes, have extant about
And of this about three-quarters is
400,000 paper money.
in the

Possession of people of neighboring Colonies."
The
"
"
Letter
was not opposed to bills of credit.

writer of the

Hi* motive in writing was to show that an act of Parliament
prohibiting the emission of bills in New England generally,
because of the excesses and frauds of Rhode Island and

New
setts

Hampshire, would be an act of injustice to Massachuand Connecticut.

"All our paper-money making legislatures,"
says the con"
have been legislatures of
temporary writer Dr. Douglass,
debtors, the representatives of people, who for incogitancy,
idleness and profuseness have been under the
necessity of

.//

To

lands.

their

mortgaging

r.d'KK

MOM

the
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>

same purport writes

Hutdunson.
Thnma>> I'aine has drawn the portrait of the
group.
Writing in i;S6, he tells us how the speculators and debtors
then working for bills of credit. He says
:

"There
upon

arc a

credit,

s<-t

men who go about making purchases

of

and buying estates that they have not wherewithal to pay for
and having done this their
next ste P is to ^' the news P a P-' rs w 'th para;

ThomiLi

rLae

sity of a

graphs of the scarcity of money and the necespaper emission, then to have legal tender under the

pretence of supporting its credit, and when out, to depreciate
as fast as they can, get a deal of it for a little price and
cheat their creditors and this is the concise history of
it

;

'

paper-money schemes."
In this essay Paine says that any member of the legislature who proposes a tender law ought to be put to death.
"

"

were then, as now, unpopular. Any means of
circumventing them was hailed with satisfaction, and no
method was more obvious than that of furnishing loans at
Usurers

the
from
Treasury.

tiie

treasury to those

public

who could

not

b orrow elsewhere, or who wanted to borrow at
less than the market rates, or who wanted to

borrow from the colony

low rates

in order to lend again
a "pull" could do this.
In Rhode Island it was the custom of the favored ones to
"
"
are sold on the Slot
sell their privileges, as
rights

at

Anybody who had

at high rates.

'.-

The

first

issue of bills of credit for a loan was

change.
South Carolina in 1712.
"

the

for

passion

From

this

m

example, says Bancroft,
like rlame on a dry

borrowing spread

prairie."

There were three main causes or excuses for the issue of
(2) loans to individuals
(i) war expenses

bills of credit

:

;

1

Writings,

vol.

ii.

page 178.

;

R/-:rKKSE\rA rn'E MONEY.
(3)

There were other
ordinary expenses of government.
One of the most common was the replacement
us.
of old and worn bills, which always left a

other Pretexts
tor Bills Of

margin over for general expenses, and some/~\e
//"<
Of 46,000 Contimes a very large margin.
/-

Credit.

necticut bills authorized for this purpose be-

29,885 went to the payment of
1732,
the General Court did not wait
case
this
debts.^in
colony
to see what margin would be left after replacing the old and
worn bills, but dipped into the reservoir to meet current
Maryland once issued bills
charges, because it was handy.

1713 and

tween

of credit as a sheer gift to a portion of the inhabitants
"
the taxables."

Colonial bills of credit were of several different kinds,
(i) interest-bearing, not legal tender (these

viz.,

were unob-

(2) the same, legal tender for
jectionable)
the P rinci P al and sometimes for the interest
;

also

(3)

;

non-interest-bearing,

legal

tender

purposes (4) the same, legal tender for future but
not for past debts
(5) the same, not legal tender between
for all

;

;

private persons but receivable for all public dues.

Interest-bearing bills were soon abandoned and the tenin all the colonies was to make the bills legal tender

dency
fur

all

purposes.

But for the restraints imposed by the
all would have been

mother country probably

legal tender for all purposes,

they wen.-.

and the issues

would have been much larger in amount than
Dr. Hronson says that Connecticut was more

prudent than her neighbors in the matter of legal tender
acts because she had a precious charter which she did not
t..
put to risk by offending the home government.
sndi consideration restrained Rhode Island.

\vish

Reports \\vre made from time to time to the

ment

in

response to inquiries as to the

No

home govern-

amount

of bills out-

I.ON1AL
standing.

(

/'A/'t-.K .lA'.XV

>ften these \\viv in-rniiuisly
Tin.-

impressions.
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)

prepared to

New York Assembly had

i

the assur-

ance to repeal

False Reports.

all .safeguards against t:
is>uing of bills of credit that had been redeemed, and when the < ;.\ernor disallowed the

act the Treasurer reissued the bills nevertlu-U

nor so reported to the Lords

of Trade,

-

i

and added

him know the amount of
standing when requested to do so.
In addition to legal tender there was a great
urer refused to let

iover-

that the

bills out-

variety of

laws to compel people to sell their property at the same
The "debtor r:
price for bills of credit as for silver.

were not
Forcing Laws.

upon

paper

They

satisfied

with forcing depn

creditors

for

obligations.

past

insisted that they ought to be able to

buy as much property with the paper as with specie. Those
who had been forced to take the paper for past debts
The legislatures agreed
naturally joined in this demand.
with them.
Hence we find in nearly all the colonies severe
penalties on those who charged more for their goods, lands
or services in bills of credit than in hard money.
In some
cases the penalty was a fine, in others imprisonment, in
others confiscation of the property offered.
There is no
recorded instance

had any

effect to

in

colonial history where the penalties

reduce the prices of property, or to equalize

paper prices and silver prices, although there are many
cases where individuals were outrageously robbed.
The usual course of events where bills of credit were
issued (but with

some

variations)

was as follows

:

(i) Emis-

sion; (2) disappearance of specie; (3) counterfeiting; (4) wearing out of bills .5 calling
;

in

with

new ones

;

,

and replacing worn and counterfeited issues
ones to run.
(6) extending the time for old

loan
especially those that had been placed on

.

c;} dcpreci-
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ation

;

(8) repudiation

sion of others called
Dr.

"

of early issues in part

new

and the emis-

tenor."

had at one time
Douglass says that Massachusetts
"
tenor first, new
new
old tenor, middle tenor,
had an inIsland
Rhode
tenor second."

"Tenori."

...

...

definite

number

of tenors like a succession of

of different degrees of rottenness.

manure heaps

cases~except where the bills were placed on loan,
taxes were laid to sink them at some time, near or remote.
This was necessary to give them any credit at all, but it was
In

all

Extending Time
lor Redemption.

very easy to extend the time.

Consequently

p OSt p One ments were frequent.
ment took hold of the subject

When

Parlia-

'

it

prohibited
extensions and deprived the bills of their legal tender
This was a
character after the allotted time had expired.
resolved
that
York
The
New
legislature
great grievance.
all

bills

not tenderable were useless.

Counterfeiting and wearing out were invariable and very
The former was punishable with death in all
trying evils.

Bronson says in all except
the colonies except one or two,
were many convictions
there
but
Connecticut,
although

The expulthe extreme penalty was hardly ever enforced.
sion of specie which followed very soon after the first emisCounterfeiting.

sion of bills of credit left the people without
Then the practice of halving

small change.

and quartering the

new door to
and quartered their own

this

opened a

fraud.

bills

The

came

into vogue,

and

counterfeiters halved

and united the parts to the
and sometimes attached
the half of a five-pound note to the half of a ten.
There
was no end to their tricks. Some bills of small denominations circulated after they were known to be counterfeit.
Worn-out bills were an ever recurring nuisance.
All
bills

corresponding parts of genuine ones

sorts of opprobribus epithets were

heaped upon them.

They

COLONIAL HILLS
About

<>K

(KKDII.

half sire of original

COLONIAL PAPER MONEY.
were called,

in various statutes, old,
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worn, torn, tittered,

sh.utered, ragged, mutilated, defaced, obliterated, illegible
and "unfit to pass."
1
have some in my
*>< --ion to which all these
out.
Wearing;
|>
epithets might

be justly applied.

The

depreciation of the bills varied in the difiIn Massachusetts the maximum depreciation was
colonies.
i
for
ii
In Con(the standard being Proclamation money).
necticut

it

was 8

for

i.

Hampshire

In

1763 the value of the

was a

shilling

little

1

VNN

New

than a

half-penny; in 1771 it vanished altogether.
Rhode Island old tenor bills in 1770 wenworth 26 for i. Those of North Carolina were 10 for i of

Depreciation.

;

South Carolina

7

for

i.

The

bills of

were kept within reasonable bounds

a result due mainly

to the stubbornness of their Governors.

preciation in

New York was

the middle colonies

The maximum

de-

only 25 per cent in comparison

with proclamation money.
In 1768 the colony of New
of having
Pr*~

iounent

no

York fell into the predicament
tender
legal
money. The old bills of credit
had run out and the act of Parliament prevented the issuing of any more.

dollars were

current

at

under the Proclamation act of Anne
tender for more than

six.

The

Spanish

eight shillings, but
they were not legal

Legislature passed a law
"

making gold and silver legal tender at the rates they passed
in business."
Governor Moore vetoed it because it was in
conflict with the

Proclamation

act.

The

\ 20,000
Legislature next passed a bill for emitting
in bills of credit to be loaned at 5 per cent interest for
fourteen years,
These were not legal tender but wcr

When this measure came beceivable for all public dues.
fore the Lords of Trade they referred it to the Privy ( 'nuncil

for

an opinion whether the making of the

bills

legal

REPRESENTATIVE MONEY.
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tender

at

the public treasury

Parliament of 1763.
officers

A

Leeal Tender
j

Decision in 1769.

was

in conflict

with the act of

The matter was referred
of the Crown, who decided

conflict with that act.

nor Golden was

now

in

to the

law

that

was

it

Lieutenant-Goverthe executive chair.

Notwithstanding the adverse decision of the home governbill he gave his approval in 1770
For this he was severely
kind.

ment on the last-mentioned
to another birr of the same

censured by the home government and the bill disallowed
for the same reasons as before.
Parliament, however, passed
a special act authorizing the colony to issue ^"120,000 in
bills,

which should be receivable

at the treasury,

but not

These bills were issued
legal tender between individuals.
and were outstanding at the beginning of the Revolution.
The pamphlets and records of the colonial period are
filled

with accounts of the distress and demoralization caused

The
by depreciated paper money made legal tender.
accumulations of age and the inheritances of
Swindling:.
orphans were swept away by this remorseless
worker.

demon. So too were the earnings of the wageIn order to avoid the losses from a depreciating
"

standard of value, resort was had by workingmen to
store
pay" and here they were generally cheated 25 per cent.
Trustees and executors having money in their hands belonging to other people, seeing how things were going, often
postponed payment on frivolous pretexts, since each delay
enabled them to settle their accounts with less value, thus

Mob

Uw.

"devouring widows' houses." Not only was
bad blood stirred up by the resistance of the
royal Governors, but a spirit of lawlessness

was engendered against the local assemblies if
they showed
a disposition to resist the demands of the
greenbackers of
that day.
Even after the Revolution the Legislature of
Hampshire was mobbed because

it

refused to issue

I

COLOKIAI.

r.lI'l-.K

Mo.\:

i,|

the demands of
Shays's rebellion
Massachusetts was for more paper m..iu-y.
In kli-.de
Island after the Revolution a general s-.

legal tender hills.
in

hie of

<

of repudiation of debts, public and
was undertaken and carried through
by

Eepudution.

|

means

of legal tender paper in spite of the decisions of her courts.

This teaches tha*
after

a popular government when once started
fatuus of irredeemable paper cannot st.,p
itself.
Those who are behind push those who

the

ignis

RMcFabnU

arg

j

n front QVer

^

Q ur

prec jpj ce

own

history during the civil war is almost the only
of a successful resistance to the last desperate

example
plunge which ends

The South

in financial ruin.

did take

the plunge.

Now

let

us inquire what happened

when

credit were issued as loans to private

colonial bills of

individuals.

What

the borrowers wanted was circulating capital.
They did
not borrow the bills in order to look at them.

oHhe Loa/BUli

^ ut tO

s P ent* tftem f r store

goods, provisions,

The wages
building materials, labor, etc.
they paid to laborers were expended for store goods, proso we may say that the borrowers of the bills
visions, etc.
;

of credit aimed to get control of the useful things that were
on sale in the community, and that they succeeded in doinso.

Now, whether the

bills

depreciated or not,

it

is

evident

that the borrowers got an advantage over their neighbors,
because they obtained control of this circulating capital at
lower rates than others had to pay. This was precisely Unreason why they wanted the loan bills to be issued. If they

could have borrowed

at the

there would have been

same

no reason

open market.
borrowing from the

rate in the
for

WhatHut the injustice did not stop there.
a
caused
this
in
ever they took out of the loan market
way
borfor
other
of
interest,
and a rise of the rate

Government.

scarcity,
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One

'rowers.

day

tells

of the most observing pamphleteers of the
us that the rate of interest on "natural loans"

always advanced after a public loan.
to the withdrawal of loanable capital,

This was due

and

in part

in part to the fear

would depreciate in consequence of
Most commonly they did depreciate.
The borrowers were for the most part land-

of lenders that the bills

the

new

emission.

A Conspiracy of -t)Wn Srs
Landowners.
j

two kinds
Only
'

of

security

were

allowed by law, land and plate.
Very little
The
loan
offices.
the
landowners
at
was
ever
offered
plate
Thus the
controlled the legislative assemblies everywhere.
bills of credit on loan was a conspiracy of
landowners
against the rest of the community.
needy

emission of

The

effect of a depreciating

clipped coin.

and

If all the

currency

money

is

similar to that of

in the country

were metallic,

each man, upon receiving a piece, should be privileged
to shave off one per cent before passing it, and if the law
required everybody to accept the remainder at its face value,
E

if

f

reciatin

^aner

the consequences would be like those which
we d the emission of colonial bills of credit.

fM

In the course of time the whole coinage would
be reduced to a fraction, say one-tenth, of its original weight.
If the rulers of the people should then decree that the
pieces should pass only for their actual value, and that new
coins should be struck at the mint of full weight, but that
clipping might go on as before, we should have old tenor
and new tenor just as they had in New England in the i8th
There is one difference, however, in favor of
century.

clipped coin.

Nobody loses anything by merely holding it.
Nobody can shave off any part of it except the owner. In

the case of a depreciating currency, the longer you keep
the more you lose.

it,

Bills of credit caused a distribution of
property different
from that which would have taken place under ordinary con-

COLONIAL

Was

ditions.

KY.

/'.//'.

this distribution better
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than the ordinary one?

The question may be answered on grounds

of justice

and on

those of expediency.
It

seems

to

be consonant with justice that property should
it.
Society has advanced
to its present stage on that belief.
There is

belong to the person who earns

a theorv afloat that the state

men always

l)

y takin g suf

pains arid by having the wisest and
head of affairs, might make a more

ficient

best

'

at the

equitable distribution of the gains of the

community than by
Whether this
theory be sound or not, it implies an elaborate design, and
great care in its execution.
Haphazard is no part of the
conception but haphazard was the main element of distribution by bills of credit, and must be the main element of
allowing each

man

have what he earns.

to

;

any similar scheme. Justice has no place in it.
Usually that which is just is also expedient.

It

is

cer-

be accumulated, since this
alone stands between mankind and every form of misery.

tainly expedient

that

capital

is

Capital
Retards the

Formation

struction

of

Capital.

to tne

shelter, rest, recreation, in-

food,

and improvement.
,

growth of

ing of the

That which tends

.

capital,

human

race.

tends to the upbuildCapital

is

the result

and saving. It is the difference between total
Nothing is more disproduction and total consumption.
couraging to industry and saving than uncertainty as to the
If it is reasonably certain that what a man
rewards thereof.
of industry

earns shall belong to himself and his children, he ha* an
incentive to

work and

save.

tainty into all business affairs

Bills of credit

and

brought uncer-

to that extent

discouraged

the formation of capital.
Our ancestors had a new country
and a virgin soil, so that they must have made some progress even with bad money.
It is impossible to say how

much they were kept back by

their

wretched

bills of credit.
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cannot be doubted that the growth of capital was reWe know, too, that public morals were corrupted
tarded.
and the sense of right and wrong deadened.
but

it

CHAPTER

III.

CONTINENTAL MONEY.
BAD

money was, that of the revoluOur ancestors went to war withThey had no money and no system of

as the colonial

fiat

tionary period was worse.

out being prepared.
taxation.

Nevertheless they understood the nature of fiat money.
Even
of the past had not been forgotten.

The experience

Franklin,
111 '*

5T"1*?

warnings.

backer
the

who had been a pronounced greennow recoiled. When

in earlier times,

first

paper money was proposed in the

Continental Congress (June, 1775) he urged that the bills
should bear interest, in order to prevent depreciation. When
the

second issue was proposed he urged that Congress
Both
bills already authorized.

should borrow on interest the
of these plans were rejected.

The

third issue bore interest,

and now Franklin urged that the interest should be payable
"
in
hard dollars." This was voted to be impracticable.
There was much confusion of ideas concerning details.
While taking time to consider them it was voted in July,
1775, to issue due bills for two million Spanish milled dollars to be sunk by taxes in four successive years, beginning

November
Pirtt issues.

30,

1779, the taxes to be levied

and collected by the States

in proportion to

The bills were not legal
population.
The Congress had no power to make them legal
but in January, 1777, it recommended that the States
their

tender.
trniU-r,

should do so; and this they did, one after another, in one

CO.\

way and

\\.is \\.mt.-d.

thru- millions

1JS

;lu two millions were issued an*
and was authon/ed. ti.-.-tlu-r with

anotl

other million

M0.\

.4L

more before the end

lions more, or fifteen in

all,

of the ye.it.
Nine milwere out before independence

It was called continental
currency to distinfrom
the
issues
of
the
guish
separat
From this time the demon of fiat money had possession

was declared.
it

of the

country and worked

its will

on the inhabitants.

issues ran on, in an increasing volume,

The

they amounted

till

two hundred and forty-two million dollars in the year
In 1781 the whole mass became worthless.
The
1779.

to

essays of
Peittuh webmr.

He

triot.

going on.

I'elatiah

have become

Webster on

this subject

Mr. Webster was a

classic.

merchant of Philadelphia and an ardent pathe paper money experiment \\.i>
We can readily believe him when he says " We

wrote while

:

more from this than from every other cause of
it has killed more men,
pervaded and corrupted
calamity;
the choicest interests of our country more, and done more
n ;r
injustice than even the arms and artifices of our
In his first essay (October 5, 1776) Mr. Webster says
that he cannot discern any depreciation as yet, or any advance in the prices of goods beyond what a state of
would occasion even if the currency con
tarly DeprecUQn the Other
of gold and sUver exc us ve y
hand Professor Sumner has collected evidence
showing that at some places goods were sold at lower prices
for silver than for bills even before the Declaration was
It is certain that committees were at work early
signed.
suffered

t

|

j

j

.

1

in

i

1

776 attending to the cases of persons who discriminated
There are several histories of the continental currency.

Professor
lution

is

Sumner in his l-'inamier and
much the best. Mr A. S

1

Thl

ol

Kn^

I-tnaHcet of tkt Amern*m
1., lies, in
his l-'imamtial Hutory

of the U. S., has been an industrious collector of facts.
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The most common punishment

against paper money.
this offense was seizing

for

some
goods
and declaring him an enemy of his country. That this was
no trifling penalty is attested by the fact that nearly every
one recanted, and promised amendment. Nevertheless the
portion of the offender's

In Philadelphia
of offenders increased continually.
the
one
of
in the latter part of 1776
penalties was the clos-

number

This caused prices
ing of the sliops of the guilty parties.
When this
to
the
others.
a
to rise by giving
monopoly
effect

was observed the

Early

in

first

culprits

were allowed

1777 the depreciation had

to reopen.

become too great

to

Committees were appointed in nearly all the
prevent engrossing and forestalling. One way was

be ignored.
States to
to

buy

of the

the goods of a particular kind in sight for the use
army and to require the owners to accept continental
all

money for it. This involved the
much the owners were entitled to

necessity of deciding how
retain for their own use or

meet engagements previously made. It was necessary
wages of labor. At a later period the
was
so
depreciation
rapid that Professor Sumner says a man
lose
his
whole
might
wages while earning them.
to

also to fix the rate of

Price conventions were the next resort.

was held

at Providence.

the four

New England

It

was composed

States.

It fixed

The

first

one

of delegates from

the prices at which

imported goods might be sold, but an exception was made of
arms and ammunition in order to encourage
Piiceconventheir importation.
Retailers were not to
tion in Hew
more
than
20
The
England.
charge
per cent advance.
li-ft

regulation of prices of domestic products was
was also the penalty for overcharging.

to the States, as

Rhode Island enacted,

in addition to other penalties, that

if

anybody withheld from sale any goods required for the army
or navy the State officers
might seize them and if necessary break open buildings. A little later it was enacted that

CONTINENTAL
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buildings containing any goods needed by the community
ami withheld by the owners might be broken open and ihc

An exception was
arms and ammunition, an indisarticle.
The effect of these laws was to discourage importation.
Nobody would bring
n goods to be exposed to legal depredation.

contents sold at the statutory prices.
iu.uk- of salt as being,

ible

Bureii

like

j

Accordingly the Rhode Island laws against
were repealed after a few months.
The

engrossing
course of proceedings in Connecticut was substantially
the same.
This State, however, had a law to prohibit
from
persons
buying any more goods than the selectmen

should judge to be necessary for the use of their respective
families.

Anything

like

prudence

in laying in supplies

was

forbidden.

A
at

price convention of

the six

Middle States was held

1777, but was unable to agree
a
upon single point. Three States voted that
convention maximum
prices should be fixed, that sales by

York,

Pa.,

in

March,

Price
of the Middle
states.

auction should be forbidden, and that imporhad fallen off in consequence of

tation (which

the disorderly proceedings of committees) should be encouraged by bounties. Three voted against these propositions, believing that they would only aggravate the evils.

The subject was accordingly referred back to the States, but
the execution of the price-limiting laws was oftener in the
hands of mobs than of the constituted authorities. In
Albany two persons who had sold rum for more than the
established price were taken to the market place and put on
a scaffold, when they fell on their knees, acknowledged
themselves guilty, and promised to observe the law and help
to enforce it upon others.
Every method of evasion, such

by barter, subjected persons to suspicion. Richard
Henry Lee commuted his rents to payment in produce.

as trade
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he was denounced as a Tory and left out of Congress at the next election.
Mr. Webster, in one of his essays, said that not more

For

this

man

than one

in ten

thousand was capable of understanding

The greatest man of the period did not underDecember 12, 1778, Washington wrote to Reed,
the President of Pennsylvania, commendiAg

the subject.
st.nul

it.

Washington's
First Views.

his zeal

"

in

bringing those murderers of our

cause, the monopolizers, forestallers
1

It is

much

grossers, to condign punishment.
"
he continued, that each State, long ere this,

them down as pests

to society

and

en-

be lamented,"
has not hunted

to

and the greatest enemies we

I would to God that
have to the happiness of America.
in
each
State was hung in
atrocious
more
some one of the
times
as
five
a
high as the one pregibbits upon
gallows

Yet he had written, more than a year
(September 28, 1777), to John Parke Custis, directing

pared by Haman."
earlier

him

to see that the rent of certain land

and slaves should

be so arranged that the payments should have a relative
"
I do not mean by this," he says,
value to the currency.
"

that

I

am

contrary

I

unwilling to receive the paper money.

On

shall with cheerfulness receive

in any-

payment

the

thing that has currency at the time of payment, but of equal
value then to the intrinsic worth at the time of fixing the
rent." Again (October 10, 1778), only two months before he
to Reed about hanging monopolizers, forestallers
and engrossers, he wrote to Custis advising him not to accept money for a piece of land he was about to sell, but

wrote

to take other land in

might lose

its

forestallers

value.

exchange for it, because the money
This was just what the monopolizers,

and engrossers apprehended.
was an honest man. It never occurred

\\.ishington
1

Forestalling

to sell

them

is

to

buying goods before they reach the market, in order

at a higher price.

Engrossing

is

the

same as monopolizing.

CO.\

him

that he

the otlu-rs
i

was doing with

\\i-ro

year
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doing with

and slaves exactly what
provisions .md store goods,

his land
tlu-ir

ere wide open.

lau-r, h

In August, 1779,

Lund Washington, that he would no
continental
longer accept
money on contracts made before
\\tou- to his .i-.-m.

lu

the war, unless other people did the same.

"The

law," he says, "undoubtedly was well
It was intended to
designed.
stamp a value

upon, and to give a free circulation to the paper bills
it never was nor could have been intended

of credit, but

make

to

a

man

take a shilling or sixpence in the pound
is well able to pay, and

for a just debt,

which the debtor

thereby involve

himself in ruin.

whole estate would
hesitate

effect

one moment

in

...

doing

it.

matters of this kind unless the same

more than a drop

If

sacrificing

any valuable purpose

in the bucket.

But
is

my

submitting in

done by others

In fact,

it

my

would not

I

is

is

no

not serving

the public but enriching individuals and countenancing dishonesty, for I am sure no honest man would attempt to pay
In a word
twenty shillings with one or perhaps half of one.
than
receive
I would rather make a
of
the
bonds
present

payment

for

them

in so

shameful a way."

After the Revolution and to the end of his

life,

Washing-

ton was an inflexible opponent of bills of credit, and he had
need to use all his influence against that form of debauchery
in Virginia.

With the mass of the people nothing could be done. All
and unwise together, were hurrying to a

of them, the wise

"The fatal error," says Webster,
cataclysm.
"
that the credit and currenc y of the con"
tinental money could be kept up and supmind
ported by acts of compulsion entered so deep into the
of Congress and all departments of administration through

the

States

that no considerations of justice,

religion, or

Rl-.rRI: SE.\
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policy,

or even

TA TIV'E

experience of

its

MONE Y.
utter

inefficiency could

It seemed to be a kind of obstinate delirium,
eradicate it.
drawn from justice and right,
totally deaf to every argument
from its natural tendency and mischief, from common sense

This ruinous principle was consuccessive
tinued in practice for five
years, and appeared in
in
tender
acts, in limitations of
all shapes and forms, i.e.,

and even

common

safety.

awfuLand threatening declarations, in penal laws
with dreadful and ruinous punishments, and in every other
\\.\\ that could be devised, and all executed with a relentless

prices, in

by the highest authorities then in being, viz., by
Congress, by assemblies and conventions of the states, by
committees of inspection (whose powers in those days were
and though
nearly sovereign), and even by military force
men of all descriptions stood trembling before this monster
of force, without daring to lift a hand against it, during all
.severity,

;

energy ever proved ineffecbut in every instance increased the evils

this period, yet its unrestrained

tual to its purposes,

was designed to remedy, and destroyed the benefits it was
at best, its utmost effect was like that
intended to promote

it

;

on a blacksmith's forge, which indeed
deadens the flame for a moment, but never fails to increase
the heat and force of the internal fire.
Many thousand

of water sprinkled

families of full

and

and easy fortune were ruined by these

fatal

ruins to this day, without the least
benefit to the country, or to the great and noble cause in
ures,

lie

in

which we were then engaged."
When the price conventions failed of their object new
ones were held fixing new limits, as for example fourfold the
prices of 1774, then eightfold, then tenfold, then twentyfold, terrorism being applied in each case to enforce the decrees.

Country folks accused town folks of extortion and
in and take what
they wanted by force.
folks accused
country folks of withholding their

threatened to come

To\\n

CONTINENTAL

Ml

.\n>:

Laws were enacted against withholders. Annny
produce.
handbills and broadsides were circulated threatening
vengeance on merchants. Turmoil was every-

mous

Society was like a train of Kskimo
driver hits the leader with

where.

the

dogs when the
and
he turns and
whip

falls

upon the dog behind

him, and presently the whole pack are piled together in
in October,
battle, nobody knowing what it is all about,
was
on
Boston
the
of
starvation
verge
1779,
money trans;

actions had nearly ceased, and business was done by barter.
In May, 1779, two regiments of Connecticut troops reIn January, 1781, the
volted on account of their bad pay.

Pennsylvania line broke into mutiny for the
f

same reason and killed a captain who tried to
Soldier*
A soldier's pay
bring them to submission.
had dropped by depreciation from $7 per month to 33 cents,
although it had been twice raised by Congress. Washington
could not move his army to Yorktown till Robert Morris had
borrowed hard money from Rochambeau for their back pay.
"

In March, 1780, Congress tried the colonial experiment of
"
in a very awkward and roundabout way, and
tenor

new

declared old tenor to be worth forty for one, the actual de-

Hew

Tenor."

preciation being sixty for one. As it was supposed that $200,000,000 of continental money

was now
$5,000,000 of it.
rapidly than before.

out, this

was a repudiation of

but

all

The depreciation then went on more
The new tenor bills started at a de-

preciation of 2 for i, which became 3 for i before t hexreached the army and dropped to 6 for i in a few months.
<

)ld

tenor went at a galloping pace

Philadelphia,

when

it

down

ceased to circulate.

to

500 for

i

in

In the remoter

continued in circulation nearly a
year longer, and until the depreciation had reached 1,000
The Southern people, when they learned that they
for i.
districts of the South,

it
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had been using the

the North, thought that

in

it had become worthless
been cheated by the
had
they

long after

stuff

Yankees.

work all the time and with so
much success that Congress was obliged to call in the entire
issues of certain dates and declare them unCounterfeiters had been at

The issues thus
current after a fixed period.
as
cent
fell
Branded
compared with
25 per
those not branded.
Still, counterfeiting only hastened the
advancrisis, and in that respect, it was a public
Connterfeitine.

impending

tage

;

for,

money was dead, hard money

as soon as paper

Much
sprang to life, and was abundant for all purposes.
more
had
been
much
and
had been hoarded
brought in by
navies.
It was so
and
armies
and
the French
English
exchange fell to a discount.
had become clearly unmanageable, early

plentiful that foreign

When
in 1779,

a

means

the paper

Congress bethought

itself of "specific

Under

of feeding the army.

supplies" as

this plan requisitions

were made upon the States for beef, pork,
flour

'

corn fora S e
'

tion this

>

etc>

was found

to

Contrary to expectabe the worst device of

needed a vast new system of transportation,
and
warehousing
accountability, and opened the door to innumerable frauds. Robert Morris, the Superintendent of
Finance, protested against it in the beginning as the most
wasteful method of supplying the army, but his protest was

all,

since

it

Nothing would open the eyes of Congress but
an experiment.
Instantly, there was a tangle of the public
accounts which nobody could unravel.
In some cases flour
unheeded.

collected for the

no money
collection

army was not forwarded because there was

to pay teamsters.
till

it

was

actually sent,

It

remained

at the place of

Other consignments, which
arrived too early or too late, and were left
spoiled.

on the ground exposed

to the weather.

Cattle forwarded

CONTINENTAL CURRl
About

half sixe of original

CO.\ 7/.\/.\

TAL M0.\

MJ

were allowed to wander away.
made and not reported, and were ill

for beef

accident.

(

'..ll

(

lions

were

itt.-rwards

by

In

August, 1780, Washington was
obliged to send word to a body of militia, who
were about to march to his aid, not to come

DM

he could not feed them.
"

:i^re>s

IK-

>aiil,

The

Communicating

present

mode

this fact

of obtaining sup-

the most uncertain, expensive, and injurious that

plies is

He ^iiel that it had made impressment
and
that
impressment could not last long. Many
necessary,
of Gen. Greene's soldiers could not leave their tents because
could be devised."

The experiment of specific supplies was
an attempt to carry on government without any medium of
It was a flat failure.
exchange.
they were naked.

Impressment, somewhat disguised, had been resorted to
from the time when continental money began to depreciate.
To seize a man's goods and tender him irredeemable paper,

he could not replace the goods
of the difference bet
was
confiscation
impressment*,
for,
All the price conventions
and
specie.
paper
were impressment conventions under another name. Congress recommended the impressment of horses and wagons
at a rate that

"

at a reasonable rate

this

"

as early as 1775.

Impressmer
New York had

kind were not unknown to the colonies.

resorted to

them

in the old

in her

Indian wars.

prices

attached,

are

French wars and South Carolina

Lists of articles impressed, with the
of frequent occurrence in colonial

These, however, implied payment in full measure,
not long deferred.
When the continental money began to go down hill faM.
In Pennsylvania so
impressments became more frequent.
statutes.

horses and wagons were impressed that the country
people stopped bringing fuel to the towns. This led to an

many

exception, by the Council of Safety, of teams engaged in

Rl-rRESENTATIVE MONEY.
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In Virginia impressments were
hauling wood or provisions.
so numerous that the people sent their teams over the mountains or into North Carolina for safety. Others
Also a Failure,

so that
cairn-.

it

made a practice of removing and hiding a
wheel or some indispensable part of a wagon,
might be useless when the impressing officers

When Washington

arrived in

camp

at

Yorktown

ample suppliej^of bacon had been collected and stored for
the army, south of the James River, but they could not be

moved because
teams

the impressing officers could not find any

to haul them, in the oldest settled part of

America.

who had been impressed, threw out their loads
wrong places. Others ran away with them and did

Teamsters,
at the

to Greene that public credit
nobody would furnish aid even in
All this was at the very crisis
the face of impending ruin.
of the war, while the fleet of De Grasse was sailing into

Hamilton wrote

not return.

was so

totally lost that

Chesapeake Bay. But for that fortunate conjuncture the
war could not have been continued, so greatly had the
people been alienated by bad

ment which
In May,

it

money an3

the harsh treat-

led to.

1781, Congress

recommended that the States
Some of them had

should repeal their ^egal tender laws.
already done so, and

now

the rest followed

"
A11 of them adopted
scales of depre"
ciation
for the settlement of debts.
These
suit

-

were tables showing how much the money was worth in
specie at various times, and how disputed accounts should
be settled. The tables were notoriously incorrect. The one

recommended by Congress placed the currency

at par in
September, 1777, whereas it was worth at that time only 33
(t-nts on the dollar.
New confusion and new wrongs were
introduced by the new policy.
"The courts could not do

justice," says

Prof.

Sumner, "because depreciation

intro-

CO.\

41.

MO.\

duced a fraud into tin- very essence of the case, and the
fi.nul was almost
always innocent, so far as his
..urt undertook
int. ntion was concerned.
If, therefore, tinto release the victim of th.- fraud from all effect of the fraud,
it-

was simply thrown back on the perpetrator, who
siitlered as much wrong as the victim would
iqnocent,
being
have MitTercd if nothing had been d>
the injury

t

mental money was now an object of execration and
"Not worth a continental" became

afterwards of derision.

synonym for absolute worthlessness. In
f Con ress
g
approved August 4. 1790,

a

lhe act

ConUnTntTl!"

authority was granted for funding the bills in
"
at the rate of one hundred dollars in the

6 per cent bonds

said bills for one dollar in specie."
Only $7,000,000 turned
up to take advantage of this provision.

When the final catastrophe came, some of the wise men of
the period exclaimed that the continental money was simply
a form of taxation, and that it had been paid and cancelled.
Franklin consoled himself with this
i

Money conslderedasaTax.

rich

,

Strange that so great a

had the most money.

could have been so deceived.
a tax

it

If

the continental

man

money was

who had the most,
Those who had money

did not bear heaviest upon those

but upon those

due them
were

ide.i.

ng that the bills clothed and fed the army
an d tnat tn cy operated as a tax, bearing most
heavily on the rich, as was proper, since the

Continental

it

fixed times

at

t,i.\?</

who kept

longest.

and could not hasten the payment

not in proportion to their wealth but in propor-

had to run. All who depended
and most of the charitable
upon regular interest payments
and educational institutions of the day were in this catewere taxed at various rates up to 97 y} per cent of
gory
tion to the time the debts

their entire income.
call this a tax.

It is

a complete subversion of ideas to
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The word
praise.

tax

is

from the Latin taxare, to value or ap-

presumes a methodical arrangement of the

It

tax-

able persons so that justice shall be done and each shall
know what he has to pay. Taxation is the opposite of con-

was adopted

It

fiscation.

in

order that confiscation might

Confiscation, however, has the

be avoided.

merit of enabling the government and people

know how much has been taken, and from
when more propitious times come, or a higher
The
justice prevails, restitution may be made.
"-to

whom, so
sense of

that

kind of confiscation or taxation that continental

money

pro-

duced was a hurly-burly. The government plundered right
and left, and instead of keeping an account of persons
and things it told the victims to rob the next ones they

came

to.

Another euphemism, which
tinental

sessor."

lingers, is that

"

the con-

gently asleep in the arms of its last poshave seen this in a newspaper the present

money
I

still

fell

A

Innocent babe
truer figure of speech would
year.
be that it passed out of the world like a victim of delirium
!

tremens.

may be asked what else could have been done. If the
money was a disguised tax, certainly an undisWhat the Government
guised one would have been better.
It

continental

required was

army supplies. These were partly the products
and partly imported, the latter being paid

of the country,

for with the products of the

country.

The

The Alternative, people did not avoid the
necessity of parting
with their products by the device of issuing

paper money.

Except what was borrowed and begged

abroad, the whole cost of the war was paid by the thirteen
States out of their annual produce.
Therefore it was a
question merely of how the contributions should be levied.
Regular taxation i always better than confiscation, because

ttM'y/.v/-.\ /.//

.

more economical and because
morals, the contid-

ment, and

it

the iiti/cns

conserves thi public

m

their

own govern-

u-spect of the world.

tin

One of the striking phenomena of the Kc\ "Union was the
Franklin wrote in 1779 "The exgreat display of luxury.
:

trava^ant luxury of our country in the midst
i-,
t,, m
o f a j| Jt s distress,
nn'/iii-

Display of

-,

Luxury dnrine
the War.

other writer says
Every form of wastefulness and extravagance prevailed in town and
:

country, nowhere

more than

in Philadelphia under the very
luxury of dress, luxury of equipage,

eyes of Congress,
'

luxury of the table."
This is not hard to understand.

If a man owed $1,000
gold value and was enabled to pay it with $100, he had $900
As this money had not
disposable for other purposes.

come by hard knocks he would
in

spending

it.

He would

naturally be somewhat free
give good dinners, drive fast

horses and buy fine clothes and jewelry for his family.

It

was the transfer of property from frugal persons to spendWhile it continued it gave a deceitful appearance
thrifts.
of prosperity.

Like conditions prevailed during the

war. both North

and South.

After the war seven States (Rhode

Island,

New

civil

York,

New

Jersey, Pennsylvania, the Carolinas and
Georgia), plunged into paper-money debauch-

ery afresh.

over the question in
land and Virginia. 8

New

There were also severe struggles
Hampshire, Massachusetts,

Judge Story, referring to the revolutionary and post-revolutionary legal tender laws, says
"They entailed the most enormous evils on the country
:

1

Greene's Historical View of the American Revolution.
of the People of the
first volunu of M Mart '-II
States, where these movements are well described.

*See the
I

:
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and introduced a system of fraud, chicanery and profligacy
which destroyed all private confidence and all industry and
'

enterprise."

CHAPTER

IV.

THE GREENBACKS.

THE

Ramsay, commenting on an act passed by

historian

the Legislature of South Carolina in 1736 for an emission
of bills of credit, says
"

:

remarkable that though the American Revolution
took place only forty years after these events, they were so
It

little

to

is

known

as to be never referred to in the debates relative

Old

formation.
ferred
little
1

race had sprung up,
Tradition was

silent.

Newspapers gave no

in-

records were seldom or never re-

official

From

to.

new

personal knowledge of them.

History was

obscure.

or

In the interval a

paper money.

who had no

these causes the Carolinians of 1776 had
their forefathers had done in 1736

knowledge of what

7 19.

It is hoped that in consequence

ing means of diffusing
not occur again."

of the present

and perpetuating knowledge,

increas-

the like will

1

How

Ramsay's reliance on "the increasing means
and perpetuating knowledge " was justified, we

far Dr.

of diffusing

now see.
The United

shall

from emitting
Bill* of Credit
ia the Consti-

tution,

States

Constitution

prohibited

the

States

of credit or

making anything but gofd
and silver a tender in the payment of debts.
\| r George Bancroft shows, pretty conclubills

sively, that the

framers of the constitution

in-

tended by this act to prohibit bills of credit
altogether, since no power was delegated to Congress to
issue them and since all powers not
delegated were re1

Story on the Constitution,

ii,

1371.

77//

1

.i.

Albert Ciallatin was of this opinion.'
the fait that

:r<.in

I

his

tli.

was express!) -nt< n,-d n the -. IH i.ii
of Confederation, \\hercas it u
the
Articles
by
stricken out.
H.unilton thought that although th<
bills of credit

.

(

,

incut

inhibition in the Constitution the

instrument was

a<;

:

id

.

ts

now

spun <!
\\hr

that

should be obeyed.

we may think

of this question, it is certain that
only once
ever proposed in Congress to issue legal tender notes,
until the year 1862.
i

This single occasion was in the War of 1812 and during
the darkest hours the country had seen since Washington's
winter at Valley Forge.
On th<- uth
l8 '4, Mr. Hall, of Georgia, introin
the House five resolution

vember
duced

'

the second of which was in these

questions of finance,

words
"

:

R\

~~<>\ \

i

-D,

that the

Treasury notes, which may be issued

as aforesaid, shall be a legal tender in all debts due, or
which may hereafter become due, between the ciii/ens of
the I'nited States, or between a citizen of the t'nited States

and a

any foreign State or Kingdom.
refused even to consider this
resolution.
It took up the other four, and after hearing
what Mr. Hall had to say for them, tabled them.
citizen or subject of

The House, by 42

The

Civil

to 95,

War began

three loans, of
of

fifty

On

in 1861.

Secretary of the Treasury,
cipal bank officers of New

the 9th of August,

million dollars each, in which the b inks

Coston and Philadelphia participated

capital.
1

The

Of the

in

proportion to their
one is now im-

details of these loans only

Constitution of
!>y

tin-

Salmon I'. Chase, met the prin
York and negotiated from them

th,-

illatin, vol.

!<! in

I

Pamphlet. 1884.

(Irnip
iii.

p. 235.
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Congress had passed a law, only four days before
meeting took place, suspending the operation of the

puit.mt.
this

Sub-Treasury
Secretary Chase
and the Banks
of new York.

tary

to

deposit
.

.

so as to allow the Secre-

act,

public
.

money

in

"

solvent

...

and to withdraw it at
specie-paying banks
his own convenience and pleasure for the payment of public dues. In short he was permitted to handle
the proceeds of~the three loans in whatsoever way he pleased.

He was strongly urged by Mr. James Gallatin, President of
the National Bank of New York, and by the other bankers
present, to draw checks on the banks, as an ordinary customer would do, for his various disbursements, and to allow
"
these checks to be settled at the Clearing House.
Coin
"

it was
being the basis of credit," said Mr. Gallatin,
only
in that way that the increased financial operations of the

could be conducted
for it is impossible to
maintain the superstructure of credit when the basis is withdrawn, for in destroying the basis the superstructure is also

government

;

swept away."
Nevertheless, Mr. Chase insisted

upon carrying away the
gold and scattering it through the country by means of the
sub-treasunes and the disbursing officers.
The amount so
scattered was one hundred and
seventy million dollars, and
it cost a
good deal to cart it around. The
WaS that the banks suspended specie
Payments.
payments on the 28th of December, 1861.
The reason assigned by Mr. Chase for this
fatal act was a desire on his
part to pay the public creditors

S^SeST"

in a better

liis

reSult

kind of money than they were
willing to accept.

letter to

Trowbridge

in

he hanks had
constantly urged
States notes and draw
directly
I

upon

Warden's Life of Chase, page 387

1

:

me

to forego the issue of United
them for the sums subscribed and

placed on their books to the credit of the government.
In what
funds will my drafts be
paid?' I asked. 'We, in New York, are en'

Till

\\
it

i-.

tliis
IK

\\.is

\

suspension of specie payments

it

the

it

11

caused ly Mr.
is not
P cn t()

(

n.-i

A

-

That
was directly

manner described,

hase, in the
(lis l nltc

|

<-ss.u\

but

l)c-innini:.

;

st

IU

w ar

"f

not

more inconsistent with specie payments than
In the \\.ir of iSu. the country u
of peace.
straits, and with comparatively smaller, resources,

te
r

payments were maintained

yet specie

of the end.

In

suspension at

New
In

all.

at

England
the

till

within a few months

that time there

War

Civil

great

of

was no
Kngland,

specie payments were
Napoleonic wars there

some people

talk

not suspended.
During the long
was no suspension in France. Yet
as though there had never been a war from

the siege of Troy

whereas

paper,

now, without the use of deprei

till

this

is

only a modern device of slovenly

financiers.

At the beginning of the war the amount of gold in the
If it had been left in the
country was unusually large.
banks, it would have served the same purpose during the
war as before.
Business transactions are no greater in
amount in war than in peace, although someHO More Gold
what different in kind. No more gold would
Heeded in War
have been needed if it had been used for its
than in Peace.
proper purpose of bank clearings, i.e., as a
The hanks ought to have
touchstone of the paper currency.
made it a condition of their loan that^Mr. Chase should draw
tirely

willing to

Boston

?

How

pay

in

coin,'

in

?

was the
I

low,

if

'

reply.

you

in

Philadelphia
holder a check on Cincinnati or

** P aid ?>
or check

But

how

New York
St.

will

it

be

in

^

l.ouLs will the check

In whatcvcr funds the holder of the draft
is

willing

to

r.

!

hat

U

lo

*y,*

I

the holder insists on coin, and the bank b able
and willing to pay it. but in bank notes if he will consent to receive
"
To call thb
bank notes. / i<inm>t (onstnt ft> this, gentlemen?
'

answered,

in coin,

if

nonsense would be to describe

it

in

very moderate terms.

1

5
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Checks for his disbursements to be settled at the Clearing
House in the usual way. They were the masters of the
situation.

If

they had insisted he would have had no option

Upon this point Mr. George S. Coe, one of
the most prominent men in the negotiation, says
"
In the light which has since been shed upon the act of
but to yield.

:

Congress referred to (suspending the sub-treasury act) it is
evident that undue weight was given to the views of the
Secretary, and that the banks would have
conferred an incalculable

benefit upon the
had
adhered
country
they
inflexibly to their own

Opinions.

opinions. But the pressure of startling events required prompt
decision and the well known intelligence and patriotism of the
1
Secretary gave to his judgment overwhelming power."
The Committee of Ways and Means on the 7th of January,

1862, by a majority of one vote, agreed to report a legal

tender
Legal Tender

bill

proposed by Elbridge G. Spaulding

Mr

of Buffalo

Spaulding was a successful

banker, and he had an ardent supporter in
Samuel Hooper, a successful merchant of Boston, and both
had the cooperation of Thaddeus Stevens of Pennsylvania,
the chairman of the committee

Although these three

and leader

of the

House.

men had

the prestige of business
experience and party-leadership, they were not able to gain
the assent of the committee to the bill, but
finally one of
the dissenting
members^ (Stratton of New Jersey) voted that
bill might be
brought before the house without com-

the

mitting himself to support

it.

This action produced a great

commotion in the world of finance.
\ (1 -legation of bankers from
Philadelphia

A meeting
1

'-'''

came

to

New

York, Boston and

to remonstrate against it.
\\as held at the office of the
Secretary of the
'fge S.

IliMory.

Washington

Coe dated October

Appendix,

p. 89.

8th,

1875, published in

m

rut
on the iith

iiry

membi -rs

the

.uul

of J.inu.uy at which these
gentlemen
of the financial committees of thI

ami Senate were present.
" f the bankers.

Mr.

in be-

(i.ili.ttin.

sented a plan of
tional finance which would, in the opinion of
"-'If

..

,,r,

gentlemen, procure the means for carrying on the war
>ne of the proposals
without recourse to legal tender notes.
<

"

was to
issue six per cent twenty-year bonds, to be negotiated by the Secretary of the Treasury, and without any limitation as to the price he may obtain for them in the market."
Mr. Spaulding took ground at once against this plan. He
"
us that he
objected to any and every form of shinl
ning
by government through Wall or
'

tells

'

Mr. Spauidine

Street to begin with

objected to the knocking
down of government stocks to seventy-five or
sixty cents on the dollar, the inevitable result

objects to

SbJaninf."

of throwing a

new and

:

large loan

on the market,

-^tthout

limitation as to f>ricc"

In order to avoid selling government stocks at 75 or 60
cents on the dollar in an honest way Mr. Spaulding initiated

a policy which ended in selling those stocks at 40 cents on
the dollar in a roundabout way. and cheating creditors,
soldiers

and laboring men out

of

more than

half their

dues

he mournfully
in an incidental way.
to
and
he
seeks
put the blame on
acknowledges in his book,

This state of

Mr.

(

hase for too

man who

much

facts

inflation of the currency.

1

Hut the

of
opens the floodgates has no right to complain

the inundation.
Shinning is a phrase applied t-> a !>>rrower whose
and who has to walk a long distance to raise money.
1

credit

b poor.

left the office with twice as much inflating pap.
the prom bed
standing as ought ever to have been issued and with
dollar printed on the face of the green MI k worth .ml) ;s t. 4
Introduction to second edition SpanMing'-. Financial HUtonr
I

of the War,

p.

i

i.
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Although Mr. Chase

in his

annual report, December, 1861,

tender notes (which was
distinctly ivjcrk-il the idea of legal
"
the immeasurable evils
in the air), on account of
already

of dishonored public faith and national bankruptcy," yet on
the 22d of January following he wrote to Mr.
Mr. Chase astents to the Le-

Spaulding a qualified approval of his bill.
,
,, .,
1 ne letter was not satisfactory to all the mem.

.

eai Tender Bill.

bers of the committee.

Consequently a reso-

lution was adopted asking his opinion as to the propriety
and necessity of the immediate passage of the bill by Con-

Much unreturned on the 29th.
to convey the Secretary's
assent to the legal tender clause, but he gave his assent and
added certain reasons for it which had not been advanced

gress.

An answer was

necessary verbiage was employed

by anybody

else.

He

said that

some people gave a

support to the

cordial

notes at par while
government by taking
others did not
to
a
issue
of notes which
referring
previous
"
were not legal tender.
Such discriminations " he said,
"
should, if possible, be prevented, and the provision making
its

the notes a legal tender, in a great measure at least, prevents
it
by putting all citizens in this respect on the same level,
both of rights and duties." This was very plausible.
It

appealed powerfully to the spirit of patriotism. Whether
Mr. Chase was the victim of his own phrases or not we are
unable to determine.
The duties of the citizen are to submit to the laws of conscription and of taxation, and his
rights are to be exempt from impressment and confiscation.

others enter the

If

the

voluntarily or give their money to
outright, those acts are over and above
rise to the category of merits.

army

government

duties.

The

They
bill

passed the House, February 6, 1862, by 93 to
The legal tender clause narrowly escaped
59.
defeat in the Senate.

tion to strike

it

On

Mr. Collamer's mo-

out the yeas were 17, and the nays 22.

Till

amendments

>

the Senate: one

of importance were

making the

added to the bill
on the governn

interest

obligations payable in coin; the other ^ivin^

tin-

in

Secretary

bonds bearing (> per cent
the market value thereof, f<r

:y authority to sell

of th<

interest at

any time,

at

or coin.

Mr. Stevens used all his powers of invective and his great
personal influence to defeat the coin-interest amendment
the most valuable feature of the bill. Failing in that, he put
the House to the severest possible test l>y
Amend
offerin g an additional amendment that the

me"u

army and navy and the contractors furnishing
government should also be paid in coin.
This amendment was rejected, after which the Senate's coin
amendment was agreed to, Mr. Spaulding voting in the
supplies

to the

negative.

The Senate amendment
bonds
first

at

authorizing the Secretary to sell
to.
This clause was at

market value was agreed

intended to enable the Secretary to obtain gold at some

In the C'onference
price to pay the interest on the bonds.
an
additional plan was de
Committee of the two houses
on
for this end, by making duties
imports payable in coin.

Mr. Stevens afterwards claimed the credit of this suggestion,
but his motive was to increase the duties on imports b\
of

protection

to

manufacturers,

to get coin

not

for the

For gold he had intense scorn.
became a law on the 25th of February, 1862.

Government.

The

bill

provided
second issue.

notes.

for

On

the

of

$ 150.000.000

It

of

the yth of June Mr. Chase asked

for $150,000,000

purpose was passed with very

On

issue

more

notes.

A

bill for this

little

opposition.
the 6th of March. Mr. Stevens introduced a

bill

to

authorize the Secretary of the 'Treasury to dispose of any
bonds or notes authorized by law, for coin, on such terms

I
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deem most advantageous to the public interest.
law
turned up unexpectedly the present year, and
As this

as he should

\\.is

made

aclion,"
act

the basis of

what

an object of

is

it

is

called the "syndicate trans-

interest.

After the legal tender

was remembered that $60,000,000 of demand notes were outstanding, which were re-

was passed

The Coin-Pur-

it

ce v able for customs duties.
j

chase Act.

If duties

should

these notes, some considerable time must elapse before any coin would come in to
meet the interest payments. Mr. Stevens said that it was

4>e paid exclusively

impossible to

sell

in

bonds "at the market value" and that the

the Treasury had sent down this bill and
Secretary
wanted to have it passed at once. He concurred in the
of

amendment had been adopted
amendment was against his
by Congress, although
was
The
bill
passed by the House on the followjudgment.
and
the
March nth, without a division.
Senate
ing day
by
In the Senate it was amended so as to read as follows
"The Secretary of the Treasury may purchase coin with
necessity of

it

since the coin
that

:

any bonds or notes of the United States authorized by law,
at such rates and upon such terms as he may deem most
advantageous to the public interest."
In the Revision of the Statutes, which was completed

in

was wisely retained among the provisions
of law "general and permanent in their nature," for, so long
1874, this clause

as the Treasury is compelled to maintain the ultimate gold
reserve of the country, its power to obtain gold ought to be
unrestricted.

When Congress assembled

in December, 1862, it found
most sacred obligation of the government
the pay of the army and navy
had
not been met, and that great distress existed

that the
Third issue.

among

the families of soldiers in consequence.
Mr. Gurley,
in the House
a most
drew
(January 15, 1863)

of Ohio,

7V/

!

m

pictun
>unt of

pay overdue

consequence of
\\.is

this

hfty nine million

(loll
It

^sible to acquit

i-

Mr. (has. of

r,

^xmxiliili:

The

Hoiisr passed a resolution asking
why he
had allowed the pay of the army to fall into arrears.
He
this default.

had power under the law to sell (> per cent bonds at th- ir
market value for greenbacks or coin. Why had he not done
His ans\u-r \\as in these words:
SO?

"The

Secretary, solicitous to regulate his action by the
the legislation of Congress, did

spirit as well as the letter of

not consider himself at liberty to

make

bonds below their market value
were impracticable."

and

;

sales of the
-

pt

5-20
below

Only an astute lawyer could have conceived such a reason
What Mr.
for not selling bonds and paying the troops.
was
meant
the
value
that
Chase
of 6
quoted
Reaf011
loVit'

the jd
P er cent bonds on a particular day
was 98 in
of January, 1863, for example
But if the secretary should offer any large lot,

currency.
the price would

market

fall

below 98.

In other words there was no

value for bonds, although there

was

a

market value

There
for every other merchantable thing under the sun.
amonChase
Mr.
much feeling against
on^ressmen
on account of this interpretation of the law which they had
<

passed to meet every financial emergency.

The

Secretary's scruples on this subject led to the third

batch of legal tender notes, $100,000,000, authorized by a
the immediate
joint resolution dated January 13, 1863, "for
Depreciation.

payment of the army and navy of the I'nited
The whole amount now autho
States."

was $400,000,000. The price of gold at this
Mr.
time was 142; at the end of the month it was 159.
Spaulding was surprised,

at this juncture, to tind that there

1
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This he attributed, not to
great scarcity of currency.
the advance in prices which had absorbed the additions to
.

the circulating medium, but to the operations of the army
and navy. He did not explain how the operations of a million

men

should call for
fighting .and destroying property

more currency than the same number engaged in peaceful
occupations at home.
l'\\o other kinds of legal tender notes were issued during
called treasury notes, the former ones
being called United States notes, or popularly greenbacks.
The treasury notes bore interest, some at 5

the war.

They were

Interest-bearing
Notes.

anfj

at 6

and

t

of

period
payment.
interest-coupons attached to them.

The

th

'

ha(j a Definite

per cents had
Accordingly they were
5

an interest payment was due and then they
and became a part of the circulating medium
the accrued interest made it worth while for investors

hoarded

until

entered into
until

to hoard

them

again.

This feature of alternate expansion

and contraction was very embarrassing.
had only a short time to run.

The

last

Fortunately they

device in legal tender was the least harmful of

consisted of compound-interest notes.
These were
three
from
date
with
interest
at
6 per cent
payable
years
the
interest
compounded semi-annually,
being payable with
all.

It

the principal at maturity and not otherwise.
^ n the ^ ack of each note was a P r i nted state-

rnterest^otes.

ment showing
months.

The

its

value at the end of each six

ten-dollar note, which

was the smallest

de-

nomination issued, was worth $i 1.94 at maturity. The notes
were legal tender for their face value only.
$226,000,000
were issued on this plan. It is impossible to say to what
extent they

became part of the circulating medium. A tenend of six months would be worth thirty

dollar note at the

cents more than

its

face or legal tender value.

Every holder

////.

would have an
.mil

held in

interest

<;/

159

and

a

d.u!\

thus rcdundan. y in the circulation would be

cl>

the pasDuring the controversies that have ra-ed MM
f the
act
tender
it has been contended
legal
by some
.-

people that all the lcjj.il tender notes, including those whit h
bore interest, all the certificates of indebtedness, and
sort of government obligation which had only a short time
to run,

Amount

or the

and especially those which could be

used as bank

reserves,

whether

thev

CircnUtioD Un-

actually so used or not, should be counted as
part of the circulating medium of that

known,

t

the aim being to show that we had a much larger per i
circulation then than we have now.
Obviously there are iv>
data for such an argument, since we do not know how much

was really in circulation.
important change was made by the act of March

of these various things

An

3,

I5y the
1863, in the character of the old legal tender notes.
terms of their issue, they were convertible into 6 per cent
gold-interest bonds at par, and these words were printed on

the back of each note.

Mr. Chase desired that

this pri

should be taken away so that he might reduce the rate of
interest

on future bond

issues.

Congress reluctantly yielded
months dist.int "July i,

to his request, fixing a period a few

when the right of conversion should
This was an inexcusable breach of
contract, and a shocking blunder to boot, for
1863),

Another
Blander.

it

had the

payments.

cease.

resumption of specie
the 6 per cent bonds were above par,

effect of preventing the early

Whenever

the notes would be converted into them

and be n

This operation being perfectly natural, beinj; part of a contract, and coinciding with a popular feeling at the close of
These bonds were above par
and always thereafter.
1

in

currency at the beginning of 1864

KE1 'A 1: SI: \\
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the war favorable to specie resumption, would have certainly
worked out that result within a brief period. This feeling

1

6 in the House on the
xpressed by a vote of 144 to
8th of December, 1865, in favor of contraction of the cur-

rency with a view to early resumption.
In June, 1864, Congress enacted that the whole amount
of

greenbacks issued or to be issued should never exceed

four

hundred^and

fifty

million dollars, the last fifty millions

When

being for a temporary purpose.

the war

came

to

an

end and the army was paid off and disbanded the amount
remained fixed at four hundred millions. SecA Few GreenMcCulloch in 1 86 recommended that
backs retired.

retary
'

q

the greenbacks be gradually retired by canceling a certain proportion of those received for taxes, and
Congress passed a law authorizing such retirement at the
rate of four millions per

month.

This was done

amount was reduced to three hundred and
when Congress repealed the law.

until the

fifty-six millions,

Secretary Chase resigned his office June 30, 1864, and
was succeeded by Win. Pitt Fessenden. His last financial
feat was the preparation of a bill, which he induced Congress to pass, to
n

"

prohibit certain sales of gold
1

and foreign exchange."

J^

It

prohibited sales

of gold unless the person selling
his actual possession

day.

It

and delivered

it

to the

it

had

it

in

buyer the same

prohibited the purchase or sale of foreign exchange
more than ten days subsequently. It also

to be delivered

prohibited loans of coin or bullion to be repaid in greenbacks, and loans of greenbacks to be repaid in coin or bullion.
It provided also that no purchases or sales of gold
coin or bullion or of foreign
exchange should be made ex-

cept at the ordinary place of business of the seller or purchaser occupied by him individually.
The object of this
1

Shucker's Life of Chase,

p. 359.

'I'Hl

t

l.uiM- u.\-> to

tr.uling

-hut up tin- (nild
Violation of

WES done.

},,\

Room,

\\hrrr

m.st

of

thi*

law was pum-hablr by
smallest tine being one

tin-

lim- <>r imprisonment or both, tin.thousand dollars. The idea of Mr. Ch.ise and of the (on

who voted

M.-M

for the bill

was

that

tin-

(l-.ld

Room

brokers caused the price of gold to advance, whereas they
merely recorded the price, whatever it might be. They

imagined that they could stop the advance by an act of
Mr. Chase was firmly of that opinion. Three
days after the passage of the law he wrote to Horace
Congress.

Greeley
I'll

quit

"The

:

and

let

price of gold must and shall
else try." *

come down,

or

somebody

This fatuous measure became a law June 17, 1864.
It
remained on the statute book only two weeks. On the day
it passed gold was quoted at
The next
198.
its Repeal.

day

it

of the

was 208, the next 230, and at the end
month 250. At no time before had

there been so rapid an advance.
in a

Congress repealed the
shamefaced way, without debate, on the 2d of July.

Was
that

it

act,

Mr. Spaulding says
the legal tender act necessary ?
he
means
that
did not know any
but
that
was,
merely

Other people did. All those who voted a:;
the act in Senate and House were committed
t0 the belicf that thcrc Was anolher w -'.v

other way.

-

That way was taxation and loans. We an
not left in any doubt as to what might have been done with
In the latter part of 1863 Congress
taxation and loans.
discovered that the issuing of greenbacks must be stopped
Laws were
and the policy of heroic taxation adopted.
in a single year (18661 a clear revenue
the
58,032,620,
gold valuo of which was 70 cents per
The total expenditures of the
dollar or $390,622,434.

passed which yielded

government
1

for the fiscal year 1862

See

New

were $474,671,819. the

York Daily Trtbutu, January

20. 1895.
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gold value of which at go cents per dollar was $427,285,637,
being only $37,000,000 larger than the tax collections of

The tax-paying power of the
1866 at their gold value.
in
1862
than in 1866, because it had
was
greater
country
not been subjected to the drain of four years of war.
It has been said that the people would not have submitted
at

the beginning of the war to the taxation that they bore
end of it. This is a mistake. If Congress had en-

at the

acted the

w

taxes

esca P e ^ P a y

AiTeraative

mg

the people could not have
Moreover, the popular

them.

feeling was all the time in favor of heavier
taxes than Congress imposed, and the really heavy taxation
was borne without murmuring several years after the war

was ended.
It

may be

machinery
1862.
That

it was impossible to get the taxing
work soon enough to meet the emergency of

said that

at

is true,

but

it

does not follow that legal tender

notes were necessary. If the tax laws of 1864 had been enacted and set in motion in 1862 the government's credit

would have been such that
it

it

could have borrowed

needed, at better rates than

it

actually paid,

all

that

and the

government would have bought
cost'oMheWar

its supplies on the gold
basis throughout the war, whereas it paid an
avera g e premium of 50 per cent on all its

purchases from the beginning of 1862 till
total expenditure of the four years was
$3^352,380,410, of which it is safe to say that $2,500,000,000

The

M;iy. 1865.

consisted of purchases in the open market where the green-

back dollar procured only 66 cents' worth of property.
other words

we

obligated

and got $1,630,000,000

ourselves

for

In

$2,500,000,000

The

difference,

$870,000,000, is the unnecessary cost to the
1
(1
by the use of a depreciated currency.

taxpayers,

1

SL-C I'nblii

in

actual value.

Debts, by

II.

C.

Adams,

p. 131.

nif.

Spaulding

K.II

<;A

page

reed loan."

had none of

ifcj

5 of his

This

book

i>,

,

<

mm h

.UU the legal teni....

H.ittrring.

It

Kvcn a forced
loan implies an accounting and repa\
Nothing of this kind \v.is done or attempted.

tin-

characteristics of a loan.

i

When

the government resorted to le-.d
"

to A, B. .uul

'1

and eventually we
Senator

One

('

will

:

We

will

pay somebody

ion

opposed

reasons was that

now

for it."

the
"

t.

take your property

legal

tender

would

clause.

most
on
the
All
tricks
of
with
the
poor."
heavily
legerdemain
hear
most
Take
on
the
a
concurrency
heavily
poor.
of

his

the

loss

fall

The government wanted guns. It paid for
tender notes.
The manufacturer HUM
pay theni to his workmen, who must buy their supplies
of all kinds in a rising market.
The cost of living
case.

them with

followed

legal

the

Wages lagged
triotic,

ban."
This

gold premium closely throughout the war.
behind.
Hence labor, voiceless and pa-

paid a disproportionate share of this so-called
fact

"

t

has been reduced very recently to mathematical

terms by the joint labors of Col. Carroll 1). Wright,
Commissioner of Labor, Professor R. 1*. Falkner and Professor F. \V. Taussig, the Labor Hureau collecting the

Senate Committee on Finance, Prof. Falkner digesting and arranging them and
"It
on Wares. Taussig putting them in graphical form.

statistics for the

Effect

"

that money
be seen," says the latter,
responded with unmistakable slowness to the inIn 1X65, when prices
Hating influences of the Civil War.
stood at 217 as compared with 100 in 1860, wages had
will

s

only

touched

shows the
inflation

143.

The course

tln>

time

common

statement that in times of

rise less quickly

than prices, and that the

truth of the

wages

of c\

REPRESENTA T1\'E MO XI:
period of transition
class."

is

one of hardship

V.

to the wage-receiving

'

PROFESSOR TAUSSIG'S CHART SHOWING THE COURSE OF
PRICES OF COMMODITIES.

WAGES AND

;AV

////

/-.\ //.-/< -A. v

-

ment fnun the people in the manner U-ast hurtful to
them. .mil ID their posterity.
There was no reason why
Mi. Chase should h.ne been considered skilled in this art.

To do him justire
He did not want
tried

he did not consider himself skilled
the

He was not chosen
He \\.is pl.u.-d

to decline.

in

it.

After he was appointed, he

office.

familiarity with finance.

for

any supposed
head of la-

at the

t

Treasury because he commanded the confidence of the
country

in a large

general way.

disarmed, however, as well as made superfluous, by the frankness of his acknowledgment of his errors.
Criticism

is

In his dissenting opinion in the Legal Tcn,isr ( ',/>. referring
January 29, 1862, to the Committee of
'

to his letter of

and Means, approving the legal tender bill, he sa
animation and reflection have satisfied him
n e * Justice] that this opinion
E tne ^erroneous, and he does not hesitate to d<
'

was

it."
In the same paper he says that if the greenbacks were
convertible into 5 per cent bonds they would be at par.
"In other words specie payments would be resumed." He

argues strongly that the legal tender quality did not add
anything to the value or usefulness of the greenbacks, and
he gives them a parting kick in these words
:

"The

was only valuable for purposes
Every honest purpose was answered as well

legal tender quality

of dishonesty.
or better without

it."

Mr. Chase's opinion as Chief Justice in the case of Hff>burn rs. Grisivold is a noble and powerful appeal for honesty
in

men and governments.
1

The

1

various decisions of the

summarized on pages 231-234.

Supreme Court on

legal lender are
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CHAPTER

V.

CONFEDERATE CURRENCY.

THE

treasury notes of the Southern Confederacy were not
There is no evidence that their value was
legal tender.
lessened or their circulation retarded by reason
If public opinion compels people
fact.
take
to
paper as the equivalent of gold a law
be dispensed with. This was the case in the

^ofjhis
of tender

may
The Confederate

South.
as

fiat

notes, therefore,

must be classed

money.

Secretary Memminger tells us that during the whole of
the year 1861 "the government exchanged its own notes for

on England at par, with which it paid for all its arms
and munitions of war." l We are informed by the same
bills

authority that the Confederate Treasury, at
the beginning, did not have sufficient money
to pay for the Secretary's writing desk, and
that there was not in the whole Confederacy a sheet of paper

First Tear.

fit

for the printing of treasury notes.

The

first

supplies of

bank-note paper and lithographic materials ordered from
England were captured on the ocean. It would have been
better for the Confederacy if all other efforts to obtain these
fatal instruments had likewise failed.
In default of materials

the Treasury borrowed bank notes to be reimbursed with"
treasury notes as soon as the latter could be prepared. The

bank-note circulation of the Confederacy at the beginning
was estimated at $85,500,000, and the banks were in high
credit.

The

first

issue of treasury notes

of an act dated

was made

March

in

pursuance

This was for one million
9, 1861.
The notes were
dollars, afterwards raised to two millions.
1

Capers's Life of Memminger,

p. 350.

<T:
in

il<

n.iminationx of not

one year from date, bore

Me

to order.

k-,>,

j,, 7

than $50.

interest at

They were

pa.

were
were
an
They
ordinary government loan
3.63 \*\

.

.mil

tit

and not currency.
i

M

i

(iiiu
I

:; .->

rent sort
A

was the next

issue, authori/ed

M.r

for $20,000,000, not hearing interest,
payable two years after date in spe<
.

i

were fundable into 8 per cent bonds, and the
bonds were exchangeable for the notes at the
holder's option.

They were

also receivable for

all

public

dues except the export duty on cotton. Secretary Memminger had recommended that the notes of denominations

and more should bear interest not exceeding 8 per
be hoarded and not enter into gencirculation, but this recommendation was not adopted

of $20

cent, so that they might
eral

by the Confederate Congress.

Mr.

Memminger

had, from

the beginning, a clear conception of the dangers of an inflated currency and he always used treasury notes with
reluctance. Like Mr. Chase he was always protesting against
them yet always using them. The plea of necessity was
equally available on both sides of the line, but had more
plausibility in the South.

Two

acts were passed in 1861

and 1862

for

an aggregate

of $150,000,000, which were soon dissipated.
On the
2jd of September, 1862, the Confederate Congress authorized
a new issue limited only by the amount of its

sum

Rapidly issued,

own

appropriations.

At the end of the

amount outstanding was $290,000,000.
The separate States had also issued treasury notes. So too
had many counties, cities, towns, railroad and manufacturing
companies and private individuals, but none were legal
the

tender.

The quotations of gold, foreign exchange and commo<i
were now three times the normal prices, and the Secretary

REPRESENTATIVE MONEY.
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addressed himself to the task of withdrawing two-thirds of
the currency in order to restore the value of the remainder.
tentative step had been taken to hasten
Heavy Dpretne f un ding of the notes by providing that

A

the privilege of funding in 8 per cent bonds
should cease on the 22d of April, 1863, after which only 7
Some relief might have been
per cent should be allowed.

obtained in this way but for the fresh issues that were pouring out

all

the time.

Inducements to fund the currency having largely

failed,

"

to supply the deficiency by a
the Secretary now proposed
He recommended that a
small portion of constraint."

tmd "

^

period be fixed after which the issues of
treasury notes bearing date prior to December
i,

1862, should cease to be current.

The

notes were not to be repudiated but branded.
They would
be a part of the debt of the Confederacy, and receiv-

still

able for taxes.

Another plan of Mr. Memminger for retiring the redundant
currency was that the separate States of the Confederacy
should guarantee a loan for that purpose
as though the
could
be
than
the
whole.
parts
greater
Virginia, Alabama

and South Carolina had already agreed to do this on certain
Mr. Memminger thought
varying conditions.
that with such a g uarant y he could sel1 bonds
at 6 per cent interest instead of 8 and realize
a large premium besides.
Probably it was his idea that a
loan guaranteed in this manner would not be exposed to the

hazard of a future disruption, and hence would command a
higher credit than one bottomed, as the Confederacy was,

on the right of the States to secede.

This plan failed by
reason of the refusal of some of the States to agree to it.
K irly in 1863 the Confederate Cotton Loan of $15,000,000
w.is

negotiated in Europe by Erlanger

&

Co.

Mr. Capers's

C0.\

\(f)

biography of Memminger rniit.iins
ihbesof
1892, from M:
rather st.irtlmiti

Kur "i R

'

in

.1

lettn.

dated July

Ch.irlest.Mi. \\h.

4,

t.

Mr. Gibbes was sent

story.

ihir e of the boiulv

"

Mr. James Spence undertook to nep
them.
found
... of Paris and Kr.mkfort.
Erlanger v\
They
to
undertake
the
hut Mr. Krlanger wanted
bu.Miiess,
willing
a much larger amount.
Mr. Gibbes had no authority to
t

supply a larger amount.
Erlanger decided to go to Richmond and present his views in favor of a larger loan, which

he said he could easily dispose of. He did go to Richmond
and he returned. So much of the narrative is within Mr.
Gibbes's personal knowledge.
from Erlanger.

The remainder he

derives

Erlanger told him that Memminger refused to accept more
than the $15,000,000, declaring that that sum "would cover
"
all that was then
that he Erlanger) adactually needed
;

vertised the $15,000,000 loan

(

and received bids on the

first

March, 1863, for $525,000,000, at prices averaging 97
This was a larger sum
cents to the dollar
AMnnchmnin
than eithef thg Federal or the Confederate"
oi
of

!

Finance.

Government had been able to* borrow up to
was more than half as large as the French
\v.ir
indemnity, which required two years and a half to
The tale is fit only for the pages of Monte Cristo.
place.

this time.

The

It

next law (March 23, 1863) cut off the right of fund-

ing old treasury notes in any kind of bonds after August i.
Notes were now coming out at a terrible rate, $50,000,000

per month

being authorized by this act.
These were funda b| e into 7 per cent bonds
until August i, and afterw.ird into 4 per
cents.
The rate of interest was of no consequence now,
it was
payable in paper which was rapidly depreciating.
Mr. Memminger's report in December following was very
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He

di->pomk-nt.
its

volume.

proper

added since the
to

iniGoid20
fer

said that the currency

f

i.

first

was now

five

times

The sum of $391,000,000 had been
of January, bringing the total amount

more than $600,000,000. The quotation
The Secretary conld was 20 for j

sidered

it

imperatively necessary to reduce

To do this would require
volume to $200,000,000.
$400,000,000 ^to- be derived from taxes or loans, while an

the

The
equal amount would be required to carry on the war.
Confederate finances had broken down by reason of the
blockade.
flow in

"The

upon

specie of the world," he said, "could not
when ours was exhausted, we were

us, and,

compelled to pay interest on our bonds in treasury notes.
The foundation of the system was thus lost. Paper money
rested on other paper, and as both accumulated they acted

and reacted on each other,

until

both have been reduced to

the rate at which they now stand."
In addition to his recommendations respecting loans and
taxes he proposed "new tenor" notes to the amount of

""Hew
the

Tenor."

first

$200,000,000, the faith of the government
being pledged not to increase said issues;
that all old treasury notes not funded before

of April should cease to be current or receivable

but should remain as evidences of debt payable by the Confederate States according to their tenor
that all notes not funded should be sent to the
Treasury for
"
all
registration on or before the first of October and that
for public dues,

;

notes not so registered within the said time shall be barred
from any further claims on the government."
Mr. Memminger tried in vain to reconcile this plan of finance with the

and ended by saying " No contract,
however solemn, can require national ruin, and in such case
the maxim must prevail that the
public safety is the supreme
principles of

law."

good

faith,

:

cox ii-;
ruary

law to carry

tin-

1*1.4,

17.

<VM/-.\
'..nt

(

QHBendatkms into

tli

outst.mdin;.;

ivmaimn_

.nici
i.e

certain

.1
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laudable

holders mi^ht,
l*rtUl*e.41au
iote< (t th(

till

.

)>f

,

effect In taxing the

per cent, the

.jjvj

January

i,

iMj;, hut the

their option,

at

.

dafc

66?i

tt iu>
.

receive
j|rr d|

m

\%

_,.

All $100 notes not
cept for the $100 notes.
funded at the end of the year were to be taxed 160 per cent,
t.f.,

blotted out.

1

The new

tenor notes were to be
payable

two years after peace.
This was repudiation.

The avenging nemesis followed
went
on rapidly, but the prices of
Funding
It was like the
commodities continued to advance.
experiment with new tenor continental money. There are many
the

new

notes.

points of similarity between the continental and the
federate currency schemes.
People had no more
fidence in the

new notes than

in the old ones.

no reason why they should have.
depreciation were
pudiation added.

still

in

All the forces

con-

There was
working for

blast, with the spectre of re-

full

>f the
new tenor notes $283,000,000
were outstanding October i, 1864, and the gold quotation
was 26 for i.
Mr. Memminger had recommended that the old notes,
<

be declared not current, but in
had never been declared current, and Mr. Mi m
minger had protested in a special communication
gress against making them legal tender. The
DUmai Fte of
in the first instance because
after a certain time, should
fact they

t>

uiu renor.

notes circulated
thi-y

they became
1

were good

redundant

:

that

they

is,

not redundant,

circulated

because public

In 1793 the French Convention, in one f it* *pa>m* with the a*
demonetized 558 millions, of higher denomination* than too

signals,
livres,

on the pretext that only aristocrats could hold

uenominati

aidgMU

of

Ufh

1
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there was no other curopinion backed them and because
to tell what he
tried
afterwards
Mr.
Memminger
rency.

meant by declaring the notes no longer current. The substance of his explanation was that a brand publicly put upon
the notes by the legislative power would render them uncur-

The Confederate Congress found means

rcnt in practice.
to reach the

Mr.

same end without using the brand.
said in several reports that

Memminger

it

was impos-

on a modern war by means of taxes alone.
This was a mistake. Every country pays the cost of a war
The Southern Confederacy presents
at the time of the war.
an easy illustration of this maxim, because it was for the
sible to carry

most part

isolated,

having

outer world, and because

all

little

of

its

communication with the
debts were obliterated at

the end of the war.

Obviously somebody paid
was not P a ^ k v foreigners (exCost?
cept the trifling sum of $15,000,000 borrowed
abroad), nor did it fall from the moon. There being nobody
else to pay it, the people of the Confederacy must have paid
it, and must have paid it during the time of the war and not
Pal<

a

moment

t ^ ie

later.

cost-

To

^

levy taxes sufficient to pay the whole
year would not have

of each year's expenses within the
made the burden any greater than

Confederacy,
that taxes to

not get rid of

it

actually was.

The

by following Mr. Memmingers conception
pay interest on loans would be sufficient, did
heavier ones. It only took them in a different

way.
If

war,

every country pays the cost of a war at the time of the
it
may be asked what we have been paying for since,

and what the national debt represents.
represents.

-It

represents the difference or overplus that some
Similar difpeople paid more than others.

ferences existed

among the Confederates, but they were
out
the
downfall of their government.
sponged
by

C0.\
\Vh.it

1

was the highest amount

standing at any time

amount
1%ml at

in

I

of

(

'mif.-der.-ite

*7.oo.ooo-

I"

The

adopted a "scale of d.
the value of one gold dollar

in

each month during the war.

The

n.

t>\

l'..l

"5, after the

was ended, the Legislature

November

staled

'^M-

>.

<-f

i

notes out-

perhaps never be known.

will

;

North

which pursuit

war

.in>lin.i

(

to

show

Confederate rurren.
first

quot.iti.ms .in those

December, 1861, viz., $1.10 and 1.15.'
During 1862 the range was from 1.20102.50; 1863 from
3.00 to 20.00; 1864 from 21.00 to 49.00; in April, 1865, it

of

aiul

was 100.00, at which
one cent. The Life
long

list

of amazing

rate the Confederate dollar

was worth

of Jefferson Davis by hi* wife ^i
prices paid for goods of all kinds

Richmond during the war.
The South did not escape

in

the moral consequences of

depreciated paper, which are alluded to in Pollard's History
thus:*
"

The evils of the expanded currency of the Confederacy
were not only financial.
They were also moral. The
superabundance of paper money was the occasion of a wild
speculation, which corrupted the patriotism of the country;
introduced extravagance and licentiousness in private life
bestowed fortune on the most undeserving, and above all
;

bred the most dangerous discontents

in

the

As long as there was a spirit of mutual
army.
sacrifice and mutual accommodation in the
war our soldiers were content and cheerful.
1

Hut when they

Yet the Richmond Enquirer of December 31, 1861, says that run
re traversing the
country buying up specie at 30, 40 and 50 per

cent premium.

"The

present prk c

f

tpecie,"

it

adds, "will Inhere-

quoted through all time as a damning stigma upon the character
of Southern merchants." The /-.n./mrfr thought that the speculation
caused the premium, whereas the premium caused the spccul
after

Third Year of the War,

p. 182.
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had

to

compare

their

the

condition

hardships

of

the

c.unp, the pittance of eleven dollars per month that could
scarcely buy a pair of socks, the poverty of the dear ones

behind them

left

those

with the easy and riotous wealth of
of the army merely to wring money

who had kept out

out of the necessities and distress of the country,

who

in

snug shops in Richmond made thousands of dollars a day, it
is not to be wondered at that bitter conclusions should have

been drawn from the contrast and that the soldier should
have given his bosom to the bullets with less alacrity and
zeal

when he

reflected that his

large class of

men grown

rich

martyrdom was to protect a
on his necessities and that

too with the compliance and countenance of the government

he defended."

CHAPTER

VI.

THE GOLD ROOM.

WHEN the premium on gold became noticeable in January,
1862, the business of buying and selling it began naturally
in the shops of those Wall Street brokers who dealt in foreign
coins.
1

./

1

These brokers had gold and

exhibition

in

their

windows.

"j?

silver

on

People who

wanted coin went there to buy it. Those who
greenbacks naturally went there also.

\\.inted to sell coin for

Gradually the dealings became so large in front of their
offices that the traders blocked the sidewalks, and the public
authorities were obliged to give special orders to the police
to keep the crowds moving.
The business being thus inter-

rupted, the dealers took

up their quarters in a neighboring
where
the
business
went on until it outgrew its
restaurant,
accommodations. Then the need of a Gold Exchange was
nixed.

Thirty or forty

men who had been

in the habit

Tli

of meeting

hired

.1

in

lull.

tin-

rest itir.mt

t-.imed a loose OT%

and adopted rules by wlm h any u-spci

man

1 <

\

could become

t.iblv

member

a

liy pauti- fioo
ins was in
P61 vear to
r-y tlu fxiH-MM-s.
the autumn of 1862. It was a voluntary organ i-

^

"

'

'

I

/ation. existing under the rule of honor.
Kventually it had
450 members, consisting of bankers, brokers and merchant?.
of the principal cities of the L'nion.

At

first

the business was carried on by the

livery of gold in return for certified

bank checks.

manual de-

Then

the

gold must needs be carried through the streets by messenwho were sometimes knocked down and robbed.
1

facilitate the transactions the

Treasury, in 1865, began to
issue gold certificates of deposit, a law authorizing the same

having been passed two years earlier.
By and by the business became so large that it could not be carried on by
GoWExchuite

manual delivery even with the help of gold
T hen the Gold Exchange Hank
was started as an adjunct to the Gold Room.

cert j ficatcs<

This was an institution incorporated under the laws of

York with a

one

New

did a regular
banking business with its own capital, and it acted as a
clearing house for the Gold Room at a fixed rate of compencapital of

million dollars.

It

sation.

The method

of clearing

was noted on a "ticket

of

Each transaction
advice" signed by both buyer and

was as follows

:

If Mr.
were passed into the bank.
at
various
A. had bought one million from various persons
prices and had sold nine hundred and ninety-nine thousand,
then instead of receiving from and pa\

seller.

All the tickets

Gold clearing*,

these people he would settle only with the
bank.
He would receive at the close of the

all

whatever
day one thousand dollars in gold and would pay
of all
resultant
the
him
as
sum in greenbacks was due from

1

;(
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The

his transactions.
!\ty to

usual daily

amount

of such clearings

seventy million dollars, counting both sales and

purchases.
All the foreign trade of the country, both imports and exthe daily and hourly quotations of
ports, was regulated by
This trade could not have been carried on
the Gold Room.
otherwise.

The wholesale

prices of

all

im-

A commercial

potable and exportable commodities were
Retail prices
regulated by the quotations.
were affected at longer range. That is, the retail dealers were
obliged to fix their prices high enough to cover fluctuations
and to save themselves from loss. The consumer was not
able to buy at the lowest price that the law of competition
Commodwould, under other circumstances, have made.
ities

not of an exportable or importable kind were affected
degree and at still longer range, but were not exempt

in less

from the influence.

In short, the whole trade of the country,
pivoted on the Gold Room.

both external and internal,

Gold being the universal liquidator of commerce, it was
necessary to know where and at what price it could be obtained in any desired quantity.
The Gold Room gave the
answer to this question daily and hourly, and was accordingly indispensable.
1

Goi^RoonT
"

visited

December,

this

1866,

little

on the

and wrote

the

first

it

the

of

following

same day
courtyard surrounded by four walls and closed
description of

In a

institution

:

in

with a roof, having a circuitous
passageway from Broad Street,
be
witnessed
at
hour
of the day and six days in the
may
any
wi-ek a scene which has not its likeness in earth or heaven.
I

consider the Gold

Room

the greatest curiosity in the world

to-day.
"

Imagine a rat-pit in full blast with twenty or thirty men
ranged around the rat tragedy, each with a canine under his

HOLD ROOM,

Till:

arm

all

yelling

"in

and howlm*

.111

I

AS

found

'f

I

in

aspect of thr (lold Room as
holder on his first entrain r.
the moil,

ron
a

railings

it

niely simple.

and an

good a

the outside world of the

indicator.

|

he

strikes the be-

The

furniture of

It

consists of

first

railing

is

high and ten feet in di
the center of the room.
In the interior,

about four feet

circle

i

placed exactly in
which represents the .spare devoted to rat killing in other
establishments, is a marble Cupid throwing up a
The artistic conception is not appropure Croton water.
\

Instead of

priate.

a

C'upid

throwing a

pearly fountain

have been a hungry Midas turning everything to gold and starving to death from inability
into the air there should

to eat

it.

"The

other railing

from the central one.

is

ducks' and 'dead beats,'
at the rat-pit but

the

first

a semicircle twenty or thirty feet
rail fences off the 'lame

This outer

men who have once been famous

have since been cleaned

essential of the

allowed to interfere with

out.
Solvency is
Nothing bog
the serious business in hand.

Gold Room.

Nevertheless these lame ducks and dead heats cannot keep
'

away from the place. Day after day they
come and range themselves along this iron
grating and look over at the rat-pit with the
strangest expression of intelligent vacancy and lot.
They seem to
despair that can be found out of purgatory.
be a part of the furniture of the room. While I was
there I did not see one of them move or speak, and
when they winked it was with much the same spirit that
an owl

at

midday lowers the

film

over his eye and

lifts

it

again.

"The indicator which is the third piece of furniture in
room (or the fourth if we count the 'dead beats', is a

the
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show

the changes in the market. It is something like an old-fashioned Dutch clock seven or eight feet
high, with an open space at the top disclosing three figures

of

mechanism

and a

to

fraction, as

141^,

entered.

ihe

The

which the market stood when
figures being

with a book on

I

slight

movements

it,

in

which are recorded all
hour and minute at

of the indicator with the

which each change takes place.

ment

movable a

manipulation will manifest any change in the
market.
Connected with the indicator is a

The indicator.

plain desk

at

The

floor of the establish-

a pavement with circular steps or terraces rising
Neat but not gaudy
from the centre to the circumference.
is

'

is

the general aspect of the premises.

'

Of course such an

institution could not exist without a telegraph office.

Ac-

one communicating with the Gold Room
cordingly
a
row
of
windows
by
through which dispatches are con-

we

find

stantly passing.

"Having given the external appearance of the concern we
now come to business. Three things are in demand, lungs,
note-books and pencils.

VVow-wow-wow, yah-yah-yah from
all at once and kept
from
night,
Monday till Saturday, is

twenty or thirty throats around the pit

going from morning till
what presents itself to the ear of the beholder.

The

voices

of the gentry around the circle are for the
most part tenori with now and then a falsetto

3y"

and a basso. I shall not soon forget a basso
who drew his breath at regular intervals
profondo
and announced his desires with a seriousness truly remarkable.
He was a thick-set man, with capacious chest, shaggy
head, keen eyes and rusty whiskers which curved upward
from his inferior maxillary bone in the most determined
in the ring

manner.

He

far over the

every time.

cocked his head on one
railing as possible

He

put

side, thrust his chin as

and made himself heard

in his B-rlat in
-regular

cadences

like the

A'<

trombone performi-r
drowning

for the

in

mill

.1

moment

all

H).M

pond. of a -.uminer
the liddles

.

i

r\.

the frog

com-

munity.

"Amon^

the faces constantly >\vin-in^ around the tin

It-

marked preponderance
Kradites, but they do
There are young N
not monopolize the business.
apparently not more than twenty-oil.
age, with
and
heek.-.
>hre\\d
and
wow-wowing
eyes,
downy
yah-yahing
there

a

is

\

i

;

each other across the railing and whisking

at
Trad "

their pencils with

phonographic speed.

ting the purchases

and

I'ut-

sales

together they
not unfrequently amount to one hundred million dollars
in a day.
In a few cases only is the gold actually delivered.
Halances are settled with gold certificates.
Hut they are not
will

with this slow-coach method of doing l>u^
must
needs have a Gold Clearing House where the
They
whole business of the room can be thrown into a hopper and
This
the differences ground out at one turn of the wheel.
satisfied

is now on
much.
very
"
Hut what does

project

the Gold
It

Room

course facilitate business

foot.

It will of

it all

amount to?

regulates

does not regulate but

I

had almost said that

the prices of the United SThe Gold Room
records them.

all
it

regulated by the outside world. Each
The Gold Room a
movement of t h e indicator is the resultant of
is itself

Record

ol

Fluc-

tuations in the

all

the forces at work in America, Europe,

and Australia which can possibly
It folthe value of United States currency.
lows that the operators in the Gold Room should be, at the
Asia,

same
ness

time, the best informed

men

in the country.

and the most

intelligent busi-

They must not only have

the best

and latest information, but they must be able to determine
at once what is the economic meaning and significance of
any given fact which may come to their knowledge. They
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must be able to resolve the most complicated problems in
If the
mental arithmetic without a moment's hesitation.
Secretary of the Treasury has decided upon a certain measure of financial policy, or the President a certain measure of
if there is a short corn crop or a Fenian
foreign policy
a
war
cloud in Europe, or a heavy immigration,
or
rebellion,
or a great oil discovery, or a change of the tariff or anything
;

which can affect the currency or the public credit they
must be able to melt down the mass and weigh the product
This is the work of Omniscience.
in terms of standard gold.
else

No man

Nor can the whole Gold Room do it
Now and then the
accurately at all times.

can do

UPSand
Downs

it.

P rices

run wildly up on a given state
and run down again as rapidly when

wil1

of facts

discovered that the facts are not producing the effect
which was generally expected by the operators. They are
pretty cool and accurate in their calculations, but the atmosit is

Room almost inevitably perverts a man's
and
A few
brings him to grief in the long run.
judgment
came
that
word
President
had
sent
a disJohnson
days ago
of
words
cable
to
Paris.
This
was
known
in
patch
5,000
by
the Gold Room before the dispatch had left the Washington
phere of the Gold

office, perhaps before it had left the State DepartGreat was the pow-wow in the Gold Room. Gold

telegraph

ment.

140^ to 143^. A Western merchant, who happened to be there, turned the matter over in his mind and
concluded that it did not make much difference what kind
rose from

of

a

dispatch had been

sent to

Europe.

He

reasoned

enough pleased with Andrew
to
follow
him into a foreign war,
Johnson
even if that were the purport of the dispatch.

that the people were not well

An Example.

He
him

called a broker to his side

and authorized

decline within three days, and he
operate
pocketed four thousand dollars by having at the moment a
to

for

a

THE

GO/./>

KOOM.
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more common sense, or a better acquaintance with the
temper of the American people, than the habitues of the
Gold Room.
"
remarked at the beginning that the Gold Room is a
great curiosity and that it furnishes a remarkable illu.st:
grain

1

of the capabilities of the human mind.
a cease ' ess j ang^, a whirlpool of

It

is

parently without order, without umpire, r<
Yet as it spins on, millions upon millions

ikeholder.
are

bought and sold, the prices of all goods, wares, merproduce, bonds, stocks and property generally

chandise,

throughout the country are marked up or down obediently

Gold Room.

to the indicator of the

understand each other and

How

these

nu-i

making mistake^
In
in the country you
office
mystery.
any large telegraph
will see twenty or thirty Morse instruments clicking together.
operator hears and understands his own instrument
avoid

:

even though he be ten feet from it, and he does not hear
any other. I have often paused to admire the scene in a
large telegraph office as a wonderful example of the perfectibility of the human ear, but in the Gold Room one must

not only discern separate sounds in the midst of dire conand record them accurately, but must have all his

fusion
wits

on the stretch

at.

once and yet preserve a perfect

equilibrium of judgment.
"

Now and then the noise flags and almost ceases. \Yhile
was there it ceased for a moment entirely. The smokers
placidly puffed their blue wreaths upward and the murmur
I

of the little fountain

became

audible.

In ten seconds

had broken loose again, wilder than
TheMrket
Market excited. said mv friend
before.
Kxcited.
James Iloyd, to whose politeness I was indebted for an introduction to the room, and almost immediu
ately the indicator rose from 141^ to 141*%lam

'

1

'

'
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that these twenty or thirty

MOX

men were

Y.

and that

the market,

when they exchanged yells a trifle mere vociferously than
usual the market was excited, struck me as so droll that I
These men
It was nevertheless true.
laughed heartily.
were the market and the market was excited. Some spark
of information had just come from some quarter of the globe
which warranted the belief that United States legal tender
notes were worth a small fraction less than they were ten
The Gold Room is as sensitive to news as

seconds before.

the thermo-electric pile is to heat.
"
There are two classes of operators in the

Gold

Room

commission men and speculators. The former buy and sell
With them it is heads I win, tails you lose.'
for others.
'

Their commission
temptation to do a

a certainty.
If they can resist the
business on their private account

is

little

make money. The speculators, as a rule, make none.
Rich to-day, poor to-morrow, is the rule with them. Those
who make money cannot get away. When a man makes a

they

million in the

Gold Room,

it is

as though he

a quart of sea-water to quench his thirst.
more.
So he stays and loses

had swallowed
He must have

it.

If

he loses

more than he has and cannot pay his differences, he must take his place at the outer
Even then he cannot drag himself away from the
evil genius of gambling has possession of him.
place.
It holds him fast.
Yonder,' said my companion, is a
railing.

The

'

'

young man who might have gone away with two million
dollars.
He was worth it once. He is now among the
"
dead beats," as poor as any of them. They have all been
rich in their time.'

I

looked over to the dead-beat apart-

ment, and saw a youth whose cast of countenance might
have inspired Tennyson to write the Lotus Eaters.' Such
mild and melancholy eyes, such an expression of fixed un'

certainty

and motionless unrest

it

would be hard

to find

Till-:

save in the Gold

'dead

Room

beats,' generally

it

CO/./) ftOOAf.

or in a lunatic
asylum.
might be said

Of the

'In the afternoon they came unto a land
In which it sectm-d al\v.i\s afternoon.
All round the coast the languid air did swoon,
athin-4 like

"

one that hath a weary dream

Applying to the Gold

Room

the rule of averages it
make money in the

stands to reason that nobody should
long run.

Buying and selling gold produces no wealth.

The miner

in California

adds

brings gold into the world.

to the stock of a useful
in the

The Real Trading wu

not in
cold, bat in

commodity.

Gold Room adds nothing

to

Out

it.

I!ut these
nothing nothing comes.
no t really buying and selling gold.

men

of

are

Gold

'

Greenbacks.

He-

Hut the broker

is

.

the only stable thing going. It is /// equiltbrio,
or so nearly thus that its fluctuations take place only through
long periods* of years. The men of the Gold Room are
Is any
buying and selling United States currency.
in
out
of
the
this?
made,
Certain!;,
thing
aggregate,
I
speak of the transactions as a whole of course, somebody

really

;

and somebody loses in nearly every transaction.
Sometimes an operator will have an extraordinary run of
luck, which induces him to believe that he knows everything.

gains

When he

reaches this point he

in
infallibility is fatal

the

is

lost.

The

idea of one's

Gold Room.

say that the Gold Room is not useful would be altoI
It is not only useful, but indispensable.
wrong.
should not wish any friend of mine to do much business in
it. but it must be
reco^ni/ed as a necessity of

"To
:

the timc>

The

tore'g" trade of thc counir>

could not be carried on without
of doing business
slid

into

it,

just as

it.

Its

method

was never invented by anybody.

men

slid into the practice of

using gold

K/-:/'KEst:xrA
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and silver for money. It has been found that the work can
be done more economically and expeditiously by the rat-pit
mode than by any other. If it could be done any faster or
rhcaper by the operators standing on their heads they would
probably do so."
During seventeen years the business of the country was

and was exregulated by the quotations of the Gold Room
The
raids
of
to
the
gamblers.
gold
posed
Gambling Raids,

most disastrous of these was the one known
as the Black Friday conspiracy, of September,
trade of the country at that time neces-

The export

1869.

A

sitated the selling of gold in advance of its delivery.
buyer of wheat or cotton for export would make his bargain

according to the price of gold to-day, but he would not get
If the price
his returns from abroad for two or four weeks.
of gold should

fall

meanwhile he would be a

loser.

So he

the gold which he expects to receive at the same time
that he buys the produce.
How can he sell what he does
sells

not yet have?
He gives an order to a broker
in the Gold Room and meanwhile puts up a
small margin as a guarantee against loss.

knows

He

that he will have the gold to deliver as soon as the

is shipped.
Therefore he cannot lose anything, even
Nor can the broker lose, since
gold advances in price.
he is protected by the margin, and has the right to call for

produce
if

more margin

if

need be.

If

the advance in gold

is

very

great and rapid, there

may be difficulty in putting up margin.
Banks and money-lenders may be frightened and refuse to
make advances, and failures may result in consequence, but

barring these exceptional cases, the exporter
are both protected in the manner described.

and

his broker

Mr. Jay Gould, who was at that time President of the
K.iihvay. and a daring speculator, conceived the idea of
all

the gold in the market

and compelling the "short"

/ //

buy of him, when their o.ntr.uts should ni
organized a clique of brokers, speculators and ammany
Hall politic i.ms, who siieeeeded by various devices and
by

sellers to

He

to

I

;iious pun liasc-, in carrying the price
up
162 in about twenty da\s. the greater part of

Black Friday.

th<

two days, September 32-24.

in

being

'

'hr

^|th \\as ftlwaya afterwards known as Hl.uk
As the -aim- pr..< red, d .1 pC ii many
Friday.

who were innocent of any connection with
were drawn into the Hame, and had their
wings burned off. About 250 persons and firms were caught
"short" of gold, who had no way of meeting their con
fluttering moths,

foreign

trade,

of

it

except by buying

Gould and

his party.

The game was

not without danger to the latt
everything depended on their ability to hold the price up,
while the victims were settling.
This was

accomplished by putting a broker

Room
broker was really a
of gold for the

Two Tammany
out of

office),

to

man

buy

all

of straw.

that

He

was

in

the

offered.

<;<ild

This

bought $60.000,000

Gould clique and then they repudiated him.
judges (who were soon afterwards kicked

issued orders putting the Gold K.xchange

I'.ank

hands of a receiver, and enjoining the creditors of the
Gould party from prosecuting claims against them, except in
those courts.
These proceedings had much the same
as the sudden appearance of a ti^er in a
Those who \\ere not in the m..n
sheepfold.
in the

ster's fangs were paralyzed with terror. Gould's
debtors had handed their pocket-books to him while the man

of straw
<.

hases.

was holding the price of gold up by tit tit ions purHis creditors were now tied h.ind and foot by in-

junctions and intimidated by the orders

..f

the

Tammany

Moreover, they had no means of knowing whjudges.
Gould was solvent or insolvent at that time.
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settle for much less than was due to
they were in a mood to
were has never
the
What
them.
profits of the conspirators
on
a
fabulous scale,
were
transactions
The
been divulged.

the gold clearings of Thursday, the 23d, being $325,000,000,
while those of Black Friday would have reached $500,000,000,

short by the Tammany judges.
they had not been cut
the
of
trade
the
country was convulsed. The
Meanwhile,
described
thus
were
by a Committee of Conconsequences
if

gress, of
"

which General Garfield was Chairman

Hundreds

of firms

engaged

:

in legitimate business

were

Importers of foreign
wholly ruined or seriously crippled.
at
the
for
were
mercy of gamblers and
many days
goods
General Effects
of Black Friday.

For many weeks the
suffered heavy losses.
was paralyzed,
b us ness o f the whole country
'
a vast volume of currency was drawn from the
j

great channels of industry and held in the grasp of the conThe foundations of business morality were rudely
spirators.

shaken, and the numerous defalcations that shortly followed
are clearly traceable to the mad spirit engendered by speculation."

Black Friday and

its evil consequences were due to the
bad currency and a fluctuating standard of
The Gold Room was at that time a necessity.

existence of a
value.

Business could not be carried on without

but

k

offered temptations

and

facilities

it,

for

gambling which could not be resisted; and this
was
more calamitous than any other, because the
gambling
prices of all commodities and securities were affected by it.
It was
only an exaggerated and glaring illustration of the
an unstable currency. Ex uno disce omnes.
the war came to an end in May, 1865, the price of
gold sank to 130, at which rate greenbacks were worth 77
cents per dollar.
It had been as high as 285 in July, 1864,
evils of

When

s

being then worth 36 cents.

The

difference be-

THR GOLD ROOM.
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tween these quotations may be

t.ik. n ;<>
represent changes
the public credit, or \.m-i,
and states of
the remind, dependent upon the \v.ir, wholly apart
siiuc
tin- i urn -m
of
the
was
no
circulation,
dundancy
y

in

I

mm

greater in volume at the one date than at the other.
In California the greenbacks never acquired a foothold

payments \\i-re resumed. This State had no
banks of issue and was entirely unfamiliar with paper money.
It was not without a >r\rrv
Struggle, howCalifornia Adever, that the gold standard was maintaitu-d.
until after specie

heres to the
Gold standard.

^ ne claims of loyalty were imported into the

controversy, and it was stoutly insisted by the
greenback party that unwillingness to use legal tender notes
was akin to treason. Their opponents replied that they

were entirely willing to use the notes

at

their actual

value,

but not at a higher value.
They contended that, except for
could
not be used at anything above
debts,
past
greenbacks
their actual value,

fluctuate in

currency.

because the prices of commodities would

some near proportion to the fluctuations of the
If taken for more than their actual value by

ignorant persons, such persons would be cheated.
to past debts they said that

it

In

r

would be unjust to pay

value than the parties had agreed

for.

less

1

is an advantage in studying the events in California
time because what happened there in plain si^ht and
rt
hearing took place on an immensely larger scale elsewlu

There

at this

.

but was, for the most part, drowned by the clamor of war.
There were no railways to the Pacific Coast at that time.

hence several months elapsed before any commercial

effects

On

the i;th of
a letter
Francisco
San
in
a
firm
published
1862,
September,
in the Alta California saying that they had been compelled

were produced by the

legal tender act.

"

alifonnu." in the Qtttrttrty
Legal Tender Notes in
Me
Journal of Economies, October, 1892, by Profeor Bernard
article

<

Rl-rXESKXTA 7Y/7-: MONEY.
many thousands of dollars in legal tender notes
which
for goods
they had bought for gold and had sold on
credit at gold prices.
They had tendered the
to receive

Early Embar-

no t e s to their employees in payment of wages.
but the latter had refused to receive them,
saving that the boarding houses, the butchers and the
"
For ourselves," said
grocers would not take them at par.
rassments.

the linn,

would

"

we^wish to maintain the government, but we
burden to fall equally on all classes."

like the

March 5, 1863, a victim of the legal tender law wrote to
the Evening Bulletin of San Francisco that he had lent
$10,000 in gold coin four years previously to a man in
Sacramento whose name he gave. The promissory note was
lodged at the banking house of D. O. Mills & Co. for collecThe borrower came to the bank and tendered $10,000
tion.
greenbacks as
were then worth

in
Severe Losses.

D. O. Mills

&

full

68

Co.

payment. Greenbacks
cents on the dollar.
refused

to

receive the

tendered greenbacks without the consent of the owner of the
note, and denounced the conduct of the debtor as unfair in
After a protracted dispute the creditor acthe
$10,000 in greenbacks and $1,000 in gold, rather
cepted
than enter upon a doubtful lawsuit.
His loss then was
the extreme.

$2,200, but as he kept the notes a few months,

*35 00

it

became

-

Business was thrown into confusion by the contrariety of
practice in different parts of the State with reference to
greenbacks.

Attempts were made

to

introduce the

gold

clause into promissory notes, invoices, and bills of sale, and
these were partially successful, but what could

ke done with accounts current, with telegraphic
orders and with retail trade conducted on
the credit system?

On

the 8th' of November,

1862, the

merchants of San Francisco entered into a written agree-

7V/.

ment not

to receive or

market value
also.

it

r

If

legal tend,

pay

notes except at

r

Country men h.mts were m.itcdto

in gold.

anybody

shoul,;

,,r

should

the otheis would dei lim- to have
any
This pi. in i-.uld not be
transactions with him.

the

business

.u;rei iiu-iil

made comprehensive enough
I'resi-ntU

to

meet the em-

a case got into court where

dered greenbacks for State

t

ixes,

fused to receive them.
Greenback! not
Leeal Tender (or
Taxes.

of
,.

t

.1

and the

The

he State decided that

,

and hence

debts,

th

i

u the

iti/i

n

had tenhad n

collector

Sup:.

\.

legal

tender law.

This view was evendid not apply t<> them.
tually sustained by the Supreme Court of the t'nited States.
The decision of the State court had a great influence on
local public opinion.

It

About

greenback men.

was collecting the

strengthened the hands of the antithis time the Federal Government

direct tax, which

had been levied on* the

The treasurer of CaliStates at the beginning of the war.
fornia collected it from the citizens in coin and paid the
Federal Government in

its

own

legal

tender not.

"Thi.s tr.i
the difference to the State treasury.
I'rof. Moses, "although the treasury saved by
sum of 524,260, was almost universally condemned."

it

the

In October, 1862, the Board of Supervisors of San Francisco adopted a resolution to pay the interest on city and

county bonds in gold coin and instructed their financial
York to advertise to that effect. This action likewise
.\

tended
I

RUe

strengthen the position of the anti-.^reer'
nary 12, 1863, resolutions were introduced in the
to

of the

Rate

of Interest.

to
Legislature asking the general government
..
f
the
the
(
from
-^if..,.,,^
c>XCt )t
op-

legal tender

jected because

be granted.

it

was

law.

The resolutions were

re-

evident that such a petition could not

The mover

of

them mentioned on

KKTRKSKXTATIVE MONEY.
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He

importance.

said that the rate of interest

had

risen

to double the customary rate because lenders were fearful
that no form of contract could prevent the payment of

greenbacks where gold had been promised.
This feeling had taken a powerful hold on the public
An agiHtion was started by the Daily Herald for a
mind.
law to enforce the payment of contracts in whatever kind of
the parties might agree for. The Legislature took up
the subject in earnest, and in April, 1863, passed a law to
this end, not mentioning gold, greenbacks, or any particular

money

kind of
Specific contract Law.

tj

This was known as
Law.
It provided
an action on a contract, or

money by name.
Contract

Specific

merely that in

payable in a specified kind of money
or currency the judgment should be payable in such money
The parties might stipulate for English soveror currency.
or
Spanish doubloons, or notes of the Bank of France,
eign's,
obligation, in writing,

as well as for

American

eagles,

would enforce the contracts

in

the law
or greenbacks
The act was
cases.
;

all

passed upon by the Supreme Court of the State the same
It was also held to be
year and pronounced constitutional.

Both
contracts made before its passage.
these doctrines were subsequently affirmed by
Sustained by the tne
Supreme Court of the United States, in
applicable

Supreme Court
of the u. s.

to

.

terms which implied that the Specific Contract
Law was superfluous. In other words, specific

The greenback party
it.
made an effort in the following year to repeal this law, but
the Chamber of Commerce of San Francisco issued a strong

contracts were enforceable without

address to the people against repeal, and the address
el

the

unanimous endorsement

of

the

The repealing bill
organizations of the city.
the Senate by 24 to 1 6, and that was the last of

re-

workingmen's
was tabled in
it.

From

this

time onward California enjoyed a stable standard of value.
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VII.

R

AFTER THE WAR.
THI
itor.

It

circulating among the people is a powerful
teaches either truth or falsehood.
Sometimes

the results of

its

false

teachings arc merely

more often they are
(lilbert Hamerton tells us

whimsical
Philip

;

disastrous.
that in that

part of France where he lived in 1875 the priests had lost
their influence with the peasants entirely as to secular affairs,

because, some years earlier, there had been an extensive
circulation of one-franc pieces, of light weight, hearing the
effigy

Pope Pius IX. These had been coined by the
mint and had rushed into France along with other

of

Roman

Italian coins when the I.atin Monetary I'nion was formed,
although the Papal States were not members of the I'nion.
Of course, that government had no rights under the treaty,

but the peasants lost two sous on every one of these pieces,
and they put the blame on the Pope and then on the \>as agents of the Pope.

So convinced were they of the intent
them that when the war of 1870

to defraud

A Modern

broke out thev believed that the Pope a Misted
Prussia, and that when the priests collei ted

Instance.

money for parochial purposes, they sent it to Prussia. One
of the consequences of this delusion was that all c uul;
for the Chamber of Deputies who were supported by the
were defeated by the votes of the peasants.'
was
say to these people that they ought not
to have taken the Roman coins and that they were them
It was useselves to blame for wlntt ver loss they suffered.
priests
It

i;

less to tell
1

them

that the

Round My House.
niicrton.

|>.

21

Pope had nothing

Life in
\

Kr.mce

in

to

do with the

Peace and War, by

PhBp

Rl-:rKESK. \TATIVE
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matter anyway.

MONEY.

They could not understand such arguments.

facts they could grasp were the Pope's effigy
the loss of the two sous.

The only
(

it

Hir legal

tender act taught people to believe

lies.

and

First

taught them that the government's bonds were payable

greenbacks.

In the act of 1862, authorizing these bonds,

in
it

was provided that the interest should be paid in coin. This
was designed^for the purpose of maintaining the purchasing
power of the greenbacks, which were fundable into bonds,

and of keeping up the price of the bonds
pying Bonds

both being thus linked with gold.
with Greenbacks. themselves,
But nothing was said about paying the prin-

nobody had then imagined that the
government could pay one debt with another. The legal
cipal in 'coin, because

"

lawful
however, said that the notes should be
money and a legal tender in payment of all debts public and

tender

act,

private within the United States except duties on imports
and interest as aforesaid." These words being printed on

the greenbacks had the same misleading effect as the Pope's
effigy on the Roman francs.

Soon after the passage of the act the solecism was noticed
by some people, but as it is not the custom of Congress to
settle disputes till they become dangerous, nothing was done.
It .was distinctly perceived, however, that the
ambiguity might have a bad effect on future
loans.
So when the next bill was passed for

borrowing money (that of March 3, 1863), it was provided
that both the principal and interest of the bonds issued
should be paid in coin.
Thus the germ of a dangerous and protracted controversy was laid.
On the first of January, 1863, an old debt of the govern-

under

it

ment, contracted in 1841, for $3,000,000 became due, and
Secretary Chase paid
tatives

it

in gold.

The House

of Represen-

had previously asked him by resolution (December

AfTKK
what kiml

i

tlic

I

until

lu-

said ij.inu.iry
in

to

urilct

good.
conspicuous service.
.statement tint

\\'AK.

money he intended

of

answer

TV/A'

had
;

kl

.n

'

l

)

'I

p.iy

tually paid

that

.

t<.

II.

pott*

H.-

then

he had p.ud

lllt

'

IP

it

g"VrMimrnt\

Mr. Chase her.

Soon afterwards In5-20 bonds issued under

credit

his country a

I

a

m.id.-

public

'

tin.-

mere declara-

1-ayable in coin also; but, of course-, ln>
tion could not bind

tin-

government.

The policy of paying the 5-20 bonds

made

it

it

in

greenbacks was

a political i.ssue by (General Butler in the Kepui

camp, and by George H. Pendleton

in

the D<

um

r.ui.

mediately after the close of the war.

im-

.

Tin

\

man >

"ther politicians advanced the fantastic conceit that the government could pay
anc '

first piece of paper with a second one.
If it could do
then as Professor Newcomb said, it could pay the second
2
So by a game of see saw or thimblepiece with the first.

the
so,

\>
ig the whole debt could be paid without taxation
other governments could rightfully do what we could, all
I'.ut there
national debts might be settled in a twinkling.

all

would be no need of taking the trouble
terest-bearing

bond

for

to ex<

h.m^e an

a non-interest-bearing note.

in-

The

whole debt could be cancelled by simply passing a lav.
ing "all bonds of the United States are legal tender and
shall cease to bear interest after the passage of this act."

that could be called fining the debt what

ating

If

would be repudi-

it ?

Hoth Butler
over this question.
connational
and Pendleton were beaten in their respective
The
ventions in 1868, but in different ways
Republican

There was

>r>ds

a hot battle

redeemable

-I-iii.iiui.il

in

in five years an<l |>.iy..M.
Policy during the Southern Rcl..!!

twenty

yr.
-">"
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i

I

Convention discountenanced
of the

bonds

Campaign

of

in

1

'E

its

MONE Y.
platform the payment

The Democratic Convention

in

greenbacks.
favored it, but rejected Mr. Pendleton as a
candidate for the Presidency, and nominated

Horatio Seymour, who was strongly opposed

The Republicans carried the election, and
soon thereafter (March 18, 1869) Congress passed an act
declaring that --all government obligations were payable in

to that policy.

coin unless the law under which they were issued expressly
provided for some other payment.

This did not put an end to the controversy, however.
It continued to serve as
fight was long and bitter.

The

stage thunder even after the resumption of specie payments.
Its last public appearance was in a speech of Senator Beck,

Kentucky, delivered in the Senate, December 21, 1885.
In this speech great stress was laid on the fact that the back
of each note bore a printed statement saying that it was

of

public and private, except
and interest on the public
buj the face of the n()te said>

legal tender for all payments,

duties on imports

What
Dollar

is

a

debt

True

.

^

.

"The United States will pay the
What is a dollar? Certainly it is

bearer

not a greenIt
back, because that expressly promises to pay a dollar.
cannot promise to pay another greenback. That would be
dollars."

In the case of

too absurd.

Bank

vs.

Supervisors (7 Wal-

lace 26), the Supreme Court of the United States held that
the greenback was a promise to pay coined dollars.

Another

Can the Government make

Money?

born with the greenback, was that the
government could make money. If it could
make money people said that it ought to. Does

false idea

not tne

government

the people?

exist for the benefit of

the benefit of the people
to have plenty of money, because the more of it a man has,
the more comforts he can enjoy.
This idea led to the pasIt is for

AFTKK

Till-

K
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i^~\. which

was vetoed l>\
an
increase of only
provided
iln- aiii..ui,'
$44,000,000 of greenbacks.
by Sec reM.( ulloch,
hut it lontained tin- whole
principle of

sage of

Intl. in.

tin-

adding

lo

.11

The

k-nt (Irani.

Hill

<>f

hill

f<.r

irredeemable currency,

.in

in

lime of

1

peace.

was quile right in s.ning th.it
"jf
n practice the measure should fail to
create the abundance of circulation expected
I'll

President Grant
vetoes the In-

sideni (Irani
j

flation Bill.

of

it,

the friends of the measure,
particularly

those out of Congress, would clamor for such inflation as
His veto of this measure
would give the expected relief."
the praise that has been bestowed upon

is

worthy of

It

practically killed

all

greenback

inflation,

although

it.

a hot battle

wa> fought over it at the polls the follow!;
The
center of this engagement was in the State of Ohio, where
the Democrats had declared in their platform that the
amount of money ought to be made "equal to the wants of
This sophism was slain by Carl Schurz in a speech
trade."
at

(

which decided the campaign.
to the wants of trade" means the
anybody in trade, unless we have a heavenly

incinnati,

The phrase "equal
wants of

oracle to
Equal to the

wants

of

Trade."

tell

us what those wants are.

It

also

requires measures to put the person in possesslon

*

what he wants.

Since

all

must be

follows that everybody must
be served with greenbacks at the public treasury till he says
he has enough. To give everybody all the greenbacks he
treated alike,

it

wants would give nobody an advantage, except by canceling
Therefore an act of Congress canceling all
past debts.
debts would accomplish tlt<- s une end more expeditiously.

The

Inflation Bill having

been a Republican measure and

Of this $44,000.000 the sum of $26,000,000 had already been reissued by Secretary Richardson without authority of law, if not to violation of it, in a vain attempt to stay the panic of
1
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'

vetoed by a Republican President, the party was left in the
It lost the elections of 1874 by heavy majorities.
lurch.
It
was necessary to face the other way at once. On the

December, the Senate Committee on Finance reported
a bill providing for the resumption of specie
ptlon Act
payments on the first of January, 1879. It

2 ist of

*e"

was passed on the following day by 32 to 14.
was taken irp in the House on the 7th of January and
It authorized the
passed the same day by 124 to 107.
to
sell bonds without limit, in
the
of
Treasury
Secretary
It

order to obtain the necessary coin. The sum of $95,500,000
in gold was obtained by Secretary Sherman in this way in

1877 and 1878, at the rate of $5,000,000 per month by a
contract with a syndicate of bankers of whom the Rothschilds
were the most important members. The syndicate promised
to

do

all

in their

power outside of the contract

to

promote

resumption by controlling the movement of gold in favor of
the United States, and there is evidence that they did
control

it

to

some

extent.

When

the day ap-

pointed for resumption arrived the Treasury
held upwards of $133,000,000 of gold and
there was no premium on it in the market.
In fact green-

backs were

Gold

at

The
par on the i7th of December, 1878.
following day and never reopened.

Room was closed the

No gold was drawn from the Treasury on Resumption day
and only $11,000,000 during the year.
>id the Resumption Act cause the advance of the
greenback to par ? That it was capable of doing so and that in
the hands of an energetic finance minister (as Mr. Sherman
was) it must have done so, there is no doubt. Provided the
credit of the United States was good and the country's inI

drawn from the
His authority to
time or amount.

dustries fairly prosperous, he could have
world's stock of gold any required sum.
sell

bonds was not limited as

to

APTKK
The

Till-.

.

r\ents, however, shows that tin- k< sumpwas not the most potent factor in bringing the
(iold took a decided turn downward at
gret-nb.u Us t-> p.ii
tin- mil of
At this
1870, reaching no,'4 in December.
time there was no movement in Congress, or anywhere, for
foursi- of

tion Aft

It has been shown in a former
specie resumption.
chapter
in
a
that,
country having an irredeemable currency, its value

is

in

indicated by the foreign exchanges.

In August. 1869, $100
would
American
buy
goods and produce whit h
greenbacks
would sell for .15 in England, or the cquiv-

Grtdaai Rise of
a i ent o f about $75 gold.
In December, 1870,
the Greenback in
same
tne
$100 greenbacks would buy Amerithe Seventies

can goods that would sell for .18, or about
of instruments of exchange was the
$90 gold.
same at both periods, but the demand for them was greater

The supply

at the

second period than

at the first.

For

this reason they

value to the extent of about

Begained
15 per cent.
tween 1870 and 1879, there were ups and downs, the value
of the greenback being measured at all times by its purchasin

The passage of
ing power in American exportable goods.
the Resumption Act in January, 1875, did not lower the
It was decidedly higher that year than it
gold quotation.
in the previous one, the maximum of 1874 being
The explanation is that
in 1875 it was 117,'.:.
while
13?4
there was a greater demand for instruments of exchange

had been
1

former year than in the latter. Consequently they
would buy more goods per dollar and therefore more gold.
In the latter part of 1876, the gold quotation fell as low

in the

as 107, greenbacks being now worth 93 cents per dollar.
In 1877 there was a sl w DUt stea dy rise of the greenback.
The bond syndicate was now at work and the Trrasury was

At the end of the year
receiving the $5,000,000 monthly.
This movement continued
the gold quotation was 102'...
the following year till December 17, when the gold premium
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of New York now took
disappeared altogether. The banks
an important step by discontinuing special gold accounts
with their customers, and receiving deposits
Great Importa-

O nly as

Business

"dollars."

The demand

now became

more instruments of exchange continued during 1880 and
and resulted in an importation of $175,000,000 gold
1 88 1,
in those two years.
\Yhen the Resumption Act passed, very few persons, in
i^soand^ssi!

ver y active.

for

Congress or out, believed that it would accomplish the
It was looked upon as a political manoeuvre and
object.

brutum ftilmen. As the time approached, and it became
evident that resumption would take place, Congress became
alarmed at the prospect, and began to ask what would
become of the dear greenbacks after they
Greenbacks

redeemed.

Reissued.

Should they
be retired and
*

A bill to prevent their retirement and to provide for their reissue was passed in the
House without debate. In the Senate Mr. Bayard moved
cancelled, or not?

an amendment, that notes redeemed and reissued should
This was rejected
not be legal tender between individuals.

by a vote of 18 to 42, and the bill was passed as
from the House. It is the act of May 31, 1878.

CHAPTER

it

came

VIII.

SILVER DOLLARS.
OUR

silver legislation followed closely

upon the heels of
was part and parcel of
t ^ie demand f r cheap dollars and more of
them. In 1876 silver had fallen in price about
This was better than nothing to the beaten
They looked at the law, and found that the

the Inflation
C

nation Bill

ten per cent.
inflationists.

Bill.

It

//
silver dollai,

the only legal tender

been abolished by an act
th.u those of them wh

fA'.s

<

om

of that mcta!

passed in 1873. and
Members of Congressatth.it
So they said that they had
tinu- h.ul \.>t.-il for it.
trii-ked and deceived, th.it this act of 1873 was a cons|
against the debtor class, and tlj.it it was passed in a clandestine manner. They declared that this was a great wrong.

Many

people

who had no

ss,

:

particular interest to be served

by

Some
thought that a wrong had been done.
of them thought that the wrong had been done to silver
inflation really

itself.

One of the phrases in common use was and is that we
ought not to discriminate against either metal. This passed
for a very sound maxim and has probably led more people
astray than any other catch-word in the whole contro\
It was easy to persuade the unthinking that it applied with
But
the same force to gold and silver as to human beings.

obviously

it

human

are

C ncep~
!'

does not apply to gold and silver unless they
If they are merely metals it is quite
proper to discriminate between them. The
power to discriminate between things more or

beings.

what distinguishes men from
Mankind has been discriminating between good
brutes.
kinds of money and bad kinds from the dawn of history.
less useful

is

Another very misleading phrase

in

common

use

"

is

free

Still another is the phrase "dollar of the father-,."
silver."
implying that the fathers of the present generation had great
'

1

the

You can stand on the comer of any street on the Strand and ak
100 men of all grades of intelligence who pass to explain what
silver' means, and 90 will tell you honestly that they know nothing

first

'free

about

it.

Vet the words 'free silver' sound

they are not opposed to accepting
nothing."
22, 1894.

Letter

..f

Mr

...

some

^caly in

G,i.

of

well.
it

if

A

few of them
v

*jr

them for
ft***, October

offered t>
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attachment to the silver

dollar,

MONEY.

whereas they discarded

it

with deliberation in 1834.

Under the
was

influence of such crude conceptions a Congress

elected in

1876 which was understood to be pledged to
how it should be done

restore the dollar of the fathers, but

The House passed a bill
for the coinage of silver
Bland
Mr.
by
orrthe same terms as gold and at the ratio of
This
the market ratio at that time being 18 to i.
was not

Bland BUI.

1

6 to

i,

clear.

offered

would have been remonetization.
The Senate, on motion of Mr. Allison, amended the

bill

by providing that the government should buy not less than
two million dollars' worth and not more than
Allison

Amend-

four million

ment.

dollars'

worth of

each month and coin
these to be

full

would belong

it

silver bullion

into silver dollars,

money. The resulting coins
government, and might be sold to in-

legal tender

to the

dividuals, or paid out for debts, or for subsequent purchases

of silver bullion.

In every case they would be used at par,

so that there would be a gain to the government upon all
the coins worked off.
Thus, if a given amount of bullion
cost the government $10,000 and if 11,000 silver dollars

were produced from it and sold to the public, or paid out at
par, then so long as they remained in circulation the govern-

ment made a
to defeat

profit of $1,000.

This fact was made use of

Mr. Eland's free coinage

bill.

The advocates

of

the Allison substitute said that the

government ought to
make this profit instead of private individuals. This seemed
plausible and it was generally approved, but it was as
absolute a defeat

of

the

remonetization

of

had been
The Allison bill was vetoed
wholly rejected.
by President Hayes, but was passed over his veto and became a law February 28, 1878. Three unsuccessful attempts
silver

as

tnou S n the

Bland

bill

S/L

/'//' /><>/././

were made Mil-c|uently
^>ril

8,

in

tin-

201

/'.s

IIni-i-

1886, June 25,

t<

pass s

March

1890, .mtl

24, is
lison bill

settled

million

was passed the "frinuK

of

silver"

down to the quiet and joyful contemplation of two
new dollars dropping from the Mint every month,

not observing that this institution consumed two million
Here were two
gold dollars or thereabouts in the process.
The Mint, regarded as
operations going on side by side.

a

manufacturing establishment, was buying bullion

selling coins, crediting itself with the seigniorage,

and

i.e.,

the

difference between the raw material and the

The
number

a certain
tor

This was one operation.
product.
other consisted of a people who needed

finished

Seimiorace.

the

of instruments of exchange called dotof their daily business.
These

transaction

instruments they paid for with their labor and their property
100 cents per dollar. Obviously they could
Gold value will
have whichever metal they preferred.
at the rate of

How

it

worked,

But the
always bring gold, ex ri termini.
silver dollars would not circulate abroad, while

So the gold ones \\vnt
the gold ones would.
abroad, or (which is the same thing) staid abroad, whereas
they would have come here to meet a demand for instruthere was a deficiency.
Thus the Allison bill did not

ments of exchange
other operation.

This

if

is

the

make money

although it seemed to do so.
The bill was a concession to misguided public opinion,
and was the least mischievous measure that was possible

more

plentiful,

at that time.

A"Pi*Aller."

and cents

good

faith.

it

Allison

bill

was

Kither the Bland
inevitable.

The

bill

latter

or the
\v

in dollars
preferable, for ahh<u-h expensive
n.ui>n's
ami
the
staml.inl
the
gold
preserved
It

was what the French

call a //>

<t//fr.

It

was

REPRESENTATIVE MONEY.
The whole
necessary to take that or something worse.
number of dollars coined under the operation of the Allison
act

Of these about $57,000,000 entered
form and the remainder as

was $378,166,793.

into circulation in their metallic

law authorizing any holder of the doldeposit them in the Treasury and receive certificates
The certificates are not legal tender,
of deposit therefor.
silver certificates, the
lars to

but are receivable for
In the

gave the

them

all

public dues.

summer of 1890 circumstances of a political sort
silver men a majority of the Senate and enabled

to pass a free coinage bill

The House, June

25, refused

to

in

that body,

June

17.

concur, and a Conference

Committee was appointed, which reported the Sherman bill
which was passed July 14.
This measure

so-called,

provided that the Secretary of the Treasury should buy
4,500,000 ounces of silver bullion each month at the market
value thereof, and pay for the same with treasury notes,
"
and that
upon the demand of the holder of

any of the treasury notes herein provided for,
the Secretary of the Treasury shall, under
such regulations as he may prescribe, redeem such notes in
gold or silver coin at his discretion, it being the established
policy of the United States to maintain the two metals on a
parity with each other upon the present legal ratio or such
ratio as may be provided by law."
The treasury notes

were declared to be

"

legal tender in

public or private, except
in the contract."

payment of all debts,
where otherwise expressly stipulated

This meant that the Secretary should buy

silver bullion,

it, and redeem the notes in gold the next
minute if asked to do so. This was the same thing as payThe amount of silver to be bought under
ing gold for it.
the Sherman law was almost double the amount under the

give his notes for

Allison law, but in return for this concession the provision

.V//./7-A"

contained in the

tin-

polity

lu tetofore

h.is

aml lhc

/A'.S

was secured.

^e

I

merely to declare what
lar

/>'//

'

ll

" ILir

at
l

but

in

it

reality

i*

and

/>.. to

been,

s Ivrr

This purjx.tt>

the government

i

keep the gold dolMr iih-.uh other;

established that

jx.li.

our history.
It is not
sttictly a iorm.
laid upon the Secretary of the Treasury, but it is a guide-

the

first

time

in

post which he cannot safely disregard.
There was a large advance in the price of silver concurrently with the passage of this act. due to speculative purThe price in New York
cluses. but it was only temporary.
on the first of July, 1890, was $1.04 per ounce. On the iQth

At the beginning of SepAugust it had risen to M.JI.
at
and
the
end of December it was
it
to
tember
fall,
began
of

down a-ain

to $1.04.

had exhausted

tion

ounces

The explanation

11

States

alone

of the

million

silver

Callv

vetoed the Allison

is in

substance the
att.u k

It

>

bill.

bill
>s

President

altogether.

President

Hayes had

Political considerations,

Sherman

hov.

All the silver legislation

prevailed over financial ones.
to the repeal of the

act

was another Hank

was the smallest concession to the
men short of free coinage that was politThe House mi ht indeed
P ssible

popular errors.

""" 1

It

have rejected the
Harrison might have vetoed it,

It

four

increasing

Sherman

that of the Allison act.

'

AllVr

the speculato increased production,

fall in price, after

was due

in the year.

same as
upon

itself,

the United

that of

The

act

U

in

down

this

explainable
way.
\n\
has been a fencing-match of political parties
will be disreason
a
financial
seeks
who
body

appointed.
of

It is

government

part and parcel of our scheme
that the multitude must de-

cide intricate questions of finance which they do not understand, and where a mistake may produce appalling coo-
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There are few statesmen bold enough to
sequences.
confront popular errors squarely.
Fortunately, President
(

'K-veland

is

one of these, and his example shows that such

boldness does not go unrewarded.

The Sherman

act provided that the coining of silver dolshould continue at the rate of 2,000,000 ounces per
month until July i, 1891, and that coining should then

lars

Under this
cease, the bullion being stored in the Treasury.
law 168,000,000 ounces of silver were bought, of which
28,000,000 ounces were coined, producing 36,000,000 doland $156,000,000 of Treasury notes were issued. 1

lars,

When

the Allison act was passed in 1878 its opponents
predicted that sooner or later it would cause

Panic Predicted,

a financial panic.
They said that since the
metallic value of the silver dollars was not

equal to the face value they were simply a

new kind

of fiat

At the meeting (October, 1894) of the American Bankers' AssociHon. A. B. Hepburn presented the following statistical information, which he had obtained from the Bureau of the Mint
1

ation,

:

1.

2.
3.
.}.

Total coinage of silver dollars underact of P'ebruary
28, 1878
Total cost of silver bullion used in such coinage

$378,166,793
.

.

Seigniorage or apparent profit
Bullion value of silver used in such coinage at present

market price
5.

6.
7

.

S.

308,279,261
69,887,531

186,207,289

Difference between actual cost and bullion value at
present market price
Bullion purchased under act of July 14, 1890, cost
Market value of such bullion at present market price
.

Depreciation of value in same-

The
Cost

122,071,972

155,981,002
107,832,037

48,098,965

loss to the people is the

fth

'

Sll

Legislation.
silver that

whole cost of the bullion purchased
unc er the two acts, viz., $464,260,263, since nothing
can ^e done with it except to bury it underground, and
since it is the government's credit and not the buried

promotes the circulation of the notes and certificates. Tt is
most expensive form of fiat money.

avy tn see that silver dollars are the

.%//./>: A' /''/./.. -I A'.Y

they should become redundant
like the ^
they would act like any other hat money
Ihcre
backs at ill-- beginning of ilu- war. t..i example.
id

would then

v

that

IK-

a

'idard of value, gradual,
rue prophecy, but the fulfill-

II.
perhaps, but Mire.
nu-nt was Ion- delayed.

The demand for more instruments of exchange, which had
contributed so powerfully to bring the greenbacks to par,
This demand happened to coincide with a
continued.
shrinkage of the volume of national bank notes due to the
-ion of the public debt and to a rapid advar.
the price of the national bonds, which made it profitable for
the banks to retire their circulation and sell their bonds.
(

)ne

hundred and sixty-eight million dollars of the bank

notes were retired between November, 1882, and February,
The output
1890, />., in seven years and three months.
of silver dollars only kept pace with this shrinkage, or little
So long as this condition lasted there
more.
But Delayed.

would be no excess of instruments of

The new

ex-

dollars were merely
Hut this
another set of causes.

change.

.silver

vacuum created by
was a silent operation. The

Ailing a

public could not understand
and
no mischief came fiotn the
rolled
on
as
it,
years
the
of
silver
dollars,
predictions of panic fell under
coining

and

so,

popular ridicule.
The Sherman
in

act,

form, and in the

same nature:

it

although differing from the Allison act

amount

provided

into the circulation.

Export*.

,.f

tiat

predictions of disaster wer.
and
gained more attention.

they

act proc| uce d a verv unf.u orable effect

The

money

The

renewed
Heavy Gold

was of the

of silver purchased,

for a larger injection

year

1891

saw the

largest

The

a!

e\|*>:

of gold in our history, being upwards of seventy millions in six months, nearly all of which was taken out of the
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Treasury within one year after the passage of the Sherman
act
In 1882 Congress had, in a roundabout way, established
a fund of $100,000,000 gold as a special reserve for the re-

demption of greenbacks. A bill to amend the National
Bank act was then under consideration in the
The $100,000,000
Gold Reserve.

A

$ enate

to gold certificates
section relating
*>

of deposit was embraced

in

of June, in that year, Senator Aldrich
ment to it in these words

it.

On

the 2ist

moved an amend-

:

"Provided that the Secretary of the Treasury may, in his
discretion, suspend the issue of such certificates whenever
the

amount

of gold coin

and gold bullion

available for the redemption of United

in the

Treasury

States notes falls

below $100,000,000."

The object of this amendment, as explained in debate,
was to prevent the holders of greenbacks from drawing gold
from the Treasury, redepositing it there, and taking gold
certificates for it, all at one operation, thus possessing themselves perhaps of all the gold in the Treasury and at the
same time using the government's vaults as a free safe
Senator Allison remarked, while this amenddepository.
ment was under consideration, that "thus far there had been
no absolute definition of what the reserve fund should
amount to." In order to supply such a definiEstabHshed

t'

on Senator Ingalls moved to substitute the

word "reserved" for the word "available" in
Mr. Aldrich's amendment. This was agreed to.
Senator

moved to amend further "by striking out that
the
portion
proviso which gives the Secretary of the
discretion
to infringe on the fund, by inserting the
Treasury
word 'shall.' I wish (he said) to make the language more
Ingalls then
of

'

That the Secretary of the Treasury
"
shutI suspend the issue of such
This
gold certificates.'
specific so as to read

:

S//
iras accepted,

was agreed

and then the

//.//'A.

Aldrii h

amendment

as

amended

without a division, .md the House concurred.
Mr.
C. N. Jordan, tin
u asurer of the United
Accordingly
iian-es m th<- M thod of
in adopting
stating
t<>

1

<

.

the

^

public debt

in

1885,

put the sum of
"
fund as
re

in a separate

$ioo,ooo,ooo gold
<d for the redemption of I'm;

SUtemeia

month after month and year
in
rixed
the public: mind that this
became
year,
amount of gold was set apart for this particular purpose.
There can be no doubt that such was the intention oi
gress, although the language might have been more explicit.
This being repeated

after

it

The year 1892 passed

without any great trouble, but a
very uneasy feeling prevailed at the beginning of 1893.
There was a renewal of gold exports on a large scale. There

had been a change

of administration at Washington.

The

new Secretary

of the Treasury, Mr. Carlisle, apparently
entertained doubts whether the $100,000.000 gold accumulated in

1877-78 for the redemption of greenbacks could be

The excess in the
any other purpose.
now
was
over
the
$100,000,000
very small and
Treasury
lawfully used for

was

A telegram was
from day to day.
sent to the press from Washington on the
i8th of April, implying that when this excess

diminishing

Panic of 1893.

should be exhausted the treasury notes issued
under the Sherman act would no longer be redeemed in
The telegram was contradicted the next day and
gold.
the announcement was made by Mr. Carlisle himself that
all circumtreasury notes would be redeemed in gold under
stances, but in the feverish state of the public mind, tin-

bad impression remained. It was intensified a
later when
the Treasury statement showed less than
$100,000,000 gold on hand, for the first time since 1878.
On the 26th of June the news came that the government
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had demonetized silver, the price of which fell from
Even before this
$0.82 to $0.67 per ounce in three days.

of India

event public opinion, as voiced in the press,

had become very emphatic that silver legislation was at the bottom of the trouble and that
the Sherman act ought to be repealed.
When the news from India came the demand for an extra
Action of India,

session of Congress for this purpose

became overwhelming

and President Cleveland called
of

Aug ust

-

A

bi]1

it

for the 7th

to re P eal the Purchasing

clause of that act passed the House by a vote
In the Senate
of 239 to 1 08 on the 2ist of that month.
lack
a
due
to
the
of
there was
any rule for terlong delay
It seemed at one time as though the
was
on
of some great change in consequence
the
eve
country

minating debate.

of the revolutionary conduct of certain senators in refusing
to allow a vote to be taken.
After a struggle of two months

and when the tension had become really appalling it was
announced that a compromise had been agreed upon, by
virtue of which the hostile Democrats would allow a vote to
be taken. The next day it was announced authoritatively
that President Cleveland would not be a party to any comThis meant that he would veto the compromise if
promise.
in
which case the whole work must be done over
passed,
Then
the filibustering Democrats announced to the
again.
Republicans from the silver-mining states that they could
hold out no longer and that a vote must be taken. There
had never been a doubt as to how the vote would stand if it
could be reached.

It

was taken on the 3oth

of Oct ber, yeas 43, nays 32.
It was one of
the fortunate incidents in our career as a

nation that Mr. Cleveland was president at this juncture.
No Republican president could have moved the Democratic

majority of Congress to pass that

bill.

No

other

A//

I

)emot

done

rat,

who was

//,'

/>(>//

.

within thr ran-e

t

choice, would

so.

evident that the country had a
sufficiency of ii
i.mge in the summer of 1X90 before thr Slur

is

It

memman act was

be as easy to

1"

SJ5J5JJ
July

I

i

If there were still a v.u uum it would
passed.
it with ^old as with silver, but in fact we
till

exported during the operation of the Sherman
'"-I about ta
many gold dollars as we obtained

of silver ones, the output of
treasury notes to
1893, being $140,661,694 and the net export of
during the same time $141,017,158. Our history
st.

gold
teaches that whenever there

is

an excess of instruments of

exchange one of two things will happen. If they are of
gold, or redeemable in gold, there will be an outflow of the
If not, there will be depreciation of the whole mass.
surplus.
has been argued that if the panic of 1893 had been
caused by silver, people would have drawn gold from the
It

banks

first,

money

whereas they drew any and every kind of paper

in preference.

Those who predicted

a panic in con-

sequence of silver legislation did not predict that people
would act rationally when it came, but their action was not
as irrational as it seemed.
There was a stampede. People
clutched at the means of payment, and they took what was
most easily handled.
The important question is, what
caused the stampede ? The genesis of panics is not always

make out, but I can perceive no cause in this case
the
fear of a change in the standard of value.
except
the
causes contributing to this fear was a large
Among
easy to

deficiency of public revenue, pointing to the
necessitv of using the gold reserve soon for

ATreatnry
Deficit

and

its

Consequences.

daily

expenses.
in

it.

in

People anticipated

advance of any

real

this by
need of

drawing gold
This was especially true of the holders of foreign capital
the United States.
They presented legal tender n<>'
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the sub-treasury, took gold and sent it abroad.
to meet
ury then used the legal tender notes

The
its

Treas-

expenses,

thus complying with the terms of the law, but really paying
a part of its ordinary disbursements out of the gold reserve.
The reserve had fallen below
It could not do otherwise.
the conventional $100,000,000 in April, 1893, and
to $65,000,000 the following January.
It was now necessary to do something

it

shrank

decisive.

The

President and the Secretary had asked Congress to provide
for the emergency, but that body had neglected
i*ss of Gold in
to do SQ Under the Resumption Act of 1875,
the Secretary had power to sell any one of
three classes of bonds for the purpose of beginning and
continuing the redemption of United States notes. Another
1
law, not noticed at the time, gave him power to buy coin at
his discretion,

law.

Under

and pay

for

it

the Act of 1875,

with any bonds authorized by
e Secretary advertised the

^

$50,000,000 of 5 per cent bonds to
en years and to be sold at the rate of
$117.223 gold for each $100, thus making the

sale of
Sales of Bonds
for Greenback

Redemption.

run

t

.

rate of interest equal to 3 per cent.
There
was no application for any considerable amount of the
bonds until the last day, when a group of New York bankers
subscribed for the whole lot at the price named.
Payment

being made, the gold

in the

Treasury rose to $106,000,000

in February, 1894.

As the same causes were still at work the same effects
were produced. The drain continued. In July the stock
was reduced to $55,000,000. From this point
ineffectual.

there was a rise to $61,000,000 in October.
A second loan was made in November of the

same amount as

The

before.

public were now thoroughly alarmed on both sides of
1

See page

1

56.

.V//./7.A'

the water.

The

DOLLARS

ability of tin-

i\\

government

to continue

paymentN u i- generally called in question for the rirst
The gold rcceue.l t..r the second
since Janu.iry. 1*70.
$50,000,000 of bonds disappeared
sand.

The

reserve

like w.iu-r
fell

to

poured on the

$44,000,000 in

There was a "run" on the
January. 1895.
for
the
first time, and gold was
Treasury
paid
out at the rate of $3,000,000 per day and would have gone
much faster had not the banks refused to open sj
Panic of 1895.

$33,000,000 was taken out
was not wanted for exportation. Something else must
be done than to sell bonds in job lots, since the public were
in a frame of mind to present for redemption
every green
back and Treasury note outstanding. Nothing could *t<.p

accounts with their customers.
that

except evidence that the foreign demand for gold had
come to an end. It did come to an end early
Bond Syndicate
in FeDruary>
A financial achievement hail
this

of

February.

been effected, without a parallel in our history
and equaled only by the quelling of the Baring panic in
1890 by the London syndicate, with the Bank of England at
A contract had been made between the Secretary
its head.
of the Treasury and a syndicate of bankers in New York

and London

for the purchase by the former of 3,500,000
ounces of gold coin equal to $65,117,500 (at least one half
to be obtained from Europe) to be paid for with 4 pet
30-year bonds, to be taken at such a premium as should yield
3^ per cent interest per annum. The amount of bonds

was $62,317,500, and the price received by the government was 104.49. These bonds were authorized by the
Act of July 14, 1870, and were made payable in "i
the only coin then known to American commercial usage
Doubts having been raised by being gold coin.
agitators, in and out of Congress, touching the ambigu
the

word

coin,

and these doubts having considerable

in-
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fluence abroad, the syndicate offered to accept 3 per cent
interest instead of 3^, if Congress would within ten days
make these bonds specifically payable in gold. President

Cleveland sent the contract to the House and recommended

would save about
bonds have to
run.
The House debated this very simple proposition two
days and then-rejected it (February i4th) by yeas 120,
that

change be made, since

this

$16,174,770

in

it

interest during the time the

nays 167.

The most important
clause,

which was

part of the contract

in these

words

"
:

was the

fifth

In consideration of the

purchase of such coin, the parties of the second part and
hereunder assume and will bear all the ex-

their associates

pense and inevitable loss of bringing gold from Europe
hereunder and, as far as lies in their power, will exert all
;

financial influence
tect the

and will make

all legitimate efforts to pro-

Treasury of the United States against the withdrawals

of gold, pending the complete performance of this contract"
This was the most scientific part of the transaction.

aimed

It

to stop withdrawals of gold at the same time that it
The syndicate was
brought in a new supply.

a

^e

for

to contr

a

l tne
rate of foreign exchange
time so that gold could not be exIt is doubtful if any other group of

ported at a profit.
men in the world could have accomplished this feat. The
importance of it is beyond estimation, since it arrested a
panic, the consequences of

more than he can
it is

once started.

bitter,

duced.

tell

It

how
is

which nobody can depict any

far a prairie fire will spread after

not worth while to enter into the

but short-lived controversy which this contract pro-

9&*
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IX.

THE "CRIME OF
THERE

has been a renewal

coinage act of

1873

\\as

lately of the char-*

pissed

necessary, therefore,
d.itions of

1873."

t<>

thai

th<-

be.

It

secretly.

rrex.nnim- the foun-

such charge-.

It

is

easy to prove a negative, but

it

not generally

can be done
no way to pass a l.iw secretly
in the Congress of the United St.u.
bill must be
These
printed and must be read publicly in each branch.
in

this case,

because there

is

\

proceedings are incompatible with secrecy.

has been

It

shown already that this bill was printed thirteen times by the
Treasury Department and by Congress and that the proceedings on it occupy 144 columns of th<
Globe,

which was published daily during the session.

When

this charge is disproved, it is varied slightly by
saying that the demonetization of silver was accomplished
silently, by the mere omission of the dollar
Bill not passed

f

rom

secretly.

^

Q f aut h or zc(j coins, and th

jj st

j

omission was not noticed.

it

this

Hut the cla

question was not a mere omission of one coin from a
As the bill passed the House (May j;. iS*.') the

coins.

clause was in these words

"That the
dollar,

:

silver coins of the

United Stairs

shall

be a

a half-dollar, or fifty-cent piece, a quarter-doH.ir. or
and the
piece, a dime or ten-cent niece
;

twenty-tive-cent
weight of the dollar shall be

quarter-dollar and

quarter and
coins shall be

dime

shall

384 grains: the
be respectixrly

half-dollar,

on-

half,

one-tenth of the weight of said do!'

a legal tender for their nominal

nut exceeding Jire

,/<>/.'

:<;/;/

f>,i\inent."

one-
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Another section of the

bill

1 7-.

^fO^rE Y.

provided that no other silver

coins than these should be issued from the mint, and a third
section provided that the gold dollar should be the unit of
value.

This was sufficient to

call attention to the fact that

ver coins hereafter

made should be

than

But attention was called to

five

dollars.

no

legal tender for
it

sil-

more

in other

ways. Four members of the House (Clarkson
N Potter
L Stoughton, Samuel Hooper
and Wm. D. Kelley) discussed the omission of
'

the silver dollar

'

W

-

'

and the consequent establishment

single gold standard

Mr. Hooper said

:

of the

on the gth of April, 1872.

"As

the value of the silver dollar de-

pends on the market price of
to the demand and supply, it

which varies according

silver,
is

now

intrinsically worth, as

before stated, about three cents more than the gold dollar.
By the act of January 18, 1837, the standard
the silver coins was increased to nine
hundred thousandths fine, which reduced the
weight of the dollar from four hundred and sixteen to four
hundred and twelve and a half grains the amount of pure

Mr. Hooper.

of

;

silver,

however, remained the same, namely, three hundred

and seventy-one and one-fourth grains.
The committee,
concluded that twenty-five and

after careful consideration,

eight-tenths grains of standard gold constituting the gold
dollar should be declared (Jtc money unit or metallic representative

of the dollar of account."'

Congressional Globe, 2d Session,

42d Congress, page 2305.
"

Section sixteen reenacts the provisions of existing laws
defining the silver coins and their weights respectively, except in relation to the silver dollar, which is reduced in

weight from four hundred and twelve and a half to three
hundred and eighty-four grains, thus making it a subsidiary
coin in

harmony with

the silrcr coins

of

less

denomination, to

77/A TAV.l//-.

secure

its

concurn

four

:

v

/
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uion with them

:.

hundred

<>/

.uul

twehe and

of its bullion or intrinsic value

I.,

I

he sihrr dol-

a half grains,

in- greater than

by reason
its

nomin.il

ceased to be a coin of circulation, and was
It dors not
nMltexl fey manufacturers of silverware.
<>mmerc ial transactions with any country, and
late now in
value, long since

.

i

the convenience of those manufacturers

in this respect can
better he met by supplying small standard bars of the same
standard, avoiding the useless expense of coining the dollar

The coinage of the half-dime i.s discontinued for the reason that its place is supplied by the copper-nickel five-cent piece, of which a large issue has been
for that purpose.

made, and which, by the provisions of the act author
is
redeemable in United States curren
its issue,
page 2306.
Mr. Stou-hton said: "Aside from the three-dollar gold
piece, which is a deviation from our metrical ratio, and
Ibid.,

therefore objectionable, the only change in the present law
is in more
clearly specifying the gold dollar
Mr. stonehton.

as the unit of value.

intention

This was probably the

and perhaps the

effect of act

of

March

or
3, 1849, but li ought not to be left to inference
measa
silver
in
of
The
value
great
depends,
implication.
ure, upon the fluctuations of the market, and the supply and
demand. (lold is practically the standard of value among
all civilized nations, and the time has come in this country

when

the gottt dollar should be distinctly declared to /r //

reprt

>f thf

Mr. Potter said

:

Ibid., page 2308.
money unit."
"Then, in tin- next pl.u r. this

hill

pro-

vides for the making of changes in the lei;al tender coin of
t
the country, and for substituting. / /,;,// A // /
enly
think mysrlf this
one metal instead as htn-tofor<- <>/ h^>.
I

would bj

a wise provision,

and that

le^al tender n-ins, ex-

but
cept subsidiary coins, should be of gold alone;

why

KEPKESENTA TJVE MONE Y.
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now when we are not using either
medium? The bill provides

should we legislate on this

of those metals as a circulating

also for a change in respect of the weight and
value of the silver dollar, which i think is a

Mr. Potter.

when we come to require legisat
our hands very serious condemand
all,
not using such coin for cirare
as
we
and
which,
sideration,
subject which,

will

lation at

culation now, seems at this time to be an unnecessary sub-

about which to legislate."
Ibid., page 2310.
"I wish to ask the gentleman

ject

Mr. Kelley said

:

who has

he knows of any government

in
just spoken (Mr. Potter)
the world which makes its subsidiary coinage of full value ?
if

The

ten per cent below the value
And, acting under the advice
of the experts of this country, and of England
Mr. Kelley.
and France, Japan has made her silver coinage,
within the last year, twelve per cent below the value of gold
// is impossible to retain the double
coin, and for this reason
sftindant.
The values of gold and silver continually flucsilver coin of

England

is

of gold coin.

:

tuate.

You cannot determine

relative values of gold
fifteen

and

this

silver

one a short time ago

to

;

year what will be the
next year.
They were

they are sixteen to one

now.

"Hence
standard

all experience has
coin,

which

and then you may

shown that you must have one

be a legal tender for all others,
promote your domestic convenience by
shall

having a subsidiary coinage of

silver,

which

shall circulate in

parts of your country as legal tender for a limited amount,
and be redeemable at its face value by your government."
all

Hi id.,

page 2316.
Professor Laughlin has compiled the following table showing the course of procedure on
the

bill in

'

Congress

:

lin's

Himutallism, page 98.
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Submitted

Si v

1>\
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ATE.

1 1

nun.

the Treasury April 25, '70

ace Committee April 28, '70
M.i\

500 copies printed
Submitted ti> lions-

...

Reported amended and ordered printed Dec.
Debated
Jan.
il

l>\

\<>te

of 36 to 14

Senate
Hill

....
....

bill ordered printed
reported with substitute and

'70

June

25, '70

Jan.

13, '71

19, '70
<;,

Jan.

'71

10, '71

re-

committed
Original

bill

Feb. 25,
reintroduced and printed

Reported and debated
Recommitted

Jan.

Reported back, amended and printed

Feb.

Debated

April

Jan

Amended and passed by

a vote of

1

to
i

J
/

10

Ma

'3

1'rinted in

'71

M.u

Senate

May

29, '72

Dec.

16, '72

Reported, amended and printed

.

.

Reported, amended and printed

.

.Jan.

7, '73

Jan.

17, '73

Passed Senate
Printed with amendments, conference

committee appointed

Became a law Feb.

1

2,

21, '73

Jan.
1

873.

Moreover documents were sent

to the

House and

St

by the Secretary of the Treasury. Mr. Houtwell. calling atteti
tion particularly to this feature of the bill, and these docu-

ments were printed and

laid

on the desks

They were also sent to Boards of Trade and
Commerce, professors

in

of
(

members.

'lumbers of

colleges and other persons

who

were supposed to take an interest in such matters, in order
to get their opinions. These proceedings are not consistent
with the idea of secrecy or of silence.
When this charge falls to the ground

people" had a

right,

it

is

said

"
th.it

the

which was taken from them without
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their

knowledge, by the coinage act of 1873, meaning the
pay their debts with silver dollars instead of gold

right to

If they had such a right it was not a
valuable one at that time, since the silver dollar

ones.
People

want.

was then, and had been for 40 years, worth
more than the gold one. But how are we to know what
"the people" want at any particular time? There is no way
Is there any other
to bring them together in mass meeting.
the action
what
want
than
of
observing
learning
by
way
they
of the only organ appointed to express their wants?

This

organ is the Congress of the United States, which enacted
this law by a vote unanimous in one branch and nearly

unanimous in the other, and has neglected during twentytwo years to remonetize silver, but has four times rejected
motions for that purpose in the House of Representatives.
Rights are either legal or moral.

In which category does

which the people are said to have been deIf it was a legal right it depended
1873, fall?

this right, of

prived, in

upon an antecedent law of Congress and when Congress
changed the law, it ceased to be a legal right. Was it a
moral right

?

To

say that a moral right exists

make 412^2

grains of silver legal tender for
a dollar in spite of laws which forbid it, is a

to

jy^

At the utmost it is a
gross exaggeration of moral rights.
right to work for such a change in the law as will accomplish
the desired end.

Others have an equal right to oppose the
change, especially if they think that it would be dishonest.
The law of 1873 was not passed surreptitiously, or secretly,
or without due consideration.
Some of the hottest silver

men were members of Congress at that time
and voted for St
The y afterwards said that
they were deceived, but they never would have
silver had not declined in value.
The silver
-

e.

thought so
dollar

if

was an obsolete

coin.

Not one man

in ten of

mature

Till:

-CKl.Ml-

years had ever seen one.
old dollar.

It

Of

/S7j.

n
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was worth two
umi<

Nobody could then

--nts

more than

ip.n.- th.it

it

would

ever be worth less than the gold dollar.
Thr l.iw of 1873 was enacted by the people of the t'nited
I,

in the

only way they ever enact a law.

It

has

re-

book nearly a quarter of a century.
Silver has fallen as compared with ^old more th.m one-half.
During this interval all the business of the
SSSSSSS*. n:ltion has been adjusted to the gold staml.ml.
Indeed it had been on that standard in

mained on the

statute

;

ever since 1834, except during the suspension of s;
payments. The whole of the national bonded debt had been

tice

contracted on the gold basis, in law as well as in fact, having been refunded subsequently to the act of 1873.

Now

it

proposed to change the character of the dollar
may be paid with half of

is

so that public and private debts

what was promised.
ADUhonest

dishonest

that

That

when

the

is

so manifestly

advocates of the

Project.

policy are pushed pretty sharply they say that
so that the half-dollar is worth as much as
fallen
have
prices
We have already looked into
the whole dollar was in 1873.

What about debts
but suppose it were true.
on the gold basis yesterday? There
has been no great decline in the prices of commodities in
that matter

'

;

that were contracted

that time.

of morals,

A

time

to pay and requestion, in the forum

Moreover people did not agree

The

ceive commodities, but dollars.
is

not what a dollar will buy, but what a dol'
dollar will not buy as many useful

may come when a

things as it would in 1873.
of 8 reat wars drou K nts floods,
-

A

succession

fires,

a shortage

anything which causes scarcity
have that effect. Suppose,
would
of
abundance,
place
of coal,

that case, that creditors should say that
1

Page

1

10.

in

in

when they made
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tlu>ir

contrails a

articles as

it

will

dollar

1 7-.
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would buy twice as many useful

now, and should ask Congress to pass a

What sort
law making the dollar twice as large as before.
answer would they receive ? The fitting answer would be

of

that the

government had chosen the most stable thing

could find to serve as the material for the dollar

;

that

it
it

never intended to guarantee the purchasing power of the
dollar in terms of- any other article or articles, and that an

attempt to do so in the interest of a class
would be dishonest. Equally dishonest is the

^
of

view

demand
terest of another class.

that the dollar be
It is

changed

in the in-

not intended to say that per-

sons who advocate this policy are generally dishonest. Like
a person surveying a landscape in a pool of water they see
the forms of things perfectly, but they are wrong side up.
Those who say that the coinage act of 1873 was passed
secretly

contrary,

and surreptitiously, in spite of all the proofs to the
must be considered dishonest. One of the charges
repeated year after year was that a man named

Ernest Seyd came to this country from England in 1873, bringing ^100,000 sterling with
which he bribed Congress to pass the law demonetizing
silver.
The only foundation for this fable was that the Hon.

Samuel Hooper
April 9, 1872
"

said,

when introducing

the

bill in

the House,

:

Mr. Ernest Seyd of London, a distinguished writer, who

has given great attention to the subject of mints and coinage, after examining the first draft of the bill, furnished many
valuable suggestions, which have been incorporated in this
bill."

Congressional Globe, page 2304.
foundation the whole superstructure of Seyd's
mission of bribery and corruption was built.
All who had

On

this

any real acquaintance with the subject knew that the story
must be false, because Mr. Seyd was a bimetallist, his writings

77/A
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on that subject being well known. They did not know how
it was, however, until Senator Ho.tr of
Massachusetts

on the 22d of August, 1X93,
thc
to

St n;ltc
'

4iooper

tlu>

in

VCI

7

'

lcttl r

prcxlu<

written

1873, in which,

by

among other

he strongly urged Mr. Hooper not to agree to the
clause of the bill demonetizing silver. About the same time
,

Hoar made this exposure the son and brother of
Mr. Seyd (then deceased) wrote a letter jointly to the New

that Mr.

York Krening

/''.>/

taking notice of the assault upon his

memory, denying the charge in every particular, and declarv
ing that Mr. Seyd had not been in the United
.

since 1856.

Even

this

did not

make an end

of the vile

slander, for presently certain newspapers printed the extract
from Mr. Hooper's speech, quoted above, and inserted in it.
"
"
"
is now here," wherethe words
writer
after the word

upon they exclaimed that the letter from the two relatives of
Mr. Seyd in London, being false in one part, was probably
false in all.
Senator Hoar, on the z8th of
September, 1893, exposed this new falsehood

by reading from the Congressional Globt of
the date

named

the passage of Mr. Hooper's speech
"
"

ret

and showing that the words is now here were not contained in it. but had been deliberately forged by some
scoundrel in* order to brand the Congress of his count
Since that time the myth of F
corrupt and infamous.
to

the
Seyd has been fading, but the greater one implying that
was passed secretly has been adhered to because

act of 1873

was

myth m.ik,
was before Congress two years and ten
months and was printed thirteen times, was passed secretly,
how could one be passed openly? Hut. s.iy the accusers of
Mr. Seyd and the Congress of 1873, we did not understand
it

If

it.

a

really indispensable to the
bill

that

Perhaps not.

How many

of the bills passed

by the

last
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Congress did you understand while they were pending?
Science has not devised any means to compel people to know
what is going on in Congress. The difficul-

We did not

understand it."

whom

Qf

tj

f

orcm g such knowledge upon ten or

twelve millions of voters, *arge numbers of
do not speak English, or read and write any language,

numbers of whom know nothing of finance,
Even in the case of well educated
are quite appalling.
persons it would be a herculean task to make them underand

still

larger

They might think that
did
not.
when
Something of
they
they understood them
stand

all

the bills before Congress.

happened in connection with the coinage
The Hon. William D. Kelley, as we have
act of 1873.
seen, took part in the debate on the "clause dropping the
silver dollars from the list of coins (April 9, 1872), and defended that clause on the ground that it was impossible to
this kind actually

retain

the

double standard.

He

afterwards said in

the

House (March

9, 1878) that he did not understand this particular part of the bill.
Many shifty politicians said the
same thing. Senator Stewart of Nevada voted for the bill

on

He was

passage through the Senate January 10, 1871.
present when it passed the second time without a

division,

January

its

first

17, 1873.

Our

forefathers, seeing that they could not force all the
people to understand all the bills before Congress at all

wisely provided that such antecedent knowledge
should be dispensed with, but they gave facilities for such
knowledge to all who might desire to obtain it. Persons

times,

who neglect these facilities must not impute their
tention as a crime to other people.
That is
"crime of 1873

"

own

inat-

what the

consists of.

Eventually the proposed dollar of 384 grains, which had
been inserted in the bill because it was exactly the weight
of

two

half-dollars,

and almost exactly the weight

of the

Till:

of

*CRIMl "/
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/*7j."

h live-franc piece, was stricken out and the trade dollar
his was a coin
420 grains was inserted in its place.
intended to circulate ID
hm.i
It was conMdered a convenient nu.de of selling American
silver t<
Oriental countries, and was made
trifle heavier than the Mexican dollar in ord-r to supersede
I

<

a

that coin in the far

allowed to deposit

it

trade dollars for their

no other deposit

Holders of

Kast.
at the

own account,

hut

were

silver bullion

Mint and have
it

it

coined into

was provided that

of silver from private persons should be

received for coinage.
Although
the trade dollar should circulate

it

in

was never intended
the I'niti

it

that
all,

substitution in the place of the j.S^grain dollar pla.
inadvertently in the list of coins which were legal tend'

its

five dollars.

and blunders.

Then followed a droll succession of stumbles
As soon as the price of silver fell so tha
grains were worth less than a dollar, it became
P rontab l e for Owners of silver to haxe these
dollars coined and put in circulation at home.

,ht\vay they

began

to

the channels of

fill

retail trade.

1876 took
They became such a nuisance that Congress
This
led to a
away their legal tender quality altogether.
So
faith.
of
bad
Congress in 1878
dispute and a charge
This only
discontinued the trade dollar coinage entirely.
in

Speculators bought up the trackexpectation that the government would

aggravated the dispute.
dollars

on

the

eventually redeem them at par.

were reimported from China

Nearly $2,000,000 of them

for that purpose.

Finally, in

that should
1887, Congress passed a bill to redeem at par all
be presented within six months, and President Cleveland

allowed

it

to

become

a law without his signature.
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CHAPTER

X.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.

THE

reader

who has penetrated thus

of our silver legislation will
to daylight.

is

The

easily supplied.

classes,

namely

:

Gold

r

Mone y 1

Fiat

i

Greenbacks

2

Treasury notes

3

Silver dollars

(^4

....
.

Silver certificates

All the things in the right-hand

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

337,148,504

.

$893,443,680

.

206,854,787

real

It is

column are issued by the

fiat

(numbered 2, 3, and 4) are
extent, because of the metallic value of

or based on, silver

money

to

some

This

the silver dollar.
tlie

uJyrinti

57,029,743

money, except the national bank
to
customary
say that the various things com-

government, and are
of,

152,584,417

.

Money
Bank Notes

National

$346,681,016

.

Total Fiat
5

notes.

AMOUNT.

REPRESENTATIVE MONEY.

MONEY.

posed

various kinds of

in circulation, exclusive of subsidiary coins, fall into

money
two

It

far into the labyrinth
in order to get back

need a clue

the g vernment

is

is

true only in case

at liberty to sell the silver.

There is no law authorizing the Secretary of
the Treasury to do this.
Strike out from the list of representative money numbers 2, 3, and 4, and write greenbacks

and assume that the government has cercomposed of white metal, some
stamped and some unstamped, then you know every-

in place thereof,

tain assets of uncertain value

of

it

thing that can be known about the multifarious currency
issued by the government of the United States.
Silver
dollars are metallic greenbacks.
They are at par with gold

RRAL CONCLUS1
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because they are limited in amount and because the government receives them as the equivalent of gold at the
na

House and

The

the tax-office.

receipts of the gov-

ernment are about $450,000,000 per annum.
Thc amount of silver dollars and silver
i

cates in circulation

about $400,000,000. 1 he
holders of these coins and certificates can realize par for
is

them by paying them to the government. If they do not
pay these they must pay gold, or the government's gold
notes.
Conversely, if the government did not receive these
it would receive gold or its own gold notes.
Thc act of
July 14, 1890, provides not merely for the redera P tion of thc Treasury notes in gold but
"

for keeping

two metals on a parity with
ratio."
Under the terms

the

each other upon the present legal
of this act silver dollars are as
in

gold

as

anything

much

entitled to redemption

embraced

else

in

the act, but the

Treasury Department, during President Harrison's administration, in order to restrict the withdrawal of gold, construed
this clause of the

and

notes,

law as applicable only to the Treasury
remains unchanged. One of

this construction

the results of the government's discrimination against silver
was that the public began to discriminate against it also.
Thus, the receipts of gold at the Custom House, which had

been 87 per cent of the whole

in

December, 1890,

fell

grad-

ually to zero in July, 1894.

The

nature

the most part,

*
Money*

and effects of fiat money have been, for
shown in preceding chapters by concrete
Supposing that

examples.

deemable

in gold,

of expansion

wants of trade.

Its

volume

it

is

it

is

always

nevertlu-lrs^

re-

imapable

and contraction according to the
is fixed, first by law, and after-

wards by the government's collections and di>hucNemcnts.
Thus, the whole amount of fiat money i> $93, 443,680.
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Within

this limit the

amount

MONE Y.

available for circulation will be

what the government takes in and
pays out consequently there may be a plethora or a scarcity
at any time, regardless of the real needs of the community.

more

or less according to
;

The money

of the country consists of all the
gold, plus all the other instruments of exchange which are redeemable in it. It fol-

Inflexibility.

has been proved by abundant examples
that a scarcity will be cured after some delay by an importation of gold and a plethora will be equally corrected by an
lows

and

it

exportation of it.
It is the proper business of banks to supply a deficiency
and to redeem and retire an excess of the circulating medium,
as the case

may

and

this truth,

it

be.

There

is

a general understanding of
common saying that

finds expression in the

"the government ought to go out of the banking business."
Banking implies the receiving of money on deposit from
certain persons

and the lending of
This is common

hire.

ment

"

aB^k

it

to other persons for

to all banks, but

some

that of issuing
banks add another function
and redeeming circulating notes, which take

the place of metallic money in the community.
The former
of these functions may be, and often is, exercised without

the latter, but the latter ought never to be exercised without
the former, because there is no means of testing the needs
of the community for instruments of exchange except by

holding them at the service of the bank's depositors. There
no other way for bank Yiotes to get out of the bank except
as they are taken out by persons who have the right to draw
is

it.
These are the depositors. Each depositor
knows exactly how many bank notes he needs. He will
draw out no more or no less, and when he has on hand any
more than he needs, he will deposit the excess in the bank.
As ;ill depositors do the same, the needs of business are

checks on
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answered automatically.
As the government has no
lu.uhiiu-rv. it has no means of s|u.iriii4 the volume of the
It has no means of
Currency to the needs of business.

knowing wh.it the m-etls of business are, and
would still be without means of responding

if

had any it
them except

it

to

After taking the vote it
by taking a vote in Congress.
would still be without any method of placing the money
where it was really needed. This is so obvious that the

of
rule to

advocates of

fiat

f%lv " r

<vl

money almost everywhere
They say that
the government ought to issue money on the
population.
They would not, however, apply this
the Apache Indians.
their
Why not?
tlle

^' r

/' /(l system.

1

So it appears that the
kind of business should be taken account of as well as the
business

number
for the

but

it

is

not like our business.

of people.
The government has an infallible test
of the people, because it can take the census,

number

has no test whatever for the state of business.

Hence

the per capita method is as ill adjusted to trade and industry as the bed of Procrustes was to the size of its various

occupants.

Another and

fatal objection to fiat

money

is

that

its re-

demption depends largely upon the public revenue, i.f., upon
If
the government's balance of receipts over expenses.
expenses are greater than receipts it is only a question of
time when the redemption fund will be encroached upon.

Then

the question

is

ished.

No

how

the fund shall be replenquestion can be more disastrous

raised

to business interests than this.

A

few years

ago nothing seemed more improbable than a
deficit.
Yet we have had one for two years and
Treasury
have been obliged to borrow largely in consequence, and the

end

is

alarm

not in sight.
lest the

Business

men

are in a chronic state of

government should not be able to redeem

its
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circulating notes in gold, or lest a political party should
come into power on a platform of not redeeming them at all.

There can be no

real business stability while

such fears

exist.

Thus

fiat money is always liable to conThe government may not be able at all times to
The government may not be willing at all times

the redemption of

tingencies.

redeem it.
to redeem

it,

in

which case

a bank

it

national honor

Uncertainty.

cannot be coerced, or

may be
is

fined, as

The

for a similar default.

a very poor substitute for the

sheriff and his posse, to keep specie payments
so many people have to be consulted, and
because
going,
because different views prevail as to what the national honor

We

requires.

have had some recent illustrations of this

divergence of ideas between Congress and the Executive.
The commercial world cannot wait for the settlement of conflicting views between different branches of the government
on such a delicate question. Such differences tend to create
This was the
panics and cause runs on the Treasury.

situation we were in at the beginning of the present year.
The Treasury was within three days of suspension that is,
;

Nothing could avert that catastrophe except
something which should quiet the public mind. A mere
addition to the stock of gold, unless it were equal to the
whole amount of fiat money outstanding, would have been
of bankruptcy.

The one thing needful was a
replenishment of gold accompanied by a fall
of sterling exchange, which should signify that
utterly futile.

Panic of 1895.

A replenishment, with gold
shipments continuing, would have been a mere prolongation

gold shipments had stopped.
of the panic.

There

is

a vast

amount

of floating capital in the

world which seeks investment on

be

at

New York

to-day, at

call,

London

a

or short time.

month hence,

modern
It

may

at Paris,

>NCLUS!<
Vienni. Am-.teid.mi. or other places, .it short inter
divided .unon^ all of them.
It
incapable of being
transmuted into gold and sent hither and thither at short
i.

r

A

notice.

very slight inducement

will

cause

it

to

be

ti;

It is
or that way.
always on the alert to make a
It was this
profit or to avoid a loss, especially the latter.
sort of capital that was taking wings and leaving our shores,

this

way

accompanied by a considerable amount
in

contract"*^

the

same

of Amerii an capital

liquid state,

last

wint

February contract stopped the panic because
the owners of this floating capital knew that

the syndicate, in addition to delivering the gold contracted
for, could control the rate of foreign exchange for a while,
thus giving excited people time to cool off.
It was not the
least desirable feature of the contract that

it

extended

a period of ten months.
This was much better than the
of
the
sum
whole
into the Treasury at once, since
payment
the main object was to enable people to forget their fears.

Whether the contract

will yield a net profit to the syndicate
It is to be hoped that it may, but the
not yet known.
question is not to be settled by a mere comparison of the
issue price of the bonds and the present market quotations.
is

It

is

desirable that the syndicate should make a profit bemay be in similar straits and need help at some

cause we

future time.

In any case the profit to the buyers of the

a bagatelle in comparison with the enormous and
incalculable damage, public and private, resulting from
national bankruptcy.
The whole affair instructs us to take

bonds

is

the government out of the banking business as soon as possible, since the maintenance of the ultimate gold reserve of
the
is a banking and not a governmental function.

country

How much

gold is needed to keep all of our fiat money
Fifteen
can
be
determined only by experiment.
par
of gold to
millions
hundred
one
we
accumulated
years ago
at
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guarantee redemption of about three hundred and fifty milThis was the proportion which prulions of greenbacks.
dent financiers judged to be necessary. The

W

^

h G ld

redemption fund was about 30 per cent of
We have gone
the paper to be redeemed.
on from that day to this adding to our stock of fiat money,
?

is

needed.

partly silver dollars, partly treasury notes, till we have
piled six hundred millions on top of the original three

hundred and

fifty

millions.

We have now nearly one

thousand

on a diminished gold reserve, the
demption fund being only 6 per cent of the fund to be
deemed.
millions

Even

resting

this

does not

tell

the whole story.

Bank

rere-

liabilities

and the deposits constitute
of all kinds are payable in gold
a far more pressing demand for gold, when a demand comes,
;

than circulating notes, since the latter are presumably peroffice in the community and are not

forming a necessary

When a depositor wants gold he does not
He draws
stop to collect greenbacks in order to obtain it.
his check and asks for gold.
The bank can pay legal tender
easily collected.

notes

if

it

because

it

chooses to do
desires to

so,

but

it

accommodate

will generally
its

customers.

pay gold
It is

im-

material whether the customer himself takes the greenbacks
to the sub-treasury and draws gold, or whether
Bank Deposits
tne bank does this for him.
The bank

may

Payable in Gold

refuse to perform the service in a time of
panic in order to check a run, but ordinarily
will perform it.
So, as a matter of fact, bank deposits

alao.

it

must be counted among the things which

rest

on the gold

reserve of the country, but the gold reserve of the banks
must be taken into the account also. This is really larger
than that of the government, although the drain falls first

upon the
tinues.

latter

and always

The amount

will so

long as

of deposits in national

fiat

money

and

state

con-

banks

is

about $2,400,000,000, and the amount
about >jo8,ooo,ooo.

<>f

gold held

l>\

tin-in
1

lu-

^re.ttest objection

people to believe lies.
inent can

<.f .ill

to

money

fi.it

is th.it

it

teaches

creates the belief that the ^
that is. real, not represent)

It

make money,

than which a more damaging lie never gained
human brain. It has kept politic

money,

in the

lodgment
in hot water

for

It

is

It

years.

thirty

and ought

nation's progress
out further delay.

an obstacle to the

to be put out of its misery with-

remains to notice the decisions of the Supreme Court

of the United States on the subject of legal tender notes.
In the case of J.,jn<- County rs. Oregon

December

(

'

-

1

868 ) the court held unanimously
and 1863

that the legal tender acts of 1862

did not apply to taxes imposed by the authority of a state,
and that taxes are not "debts." It followed that if a state

made its taxes payable in gold the tax-payer's oblicould not be discharged with legal tender notes.
In Branson vs. Rodes* (December, 1868), the court held
that a contract specifically payable in gold and silver
could not be discharged by a tender of I'nited States notes.

There was one dissenting judge
In Butler

that a contract to
is,

Gold Contracts
Enforceable.

t

in this

case (Mill

Honvitz, immediately following,

vs.

pay a certain sum

in legal effect,

j

we g ht
j

it

was held

gold and silver coin
a contract to deliver a ccr-

of gold

in

and

silver of a certain

In this case the contract had been

fineness.

-h golden
1791 and was for payment in
It was held in this case that damages for breach
guineas."
of contract should be assessed in coin also.

made

In

by

in

Hepburn

vs.

GrisuvM*

i

December, 1869),

it

was held

five judges against three ithe opinion of the court being
>

7

Wallace. 71.

*

7

Wall.ur.

*

.'.</

S Wallace,

6o>
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delivered by Chief Justice Chase), that the making of notes
or bills of credit a legal tender in payment of preexisting

debts
ie

is

not a means appropriate, plainly adapted, or really
calculated, to carry into effect any express
power vested in Congress, is inconsistent with

Hepburn

the spirit of the constitution and is prohibited
Also that the clause in the acts of

by the constitution.

1862 and 1863 which makes United States notes a legal
tender

in

payment

of all debts, public

and

private, so far as

applies to debts contracted before the

passage of those
unwarranted by the constitution.
The judges who concurred with the Chief Justice were
The dissenting judges
Clifford, Nelson, Grier and Field.

it

acts, is

were Miller, Swayne and Davis.
In the Legal Tender Cases 1 (December, 1870), the foregoing decision was reversed by

The
The Hepburn

five judges against four.
opinion of the court was delivered by

Justice Strong,
&
'

Judgment reversed.

.

who had been appointed in
A new mem.

place of Justice Grier, resigned.

ber (Bradley) had been added, in pursuance
a law passed by Congress in April, 1869, raising the
whole number of judges to nine.
The reversal of the

of

former decision was a great shock to

manence

in the

all

judgments of the court of

who expect
last resort.

per-

The

opinion read by Justice Strong implied that the power of
Congress to make the government's notes legal tender be-

tween individuals on preexisting contracts was an incident
and consequence of the war power, but it did not expressly

The legal points of the opinion will not be consay so.
sidered here, but some attention must be given to an economical dictum found in it, viz.:
"
It

The

is

hardly correct to speak of a standard of value.
it.
It contemplates a

constitution does not speak of
1

12 Wallace, 457.

st.uul.ird for th.it
.in

is

whirh

ideal thin-.

I

h.is

-r.ivity

he coinage acts

<>r

extension, but value

fix

its

hut the fjold or silver thing

m

no scnse

:l

s t-"<lard

-

unit as a dollar,

we

call a dollar is

<f a dollar.

It is

a

There mi-ht m \< h.iwrepresentative of it.
been a piece of money of the denomination of a dollar.
r

There never was a pound sterling coined until 1815 if we
except a few coins struck in the reign of Henry VIII,
almost immediately debased, yet it has been the unit of
Uritish currency for many generations.
It is thus a mistake
to regard the legal tender acts as either fixing a standard

of value or regulating

which has no

money

values or making that

money

intrinsic value."

This is the same as saying that there could be a dollar
without 25^5 grains or any other quantity of gold, without
. grains or any other quantity of silver, and without any
4

u

'

substance of any kind or amount whatsoever.
^ t 1 s s a true conce P t ' on f money we can
'

'

'

only wonder that Congress should have wasted
time in specifying the weights of coins, and that

so
the

much
human

race should have wasted so

much

labor in pro-

curing the material to represent "an ideal thing," and should
If what the judge says here is true,
continue to do so.
in
this book relating to the principles of money
everything
is false.

The

who concurred

in this opinion were Strong
the
and Bradley
addition to
minority in the Hepburn
case.
Separate dissenting opinions were read by Chief
Justice Chase and by Judges Clifford, Field and Nelson.
five

judges
in

vs. Grecnman* (March, 1884) it was held that
has
the constitutional power to make the treasury
Congress
notes of the United States a legal tender in payment of
in time of war.
private debts in time of peace as well as

In /////Am/

1

110 I

&,

-'
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Also that legal tender notes redeemed and reissued under
May 31, 1878, are a legal tender, although not

the act of

The opinion
expressly made so by that act.
of the court was delivered by
Justice
Gray,
*
and a dissenting one was written by Justice

Decision.

In Justice Gray's opinion

Field.

ment
"

we

find the following state-

:

The power,

and issuing

as-incident to the

bills

power

or notes of the

of

borrowing money

government

for

money

borrowed, of impressing upon those bills or notes the quality of being a legal tender for the payment of private debts,

was a power universally understood to belong to sovereignty
in Europe and America at the time of the framing and adoption of the Constitution of the United States."
George Bancroft, the historian, reviewed this opinion in
1
its legal and its historical aspects.
Referring to the

both

111

"

statement quoted above he declares
"' 8 "

SiTicism

it

to

be

a stupendous error," and affirms that no

such power was understood to belong to
It is not
sovereignty in Europe at that time, i.e., in 1788.
an answer to Mr. Bancroft to say that subsequently revolu-

tionary France issued assignats and made them legal tender,
and that the Bank of England was authorized to suspend

specie payments, since the point in dispute is whether the
framers of our constitution had before their eyes the condition of things in
at that time.

in

Europe which Judge Gray affirmed to exist
of England notes were not legal tender

Bank

1797 when Parliament passed the Restriction

that act

make them

such.
1

Page

149, note.

act,

nor did

BOOK
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CHAPTER

I.

FUNCTIONS OF A BANK.

A

BANK

a manufactory of credit and a machine of
Mr. H. >. Macleod's analysis of the mechanism

is

exchange.

I

substantially this: A man has $5000 of his own
money. He starts a bank. His neighbor* deposit $45,000
with him. This money becomes the absolute property of the

of

banking

1

is

The depositors have simply a right to withdraw an
banker.
equal amount whenever they like, which right can be enforced
by law. The banker owns the money and the depositor has
a claim, or right of action, against him for an equal sum.
Hut the depositors will not draw the money out immediately;
if
they had intended to do so they would not

have deposited it at all. The banker finds by
experience that some of his customers will
deposit as much money as others draw out, so that (50,000
is on hand all the time.
He concludes that if his own
lered
$5000, in connection with his good reputation.
for $45,000, then the whole $50.000
When he
will serve as a guarantee for at least $200,000.

by the public a guarantee

begins, his balance sheet reads in this
I.I

Mill

I

Deposits, $45,000.
1

ed.,

way

:

III S.

Cash, $50,000.

Theory and Practice of Banking, by Henry Dunning NUJcod.
i,

324.
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He now begins to discount the commercial paper of hi.
customers running say 90 days at 6 per cent. When he dis
counts a bill of exchange for $1000 he deducts the interest
for 90 days ($15) and credits the customer the remaindei
($985) on his books.

This $985

is

draw

called a deposit, because

out by his check exactl)
draw out an equal sum of gold deposited by him
the same bank^ In the eye of the banker, and of the
In
customer, and of the law it is a deposit.

the customer has the right to

it

as he could
in

ordinary times it is like any other deposit.
is, the proportion remaining uncalled for

That
at

be about the same as the proportion of
money deposited. Yet it is nothing but a bank credit.

any time

actual

will

Hence the word deposit, when thus used, is clearly a misnomer since, by derivation and common understanding, a
deposit means a thing laid away, or given in charge of somebody. It must be borne in mind, therefore, that bank deposits
consist of two different things, namely, (i) money, (2) bank
credits, and that the latter may be four or five times as large
as the former.

The process continues till the banker has $200,000 of
discounted bills in his portfolio.
Then his accounts stand
thus:

ASSETS.

LIABILITIES.

Deposits

.

$242,000

Profit

.

3,000

.

Cash

$50,000

Loans and Discounts

.

$245,000

This
one.

It

is

200,000

$250,000

Mr. Macleod's exposition and

it

is

the correct

follows that the banker has manufactured some-

medium of exchange to the extent
This something is credit.
Goods

thing which serves as a
of

nearly $200,000.

can be bought and sold with it as readily as with money,
since the checks drawn against these deposits are universally

/

I

accepted.

'lu-

t:\C770.\S

<>/

.1

A.;

\\hole $200,000 of bills arc not disco*

some are always maturing
and bringing money in to meet the checks of cust'
It is found in
an endless chain of deposits and disci. um>
ice that (200.000 of loans and discounts may be
easily
carried on $50,000 of c.i.sh.
Thus, the Icuns of all the
national banks in the United Slate* in October. 1894, were
$2,000,000,000 and iheir cash (including .siku urn;
in a lump, but gradually, so that

and

silver dollars*

\\.is

a

trifle

less

than $400,000,000, or

amount of the loans. The other fourand perfectly sound credit too, for it had

only one-fiflh of the
fifths

was

credit,

passed through one of the severest panics in our history.
After the Siamese twins called discount and deposit have

been brought to life in the manner described, the depositor
A has the option to draw the money by a check payable lo

B

or lo lake

in the

il

form of circulating notes.

The banker

In an earlier time and a ruder society
has no option.
bargains were sometimes made between the banker and his

customer that the

latter

should take notes and keep them
all events should pul ihem

oul a certain length of time, or at

in circulalion at a long distance

Checksand

from home.

guch pract ces W ould be impossible now
j

notes Identical.

many reasons. Checksand

notes are

for

id<

Checks will be drawn against deposimosl purposes, because they are more convenient and expeditious, but for the payment of wages, for the purchase of farm
and for other uses in regions where there are no
in iheir nature.

products,

These things vttie
banks, circulating notes are necessary.
Hi-,
to
The banker has nothing
Ihemselves.
say about it.
either
case.
in
liabilities are neither increased nor diminished
thing that need concern him i^ the goodness
form of issue,
paper against which he issued his credit. The
will
whether in A's checks which
pass through one or two

The only

hands, or

in

bank notes which may pass through many hands.
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is

of

little

consequence, and even

if

it

were of much conse-

his control or influence.

it is

beyond
At common law, anybody may issue his promissory notes
and put them in circulation as money if people are willing to
It was found in course of time
take them.
that the exercise of this right was exposed to
^common-Law
accident and liable to abuse, and that the
quence

State

must interpose for the protection of society against
fools.
At first it was believed that such protec-

knaves and

tion could be secured

notes to a select

by

number

restricting the issue of circulating

of persons of well

known

character,

Thus
generally, but not always, incorporated as a bank.
the three bank charters granted in this country before the
adoption of the federal constitution, which banks

Bank

still

exist

North America in Philadelphia, the Bank of
(the
Massachusetts, and the Bank of New York), contain ro
of

mention of circulating notes, since the right to issue them
existed without legislative authorization.
check is an order on the bank payable at sight drawn

A

by A, directing the payment of money to B. It may be
drawn payable to bearer or to order. The money may be
drawn by B, or the check may be deposited
^ n ^ e same bank to
B's credit, or it may be
deposited in another bank, in which case it
be collected by the receiving bank the following day, or
passed through the clearing house. The functions of a bank
as a machine of exchange are best seen in the operations of
will

the clearing house.

Tin

CHAPTER

II.

THE CLEARING HOUSE SYSTEM.
Ac:
machine f<
n ing and paying the balances which any number of banks .\Mfrom, each other. If there were only two banks in a particular
a

t

place there would be no

economy in a clearing house. Two
clerks would meet at the banking house of one
or the other, and compare the c In-cks that each

holds against the other. If Hank A holds checks
drawn on Hank H and the latter holds only $9000
drawn on the former, Hank B pays $1000 to Hank A then
the checks are mutually surrendered and the business is done.
A clearing house enables any number of banks to settle
their balances in about the same time that two banks could
do so, the clearing house being, for this purpose, the only
creditor and the only debtor of each bank.
There are 67 members of the New York clearing house,
for $10,000

one of them being the Assistant Treasurer of the United
States, and each member has a number, as Hank \. N
There are also 34 banks and 1 1 trust companies in
etc.
New York, 19 banks and 7 trust companies in Brooklyn, and
9 banks in Jersey City, Hoboken and Staten Island, not

members

that

of the clearing house,

banks.

Hew York

clear

The Union Trust

makes an arrangement with

Clearing Honse.

through other

Co., for example.

the

Hank

of

checks drawn on the former

may be

merce, by which all
at the clearing house to the settling clerk

presented

of the latter, and be treated

drawn on

itself.

responsible to

its

In

this

by the

latter exactly like

case the Hank

of

(

fellow-members of the

IIOUNC for

checks drawn on the Union Trust Co. in the same
for its

own

checks.

Accordingly

it

checks

..innu:

may happen

way as

that

any
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bank may go to the clearing house with checks and drafts
drawn on 146 different institutions, which it has received
the previous day from its depositors, or through the mail
from

its

correspondents elsewhere.

In order to expedite the work, it must separate these checks
into not more than 66 packages, one for each member of the
clearing house upon which it holds any, and prepare a
schedule, on a sheet of paper, showing the
on each bank. It must
amount of its cla i

m

Preparations for
Clearing:.

also

have a ticket for delivery

A has

for example, that

Bank

much money.

must also come

It

to each, showing,

a total claim on

Bank B for

to the clearing

so

house with

a statement showing the aggregate of all its claims on all
This is its claim against the clearing house for

the banks.

that day. It is handed to the manager of the clearing house,
All these
or to the proof clerk, immediately upon entering.
be
done
before
the
of
must
operation
things
clearing begins.
a
Each bank sends two clerks to the clearing house
a
clerk.
There
are
three
of
clerk
and
rows
settling
delivery
seats running through the clearing room lengthwise, one in
the center,- as shown in the illustration, and one on each side
The settling clerks occupy these seats and
parallel with it.
each one has a sufficient amount of desk room in front of
him to do his work on, his space being separated from his

The delivery clerks, with their
of
in
checks
packages
separate envelopes, stand in the open
neighbors' by a wire screen.

space

All are expected to be
about 10 minutes before 10 o'clock in the

in front of the settling clerks.

in their places

morning.

At

2

minutes before 10 the manager, whose station

the elevated open space at the extreme end of the illusIf any clerk is not in his place at
tration, strikes a bell.
is in

that time he

is

fined $2.

The movement has

When

all the precision of a
military drill.
the second bell sounds, at exactly 10 o'clock, each

.M|

delivery clerk takes one step forward, hands the proper
package to the settling clerk of the hank iu-.xt to him, drops

the accompanying ticket, .showing tlu- amount.
into an aperture like a letter l><>.\. and
places

The operation.

before

which the

latter

ment of receipt
sum.

Thus

this

settling

places his initials.

clerk

This

his
is

of the package, but not of

the procession

schedule,

on

an acknowledg-

any particular

moves uninterruptedly

until

delivery clerk has presented to each settling clerk the proper
package and ticket.
Usually this part of the operation is
in ten minutes.
Meanwhile the proof clerk, who
a
desk
near
the
manager, has entered the claims of
occupies
"
each bank under the head Banks Cr." on a broad sheet of

completed

paper shown below.

Inasmuch as the amount

of each bank's claim against the
"

Hanks Cr."i is the
clearing house (entered under the head
sum of all the tickets which its delivery clerk has pushed
into the letter boxes of the other banks, it follows that all
the tickets of
that head.

all

the banks should equal all the entries under
step in the operation is for each settling

The next

clerk to arrange the

amounts of

all

the tickets in his letter

a column, add it up and send the amount to the proof
clerk which he transcribes and arranges according to the

box

in

bank's number under the head "Hanks Dr.," so that the
debit of

The Result.

Bank

A shall be on the same line with its credit.
Then the difference between the two will show
how much the bank owes the clearing house,
or how much the clearing house owes the bank.

The time occupied by

the settling clerks

in

arranging their

and adding up the columns is about half an hour.
As fast as these footings are completed they are sent to the
proof clerk, who puts them in the debit column opposite the
When all are completed,
credits of the banks respectively.
if no error has been made, the footings of the credit and
tickets
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debit columns must be exactly equal, and the footings of the
two other columns, which show the differences, must be

Then these differences are read off slowly
exactly equal.
and in a distinct tone of voice by the manager so that each
settling clerk

can write down the sum that his bank has to

pay or to receive.

As time

is

mdney

somebody is fined
making footings, also

at the clearing house,

for every error aad_for every delay in

for disobeying the orders of the manager, or any disorderly
conduct.
Forty-five minutes from 10 o'clock are allowed for

completing the proof. For all errors remaining undiscovered
at 11.15 tne fi nes are doubled, and at 12 o'clock quadrupled.
The highest fine for an error discovered before 11.15 i g $3-

When

the

Proof Sheet.

proof sheet
BANKS. DUB CLEARING House.

A

$1,260.81

B

C

D

9.651-85

E

3,566.60

F

G
X

5,073-14

9.39 6 -5

footings

is in

have been made the

the following form

BANKS DR.
$10,521.21

BANKS CR.

:

DUE BANKS.

Till-:

foregoing form.

sum

<7

/ .IA'/.\(,

//;

The amount

of the balances, />., of the

be paid into and out of the clearing h..tiM i> usually
about 5 per cent of the total amount of checks passed through
to

-.

At the clearing of September 22, 1862, the balance
>t one of the banks was
only otu cent.

it.

The debtor banks must pay what they owe

to the cle.i

which the clearing house
the same money to the creditor banks.
Thus, for about an
hour each day, the clearing house may he in

house before 1:30

P.M., after

affluent circumstances while before

MMBMBi

that hour

it

has not a cent.

and

The money

after

paid

and out consists of gold coin, gold certificates, legal
The last are
tender notes and legal tender certificates.
in

by the United States Treasury in denominations not
than $5,000, to national banks depositing legal tender
notes of the same amount, the notes being held as a special
issued

less

deposit by the Treasury for the redemption of the certificates.
The magnitude of the business transacted at the clearing
is stupendous.
One hundred millions per day is the
present average of the checks and drafts passing through it.
In
In years of great business activity it is much larger.

house

1881 the clearings for the year were forty-eight thousand
millions or about one hundred and sixty millions for each

working day.
Magnitude

of

The clearings at New York are about twice
as large as those of all the other cities in the
Union put together. The reason for this is that
New York is the place where the other cities

CleftrLngi.

.

.

In other words
balance their claims against each other.
New York is a clearing house for the whole country as well

as for

houses

its

in

own immediate

traffic.

There are eighty clearing

the United States.

sometimes happens that the demands of depositors for
are not able to
currency are so great that the weaker banks
It

respond;

in

other words they an* liable to suspend pay-
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The suspension

ments.

of

one bank

lead to excessive
clearing House

^

certifi ~

a

in

at

such a time

may

demands upon other banks,

causing them to suspend also. There have been
five crises of this kind in which the New York

banks issued "clearing house loan-certificates"

order to avert general disaster,

viz., in

1860, 1873, 1884,

A description of one will serve for all.
1890, and 1893.
In the month of June, 1893, there was a disturbance
It is needless to ask what caused
the money market.

in
it.

The immediate consequence was the rapid withdrawal of
currency from the banks. The calls from banks in the West
and South were very heavy. If all the deposits are demanded
form at once of course they cannot be paid out of a
But some banks
is only one-fourth of that sum.

in this

fund which

" the
Reserves

have larger reserves than others. Some are
Some
habitually more cautious than others.
have larger capital and surplus in proportion
Some have a more steady-going class of

to their liabilities.

depositors, less likely to be smitten with panic than others.
Such banks are able to help their weaker neighbors. By

combining or "pooling" the reserves of all the banks the
weaker ones, or those most exposed to danger, may be saved

and thus the panic be restrained or wholly averted. It is
necessary, however, that the stronger banks should be
secured for the advances which they make.

On

the

1

5th of June, 1893, the Clearing

House

Associa-

any member might present to the Loan
Committee its bills receivable or other securi^ es to g etner with its own obligation, and

tion resolved that
*
tificates

'

receive

in

exchange therefor

certificates for

75 per cent of the par value of the securities, which certificates should be accepted in lieu of cash in the payment of

balances at the clearing house.
following form:

The

certificates

were

in the

Till:

Cl.KAKIXi.

HOUSE

.>

No...
s

COMMITTEE OP THE NEW YORK

<

i

i

\i:is.

HOUSE

ASSOCIATION
that the

[name of bank] has deposited with

Committee

securities in accordance with the proceeda
of the Association held June 15th. 1893,
of
meeting
ings
this

C upon which
be received

=
Q
~

This

this certificate is issued.

certificate will

payment of balances for the sum of /
thousand Dollars from any member of the Clearing House
in

.

Association.

>

On the surrender of this certificate by the
.c depositing bank above named the committee
""
will endorse the amount as a payment on the
%.

obligations of said bank held by them and
surrender a proportionate share of the collateral securities held thereunder.

2.

$5,000.

The

certificates could not

be used for any other purpose.

As they drew 6 per cent interest from the time they were
used, no bank would take out more than it really needed.
Mi the proof sheet shown above the creditor Hanks
(

1'..

<

.

and F were entitled to receive $28,948.90 which might be paid
to them (except fractional sums) in tlu-se loan certificates.
Thus the reserves of all the banks are made a
1

lh e

*.
J"*
Public Mind.
.

common

fund.

The

total reserve is not

made

any larger by this means, but the aggregate
demand is lessened, because the union of the hanks has a
It does not
powerful influence on the public imagination.
lessen any real want of currency, but

it

and checks

their imaginary wants.

does not avert suspen-

sion in

cases, but

all

it

It

quiets people's fears

avoids the worst consequences of

suspension.

ny persons and even some bankers think that there is
no limit to the possible UMU- of loan certificates, short of the

whole amount of

bills

receivable of the banks

It

is

true
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may be

that such certificates

issued to that extent, but their

when

efficacy to avert suspension stops

reserve

is

exhausted.

the

combined cash

Indeed,

it

stops some-

what before since the banks wil1 make difficu] ties about cashing checks before they pay out

They hold back some portion
As to checks in

their last dollar.

of

their

currency for indispensable needs.

general,
the clearing house," where
as we have seen, 95 per cent of them are balanced by other
checks.
Every bank is required by law to pay every check

they stamp them

^good through

on demand

Yet if the holder of the
in legal tender money.
check accepts the stamp "good through the clearing house,"
If he insists upon payin lieu of cash, the law is satisfied.

ment

at all hazards, the

in every

such case

it

bank must pay or go to protest, and
It keeps back some of its
pay.

will

cash for such emergencies. The influence of public opinion
at such times is the strongest force going.
Public opinion
does not allow men to exercise their full rights in time of

The

banks cannot pay
crisis comes some
discrimination must be made, and that the banks can best
judge how it should be made.
The whole amount of loan certificates issued by the New
York Clearing House in 1893 was $41,495,000 of which
panic.
all

fact is recognized that the

their deposits at once,

and that when a

$38,280,000 were outstanding

at

one time.

This did not

prevent the partial suspension of cash payments.
came a time when most of the banks
Suspension not
always Prevented,

some

There

made

about the payment of checks
over the counter, although the clearing house
difficulty

operations

continued
"

without

interruption.

"
premium on currency was
witnessed in Wall Street.
There was just as much currency
in the
Certain persons who had it in their
country as ever.
-sion were glad to make a
profit out of it, while others

Then

the

phenomenon

of a

/'///

who needed

it,

<7/-./A'/.\(,

M.S.

//cT.s/

and who preferred

to .uld to tin- troubles

n<>t

hanks by demanding it from them, were willing
certified checks, and something mure, for it.
In

of the
their

I

tlu^

business >pr.m- up and the premium of
currency
over certified hank cheeks rose as high as 4 per cent.
As
k

the panic subsided the premium sank.
It
di>ap|>cared as
soon as the volume of clearing house loan certif'nates began
to subside, because that e\ent betokened the returning ability
to meet the demand for cash. The last loan certifiredeemed and cancelled on the first of November.
There can be no doubt that the issue of loan certificates,

of the

banks

cates were

although

it

did not,

in

this

instance,

prevent

altogether, did avert the worst consequences of

vented the actual closing of any bank.
the country, both internal and external,
fits of

suspension
it.

It pre-

kept the trade of
in motion. It enabled
It

employers of labor to keep going, and prevented
multitudes of business men from falling into

the

jrVCCin.

undeserved bankruptcy.

In the crises of 1860,
1884 and 1890 the issue of loan certificates averted bank susIn that of 1873 the event*, were similar
pension altogether.
to those of 1893, but worse.

In 1893 loan certificates were

issued in Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Pittsburgh, Buffalo,
In Columbia, S. C., and many
Detroit and New Orleans.

other Southern cities clearing house loan-certificates were
issued in denominations as small as one dollar for gi
1

meet the dearth of currency.
The machine of exchange called a bank look

circulation, to

It appears to be capable of balancing nearly

paper.
business transactions that

men make

civilized world, without the use of

on

11

all

the

with each other in the

money.

Theoretically

it

1
A description of the various substitutes for money which the pank
of 1893 called into existence, with facsimiles of many of them, b fivcn
in a speech of Hon. John DC Witt Warner in the House of Representa-

tives

June

2,

i>>
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many disturbing elements. Some persons
are dishonest, others are imprudent, others are

can, but there are

unfortunate,

and the whole

business

com-

munity is at times exposed to panics and crises,
All these things have a very disto revolutions and wars.
turbing influence on credit and therefore on banks.

There was no settled public opinion on the subject of
banks for a long-time after the Union was formed, and

no settled legislation. Ideas took shape slowly
and were the results of experience. The science of banking
is to be learned from the ideas that have thus gradually

therefore

crystallized into law. It has
a wall, stone by stone, here a

and the process

little,

is still

been
little

built

up like
and there a

going on.

When

by experience that a change in the
law is needed, the change is made and the new law is retained
as long as it works well and no longer. Thus the science of
banking, like the other sciences, is in a state of flux and
public opinion

reflux,

and

is satisfied

will so

continue indefinitely.

Its

growth must be

traced in the history of banking.

CHAPTER

III.

COLONIAL BANKING.

THE

first

banking experiment in Massachusets, of which
clear account, was started in 1714.
It was

we have any
entitled:

Boston,

"A

New

Projection for Erecting a Bank of Credit in
1
The
England, Founded on Land Security."

preamble recites that there
1

A pamphlet copy of

together with the attack
the reply to the latter.

this

is

a sensible decay of trade for

"

"

is in the Library of Congress,
by Attorney General Dudley, and

Projection

made upon

it

BA

>.\ '/.-//.

want of a medium of exchan^

suppl\ this, deficiency
the parties proposed to subscribe
300,000 and that
subscriber should "settle and make over real
J

estate

u"ofi 7u.
bank, to be
as shall

to

tnc

.

I

val ue

'<

of

his

respective

sub-

scription, to the trustees of the partnership or
and remain as a fund or security for such bill>

be emitted

therefrom."

i

pledged to give the same credit to the

subscriber

bills

was

as to those of

the province, and accept them in all payments specialties
excepted) "upon forfeiture of
50 for each refusal until the
refuser has forfeited his whole security and prot; ^
\t
i

1

meetings of stockholders no person should have more than
rive

votes,

however large

might be made on

"

thirds of their value

his

;

Loans
amount of two-

holdings might be.

ratable estates

"

to the

on wooden houses not exceeding the

value of the land belonging to them on brick houses n .t
exceeding one and one-half times the value of the land be;

"

longing to them on iron or other unperishable commodities,
as a pledge, for one-half or two-thirds according to the
;

Each subscriber was obligated to take out and
two years notes of the bank equal to at least
one-fourth part of the amount of his subscription, but he
market."

keep out

for

could transfer this obligation, or privilege, to any other
All loans were to be at
person on the books of the bank.

due paper was to pay six per
conveyed to the trustees might
and
others of equal value subbe withdrawn

5 per cent interest, but past
cent.
Estates of subscribers

code

Con-

stituted to the satisfaction of

tin-

hi rectors.

ctptions.

whenever ,150,000 of
It was
the bank should
interest
as
draw
so
to
out
the notes were put
whenever the
in
Boston
a
annum
to
hospital
pay .400 per
provided that

same should be
should be

made

established, provided that the bank's notes
receivable for town taxes and assessments.

Other yearly donations amounting to

400 were

to

be made.
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No

ji 00,000 had been
The form of the notes

notes could be issued until

scribed to the capital stock.

sub-

con-

tained no promise to pay, but merely the pledge of the sub"
accept the same in lieu of twenty shillings in
also the pledge of the bank to accept them
all

scribers to

payments"

;

"for the redemption of any

pawn

or mortgage in the said

bank."

The scheme, although not favored by the General Court,
"
The controversy," says Hutchinson,
"had an universal spread and divided towns, parishes and
The same author tells us that the proparticular families."
was very popular.

moters "generally consisted of persons in difficult or involved
circumstances in trade, or such as were possessed of real

had little or no ready money at command, or
no substance at all and we may well enough suppose the party to be very numerous. Some, no doubt, joined
them from mistaken principles and the apprehension that it
was a scheme beneficial to the public and some for party's
sake and popular applause."
Paul Dudley, the Attorney General, and son of Governor
estates but

men

of

Dudley,

;

made

a vigorous attack on this "projection" in a

pamphlet printed anonymously. Among other things he
pointed out that the pretended security for the bills was no
security since the holder of them could do
nothing with a mortgage if it were turned over
Besides this he gave his opinion as a
courts would never adjudge those mortlawyer that the
gages to be good in the law, being for no valuable considerDudley'* Attack,

to him.
"

ation, so that the lands so

owners

mortgaged would revert

to the

like the

year of Jubilee among the Jews."
Dudley's pamphlet was answered by the projectors in another pamphlet, to which they signed their names. Replying

original

to his objection as to the

mortgage security they affirm that
the mortgages themselves will recite a good and valid con-

COLOMAI
f..r

the -ixiiiR of

(h .uul

si-til"

I'his

is

.ill

/

them

;

la-sides whi< h.

obligated to

printed

n\<- th.

n-<

in capital letters.

No process was
were a conclusive argument.
which any holder could compel any subscriber

"th,
n

t.

,

in all

a> though
imli

it

.tt<

t> reier,

notes as the equivalent of twenty shillings in goods, nor
u.is

there any provision for fixing the price of the
goods.

The "projection" had numerous supporters who were
members of it but who wanted to borrow money on
favorable terms proposed.
To head them
the

General Court

50,000 colonial

passed

not
the
off

.1

and then

bills of credit

rt

This, says ilutchin.son, "lesjected the Land Bank bill.
sened the number of the party for the private bank, but it
increased the zeal and raised a strong resentment in those

which remained."

Next in point of time we find two operations, one in 1733
and the other in 1740, which have some semblance to modern
bank-note issues and which appear to have
keen successful as business enterprises and
not hurtful to the public.
in
is

They

are described

an anonymous pamphlet of the year 1741.' The
giving an account of the heterogeneous currency in Mas-

sachusetts Bay.

were

Among

the various things in circulation

:

"Private Bills of Credit:

First

Silver

Money scheme

or

110,000 value was emitted Anno
1733 to prevent an enormous Rhode Island publick emission

merchant's notes whereof

\

letter to

a merchant

in

London concerning a

late

combination

New England

to Impose
Currency called I.nml I'.ank Money; 1'iinud for the
publick Good 1741." The copy of this pamphlet in the I iNiary of
"
"
Congress has the words by Henjamin I >oll>eare written aC the bottom
in

the Province of the Massachu.M-tt-

or Force a Private

of the

title

page.

!'..>

in
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from depreciating our currency.

These

bills

continue to be

punctually paid in gold and silver as they become due and
are at present 33 per cent better than province bills." They

The premium on them

arose from the

were depreciating.
Another sum of Merchant's

Notes value

did not bear interest.

fact that the colonial bills

"Secondly.
120,000 emitted

Anno

1740, on a silver bottom, projected
to stifle that pernicious grand bubble called the Land Bank.
Those bills considered abstractedly are advantageous to the

possessor; being payable on demand in a legal currency
they are equivalent to cash, and carrying a growing profit of

annum they are better than province bills
otherwise regular) as good as the stocks and companies bonds in London the signers without further recourse upon the partnership being our most eminent and

three per cent per

and

(if

;

wealthy traders are capable, when required, to

pay

off all their bills

The

first

call

in

and

sight."

of these private emissions

Hutchinson.
Island bills

upon a short

is

mentioned also by

In 1733 on account of a new batch of Rhode
of credit for
100,000, he says, "the merchants

of Boston confederated

and mutually promised and engaged

not to receive any bills of this new emission but, to provide
a currency, a large number of them formed themselves into
;

a

company and issued

110,000 redeemable in ten years in
then current rate." The Rhode

silver at igs. per ounce, the

Island bills nevertheless

came

in, silver

rose to 27^. per ounce

and then the merchants' notes were hoarded.

We now

come

Land Bank,"

of
its

lud Bank of

to the

"

pernicious grand bubble called the

scheme which convulsed society in
and
came near to producing a revoday

1741, a

The Dolbeare pamp hlet calls it " The
Land Bank or Manufactory scheme (the de-

lution

signed subject of this letter) being a late combination of
a vast multitude of necessitous, idle and extravagant per-

Ci>

sons, with
to

have

all

/t.l.VA'/.VG.

the signs of a Genuine

wh.it

they call

money

at

253

llul.i

an IMS

to

ncl

pay

their debts in a precarious fallacious kind of bills, vi
ry ill <r
not at all secured, of no determine -d \ .due. hearing no interest,

not payable (the possessor cannot oblige to ai
until after twenty years and being a very large
to

all

will,

the then provincial bills ot
if not remedied,
depreciate

all

sum

.

l.uuli of
600,000
paper currencies that are

not determined by a silver value, consequently prove a great
prejudice to private property and great loss and

New

the merchants of Great Britain trading to

dam

Kngl ind.

.

.

"If we can suppose this Board of Hill Makrrs he continues) to be honest men and that in conscience they
i

i

li

no other check but conscience) they emit no more than
as they ha.
,'usirf
of desperate men may follow the
trade and bills may multiply as in the

according to their past
/<//<///

any other

articles,

number

same money-making

The projectors and managers of this
scheme have debauched the minds of the people by instilling
into them some pernicious principles destructive of all
society and good government
"
That common consent or the humour of the
irst.
multitude ought to be the Ratio Ultima in everything and
former case.

.

.

.

:

I

particularly in currencies.
"

Secondly.

.

.

.

That every landed man, even

;ng of his last acre, has a right to

make

to the mort-

m-.m-y.

"

That the industrious merchants and frugal
monied men are the bane of a country because they expect
their debts and dues to be honestly paid.
Thirdly.

;

.

"

Fourthly.

To

value themselves as being formidable by

numbers, two thousand principals, as they publish, and
many thousand abettors. This is ruffian-like, by >u|
their

numbers
1

to

This

endeavor to make honest people buy tht rabbi!
is

old slang, meaning to get the

wont

of a bargain.
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"

By

Fifthly.

you may see,
the managers

the inclosed newspapers printed in Boston,

and we here upon the spot do daily

hear,

how

spirit the people to mutiny, sedition and riots.
for law that no orders from Boards at Whitehall

One

gives it
acts
of Parliament can put a stop to their proceedings.
nor
Others say we shall humble the proud merchants that if the
;

these bills in pay they must blame
themselves for any-outrages that may happen."

merchants

The

will not receive

"

writer concludes

by saying

:

In

all

bubbles, combina-

a corrupt

the guilt of the projectors and managers is from
principle but the error of their followers, the

multitude,

is

tions, etc.,

only from a mistake in judgment."

The Land Bank

of 1741 began to issue circulating notes
In the state of the law at that time none

without a charter.

was necessary.
Governor Belcher issued a proclamation
it and recommended the General Court to
against
suppress
it.
The latter took no action but rather encouraged it.
Several justices, including Samuel Adams, Sr., resigned
because they were concerned

in

it.

The Bank

filed

a copy

This
organization with the Secretary of the Council.
that
an
voted
the
was
and
ordered
filing
body
impertinence
the Secretary to return it. The Governor resolved to dismiss
of

its

civil and military, who had.anydo with it, or who encouraged it

all officers,
6

thing

Aclion

in

to

Whole troops resigned in conLee, of Worcester, took the ground that

any way.

sequence.
Henry
it was the
privilege of an Englishman to give his approval
"
to this bank and added
To sacrifice my post for the service
:

of

my

country

is

infinitely

more honorable than

to

keep

it

on such base conditions."

A

New banks in imione were started in Essex Co., in Middlesex
and in the town of Scituate, all ready to demand or to grab
whatever privileges the Land Bank might secure. These
regular banking mania broke out.

tation

of this

COLON/A I

/..M/.

2J$

privileges \\ere sufficiently liberal, as the

bank waft issuing
and then only
and unknown valuation.
As the:

circulating notes redeemable in t\\-nty years
in

goods

at

an arbitrary

had some resemblance

situation

in

to that

whuh had

lately

during the South
bubble, Parliament extended the prohib
and penalties of the anti-Hubble At t to the
This produced such exasperation among tht
il

colonies.

Kni^land

moters and friends of the Land Hank that steps were taken
to mob the Governor and Council. Governor Hekher was a
native of the province and a man of courage.
He received
early information of the intended riot and took steps to quell
"
In a letter to Thos. Hutchinson he wrote
it.
Von
it

say

:

would be much better

if

some other way than by

application

to Parliament could be found to suppress

it

assure you the concerned
openly declare they defy any act of Parliament
to be able to do it. They are grown so brassy and hardy as
Attempted

to be

Riot.

(Land Hank).

now combining

is set

for their

day
day sent the

I

a body to raise a rebellion and the
coming to this town. ... I have this
in

and

Sheriff

his officers to

apprehend some of

the heads of the conspirators."

The Land

Hankers, in order to get their notes in circula-

tion, had bought any kind of property for which the o\\
would accept the notes in payment. The latter had been

issued in

many

cases at half their face value.

Now

the

ami- Hubble act gave the holders an immediate right of action
and director for the full amount of
against rveiy p.iuin
:

their claims.
her

to get

as this fact

became

well

ndcrstood

the anger of the partners against Governor
Belcher, to whom they attributed their mis

8emo^d
was

As soon

fortunes, was unbounded.
him removed from office, and

this they actually

a series of

cunning forgeries

accomplished.

They prepared

Their

first

step
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which they sent to England implicating him in dishonest
which are given by Hutchinson. These,

acts, the details of

however, would have failed of their purpose but for a political
They succeeded in enlisting the symintrigue in England.
pathies of a man who had great influence with the Dissenters of the borough of Coventry. An election was pending
there and this vote was promised to the Duke of Grafton on

The

condition that Governor Belcher should be removed.
"

"

was carried out and the removal was made ostensibly
on the ground of the charges preferred in the forged papers.
Governor Belcher went to England, exposed the forgeries,
and was then appointed Governor of New Jersey.
His successor in Massachusetts was Governor Shirley.
The Land Bankers thought that they should now have everyThe Governor took them into his
thing their own way.
deal

favor, ostensibly

if

not actually.

the vials of his wrath on the
in

it

and on the Governor

He

calls

ble

name

"
it

of

Dr. Douglass pours out

Land Bank and

all

concerned

for his toleration of the promoters.

a combination of desperate debtors by the bubLand Bank that had formed a prevailing party,

which, notwithstanding their being timely stigmatized and
damned by an act of the British Parliament, their influence

continues to prevail to this time, 1749."
"
Soon after the Land Bank scheme was

Again, he says

damned by

Parliament Governor Shirley
GOV. Shirley
and the Land
Bankers.

I

:

act of

shall

not

sav j n contempt, but perhaps in neglect of this
act
promoted their directors and other chief

managers to the highest

offices of counsellers,

provincial agents, judges, justices, sheriffs and militia officers, preferable to others."
Hutchinson, on the other hand,

says that Shirley was under the necessity of conciliating the
Land Bank men in order to carry on the government at all,

and that he displayed great art in bringing them over to his
measures without giving in to their measures. The great

COLONIAL /M.VA
they expected was relief from the jxrnallics of the .mn

Hubble

each

ai

in. in

t.

A

hill

\\.i-.

passed

liable only for his

notes, ami after a
mjjatnry. for

loni; (It-lay
it

liy

the (ieneral

>urt to

<

make

own

share of the outstanding
the (iovrrnor si-iu d it. hut it

could not repeal the act of Parliament.

ami -Hubble act had put a stamp of illegality on the
Land Bank which could not be effaced. The General Court
was obliged to recognize this fact A committee of the
House was appointed in 1742 to investigate its affairs.
I

h<-

They found
Termination

that

,35,582 of

its

notes were

outstanding and they recommended that the
provisions of the anti-Bubble act be enforced

against those proprietors

who

did not pay up.

tion ran through a quarter of a century.

The

liquida-

Nearly everybody

who had any connection with it was ruined. Petitions for
relief came into the General Court year after year from
members who said that they had paid their own share and
and that they could pay no more. In 1767
ghost reappeared in a committee report saying that
.1,740 of its notes were still unredeemed and recommendthat of others
its

ing that the amount be assessed against
directors and the estates of those deceased.

the

surviving

In the follow-

ing year Benjamin Jacobs, one of the partners, having been
sued and cast for a considerable amount of its notes, peti-

tioned the General Court for

Bank

relief.

And

here the

Land

of 1741 vanished from history.

Although the Land Bank scheme, examined in the light
was unsound and pernicious, it was not

of the present day,

dishonest.

Public opinion had been debauched

b ? colonial

bills of credit ' i(leas

on the

"*>ject

money were topsy-turvy, and there was no
law prohibiting these persons from issuing notes if people
were willing to take them. At the time when the Land Bank
fight was in progress (1742) Parliament passed an act
of
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amending the charter

of the

Bank

of England,

and prohibit-

ing any other body, politic or corporate, than the

any partnership of
"

Bank

or

than six persons, from issuing cirthat part of Great Britain called Engless

in
culating notes
"
land."
Thus, says Professor Dunbar, the exclusive privilege of the Bank did not prevent the issue of such notes by

partnerships having only six partners or less, nor the performance of other^banking functions by companies or partNotes continued
nerships of a greater number of partners.

be issued by the London private banking houses, some of
which were of longer standing than the Bank of England
itself, and by country bankers, of which the number increased
to

1
rapidly in the second half of the eighteenth century.
In addition to the colonial banking experiments mentioned

above there was one of considerable importance at New
2
London, Connecticut, in i732, and one in Charleston, South
8
Carolina, in I775, both extremely crude.

CHAPTER

IV.

FIRST BANK OF THE UNITED STATES.

THE opinion is held by many persons of good education
and sound judgment that a new Bank of the United States
would be a desirable addition to our national furnishings.
The two banks

of this kind

which we had

in

our early

"

history did serve the purpose of regulators of the currency."
They put an end to grave disorders in the national finances.

They were

useful in

many ways and

they gave entire

satis-

1
Chapters on the Theory and History of Banking, by Charles F.
Dunbar, p. 158. See also Macleod, i, 487 and 501.
2
Hronson, p. 42.

*

Ramsay,

ii,

170.

f-fKST

BANK

ion to the l.u-iin---

O/
t

tention on their
l)ut

do

Ibith

oimnumty

over politics and broke their net

ami

k-.

own

part to

in spite of their

<>f

them

-

this without arn in

meddle with

poli-

utmost efforts not

to

any persons think that a new itank
of the I'nited States would be more fortunate in tinregard
I

so.

If

am not of that number.
The first Bank of the United

1791

States

was established

in

pursuance of a report made by Alexander Hamilton,
Secretary of the Treasury. Hamilton's report

in

Hamilton's

m

^L

e main a so"* P>ece of reasoning.
He was somewhat in advance of his con-

IS

Report

temporaries in discerning the objections to bank loans on
mortgage security, and to land banking in general, although
he had, a few years earlier, written a long letter to Robert
Morris, in favor of a bank founded on landed security.
In the report of 1791 he took ground against paper
money issued by the Government, either directly or

through a bank owned by

itself,

and

his

arguments are

strongly put.

Hamilton saw clearly how a bank serves as a manufactory
and how it economizes the use of capital. He had

of credit,

a clear understanding of the nature of deposits. Tin- is the
more remarkable since there was no text book at that time
to explain

it

to him.

He

said

:

cry loan which a bank makes is, in its first shape, a
credit given to the borrower on its books, the am..

which

it

gold or

stands ready to pay, either

silver, at his option.

in

But, in a

its

jjre.it

own notes, or in
number of cases,

no actual payment is made in either. The borrower, frequently,
by a check or order, transfers his credit to some other person,
who. in his turn, is as
to whom he has a payment to make
;

often content with a similar credit, because
that he can,

i

whenever he pleases, either convert

it

into cash.
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or pass
in this

And
it to some other hand, as an equivalent for it.
manner the credit keeps circulating, performing in

every stage the office of money, till it is extinguished by a
discount with some person who has a payment to make to
Thus large sums
the bank, to an equal or greater amount.
are lent and paid, frequently through a variety of hands,
without the intervention of a single piece of coin."

Congress passed, the bank act substantially, in acThe chief points
cordance with his recommendations.
were these
:

The bank was

to have a capital of $10,000,000, divided
shares
of $400 each.
25,000
Eight millions of the
was
stock
to
capital
open
subscription by the public, oneI.

into

Composition of
the Bank's

fourth to be paid in specie and three-fourths
jn
government obligations bearing 6 per cent

The other $2,000,000 of the capital
be subscribed by the United States,
ten equal annual installments with interest at 6
interest.

Capital.

was

payable in

to

per cent.
II. Each shareholder was entitled to cast one vote for
one share,, one vote for the next two shares, and so on, no
shareholder being entitled to cast more than thirty votes.

Foreign shareholders were

not allowed to vote by proxy,

and therefore practically could not vote at all. The principle
of giving power to the minority was generally adopted in
subsequent
banks from
III.

"State

bank

falling

charters, the object being to prevent
under the control of a few persons.

Not more than

three- fourths of the directors

were

eligible for the next

succeeding year.
IV. The bank could not hold real estate except for the
immediate accommodation of its business, but it was not forbidden to lend on mortgage security.
V. The bank could not become indebted for a greater
amount than its capital stock, over and above the amount of

T

f'/A'S

its

deposits

/' .

/

.

\

A

(

\

> .'

th.it is. tin- ilejiosits

;

7 //: /

>

.

were n't

\
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t<

be counted as

In case
estimating its n^lit to t onir.u t debts.
of excess the directors were t< be person illy liabk- to creditliabilities in

ors of the bank, but directors absent or dissenting

i

exonerate themselves by notifying the
f
thc l nited Slates aml thc slock dont
holders, at a meeting which they shouhi

There was
power to call for that purpose.
limit on the note issues of the bank than this.
the

no other
It

meant

substantially that the circulating notes mi-la be equal in
amount to the capital stock, but they never exceeded onehalf of it.
The notes were receivable for all government

dues.

VI.

The head

inspecting

all

of

of the Treasury should have the right of
its affairs except the accounts of private

individuals,

^

Treasury Inspection.

and could

once a ^efc

jf

call for reports

ne cno se to do

as often

The

SO.

notes of the bank should be receivable

!

public dues as long as said notes were payable in gold and
The Treasury was not required to deposit the

silver coin.

public
VII.

money in the bank.
The bank might have branches wheresoever

and deposit.
might

sell

It

thc

but only for the purpose of discount
could not engage in trade of any kind, but

directors should see

fit,

any goods which

it

had been obliged

to take as

security for loans.
\ III.

The government pledged

itself to

grant no other

during the continuance of this one. which

bank
was limited to twenty years.
There were long-winded arguments over the constiti;
bank to be chartered by
ality of this bank, or of any
charter for a

gress.

The

1

Federalists generally took the affirmativ-

the Republicans the negative.
Washington requested three
members of his cabinet, Randolph (Attorney General).
I
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and Hamilton (Secretary of the
him written opinions on the constitu-

son (Secretary of State),
Treasury), to furnish

tionality of the bank,
Constitntion-

Hamilton's being favor-

able and the others' unfavorable.

ality.

ing them

After giv-

careful attention he signed the

bill,

which had passed the Senate without a division and the

House by 39

to 20.

In a speech toHSongress October 25, 1791, Washington
said that the entire capital of the bank was subscribed in

one day.

Jefferson,

whose opposition

to the

bank was

ex-

from beginning to end, said that it was part
of a disgraceful private speculation in which members of
ceedingly bitter

Congress had taken

However

that

may have

been, it
In 1809, Secretar y Gallatin reported that the government
had made a profit of $671,860 on the sale of
part.

was a great

financial success.

its shares besides receiving dividends at the average rate of
8^5 per cent per annum. Of the 25,000 shares ($400 each)
18,000 were held abroad and 7,000 by residents of the

United States, the latter having the exclusive power of
managing the bank. The outstanding circulation at this
time was 4,500,000; specie on hand $5,000,000; deposits
$8,500,000; loans and discounts $15,000,000, consisting
The bank had no mortgage secumostly of 6o-day paper.
rities except such as had been taken to secure doubtful
debts.
This was a very strong position.
The bank collected the bonds of importers for customs
duties.
at its

It

transferred the public funds from place to place
the money on the order of the

own expense, and paid

Treasurer of the United States wherever wanted.

It

had

New York, Baltimore, Norfolk, Charleston,
Savannah, Washington and New Orleans, the parent bank being

branches

at Boston,

at Philadelphia.
Secretary Gallatin strongly recommended
the renewal of the charter, which would expire in 1811.

flRST BANK

A

Ol

\

//'//

A

contest of extreme bitterness eiiMjed, in whiih the use-

fulness of

contest over

Renewal

ot

tlic

hank

\va-

re

was an

explosion of party rage, and an explosion of
private rage against Mr. Gall.uin. insi.i

dominant

party.
Undoubtedly some votes
were cast adversely for conMitutiMiul reasons.
The Federalists had lost ground pretty steadily >ime the

Cluu-ter.

election of Jefferson in

1800, but tiny \\ere still strong in
wealth and respectability.
They had established the bank
ideas
Mr.
and he. although yielding to
Jefferson's
against
Mr. Gallatin on practical measures and signing various bills
;

supplementary to the original charter, had remained, both
in his administration

to

and

in his retirement, a consistent foe

it.

President Madison, who, as a

member

of the House, had

opposed the original charter on the ground of unconstitutionally, was now disposed to look at the question as res
adjudicate.

He

neither favored nor opposed a new charter.
to Mr. Gallatin which had its

There was a cabal opposed

Pennsylvania, its leaders being William
hiane and Michael Leib. These men wanted to have cer-

principal seat in
I

changes made in the Federal offices in Philadelphia,
which Mr. Gallatin refused on public grounds. The spoilsmen of Pennsylvania were furious. They were determined
to force Gallatin out of office if they could, and
tain

^P

086 ^ everything that he
to tn s enf tnev
favored and favored everything that he op'

'

posed.

A clique in Maryland headed by the Secretary of

Robert Smith, and

his brother.

-

Senator Smith, was equally

and consequently against the Bank.
War with England, and perhaps with France, was now
impending. There would be a great strain upon the Treasury
in either event. Mr. Gallatin recommended that the bank be
rechartered with a capital increased to $30,000,000, and that
bitter against Gallatin
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it

should be bound to lend three-fifths of

its

capital to the

do so, and that

it should
pay
government whenever required to
of
interest on all government deposits in excess
$3,000,000.
Of the new capital he proposed that $15,000,000 should be

Mr. Gaiiatin's

subscribed by such States as might desire it,
d that a b rancn should be established in

Proposals.

State.

each subscribing State, if asked for by the
Eighteen thousand shares of the capital of the exist-

This fact
ing bank were held abroad, mostly in England.
the
bank
and
the
enemies
of
the
was seized upon by
personal

enemies of the Secretary to inflame popular prejudice.
cipating this ground of objection Mr. Gallatin said
report of
"

The

March

2,

1809

Antiin his

:

objection against the renewal of the
from the great portion of the bank
not on account of any influence it
stock held by foreigners,
them
over the institution, since they have no vote, but
gives
of the high rate of interest payable by America to foreign
strongest

charter seems

to arise

If the charter is not
countries, on the portion thus held.
the
that
of
renewed,
principal
portion, amounting to about

7,200,000 dollars, must, at once, be remitted abroad
if

the charter

is

;

but,

renewed, dividends, equal to an interest of

l
about & />
per cent a year, must be annually remitted in the
The renewal of the charter will, in that

same manner.

respect, operate, in a national point of view, as a foreign
That inloan, bearing an interest of 8}4 per cent a year.

convenience might, perhaps, be removed, by a modification
in the charter,

providing for the repayment of that portion
by a new subscription to the same amount,

of the principal

in favor of citizens

;

but

it

does not, at

all

events, appear

outweigh the manifest public advantages derived
from the renewal of a charter."
sufficient to

This demonstration of the impolicy of liberating and
sending home seven millions of specie at a time when we

f/tfS T

KA A'A

(

'

/

s

TA TES.

were

likely to need every dollar of n.in th.it the country
contained had not the smallest effect on tin- and Federalist

or on the anti (lallatin faction, except to increase their fury.

Mr.

Dcsha, a representative of Kentucky (Kfhru.it
1811), considered this foreign capital one of the engines set
to work to overturn civil liberty.
He had no doubt th.it

George

III

was a principal stockholder and

authorize his agent in

this

country to bid

renewal of the charter.
not

wanled

except

that he would
millions

The new
by a

charter

was

few specu!

merchants who had become involved

in

debt

"

and had borrowed money from this foreign bank." These
merchants were not deserving of any sacrifices on the part
of the government.
They were sending in petitions and
memorials

and then

all

the time

demanding protection to commerce,
and trying to bring

flying in the face of authority

the laws [the

embargo] into ridicule. The only way t->
"
was to assist in strangling this infant

liberty, in his opinion,

Hercules

in the cradle,"

meaning probably,

to assist

Hercules

He

concluded by suggesting that
unless the British Government should rescind its elandmeasures affecting our rights, then rather than renew the

in strangling this serpent.

charter of the

bank we ought

to confiscate the British capital

conquering Canada, because so long as
"
Great Britain held Canad i. federalism, or if gentlemen like
the term better, aristocracy, will regularly progress and finally
in

it

and use

it

in

convulse your government to its center."
This sounds now like very wild raving. Imt even Jefferson
instin
thought that the bank was dangerous to free
In 1803, when
apart from any question of constitutionality.
Gallatin wanted to have a branch bank authorized at

a special law In-in- required to establish bra;
on this subject broke
in the territories
Jeffers. ,n\ anxieties
"
Inwrote to the ScareWhat an obstruction."
out afresh.

Orleans

REPRESENTATIVE MONEY.
"

could not this Bank of the United States, with

tary,

all its

branch banks, be in time of war ? It might dictate to us the
Ought we then
peace we should accept, or refuse its aids.
to give further growth to an institution so powerful, so hostile

"

"

Gallatin quietly persisted, saying,

?

Whenever they

dangerous they are completely in
be crushed." Jefferson yielded, but his

appear to be really

shall

our power and

may

opinion remained unchanged.
The bank was not without friends

The

best speech

made

the

for

a masterly effort from nearly

Senator Crawford of Georgia
all

points of view.

among the Republicans.
new charter was that of

Mr. Crawford gives us a glimpse of

journalism in his day
"The democratic presses in these great States have, for
more than twelve months past, teemed with the most scur:

abuse against every member of Congress who has
dared to utter a syllable in favor of the re-

rilous

newal of the bank charter

-

The member who

dares to give his opinion in favor of the renewal of the charter, is instantly charged with being bribed by
the agents of the bank
trampled upon the rights

with being corrupt
with having
with
liberties of the People
having sold the sovereignty of the United States to foreign
with being guilty of perjury by having violated
capitalists
the Constitution.

Yes,

and

sir,

these are the circumstances under

which we are called upon to reject the bill. When we compare the circumstances under which we are now acting, with
those which existed at the time
incorporate the bank,

we may

when the law was passed to
own judgments.

well distrust our

Sir, I had always thought that a corporation was an artificial
body, existing only in contemplation of law but if we can
believe the rantings of our democratic editors in these great
;

States,
exists

and the denunciations

of our public declaimers,

it

under the form of every foul and hateful beast, and

A//

bird,

A

tod creeping

<>/

////.

tinny,

it

tlturf

nations
form,

but

it

it

.

r.\//.

is

.1

it

is
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//i/x/.u
.1

is

Yes.

/'//Vr

a
sir, in

their

not only assumes every hideous and frightful
possesses every poisonous, deleterious and
Shall

destructive quality.

\vr. sir,

suiter our

iini^u...

be alarmed, and our judgments to be influenced, t>\
Shall we tamely act under the lash of
miserable stuff?

to

tyranny of the press ?
in the newspapers of

NO man complains

this

of the discussion

any subject which comes before the
Union but I most solemnly protest a^
the course which has been pursued by these editors, in relaLegislature of the

;

Instead of reasoning, to prove the
unconstitutional ity of the law, they charge members of Congress with being bribed or corrupted and this is what they
tion to this question.

;

call the

form
war.

it

To tyranny, under whatever
liberty of the press.
I
be
declare
exercised,
open and interminable
may

To me

it

perfectly indifferent whether the tyrant

is

is

an irresponsible editor, or a despotic monarch."
He concluded with the following words
:

we have

the experience of twenty years for our guide.
During that lapse of years your finances have been, through
the agency of this Bank, skillfully and successfully managed.
"Sir,

During

improvement of the country, and the
prosperity of the nation, have been rapidly
\Yhy, then, should we. at thi's
Progressing.

this period, the

perilous and
well tried system
in its

;

momentous

fundamental principles?

Does the pride of

revolt at the idea of acquiescing
political

.bandon a

<

faulty, perhaps, in the detail, but

opponents?

Come! and

in

the

with

system

me

sa

sound

oj

of

:

pride and political resentments at the shrine of pn
Let them be made a propitiatory sacrifice for the
of the public welfare, the savor of which will

good.

promotion
ascend to Heaven, and be there recorded as

a

lasting,

an
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everlasting evidence of your devotion to the happiness of

your country."
Senator Lloyd of Massachusetts

on the same

side,

supplying some

made

a very strong speech
interesting items of bank-

ing intelligence.
Speaking of the great convenience to the
of
an
apparatus by which payments could be
government

made

at specie value everywhere, without cost for the transmission of funds,Hhe said that Penobscot Bank notes would
not pass in Boston at all times, that Boston Bank notes

passed with
those of

difficulty in

New York

New York and

Philadelphia, while

were not readily current

in

Washing-

ton.

Henry Clay held the opinion emphatically that Congress
had no power to grant the original charter or to renew it.
In a speech (February 15, 1811) he said "I conceive then,
:

we

empowered by the Constitution nor by
it to renew the charter of this bank.
under
practice
any
sir,

that

are not

Again (March
n a P et i^ on
*

its

charter

he presented a report denytne bank for an extension of

2),
f

sufficiently

long to

wind up

its

The

report says that "holding the opinion (as a
majority of the committee do) that the Constitution did not
authorize Congress, originally, to grant the charter, it folaffairs.

lows as a necessary consequence of that opinion, that an extension of it, even under the restrictions contemplated by
the stockholders,

is equally repugnant to the Constitution."
Mr. Clay shared also some of the apprehensions of Mr.
Desha, touching the sinister influence of foreign capital.
"Seven-tenths of its capital," he said, "is in the hands of

and these foreigners chiefly English subjects.
are possibly on the eve of a rupture with that nation.
Should such an event occur do you apprehend that the

foreigners,

We

Knglish premier would experience any difficulty in obtaining
the entire control of this institution?"

FIXSTBANXOi
The
passed

\'ITED STAI

ineptitude of these remark-,
in the amuU of legislation.

h.is

hardly been sur

In the hist place the
he n. the American

foreign sh.urholilri-, could n<>t \ou-.
of the Tu.iMiry had the rijjht o( \iMtation and
i.iry
I

so that

in-

nothing could be done by the

Knglish

premier without his immediate knowledge, and as

(lall.itm

spection,

had

said to Jefferson years before, "they are
completely in
our power and may be crushed."
Iinally, since the I ngltsh

premier mi^ht ^ain control of the bank's capital indir
Mr. Clay proposed to send seven-tenths of it to England,
where he could control it directly. Hut the most fantastic
side of Mr.

('

lay 's_ position

was the

constitutional side,

hive

he was a strong advocate of the charter of the
Second Bank of the United States, saying that "that which
later

appeared to him in 1811 under the state of things then
ng not to be necessary to the general government,
seemed now to be necessary under the present state of
things.

Had

jection had

he then foreseen what now exists and no ob-

lain

againsj the renewal of the charter other

than that derived from the Constitution he should have

The Haw in this reasoning is that
he held that the original charter of 1791 was uncon-

voted for the renewal."
in 1811

'

stitutional without regard to circumstances.

The

vote

was taken

in the

House Januai\

*

j.

iSn, on a

motion to postpone indefinitely, which motion prevailed by
on a
a majority of one
65 to 64. The vote in the Senate
The Bank

killed.

similar bill (February 20) was a tie
the
17, whereupon George Clinton,

17 to

President, gave the tasting vote against the

was accordingly put in liquidation. It paid the
shareholders $434 for each share of 5400. The country
went to war the following year leaning upon t:
bank.

It

for financial

support.

All except those of

lAnnabof rongrc5. IMS

iSi...

p

New

1194.

England,
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and a very few

in the

West and South, suspended

in

September, 1814, after
able paper, at all sorts of discount, for several years. If the
bank charter had been renewed in 1811, it is almost certain

which the country wallowed in irredeem-

that specie

payments would have been maintained.

This

In an essay published in 1831,

was Mr. Gallatin's opinion.
after alluding to the banking speculations which sprang from
a desire to fill the void left by the Bank of the United
120 new banks being chartered and put in operStates,
ation in the space of three years, he said
"It is our deliberate opinion that the suspension might
have been prevented at the time when it took place had the
:

former Bank of the United States been

The exaggerated

still

in existence.

occasioned by
the dissolution of that institution, would not have occurred.
That bank would as before have restrained
increase of State banks,

proper bounds and checked their
and
issues,
through the means of its offices
it would have been in possession of the earliest
(branches)
symptoms of the approaching danger. It would have put
the Treasury Department on its guard
both acting in concert would certainly have been able at least to retard the
event, and as the treaty of peace was ratified within less
than six months after the suspension took place, that catastrophe would have been altogether avoided."
So the first Bank of the United States stumbled over
politics in spite of itself, and disappeared.
within

;

(WD BANK Of

THI.

.\7TD STA
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V.

SECOND BANK OF THE UNITED STATES.
I

R

order,

order to preserve continuity, rather than chronological
we will now consider the Second Hank of the United

The

friends of the first bank had predicted a finana consequence of the non-renewal of the charter.
such thing happened, but disaster came a little later in

St. it cs.

cial crisis as

No

a way they had not expected. The condition of the country
in 1814 was pictured by Mr. Grosvenor, of New York, in
the House, in the following words l
"
This war has become entirely defensive
:

we

;

and happy

our hopes, if by any exertion
be, happy beyond
we shall be able to defend from invasion the very soil where,
shall

all

but forty years ago, the banner of independence
So far in the nature of things
in the breeze.

first

is

floated

conquest

beyond our power, that, in the next summer,
all the means of the nat O n a ii t he bravery of
the people, and all the energies of the govern-

of

j

The^Gioom

t

be indispensable to preserve our cities from conflagration, our States from subjugation, our government

ment

will

As a first and indispensable requisite to
turn to the Treasury, and there the most
appalling views are presented. We find it empty, approachAll confidence in the promises of govern
ing bankruptcy.
and public credit has become a spectre
ment is
from dissolution.

these objects,

gone

we

;

haunting the place where it once had flourished."
Mr. Grosvenor was a Federalist, and all Federalists were
was more so
low-spirited at that time, but perhaps nobody
than

President

when he and
1

Madison himself on the

his wife, fugitives

sth of August,
from the burning capital,

Annals of Congress, 1814-181 $.

p. 667.
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were seeking each other

at night, in the

in a Virginia forest.

thunderstorm,

midst of a terrible

1

specie payments except in New
were circulating at 15 to 30 per
The government 'had defaulted on the in-

The banks had suspended
England, and

their notes

cent discount.

What money it had was in the
could
not
be moved from one place to
and
banks
suspended
2
men's
minds
another.
reverted, to the Bank of
Naturally
its
the bank had regulifetime
the United States.
During
terest of the public debt.

lated the currency, besides helping the

government in critical
end by the force of example
Its own notes were
rather than by overt act.
to
The State banks
specie.
always equal
were obliged to keep their notes up to the
same standard, since otherwise they would be thrown out
by the great bank and no longer be received for governtimes.

It

had achieved

ment dues, and
would transfer

The phrase

"

this

in the principal cities their best

their accounts to the

bank

or

its

customers
branches.

Regulator of the Currency," as applied to the

two Banks of the United States, has no other significance,
but this was discovered to be of immense importance when
suspension took place in September, 1814.
Earlier in the year there had been stirrings of public
opinion in favor of a new bank and the House of Represen-

had referred the subject

tatives

7
Dallas**

mended

committee.

to a special
the i;th of October, the new

On

Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Dallas, recombank be incorporated with a capital

that a national

1

Ingersoll's History of the

2

"The government might

Second

War

with Great Britain,

ii,

208.

possess immense resources in one State
and be totally bankrupt in another it might levy taxes to the amount
of the whole circulating medium and yet have only its own notes avail;

payment of debt it might borrow hundreds of millions and
be none the better for the loan." History of the U. S., by Henry Adams,
able for

viii,

215.

;

/.'.-/

.\

A c/

/'///.

UNIT*

-

of $50,000,000.
Mr. i.ilhis voiced the common opinion
t ikin^trong ground against legal tender notes
I

m

:

tiu- issues of a
paper curt
said) prothe national treasury or from a n.itu.n.il bank, the
acceptance of the paper in a course of payments and receipts
must be forever optional with the titi/ens. The extremity

"\Vla-tlirr
I

mm

day cannot be anticipated when any honest and enlightened statesman will again venture upon the desperate
expedient of a tender law."
of that

Mr. Dallas's chief aim was to secure financial aid to the

Daniel Webster was then serving his
in Congress as a representative of

government.

first

term
Daniel Webster.

on

He

Hampshire.

took the view that a Hank

of the United States ought to be constructed
other foundations than the temporary needs of the public

Mr. Dallas proposed a bank with a capital of

treasury.

$50,000,000, only on~-tenth specie and the balance g<>
ment securities of one kind or another, the bank to lend

$30,000,000 to the government (which could only be its
notes), and to have a right to suspend specie payments

own

in certain contingencies.

Mr. Webster opposed this plan.

1815, and in doing so gave Congress a foretaste
of that superb diction that stamped him the greatest of
American orators. He said inter alia :

January

"
I

am

2,

sure,

sir,

that the advantages which would at pres-

To look to
ent result from any bank are greatly overrated.
a bank as a source capable not only of affording a .ir.ui.it
..odium to the country, but also of supplying the ways
and means of carrying on the war, especially at a time when
the country

much

is

without commerce,

more than

wil1

CVer ** O01

'

1

is to

'"

expect

'

high-wrought hopes can end only in disapof supporting an expensive war are
pointment.
Hanks are ti"t revenue.
not of quite so easy acquisition.

The means
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They cannot supply
to

its

collection

its

and

They may afford facilities
They may furnish, with

place.

distribution.

convenience, temporary loans to government, in anticipation of its taxes, and render important assistance in divers

ways

to the general operations of finance.

to the State, in their

They

proper place and sphere

;

are useful

but they are

not the sources of national income.
"

The

credit

The
fountains of revenue must be sunk deeper.
of bank paper are the effects, rather

and circulation

than the cause, of a profitable commerce and a well ordered

system of finance. They are the proofs of
national wealth and prosperity, not the foundations of them.
Whoever shall attempt to restore the fallen credit of this country by the creating of new
banks, merely that they may create new paper, and that

government may have a chance of borrowing, where it has
not borrowed before, will find himself miserably deceived.
It is under the influence of no such vain hopes that I yield
my assent to the establishment of a bank on safe and proper
The principal good I expect from it is rather
principles.
future than present.
I do not see, indeed, that it is likely
to

produce
be useful.
"

evil at
.

.

any time.

In times to come

it will, I

hope,

.

Whenever bank notes

are not convertible into gold or
they become of less value

silver at the will of the holder,

than gold and

come

to the

silver.

same

All experiments

result.

universally admitted, that

It
it

is

on

so clear,

this subject

have

and has been so

would be waste of time

to dwell

The

depreciation may not be sensibly perceived
the first day or the first week it takes place.
It will first be
discerned in what is called the rise of specie it will next be

upon

it.

;

seen in the increased price of
"

The

all

commodities.

circulating medium of a commercial community
is also the circulating medium of other

be that which

must
com-

/>VM'A' (>/

mercial communities, or must

medium without

CMI'l

/'///

!><

l>

apablc of being conygftcd

i

must )>c able, not only to
n-i
and
between
individuals of the
payments
eipts
vim.- KM i-ty or nation, but to
adjust and duv
1 * Fml>e
cnarg e the balance of exchanges between dif-

into that

loss.

It

in

Money

must be something which
home, and by which f.as well as domestic debts can be satisfied.
The pr.
ferent nations.

It

has a value abroad, as well as

at

metals alone answer these purpo

"They

alone, therefore, are money, and whatever else
offices of money must be their repre

is

to

perform the

and capable of being turned into them at will. So long as
bank paper retains this quality, it is a substitute for money
;

divested of
"

No

this,

nothing can give

no

solidity of funds,

fidence in

that character.

it

sufficiency of assets, no coninstitutions has ever

the solvency of banking

enabled them to keep up their paper to the value of gold
and silver any longer than they paid gold and silver for it

on demand.

This will continue to be the case so long as
these metals shall continue to be the standard of value and

the general circulating
"

Other

medium among

nations.

.

perhaps on honest prin-

institutions, setting out

have fallen into discredit through mismanagement or
It
misfortune.
But this bank is to begin with insolvent \

ciples,

is

to issue its bills to the

millions

-

lcast -

lt

wlu>n

cannot pay them.
istence in dishonor.

It is

The promise contained
be a

false

promise

;

to

in

it

will

is

to

its first

first

and whoever

with the knowledge that
the terms of it. ...
it

draw

the

It

note

amount

of

thirty

i-vi-rybody kn<.

it

commence
breath

its

sends forth,

receives the note,

not be paid.

is

is

to

to take

a.

is to be founded on p
lit
or
commt
on
funds, not
private property

"The

ex-

in disgrace.

credit of this institution

It

is
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to

be a

financial, not a

commercial bank.

Its credit, there-

can hardly be better at any time than the credit of the
If the stocks be depreciated, so of course
government.
fore,

must everything be which rests on the stocks.
"
It would require extraordinary ingenuity to show how a
bank which is founded on the public debt, is to have any
better reputation than the debt itself. It must be some very
novel invention which makes the superstructure keep its
The argument seems
place after the foundation has fallen.
to stand thus
The public funds, it is admitted, have little
credit the bank will have no credit which it does not borrow
:

;

of the funds

The

;

but the bank will be

in full credit."

1

was taken the same day that Mr. Webster
Then the speaker (Mr. Cheves
of South Carolina) voted in the negative, making a tie, which
rejected the bill. A reconsideration was moved
b y Mn Hal1 of Georg ia and was carried, the bill
was sent to a select committee and amended in
substantial accord with Mr. Webster's views and passed by
1 20 to
After some amendment by the Senate it was
37.
sent to President Madison, who vetoed it on the 3oth of
final

vote

spoke, and stood 81 to 80.

January, 1815. not on constitutional grounds but because
did not furnish sufficient financial aid to the government.

it

The Senate immediately took up the original Dallas bill
it on the nth of
February, by 18 to 16. On the
1
7th the House postponed it indefinitely by 74 to 73. News

and passed
of peace

had been received on the

The war had come

to an end.

i3th.

The Treasury was no

longer in the throes of the preceding year, yet Mr. Madison
in his message of December
5, 1815, suggested a national

bank as a

suitable instrumentality for bringing about a reIt was scarcely more than a

sumption of specie payments.
hint, but

it
1

was accompanied by an

explicit

recommendation

Annals of Congress, 1814-1815, pp. 1015-1022.

A.-/.VA' <>/

/'///.

'

ill. is, who,
lew days later. ><il>mittc<i a
from Secretarj
It w.i> ID hive a capital of
plan in detail for this purpose.
I

>.

.1

$35,000,000, one-fifth to be subscribed by the
of tin- i.inun.l.t. one-fourth
government,
Bin""
should be coin a nil three-fouithSB^gfat IK
coin or government securities, anil the hank was to
pay a

B* k

1

bonus of $1,500,000 for an exclusive ili.uu-r for twenty years.
The bill was reported by Mr. ( alhoun. in the HOUM:, on the
8th of January, 1816, and was supported by him in a speech
11.
considered the r.
replete with good sense.

payments indispensable and the bank the most
appropriate agency for accomplishing that end.
"
A national bank." he said.
paying specie itself, would
have a tendency to make specie payments general, as well

of specie

by

its

influence as by

bank

the national

to

its

example.

It will

be the interest of

this state of things

produce

;

because,

operations will be greatly circumscribed, as it
must pay out specie or national bank notes for one of the
first rules of such a bank would be to take the notes of no

otherwise,

its

;

bank which did not pay

in

gold and

silver.

A

national

bank

of thirty-five millions, with the aid of those banks which are
at once ready to pay specie, would produce a powerful effect
all

over the Union.

Further, a national

bank would enable

the government to resort to measures which would make
to banks to continue the violation of their
it unprofitable
contracts,

and advantageous

observation of them.
this character

ing to

pay specie of

The

would be

all

to return to the

leading measure of
to

stiip

the

the profits ar

banks
n

the

to prohibit deposits with them,
to refuse to receive their notes in payment of tk

business of the government

and

the government."

How

far

such measures would be

effica-

he was
cious,
producing a return to specie payments,
unable to say but it was as far as he would be willing to go
in

;
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the present session.

at

they persisted in refusing to

If

Congress must resort

resume payments

in specie,

of a deeper tone,

which they had

in their

to

measures

power.

Mr. Webster took a position different from that of the
Then he was willing to support a bank ful-

previous year.
filling

certain conditions, as an instrument of

commerce.

Now

he did not think there was any use for a bank and he
did not think thatit would help to restore specie payments.

The

way

right

to

do

he

was

for the

government
suspended
banks for duties. The suspended banks were
cheats.
They were doing a regular banking
this,

said,

to refuse to receive the notes of

business and making large profits while they were not meeting

own

They were also speculating in government
They had taken these securities during the war.
They could sell them now and with the proceeds redeem
their depreciated notes.
He instanced the Bank of Penntheir

paper.

securities.

sylvania,

which was

in

full

with

operation

a

capital

of

and discounts $4,133,000, government
bonds $1,811,000, and yet did not redeem its own notes.
Later in the year Mr. Webster introduced a bill directing the
$2,500,000,

loans

Secretary of the Treasury to take steps to collect all government dues in specie, and made a powerful speech on it
which secured its passage, although Mr. Calhoun had previously made a similar attempt and
also moved an amendment to the

pay

its

deposits as well as

had

failed.

bank

bill,

Mr. Webster
that

it

should

notes in specie, and it was
marked a step in advance, in

its

This amendment
adopted.
the science of banking in this country.
John Randolph,

If

John Randolph opposed the bill. He was
opposed to all banks. If the State banks were
unable to pay specie, they were bankrupts.

they were able to pay and would not, they were fraudulent

bankrupts.

They had

lost all

shame.

They

exemplified the

BANK Of THK

;

maxim th.it men combined together would do collectively what
member of the combination would spurn individually.

every

To

pass this bill would be like setting
order to get rid of tin-

tire

to the

house in

:

The-

bill

pa.ssed

March

the House,

i

\,

by 80 1071 and

Senate, April }. by 22 to 12, and was approved, April 10,
by President Madison.
It differed little from the charter of the former bank.
The
tlu-

directors might establish branches wherever
they pleased
within the States or territories, and they did establish tw

Foreign shareholders were not allowed to vote either
Section 16, regulating the public
person or by proxy.
deposit^ was in these words: "That the deposits of the
five.

in

money
Pnbiic Deposit*,

of the

the said

United States

bank

whu h
may be

in places in

or branches thereof

made

established shall be

said

in

bank or

branches thereof, unless the Secretary of the Treasury shall
at any time otherwise order and direct in which case the
;

Secretary of the Treasury shall immediately lay before
gress,

if

in session,

mencement
direction."

and

if

immediately

not,

after

the

'

con-

of the next session, the reasons of such order or

The bank was

public debt whatsoever."
In case the bank should

forbidden "to

fail

to

purchase any

pay any note, obligation,

or deposit in specie on demand, it should forfeit twelve per
The govcent per annum on the amount of the claim.
ernment's subscription of $7,000,000 might be paid citi

money
It

or in

its

own

obligations bearing 5 per cent

was wholly paid by the

latter,

i.e.,

by

a

sti.

k.

int

n-.te.

and the

note was not fully paid until 1831.
The charter of the bank was made the basis of a shameful speculation,

two years.

which brought

it

The law provided

of individuals should be paid io

to the verge of ruin within

that the stock subscription*

three installments:

30 per
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cent at the time of subscribing, 35 per cent in six months,
and 35 per cent in twelve months. One-fourth of the private
subscriptions ($7,000,000) should be paid in specie and
three-fourths in specie or in the funded debt of the United
States.

When

the second installment

due, only $324,000 was paid

$2,800,000 was due

;

and

in

came

specie where

for the third, only a

else.
The bank had
trifling amount of specie or of anything
on
the pledge of
discounted the notes of the stockholders
million
dollars.
of
more
than
their stock, to the amount
eight
It

also allowed the stock to be sold

and transferred by the

was paid for. This caused a great
and a rapid advance in the price.
above
When they rose
par the bank loaned more than par

subscribers before

it

deal of trading in shares

In August, 1817, it authorized loans as high as
$125 on $100 to shareholders who would furnish other
This was easily furnished by the
security for the extra $25.

on them.

When called to acshareholders endorsing for each other.
count for this by a committee of Congress, the directors said
that they had merely followed the example of the local
banks of
shares.

New York, which had advanced 120 on bank
This was not true. As the loans to shareholders

could be renewed at the discretion of the President and
Cashier, there was no reason why the unpaid shares should
ever be paid or why the money should not be returned on
those that had been paid.
All these facts and many others quite as bad, were brought
out by a Congressional investigation in January, 1819.
Among the requirements of the charter was one that there
should be no dividends on shares that were not fully paid for.

This provision had been systematically violated.

The

presi-

dent and cashier of the Baltimore branch had borrowed nearly
$2,000,000 on the pledge of their shares taken at a premium,

and then helped themselves

to $1,540^,000

more without the

/>

\

RANK

Oh

"i tii<-!'
or of tin- p.m-nt bank. TbeloM
um-tl .im..mi:.-d to $1,671,224.87. The bank al this
time was really insolvent. It was held
ii|

knowledge
thus

iiu

Til

The Bank on

.

\ crunu tit's
deposits, which amounted
to e 'g nt million dollars.
It was saved from im

n

pending bankruptcy by Mr
of South Carolina,

who became

there*,

its

president in
One of his measures of relief was the borrowing of $2.500,000
Another was the requirement that the loans
in Europe.

made on

the security of the bank's shares should be
paid
"
Kv.-n this
per cent every sixty days.

at the rate of 5

reduction," said Mr. Cheves in his n
the subject of loud, angry and constant remonstrance among
the borrowers, who claimed the privileges and favors which

they contended were due to Stockholm
This episode teaches the lesson, that a bank ought never
to lend money on the pledge of its own shares
realize
Lending Money
on the Bank's

own

Shares.

fully

this

on the security only by ini|
If a bank starts business with

capital.

a

P aic capital of $100,000 and then lends
amount on the security of the sh.ires and

obliged to take the shares for the debt, it simply
own throat. This is what the Bank of the I'nited States
is

)

the eight millions of deposits which kept it
afloat had belonged to private individuals, instead of the

did in 1817.

If

government, there would have been a run on
inevitably have compelled its suspension.

it

which would

put in a solvent condition by Mr rhcves,
and in the course of the next ten years became so imbedded
in the policy of the country that when President Jack-

The bank was

his

first

annual message spoke of

were not ten persons
what he meant. This

in tin-

I

Hit.

.illusion

in a hostile tone, there

it
!

Si

was

sage of December, 1829, as follows:

it. -s

in

who could imagine

the President's

KKrKJ-.SKXTA TIVE MONEY.

"The

Bank of the United States expires in
stockholders will most probably apply for a reIn order to avoid the evils renewal of their privileges.
charter of the

1836, and

its

from precipitancy in a measure involving such important principles, and such deep pecuniary interests, I feel
that I cannot, in justice to the parties interested, too soon
sulting

President jacktack-

present it to the deliberate consideration of
Both the conthe Legislature and the people.
and
the
stitutionality
expediency of the law
creating this

bank are well

questioned by a

large portion of our fellow-citizens ; and it must be admitted
by all, that it has failed in the great end of establishing a

uniform and sound currency. Under these circumstances,
if such an institution is deemed essential to the fiscal
operations of the government, I submit to the
Legislature whether a national one, founded

wisdom

of the

upon the credit
of the government and its revenues, might not be devised,
which would avoid all constitutional difficulties, and at the

same

^ime, secure all the advantages to the government and
country that were expected to result from the present bank."

This statement was received with mild surprise by the
great body of the President's political supporters both in

and out

The bank's charter had still seven
and nobody had yet taken thought of the suba renewal or rather, all who had thought of it had
of

Congress.

years to run
ject of

;

expected a renewal as a matter of course.

Jackson's asser-

bank had "failed in the great end of establishuniform and sound currency" was distinctly false, but
he supposed it was true.
The bank had

tion that the

ing a

Important Services of the

brought the currency of the country into a

wholesome state amid much tribulation, and
had incurred bitter hostility in the South and
West by compelling the local banks to redeem their notes.
This was exactly what it was chartered for, yet the local

Bank.

SC<

*

banks persuaded then
is and would be Ixirrowen
rh.it
kink disabled them from ^'rantin- the accommodation whu h tlu v would gladly give, by calling on them
;

for specie.

The word "monster," which

later became such
bank war, was first applied to
the bank in Kentucky because it would not allow the notes
of the local banks to accumulate as deposits in its bra:.

an effective catch-word

without redemption.

in the

To have done

simply to transfer its capital to those

The

so would have been
banks without int

public being entitled to draw gold from the branches
on Kastern cities at

for their deposits, or to call for drafts

the current rate of exchange, or to pay their own maturing
obligations at the branches with the same, it was absolutely

necessary for them to

call

on the

local

banks

to re deem tne ' r notes, but the people did not

so understand it.
They thought that the
notes would float far and wide and never give trouble if
they were not gathered up by the branches of the United
for redemption.
Kentucky now
was passing
banks
based
on
moonshine
and
forty
an
soon
to
followed by
era
of
wild
be
through
speculation,

States

Bank and presented

had

reaction,

bankruptcy, stay and replevin laws, rcpudi.
judiciary, both State and Federal, the whole

and war on the

passing into history under the name of Kentucky K
Intense feeling against the Bank of the I'nited States was
In the
thus engendered without the least foundation.
situdes of republics debtors have played a leading part from
the earliest times.
Appian, in his history of the civil wars

Romans, mentions the cancelling of debts Cp^r
of those wars.
djroKoin;?) as one of the four causes
The same frenzy existed in >hio as in Kcnti
Branches had been established at Chillicothc an
nati.
An attempt was made to drive them out of the Slate

of the

<

1

See The Life of Andrew Jackson, by W. C. Sumnw. pp. 119-136.
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annum.
by taxing each of them $50,000 per

They

refused

pay and appealed to the courts. The State officers broke
open their vaults and carried off more than
the amount of the tax, and lodged it in the
Ohio Frenzy.
What followed
State Treasury at Columbus.
to

1

is

thus described by Professor McMaster
"For this act the auditor, his agents, and
:

treasurer were sued

the

State

by the bank, and while the suits were

pending the legislature assembled and began an investiAll the fine
The times were now hard indeed.
gation.
still

paper-money men, the bank
Bankruptcy and debt were everywhere.
Stay laws, replevin laws, indorsement laws, relief laws of
Nothing was so hateevery sort were the order of the day.
visions of the speculators, the

men had

ful

now

States.

vanished.

as a bank, and above all the Bank of
The Supreme Court had decided that a

the United
State could

it.
But Ohio adopted and affirmed the Virginia and
Kentucky resolutions of 1798 and 1800; hurled a defiance
at the Supreme Court, told it that acquiescence was not the
necessary consequence of its decisions, and passed 'an act
to withdraw from the Bank of the United States the protecIf the bank
tion of the laws of this State in certain cases.'
gave notice to the Governor of its willingness to stop the
suits against the State officers, and to submit to a four-percent tax on its dividends, or leave the State, the Governor

not tax

might suspend the law by proclamation. If it did not, then
every jailor was forbidden to receive into his custody any
person committed at the suit of the bank, or for any injury

done

to it.
Every judicial officer was prohibited to take
acknowledgment of conveyances when the bank was a party,
and every recorder from receiving and entering them. No-

taries-public

were prevented from protesting

held by the bank and
1

In The

made payable

Forum magazine,

to

it

;

bills

and

April, 1895.

or notes

justices of

<>A7>

BANK

Oh'

THE f\l Tl

the peace, judges, and grand

l>

ild

j

no longer take

cognizance of any wrong committed on the property of the
were Imrglary, robbery, or arson. The
it
b.ink.^ though

bank

\\.nilil

not discontinue

tin- suit-.,

nor leave the State, so

the law went into eticet. .mil in September. iX.'o. the
of the I'nited States became an outlaw in Oh

The

State of Georgia had a

wholesome

lUnk

law, passed in

1816, providing that if any hank should refuse to pa
notes in specie on demand it should pay interest at th<
of 25 per cent per

When
branch

the
in

annum on

liank

of

Savannah

it

the

the default.

United States established

its

received the notes of the Georgia

In the year 1820 it began to make demands
redemption of such notes. Tin y refused to
pay although they pretended to be solvent.
They refused
also to allow interest on the unliquidated claim.
The\

hanks

at par.

on them

for the

vailed on the Legislature in May, iSzi, to repeal the 25 per
cent penalty on the ground that it was only
Anti-Bank
.j n thfi j ntcrest o f brokers and lottery

wr

:

in Georgia.

the banks liable to 8 per
cent interest on the default, that being the legal rate on all
sellers."

deferred claims.

This

left

This did not

suit

them.

So they pro-

cured the appointment of a joint committee of the Legislature to report on the incendiary action of the United

This committee reported in November, 1821,
of the United States, having been mtruJtJ
of
the
State
Georgia without her consent, was an interupon
ne with her sovereignty as an independent State. They
siid that by accumulating notes of State banks it had de-

Bank.

that the

Bank

prived the State of a circulating medium, and by frequent
and repeated demands of large sums in specie had corn*
and "to deprive the State
pellecl them to curtail discounts
and the individual stockholders of their usual and expected
I

lu-y

recommended a law

establishing a rate
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between the United States Bank and the State
banks so low as to prevent all of said banks from being
benefited by accumulating each other's notes that while
of interest

;

the State banks should continue to pay individuals in specie

whenever they think it prudent to do so,
United States Bank or its
or agents, upon giving 60 days' previous notice of

shall refuse,

"they
to

specie for their bills to the

pay

officers

such intention."

make a complete job of it, the Legislature
On the 24th of
the rate of interest at zero.

In order to

decided to

fix

December, 1821, it passed an act virtually authorizing solvent debtors to refuse payment to one creditor but not to
others, thus
:

"SECTION

4.

That

the

if

Bank

United

of the

States, or

either of the branches of said bank, shall, after the first

of January next, collect, acquire, purchase or receive
posit the bills or notes of either of the

A

day
on de-

banks

incorporated by the State of Georgia, which
have been or may hereafter be issued by the

Queer Law.

shall demand specie for the same, the
or notes, so collected by the Bank of the United States,
or either of its branches, shall not bear interest on account

banks aforesaid, and
bills

of

any refusal by either of the banks incorporated

State to redeem the

"SECTION

5.

same

Nothing

in this

in specie.

in this act shall

be so construed as

who may 4e mar>d

specie for themselves for the notes or bills of either of the banks incor-

to deprive individuals

porated by the General Assembly of this State, from the

same
est as

privileges

now

exist

and advantages
by the Laws of

in obtaining specie or interthis State."

Gouge says that after this law was passed the Bank of the
United States sold its Georgia bank notes at auction on the
Savannah Exchange.

make

difficulties

The banks now

felt

about paying private citizens.

emboldened

The

to

Planters'

77/A

/.'.-MA'

.

Bank of Georgia redeemed its notes in copper cents, counting them .it tin- r.ite of sixty dollars per day, although these
coins were not legal tender.
The act quoted above was repealed in 1824.

CHAPTER

VI.

THE BANK WAR.

THE Bank was
son sent his

in

its

halcyon days when President Jack-

message to Congress with the hostile paragraph already quoted. The inter-state war
ag a ns * * na d ceased.
Whatever may have
been its internal condition
and it was an

first

unpleasant circumstance that the parent bank could not keep
an effective control over the branches, some of which were
in "kiting" operations of a very reprehensible
its external appearance was very imposing.
It postype
sessed the confidence of Congress, of the country and of the

engaged

civilized world

in

the highest degree.

Its

average loans

and discounts were $40,000,000 and its annual
$3,000,000. It had five hundred employees of high standing
j

and

social

position.

Of

President,

its

Nicholas

Biddle,

'

Ingersoll says

:

"No American had such European repute. Jackson's
was the only one comparable, and that far inferior to it.
Flattered, caressed, extolled,

idolized in

America,

Middle

was praised and respected in Kurope as the most sag.i
and successful banker in the world. Governors, senators,
legislators, judges,
Nicholas Biddle.

clergymen, ladies thronged

bank parlor and by fulsome adulation
His town house and
treated his favors.
his

enhis

which
country house were the seats of elegant hospitality in
he shone with the blandishments of a polished gentleman,
Ingersoll.

ii.

285.
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amiable, witty, liberal, never harsh or offensive to antagonists,
Chambers
but spoiled by sycophants of the highest rank.
of Commerce, boards of brokers and other representatives
of trading associations, cities, corporations and sovereign
states courted his support and solicited his favors."

The common opinion concerning the bank at that time
is now held of the great central banks of

was the same that

England, France, -and Germany, and this opinion was probably shared by Jackson himself (so far as he had ever given
any thought to it), until he came to Washington as Presi-

The causes

dent.

of

his

outbreak must be sought

else-

the earliest indications of what was coming
are the following letters from a pair of unsavory politicians

where.

Among

who had come

Washington as a part of the driftwood on

to

the tide of 1828

:

WASHINGTON, July

"GENTLEMEN
you

in

17, 1829.

Agreeably to my suggestion when I saw
Philadelphia, I now send you two petitions to the
:

president and directors of the Bank of the United States
asking for a change in the board of directors at the branch
in Portsmouth, N. H., together with a letter from John S.
Jenness, Esq., a respectable merchant of that town, in favor
of "the same object, and requesting that you

will

in

present them to the president of the Bank
One petition is subscribed by
city.

your

about 60 of the most respectable

Hampshire
at

legislature,

naming

members

of

the

New

suitable persons for directors

Portsmouth, and the other petition is subscribed by most
men, merchants at Portsmouth, without dis-

of the business

tinction of party.

recently spent several weeks in New Hampshire,
able to say from my own knowledge that the sentiment
of dissatisfaction on account of the recent management of

"Having

I

am

the branch at Portsmouth

by Mr. Mason

is

general

;

that his

Till-

WAR.

A.-f.VA-

conduct has been partial and oppressive and
less to injure the institution

i

il.

ul.Ued not

to disgust .m<!

th.ui

.

IN affect

I

the principal business men, and that no measure short of his
removal will tend to reconcile the people of New 1 1. imp
shire to the bank.
\

letter
'

says:

Thi>

from a gentleman of Portsmouth now before me
man Mr. Mason) controls the whole concerns

bank;

of the

i

it

is

like

having but one director; he is unachas put them to unnecessary
he has ordered large discounts to be

to pensioners

commodating
trouble and expense

made

;

;

to Mr. Lawrence, his brother-in-law at Boston

same time he has refused

at the

;

accommodate our merchants
with two or three thousand dollars; and this too, on the
to

very best of paper.'

"The friends of Gen. Jackson in New Hampshire have
had but too much reason to complain of the management of
the branch at Portsmouth.
All they now ask is that this institution in that State may not continue to be an engine of
The board

oppression by any party.

political

has,

I

be-

invariably and exclusively consisted of individuals
opposed to the general government. Of the ten persons
lieve,

named
last

in the petition for directors, six are friends of the

and four friends

of the present administration.

They

however, alike gentlemen of respectability, who have no
sinister objects to be promoted, understanding well the
With such a diresponsibility and wants of business men.
are,

rection,

I

do not doubt the branch

cure and prosperous and satisfy

at

all.

Portsmouth

will

The advantage

ing two respectable men in the board (one of
Treasurer) out of Portsmouth must be olm.

whom

be

se-

of havis

"I am, gentlemen, with great respect your friend and
most obedient,
"ISAAC HILL, Second Comptroller V. S. Treasury.
"To J. N. BARKKK and JOHN PKMIU
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"FOURTH AUDITOR'S

"DEAR

SIR

Mr. -

In the

:

summer

OFFICE, 2d Nov., 1829.
was informed by

of 1828 I

on the Sunday preceding the
was
determined
by two directors of the
1825
United States branch bank at Louisville, where he then re,

of Frankfort, that

election of

it

sided, to appropriate

$250 of a certain contingent fund or

secret service
f

*& [ch

fund

money, belonging to the bank,
had the control to aid the

^

party called the old court party in carrying
further stated
the elections in Jefferson county. Mr.

money was put into the hands of himself
and another gentleman on that day, that they went to Shippingsport and opened grogshops with it, and hired hacks to
that the balance was put into the hands of
carry up voters
that $100 of the

;

others for like purposes in Louisville; that they did employ
with that money all the hacks in the place, and to use his

own expression, 'did a main business on Sunday.'
"Not being authorized to use this information on Mr.
requested Mr. Gilly Cuddy to prove it
other
channels, and these are facts to
possible through
's

if

authority,

which he alludes.

I

Very

respectfully,

"AMOS KENDALL.
"S. D. INGHAM, Sec. of the Treasury."
Hill

had been the editor of a rancorous party newspaper

of the Jackson stripe in New Hampshire and latterly president of a small bank in Concord for which he wished to se-

cure the pension deposits which were placed by law in the
United States branch bank at Portsmouth. He now held
the office of second comptroller of the Treasury

by Jackson's
appointment, but had not been confirmed, and was eventually
Kendall had also been the editor
rejected by the Senate.
of a party newspaper in
Kentucky and was now fourth
auditor of the Treasury.

These were two

of the four

men

B.4\tC

TV/A'

who

WAR.

2V I

constituted Jackson's "K;
improper, as Webster called it, in distim
1

r

Cabinet

ft..m the

Cabievery reason to suppose that thOTtt
two men were "the large portion of our fellow t m/ms" who
<>ned the expediency of the law creating the bank.
net proper,

and there

ti.xi

is

Jeremiah Mason, against whom Hill's letter \\.is directed.
was one of the three great lawyers of New England, standing
on the same plane with Daniel Webster and John Quincy
Adams. He had been a candidate for the Senate in 1814
but had been defeated by an intrigue which had resulted in
the election of Levi Woodbury.
The latter was an intimate
friend of Isaac Hill.
Whether Hill or Woodbury was the

prime mover of the attack on the bank
Politic*! In-

trigae in

quarter,

Hew

immaterial.

movement was

Hampshire.

Woodbury

is

It is

a political

in this

certain that the
intrigue.

\

few

days before Hill wrote the letter quoted above,
had addressed a note to Mr. In-ham. the Secre-

tary of the Treasury, making complaints against Mason's
management of the Portsmouth branch similar to those

made by

Hill.

Mr. Ingham forwarded

it

to Nicholas Middle,

the president of the bank, with some comments of his own.
Biddle replied that the Portsmouth branch had been badly

managed before Mason took charge

of it and that the bank
him
to
accept the position.
difficulty persuaded
Biddle refuted all of Woodbury's specific charges, so
they could be answered without an investigation on the spot,
He added that
which he promised to make in due time.
the bank had no connection with politics and desired to

had with

t

have none.

A

little

later

he went to Portsmouth,

investi-

gated the charges, and wrote a more complete answer to
them.

The correspondence

leaves no doubt that the charges

against Mason's management of the branch were without foundation, having been trumped up by his po!
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enemies.

Biddle

felt

so sure of his position that he was not
Mason, but went on to give some

satisfied with vindicating

instruction to
Biddie's Mistake, lations

of the

Ingham touching the mutual rebank and the government. This

was a gross blunder.

Ingham

the Secretary of the Treasury had the
government's deposits from the bank
in his literary effusiveness

power

retorted that
to

remove the

a fact that Biddle,

and abandon, had overlooked.

Biddle was worsted in the encounter, but his mistake of
tactics was not necessarily fatal.

Jackson was easily pursuaded by his Kitchen Cabinet that
the

bank was

his

enemy and

therefore the

enemy

of the re-

public and of the human race, yet so firmly was it intrenched
in the business of the country and in the confidence of the

people that his political friends did not at

when he spoke

seriously

P ort i n
to

it

first

against

take him
it.

That

^s

message of 1829 which alluded
was referred to a committee, and a report
f

was made by Mr. McDuffie, of South Carolina, who controverted the message mildly but distinctly at all points, and
the report was sustained by a decisive majority in a House

composed largely of Jackson men.
were had in the Senate.

Similar proceedings

In the message of 1830, the President again alluded to
the subject, but a test vote in the House showed that the

bank was even stronger than

In 1831 the message
before.
took a milder tone, saying that the President
had felt il his dut Y frankly to disclose his

opinions on the subject in former messages,
Having thus conscientiously discharged a constitutional
duty," he continued, "I deem it proper on this occasion,
without a more particular reference to the views on the sub"

ject then expressed, to leave

it

for the present to the inves-

tigation of an enlightened people

and

their representatives."

7//A

had

the liauk

If

h.ul

/M.VA
only

its

jx.liti. al

enemies to deal

\vuuld probably have come olT unscathed.
with
Secretary
Ingham was not opposed to the bank although he had had
it

The latter had successfully resisted the
draw
the
bank into politics. In-ham hid
attempt
from the 1'n-aMiry and was succeeded by Louis McLa:
a

tilt

with Kiddle.
to

warm

t

friend of the bank.

Koiir of the six

numbers

of the

cabinet were friendly to it, and Jacks.. n lnmsrlf now seemed
disposed to cease his war on it. "To the last," says Ingcrsoll,

"Mr. Diddle

\\.is

charter

strongly advised not to press the re-

when

it

was done.

Mr.

1

Secretary of State, Mr. M.
the Treasury, and I believe General Cast,
War, as well as Mr. liarry. Tost is
neral.
General Smith, John Forsyth. Mr. Wilkins, Mr. Dallas, the

Secretary of

Pennsylvania senators, nearly all that portion of the Republican party which sustained the bank counselled delay.

Let the President have time and his friends opportune
reasoning with him. Do not force, do not hurry him.
Let him be the author inst,
the event of his election.

Kdward Livingston was constant
if conciliated and not constrained the rugged chieftain would yield on fair and reasonThe Attorney General, Mr. Tancy, was the
able terms.
the destroyer of a bank.
in belief

and assurances

that

only open cabinet opponent of the bank."

'

Kven

Woodbury was silenced.
Henry Clay wa> nominated for 1'n-sidrnt in opposition to
Jackson at Baltimore, in December, i*;i. by the "National
He had bo
Republi. ans" aft.-: \\ards called Whi-s.
of public life two years, having retired at the end of the
.

.

Adams

administration, of which he was a mnnlx-r

During

he had been employed professionally by the
and
thus
was brought into agreeable relations with it,
bank,
this interval

Ingcnoll.

ii,

:68.
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He
but was not then in any special sense its champion.
was elected Senator from Kentucky in 1831. He was the
dictator of his own political party .and he deHenry Clay and

termined to make the recharter of the bank a

the Friends of
the Bank.

party issue.

,,

,

.

,

.

r ,,

.

,

The legislature of Pennsylvania,
a strong Jackson State, had passed resolutions,
by a nearly unanimous vote, in favor of rechartering the
This led Clay to believe that if the bank would take
bank.
the aggressive it would be easy to turn that State and- the
business interests of the country generally against Jackson

He even thought that Jackson
in the coming campaign.
was trying to avoid the bank issue until after the election.
"The executive," he said in a letter dated December 25,
1831, "is playing a deep game to avoid, at this session, the
responsibility of a decision on the bank question."
Entertaining these views and having the power to shape
the issues of the campaign on his own side he caused a
plank to be put in the Baltimore platform deBaltimore Platclaring that the bank was a great beneficent

form

of 1831.

and necessary institution, and that the President was "fully and three times over pledged to the people
to negative any bill that might be passed for rechartering

Even after this provocation Jackson nominated
Biddle as one of the government directors of the bank.
The bank had been, up to this time, a non-resistant, and

the bank."

was the reason why Jackson's animosity had cooled.
was still reluctant to enter the political arena. Biddle
hesitated, but was finally persuaded by the argument that
the bank must put itself in the hands of its friends rather
than of its enemies.
Accordingly he wrote a
that
It.

memorial asking for a renewal of the charter,
which Mr. Dallas presented to the Senate

on the gth of January, 1832, in a most infelicitous and
damaging speech. Dallas claimed the privilege of presenting

////

it

because the bank had

X.M.VA"

it-.

II'.IA:

d<>imiile in

hit

St.it<-.

up a quarrel with his hi.
might easilv have done, from
.

i.

hut he

Instead

of assuming, as IKtin- lone of
the last message, that the President had dei uled to lea\

whole subject

to tlu-

de IM.HI of

their representatives,

.111
enlightened people and
he said that he had tn.-d to dissuade

the friends of the bank from seeking a renewal of the cl>
on the eve of a presidential election, since it might thus be

"drawn into real or imagined conflict with some higher,
some more favorite, some more immediate wish or purpose
of the American people."
Still, the judgment of the parties
interested was probably better than his own and he hoped
that the great interests at stake

would not

suffer,

however

dangerously timed the introduction of the memorial might be.
No better form of words could have been devised for trumpeting a clash of arms between the bank and the President.
In order that no aggravating circumstance might be omitted
the president of the bank opened headquarter* at (la-i
Hotel, or as Ingersoll says, "the bank standard was hoisted

by Nicholas Biddle in person." Senators and representatives, lobbyists, bank debtors, borrowers, sycophants flocked

Sumptuous entertainments were given
and the plan of campaign marked out. Al-

thither.

though nothing could have been better calculated to stir up the fighting element in Jackson, which seldom needed stirring, very strict attention was paid to his

supposed wishes as to the details of the bill. All the
amendments that he had ever suggested, which were consistent with the life of the bank, were adopted
among them
:

was one which prohibited the issue of notes smaller than $ao.
And now the other side bestirred themselves. They too

They saw that the bank issue was to be
the f.imilin
the
one
the leading
campaign. Their plan was
some of it will stick."
iar one
"Throw plenty of mud
prepared a plan.

:
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The principal purveyor of mud was one Whitney, an insolvent merchant of Philadelphia, who had been a director of
the
The Anti-Bank
Plan of Cam-

bank and who hated Biddle.

Senator

Benton r
put together all the bad things that
Whitney furnished and as many more as he
.

could collect or imagine, placed them in the

hands of representative Clayton, of Georgia, and prompted
him to make specific charges of rottenness and mismanage-

ment against the
the House. This

bank and
was done.

demand an investigation by
The investigation was ordered

to

and a committee appointed consisting of seven members,
Mr. Clayton, chairman, Richard M.Johnson, Francis Thomas,
C. C. Cambreling, George McDuffie, John Quincy Adams,
and Mr. Watmough, four anti-bank men to three of the
other side.
The investigation was conducted in Philadelphia and the principal witness was Whitney, who perjured
himself and was detected, exposed and covered with obloquy.
Whitney had been a favorite at the White House before this.
He was now a persecuted man in the eyes of the President,
and became a member of the Kitchen Cabinet and Jackson's
agent of communication with his own Secretary of the

Treasury,

W.

J.

Duane, when the

latter

succeeded

McLane

in that office.

Three reports were made, one by the majority, one by the
minority (McDuffie and Watmough) and one by Mr. Adams.
The reports and testimony made a volume of nearly 600

A careful analysis of this document may be found
Sumner's Life of Jackson. It may suffice to say here
that no charge against the bank that was worth considering
pages.
in

was sustained.

On
its

the Qth of June the

Now

rechartering the

bill

third reading in the Senate

by 25

the friends of the bank,

President,

made one more

who were

effort to

bank passed

to 20.

also friends of the

prevent a conflict.

They

////

A V.VA

Mr. Middle to pause and let the
If he had h.ul his choi.

.ited

lection.

then his chief

the party,

They
and

hill rest until

taken
toned with opposition from
reliance, unless he went

advice, but he w.i

!h;>

;r/fA'.

Jackson would not d ire to veto the hill,
he did he would be hurled from power by an indignant people.
So they went on
and

said, too, that

if

merrily

The

Bill

p*M4

passed the

both houses and sent

in

bill

on the

the President

f.th

it

t..

One more

of July.

The House on the a8th of
challenge was given to him.
The
June had voted to adjourn on the Qth of July.
t

was not acted on by the Senate until the Qth.
Mr. Webster said that there was an important measure under
consideration by the Executive, which he was not compelled
tion

The House

to return in less than ten days.

then

amended by

inserting the i6th.

to saying to the President

must sign the

bill

or veto

"
:

it.

You shall not do<!
You shall not kill

"
'pocket veto.'
The next day, July 10, the veto came.
sound document, but a very sounding one.

adapted to

its

resolution

was

was equi\

This

It

it

by a

was not a very
was perfectly

It

purpose, that of winning votes.

It

dealt with

bank as a monopoly, ringing
possible changes on that
It is supposed that
in
manner.
skillful
the most
term, and
had
no
Amos Kendall wrote it. Jackson
pride of author
ite papers,
lie
his
in
well
served
ship, yet he was always
was as far as possible from being a demagogue, yet this was
The friends of the bank were
a most demagogical appeal.
Riddle wrote
in high glee when they saw it.
the

all

*.t

Aad

will

As

vetoed.

have

"
I have
to Clay
always deplored making the
bank a party question, hut since the President
so, he must pay the penalty of his own rithneffc
:

it

to the veto message,
1

I

am

Ingeraoll.

delighted with
ii.

269.

it.

It

has

all
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the fury of a chained panther biting the bars of his cage. It
is really a manifesto of anarchy, such as Marat or Robespierre might have issued to the mob of the Faubourg St.
Antoine and my hope is that it will contribute to relieve
;

the country from the dominion of these miserable people.
You are destined to be the instrument of that deliverance,

no period of your life has the country ever had a
in you.
I wish you success most cordially, bestake
deeper
cause I believe the institutions of the Union are involved

and

at

in it."

l

This was not the first time that Biddle's literary talents
had betrayed him. Four months later he and Mr. Clay and
the bank went down with a grand crash, JackGrand Crash,

body

son being reflected by 219 electoral votes, to
67 for all others. Mr. Clay received 49. No-

at the present

day considers Biddle a good banker.

But if
regret the Bank of the United States.
its taking off was a national misfortune, Mr. Clay and his
party were as much to blame as General Jackson and his

Few persons

They made

party.

when

the

bank a

tail

to their kite at a time

defeat to them meant destruction to

it.

The attempt

to pass the bill over the veto failed in the Senate, 22 to 19.

CHAPTER

VII.

END OF THE GREAT BANK.

ON

the 24th of March, 1832, Mr. Asbury Dickins, acting
secretary of the Treasury, notified Mr. Biddle confidentially
that the

government desired to apply a portion of its money
deposited in the bank to the payment of the outstanding 3
a remnant of the revolutionary debt funded by
per cents
Hamilton. The public deposits now amounted to $i 2,000,000,
1

Parton's Jackson,

iii,

411.

HEAT B.i
and the debt to be paid

was $9,000,000.

off

formal n

idle

and Middle

.'5th of July

Secretary Mepurpose on the

his

bank

r<

take the necessary steps to gel possesf Per cent?'
sion of the bulk of the 3 per cents and would
act in accordance with the wishes of the government.
In
"<

)lll(

l

meantime (Jeneral

the

had been sent

(

'.ulwal. uln.

London

.1

of the bank,

in.-. t..r

make

a private arrangement
with the Barings for postponing the payment of $5,000,000
A contract was made with that house to extend
of the debt.

as

many

to

to

of the 3 per cents as possible and to buy up the
.1 violation of the bank's charter, which
pro-

This was

rest.

hibited
n~

was

'*

it

from purchasing any public stocks.

et l ua ^y a violation of the

understanding
with the Treasury, since, under the Baring
contract, the 3 per cents would be kept alive, the bank
interest and being responsible eventually for the
ini,' the
principal.
this

money
It

Money was worth

scheme

it

7

per cent to the bank.

By

would obtain the use of the government's

at 3 per cent or a

more.

little

was Middle's intention

to

keep the matter

secret, but the

Middle

in October.

Haring circular got into the

newspapers
immediately disavowed Cadwalader's contract with
ings, in so far as related to the

th<

buying of the debt, and pro-

posed a different arrangement. Secretary Md.ane called
on Middle for explanations and the latter replied that he had
taken this step for the public good.

vaded the country

in the

interruptions to business

And Exposure,

The

cholera had

of 1832, causing

and threatening.

In

in-

*<

said.

continued, to press with peculiar force un the
revenue, more especially as the demand
public

on account
cents on the

summer

first

of

<

of the foreign holders of 3 per

K-tober. at

alone, would have exceeded

New York ami

I'l;

five millions of dollars."
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meant that the bank would be obliged to curtail its disSo
counts by this sum, in order to pay the foreign debt.
the bank had interposed itself as a Providence between the
people and the government because the cholera was raging,
and had done so in a clandestine manner.

Jackson was fully justified in considering this a subterAnother occurrence a few months later exasperated

fuge.

him

still

more,

itv February, 1833, Secretary

on the

French government

McLane drew
for

$912,000,
being the first installment of the spoliation
claims which had been settled by treaty. The

was drawn prematurely, for although the treaty had
ratified the payment could not be made until the
French Chamber had appropriated the money. The draft

draft

been

had been purchased by the bank and the proceeds credited
When it was preto the government, but not drawn out.
sented to the French minister of finance payment was

re-

Thereupon Hottinguer & Co., of Paris, paid it and
drew on the Bank of the United States for the amount. The
bank claimed restitution of the money, together with 15 per
cent damages under a law of the District of Columbia relatfused.

The Secretary paid the principal
ing to protested paper.
and offered to pay the actual cost, but refused to pay damages.
The bank deducted the amount of the claim from the government's dividends as a shareholder.

Then

the govern-

ment sued the bank.
This was a most inopportune and ill-advised transaction.
The claim for damages was destitute of moral foundation,
since the money which was paid for the draft was all the
time

in

the bank.

It

turned out to be equally destitute of

bill of exchange drawn by one
government on another is not subject to protest and conseSo the Supreme Court decided in this
quential damages.
several years after the bank had ceased to exist.

legal

foundation, since a

<>/

/7/.

J0|

In the spring of 183.;

I.anc

Department and Win.
Tin
-asury.

|.

I

was transferred to the

>u.me was ap|
t

>ccre-

had determined to

re-

the public deposits from the bank.
1 he .uf.m of
the
3 per cents h.ul led him to bi-Iirvr that the bank wa>
This was a mistake.
It was
ing condition.
really

very strong, as a

new

investigation made by a Treasury
All that
surplus of eight millions.

agent showed, having .1
tnies could say was
Aneerof jKk-

th.it

assets were

its

more or

less

But
unsound, but this they could not prove.
j ackson had made up hjs mind lhat thc bank
Nv.ts full of dead men's bones, and no evidence

could shake him.

To draw

out the deposits and to

g-

government's shares in the bank was now his main
purpose, but he encountered unexpected difficulties in both
directions.
The sanction of Congress \v.\s nt-n-.sary to a
of the

and Congress refused to give it. The
sanction of Congress was not legally necessary to a removal
of the deposits, but most people considered it morally so.
Thc
Besides, there was no other place to keep the money.
sale of the shares

Independent Treasury did not

exist.

neither vaults, nor custodians of

its

The government had
funds, nor

means

of

transferring them from one place to another. The bank did
all these things and did them well.
Consequently when

Jackson approached McLane in his familiar way. through a
member of the Kitchen Cabinet Kendall with a suggestion that the deposits be removed, he met rei

to re-

Propo
1

sistance,

i.

and McLane was sustained ly two-

*

thirds of the

regular Cabinet.

I'he

House

that the

voted March 2, 1833, by 109 to 46
deposits mi^ht be safely continued in the bank.
only confirmed Jackson in his purpose to remove them.

He

now conceived that unless the deposits were removed the
bank would bribe Congress to pass a new charter by a two-
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thirds vote,

began

and when

to distrust

As

ready done.

this idea

became

fixed in his

mind he

Congress as though the bribery were althe bank had $35,000,000 of capital and

$8,000,000 of surplus there

would have been very

little

need

of the government's deposits to constitute a fund for bribery,
In
if
bribery were intended, but he did not think of this.

mind there were few good men left, and the circle was
It was a relief to him, as well as to
daily narrowing^
was found for the latter in the State
when
room
McLane,
Department, and a vacancy was thus created

his

P'or this place he chose
Treasury.
He never interrogated Duane beforehand as to the removal of the deposits, but he must

in the

Secretary Duane.

Duane.

have had the impression that he would concur
being now

in that policy,

He

probably derived this
from
fact
the
that
Duane
had
impression
opposed the origi-

this

his chief concern.

nal charter of the bank.

Duane was
not want the

a conscientious, high-minded man, and he did
He hesitated about taking it but finally

office.

decided to do so as a matter of public duty.
He was sworn
in on the first day of June.
On the evening of that day he
received a call from Whitney, of the Kitchen
Cabinet, who said that he came at the President's request to tell him what was contemabout
the
plated
public deposits. Whitney favored him with
a paper drawn up by himself on the
The next
subject.

evening Whitney came again, bringing Amos Kendall, whom
he introduced as a gentleman in the President's confidence,
who could give further information on the subject of the
contemplated removal of the deposits. Duane was naturally

much mortified to find himself thus reduced to a cipher in
own Department. The next day he saw the President,
who began at once talking about the bank and the deposits.
Duane interrupted to say that he had heard these things

his

'

\\lHtiu-y,

who

"/

said he

dri>t

requ.

r A./.VA

/'//

had called

drnied

at

JQ)

the

Prc^i-:

he h.ul authori/cd Whit

th.it

o call on him, but the latter continued to think that he

had done

so,

and

in his

In this conversation

book offered evidence

Du.me

not be able to see the matter

and sui^e^ted

dent.

to that effect. 1

said that he feared he should
in

the

reference of

same

light as the Presi-

On^ress, or to the
a
to
which
the President
judiciary by
proper proceeding,
that
he
had
no
confidence
in
either.
He talked to
replied
.1

it

<

t-

Duane

in a very friendly way and said that he was about
a
taking
journey to New York and Hoston, and would send
him his views in writing during his absence. In a letter

dated Boston, June 26, 1833, he enclosed a long and able
paper, which Duane believed was written by Kendall, stating
all the actual misdeeds of the bank and several im.i-in.iry

The duplicity and illegality of the arrangement with
the Barings about the 3 per cents were especially dwell upon,
as showing a condition of financial weakness
ones.

which ought not to be disregarded. The arbitrary and unjustifiable conduct of the bank
in the

that

it

matter of the French draft was referred to as showing
had no claim upon public sympathy. The danger

of corruption arising from the command of such large sums
of public money was advanced as a reason for curtailing

such formidable powers.

This could be done

in

part

by

removing the public deposits, which would, in his judgment,
be safer if judiciously distributed among the State banks.

The
to

letter closed with

some suggestions

be exacted of any banks

the

deposits.

would be merely

that ini.uht

The method

of

of the requirements

be chosen to receive

withdrawing the deposits
money into the bank.

to stop putting public

Narrative and correspondence concerning the removal ol the da***
ami occurrences connected therewith." Only *5 COP*
printed, for private distribution.
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and drawing out what was deposited there, as it might be
needed for ordinary disbursements. In the private letter
which accompanied this argumentative discourse, the President said: "In making to you, my dear sir, this frank
and explicit avowal of my opinions and feelings it is
not

my

intention

to

cise of the discretion

interfere with

committed

to

the independent exeryou by law over the sub-

ject."

Duane replied that he had considered the bank charter
unconstitutional from the beginning, that he had been opposed to a recharter all the time, and that he considered the
acts of the

bank

and the French
At the same time he considered

in respect of the 3 per cents

draft highly reprehensible.

the public deposits a part of the contract with the bank, for
which a valuable consideration had been paid, and in the

absence of evidence that the bank was an unsafe depository
he should consider a removal of them a violaDnane'a Reply,

tion of the spirit of the contract,

honorable
tion of the letter of

it.

which to an

man was
The

the same thing as a violalaw which authorized him to

remove them required him to give his reasons to Congress
But he had no reasons to give.
for doing so.
ConseAnother
quently the act would be arbitrary and needless.
reason, and perhaps a stronger one, was found in the alternative measure suggested by the President, i.e., depositing
the money in State banks.
There was no authority in law
for this.
Congress had fixed the place for keeping the public moneys.
It was, therefore, incumbent on the Secretary
to refer to

reason,

it

Congress the subject of another place if, for any
should be determined to withdraw them more
;

especially since the House had just voted that the deposits
were safe in the bank. If the experiment of depositing in
State banks should result in loss to the government he

would be

liable to the severest

censure and would be abso-

/>

Of-

THE GKKAT

Moreover a

Intel v defenseless.

A.4.VA

failure of this "precipitate,

undigested, and unsaiu tinned scheme" would give the hank
a new and perhaps irresistible cl.iim to a re. h.uter.
1

urtln
I

r

correspondence followed without changing the
Meanwhile Amos Kendall had been tent

of either.

PiuiK. at the President's instance, on a mission to the
State banks in the principal Atlantic cities to see what arrangements could be made with them for receiving the pul>l.\

lic

On

deposits.

dent:

"Hut

the 22<\ of July the Secretary wrote to the
after receiving the information and
if,

hearing the discussions, I shall not consider it my duty, as
the responsible agent of the law, to carry into effect the decision that you may make, I will, from my respect for you

and for myself, promptly afford you an opportunity to select
a successor whose views may accord with your own on the
important subject in contemplation." Jackson had previously said he would not interfere with the Secretary's independent exercise
Duane now said that if he could not

of his judgment.
finally agree with

the

President he would

resign.

Both

A

meeting of the Cabinet was
held on the i;th of September, at which the President
asked each member for his opinion on the subject of remov-

failed of their promises.

On the iSth another meeting was held, at
ing the deposits.
which he read a paper containing his own views and de
on the subject, and it was forthwith published in the newsremained obdurate, the 67<Ar
newspaper of the 2oth contained an official announcement
that the public deposits would be removed from the Rink
papers.

of the

As Mr. Duane

United States

still

to the State

banks as soon as the neces-

sary arrangements could be made.

Upon

set-in.; tin-.

Duane

with him a
immediately called upon the President, bringing
the
remove
neither
would
he
letter saying that
deposits nor
resign.

The

President was surprised and grieved, as he
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had calculated on Duane's resignation ana had arranged
appoint him Minister to Russia.
It is needless to recount the reasons which led Duane
change his mind, and to require the President

to

to

to dismiss

are wholly untenable. They arose
Dnane's Mistake, from an exaggerated view of the independent
functions assigned to the Secretary by law.

him.

They

Those functions-were

subject, of course, to the constitution,
which gives the President the power to choose his Cabinet
ministers, and hence to change them at his own pleasure.

A will not do what
remove him and put
Mr. B in his place, and so on until he finds one to his liking,
being answerable to Congress by impeachment and more
This
remotely to the bar of public opinion and of history.

follows necessarily that if Secretary
the President requires, the latter can
It

does not imply that the President can require a Secretary to
transgress law, but when a difference of opinion exists be-

tween them as to what the law

must

prevail.

is,

the views of the President

In that case the Secretary must either yield

his opinions or retire.

Andrew Jackson, when not

at close

quarters with an

man

of courteous and even charming manners,
most remarkable in one whose whole life had been passed
in contact with savagery of one kind and another.
He desired to part with Duane in friendship, but when this was
impossible he dismissed him promptly.
Attorney General
was
transfered
to
the
Taney
Treasury Department the same
The
at
this time were a little more
public deposits
day.

enemy, was a

than nine millions.

Taney began

to deposit the

incoming

revenues in certain State banks selected by
Kendall, and gradually to draw the government's money out of the Bank of the United
States.

In compliance with law

the reasons for his action.

Taney laid before Congress
They were the same as those

>

Tli:

Of-

which Jackson
>en.ite

>n

<

the

I

.

but the

ficient,
(

h.ul nr^cd in hi>
correspondent \tuh >uane.
ie insufpassed a joint resolution th.it they

House rejected it.
December Mr.

i8th of

House a memorial

of the

began the debate

in

Itinney presented to the

bank te< itm- the action of
Tancy
as a violation of its charter and asking redress.
The bank
controversy, which h.ul been red-hot before, now became
white hot, and led to several exciting episodes.
Mtl >umc
the

House by denouncing the removal

"an

arbitrary and lawless exercise of
executive power."
The Sena:the

of the deposits as

1

President's nominees for government directors
of the bank, who were commonly called Jack*

son's spies.
It then rejected the nomination of
"Fancy as
the
of
Jackson immediately sent his
Treasury.
Secretary
name in as associate justice of the Supreme Court, and the

Mr. (lay oiTered a reSenate rejected him a second time.
solution asking the 1'resideiit whether the paper purpto have

If

been read by him

at the

Cabinet mee:

i>tenv

8 was genuine or not, and if so calling for a copy .f it.
this paper had been a private communication, he said,

ber

1

the Senate would have no right to call for

it.

but M;

had been published in the newspapers he considered that
they had a right to ask for a copy in order to be a SMI red of
its

Mr. Forsyth thought that the >ittt

genuineness.

no concern with
its

The
President
censured.

one way or the other. The m<
publication in a n-wspapcr lil
n tnc Senate anv additional powers

it

respect of

it.

Mr. Webster Mggested

resolution be modified, so as to leave out

all

th.it

in

the

words touching

the genuineness of the paper, and simply calling for a copy
of it.
The re>. .hit >n as modified \\.is adopted by 13 to 18.
i.

d no
the President replied that
'institutional right to interrogate him on the Miljcct of his

The next day
i
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communications to his Cabinet, whether verbal or written,
and that he was constrained by a sense of self-respect to
Thus the war between
decline compliance with the request.
the President and the Senate began with a victory for the
The public so interpreted it. The Senate had
former.

committed an impertinence and had been snubbed.
It would have been well if Mr. Clay had stopped here, but
he introduced new-resolutions on the 26th, one of which rePresident had "assumed the exercise of a

cited that the

power over the Treasury of the United States not granted
to him by the constitution and laws and dangerous to the
liberties of the people."

in

words but not

in

meaning, was passed, March 28, 1834,

by 26 to 20.
^ ent sent to

St

This resolution slightly changed

On

^

the i7th of April the Presi-

Senate a long protest against
the resolution, which he desired to have entered

tmheeded

on the journal of that body. There was a hot debate in
which Clay, Webster, Calhoun, Benton, and Silas Wright
took part. On the ;th of May the Senate voted by 27 to 16
that the protest

and that

was a breach

of the privileges of the Senate

should not be entered on the journal.
Next came the struggle over Benton's "expunging resoluit

tion/' the fiercest contest that

had been witnessed as yet

in the

Benton had moved that the
political annals of the nation.
resolution of censure be not merely repealed,
Benton's Exbut
and erased from the Senate iour-

expunged

pnnging Reso-

To this end he pledged all his future life,
and he believed that posterity would take up
the fight after his death and carry it on to triumph.
Exnow
became
the
in
on
issue
the
and
punging
principal
press
the stump and in all elections, the Jackson party gaining

lution.

nal.

ground constantly.

In 1836 the expungers gained several

seats in the Senate, so that they were enabled to pass by 24
to 19 a resolution ten times as
long as the one to be ex-

/

d, ci.ntaimii.;

an order
nal

cf

several

stump speeches, and ending with

to th

,

t!.'

;.;

resolution of
the words

draw black

vj.

ensure, and write

i

"expunged by order
January, in

was

d'.ne.

|

;u

ross

it

the jour-

bring

in

lines

around the

in

sir.

Senate th^ i>lh day of
the year of our Lord. s ;;.
ivs the record, "in the presence of
of the

i

such Senator-^

There were some

tired."

A./.VA

.is

hiss

remained, main having

re-

the gallery,
lien ton
demanded that the "bank rutiians" be arrested and brought
to the bar of the Senate.
One man u
tail
>

in

i

well-dressed

man wrapped

in a

black overcoat."

1

h-

Senate

was straightway in perplexity to know what to do with him,
and Ik'titon was as much perplexed as anybody. Se
motions to adjourn were put and lost.
Finally a motion to
him
was
himself voting
carried
to
Benton
i,
discharge
by 23
for it.
The prisoner instead of departing exclaimed "Mr.

am

ident,

fense?"

I

not to be permitted to speak in my
out," shouted the chair (Kii

own

de-

"Take him

bama), and the Senate adjourned in something
To Mr. Webster's mind it was more like at:

like a farce.

1

nd a

Just before the vote was taken he
a solemn protest against this unconstitutional act.
The constitution required each house to "keep

burial of the republic.

made

Constitution-

ourna i o f j ls proceedings" and now the
j
If it
Senate was about to obliterate a part.
There
could expunge a part it could expunge the whole.
was no getting away from that, but Menton and his followers
a

held that the Senate had violated the constitution
i

when

red the President for an art which was within his

discretion,

and

that the

restored the status

</H,>

it

own

expunging of the censure m
Floods of ink have been shed

<intt\

on the subject, as they have been on the right of a Stale to
1

Congressional Debute* 1836-37.

p, 506.
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The question

secede.
settled

by

one of those which have

is

This tribunal has settled

time.

it

to

be

in Jackson's

favor.

The bank
the whole of

controversy did not end here. It lasted through
Buren's administration and half of Tyler's.

Van

In the year 1835

The bank was
on the

first

day

hope of a re-charter had disappeared.

all

a

in
erf'

strong position financially,

having,

May, loans $38,000,000, domestic

of exchange

bills

circulation

$24,000,000, specie $14,000.000,
As it could
$20,000,000, individual deposits $9,000,000.
not keep its branches after the national charter expired it
gradually sold them.

If

had gone

it

tion, like its predecessor, its

instead of cursing

and
*

Mistake*

it,

its

into peaceful liquidashareholders would have blessed

friends would have been justified

its

enemies confounded.

Nicholas Biddle

wou ^ have passed

a serene old age and would
have been considered by posterity the nation's

If the bank had curtailed its capital to
greatest banker.
the amount that could be profitably used in its new sphere

and

changed conditions which were coming, and had

in the

paid the excess back to

its

shareholders while

it

could,

it

might be living to-day alongside the Bank of North America
and the Girard Bank, its elders and its neighbors. Pride

would not allow
correspond with

this giant
its

new

among banks

to

reduce

place and belongings.

its

size to

Mr. Biddle,

after filling so large a space in the world, could not shrink
to his proper dimensions.

On

8th of February, 1836, the Legislature of Pennsylvania granted a charter to the United States Bank of
Pennsylvania for thirty years. It was accepted. Mr. Biddle
the

1

said that he considered

one from Congress.

it

more favorable than the

An enormous bonus was

original

paid,

or

promised, to the State, two millions in cash, and one hundred
thousand dollars per year for twenty years, besides various

'

subs< riptions

t<>

(->/

//.

the stock of railroads, canal* and
turnpikes
iinst.uuc of its en-

i;.-nt.ii s.iul th.it

in tip

Ill

>

actment betokened bribery of the members who pas v
and an attempt to bribe the people by distributing the
1'lu-n- i> too mm h reason to
among them.
agree with him.
The government was still a shareholder in the
I

vania'cfcarter

bank

and there

to the par value of $7,000,000,

some

trouble in getting this money out,
but it was paid in four annual installments at the r
1
New stock was sold in place of it, so that the capi15.58.
\\.is

remained

tal

at $35,000,000.

I

bank was on the way

the
its

to kill itself

now fully
The gov-

plan was

tarried out, except that the bank was not killed.
ernment had got every dollar of its own money

1

more miserably than

enemies could have wished.

When
stricted

the bank found
to

with its enormous capital, re
and
the
Philadelphia
neighboring country, it
itself,

Hitherto
gradually turned itself into a finance company.
had confined itself to the banking business as tH

it

banks usually do, discounting commercial paper, buying bills
Now it adof exchange and dealing in coin and bullion.
vanced money largely on stocks. It began to
wn<i speculaJQ th j s as SQQn as t h e jj^ Q f obtaining a refore

March,

vested.

Becharter from Congress was abandoned.
million
thus
init had
dollars
1836,
twenty

The country was now

which culminated

:>eculation
in the f<
"
this
of
time,"
During
1837.
panic
Knox. "the loans on Blocks continual
in the

says Mr. John J.
It seemed impossible for the managers to say no
creased.
to any one.
All projects were favorably received, and the
in Mr. Middle a sympathetic- list---.
found
projectors

and Illinois, of the Territory
and even of the stripling republic of Texas, received from him the impress th it was to make them pass in

Bonds

of Mississippi. Midii-.m

of Florida,
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Few appear

the markets of the world.

He was

away disappointed.

to

have been sent

the president of the

bank from

when he

January, 1823, to

March, 1839,
resigned, leaving
the bank, as he said, prosperous.
In 1840 it was found that
the assets of the institution consisted chiefly of all kinds of
internal improvement, and bank and State stocks and bonds.
There was hardly an enterprise, good, bad or indifferent, in
the United States7~that was not represented in the list." *

The bank suspended
banks;

it

1

ortiie

Bank

in

1837 in

suspended again

*6

time in 1841.

through
full,

common

1838, and

in

with

Its liquidation

fifteen years.

principal and

It

all

the other

and last
was protracted

a third

paid

its

creditors in

interest, but the share-

Biddle lost all of his own money.
His town house and his country house were sold by the
sheriff.
Old friends cut him on the street. Societies of

holders lost every penny.

which he was a member considered his presence among
them an intrusion. He was indicted by the grand jury for
conspiracy to defraud the shareholders of the bank, but the
indictment was quashed. He was not guilty of anything but

bad banking. A civil action was brought against him by
bank for $1,018,000 for which no vouchers could be
found.
Ingersoll, who was personally familiar with all the
parties, says that Biddle was no more to blame than the
other directors for the final catastrophe.
He died poor and
the

broken-hearted at the age of 58.
It is

tempt

perfectly clear that the bank war grew out of the atof Jackson's Kitchen Cabinet to use the bank for

party purposes.
They wanted to make the Portsmouth
branch a part of the spoils of politics.
If they had succeeded in this they would not have stopped short of controlIt was only necessary for them to persuade
ling everything.
the President that the bank was against his administration.
1

History of Hanking,

in

Rhodes' Journal of Hanking, May, 1892.

'/'.t//-.\'/-

/.v

easy to do this because
acute
>n the subject of an
urally
It

v.

i-,

whatever else
Moral.

in.i\

in

imposing figure
in-ton and l.im

/<

.i/./.v.<,

In-,

in

/.

i

enemy
I..-

.said

\:

*on,

of him.

our history

1

the OMMt

i-

Wa*hwas in

H-twc.cn

In this h.iltle he

<.ln.

the wrong, hut not more so than some other great men who
It does not follow that the bank
escaped censure.

would be a desirable

institution to-day, or that

it

would

As the
Jackson had kept hands <>tT.
day
\\ould
come
have
without
so
too
would
him,
spoils system
the bank have been embroiled in party strife sooner or later,
lived to this

if

nolens rolcns.

CHAPTER
BANKING DEVELOPMENT

THE

charter of the

1784, contained

no

Bank

VIII.

IN

MASSACHUSETTS.

of Massachusetts, granted in

restrictions or conditions except the

examine its affairs. No mi
was made of circulating notes, but another
aw wag p asse(j by the same I.c<;

right of the Legislature to

Bank

of

MUM-

1

:

j

punish persons

The

who should

counterfeit them.

imposed by law were enacted in 1791.
These were: (i) That the bank should not issue notes
smaller than $5 ; (2) That the outstanding notes and loans
first

restrictions

should not exceed double the amount of "the capital stock

and silver actually deposited in the bank".
case of violation of this law, the directors were made perwho were
sonally liable for the debts of the bank, but those
in gold

absent or had dissented might exonerate themselves by giving notice forthw
1

ith to

the Governor of the State

Regulations which have become obsolete. unleM of

tance. will be omitted in this sketch.

;

1

4

>

spdal

Stile-
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ments of the bank's affairs were to be given to the Governor
and Council every six months, but no form of statement
was prescribed (5) The bank was prohibited from dealing
;

in

merchandise or

in the shares of

any bank.

All of these restrictions, except the

first,

were of perma-

The question
nent value and have survived to this day.
whether a bank should be allowed to issue notes smaller
than $5 or $10

any

a matter of controversy.

is still

objection to small notes

any more than

I

cannot see

to silver half-

and dimes, the metallic value of which is
so small that they may be classed with other fiduciary
It is said that the suppression of small notes
instruments.
in this country would compel the circulation

dollars, quarters

now

rT^r

f

gold from hand to hand to the extent of
perhaps two hundred millions, and thus retain
f

Small notes.

But this circulation is inconvenient, else
would not need to be forced. It involves, moreover, a
certain amount of waste of the metal by abrasion, and also
it

in the country.

it

the loss of interest on the

cause gold

will

A

equal value.

amount

of capital involved, be-

pay debts abroad or will bring in capital of
certain

amount

of gold

is

necessary, as has

been explained, to pay balances of international trade, and
to serve as a touchstone of the paper circulation, but it does
not follow that any considerable part of it should be passing
from hand

to hand,

The Bank

and wearing out people's pockets.

England is not allowed to issue notes smaller than five pounds sterling, although smaller ones are allowed in Scotland and Ireland. I once asked Mr. William
11

*

of

Newmarch, one of the foremost of England's
econorn s ts and practical financiers, what objection there was to one-pound notes in that
i

OpVnioiT

He replied that if England should be engaged in
war and be reduced to extremities, it would be a great advantage to have eighty or a hundred millions sterling of gold,
country.

/ /

"

which the government mulil l.iy its hands on
by issuing
notes to lh.it amount,
lie said that ho did not know
1

.

.(her

valid reason for the

not

nott^

wci-h
so accustomed
:ierally

prohibition of one-pound
t<> w.u. this toniidcra-

much exposed

On

UN.

\\itli

to small notes,

reco-ni/ed.

them \\ould meet with

.i<

that

!iv<-

the other

and

hand,

we

th<

any attempt

t.

suppress

:

against small notes was repealed in Massachusetts as early
s

5-

In 1792 the Union Hank was incorporated.
Here w.i
troduced in behalf of the farming community a provision
Union Bank.

which reappeared in many subsequent charIt was required that one-fifth of the en-

ters.
tire

funds of the bank should be appropriated
Hoston. "wherein the directors shall

to loans outside of

wholly and exclusively regard the agricultural int<
These loans were to be made on mortgage security.
bank was also required to lend the State of Mass.u

The

I.

a

sum

not exceeding $100,000 at 5 per cent interest, repayable in five annual installments, and tin

The State becomes a Stockholder.

in

\\

;>

,

i,

,

,

tin-

privilege of subscribii

one-third of the capital stock, which it did.
The two last mentioned clauses were inserted

many subsequent

charters and were availed

of.

and

this

example was followed by many other States. The
Hank was allowed to have branches.
In the charter of the Union Hank some attention was
It was
given to the method of paying up the capital stock.
I

If any subscriber
required to be paid in thn-r installments.
times
should fail to pay at the
designated, he should lose
to the corporation a!
forfeit
and
his right to subscribe,

From this time, during half a century.
previous payments.
there was a struggle in Massachusetts, and in nearly all the
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States, to compel the subscribing shareholders of banks to
pay up their shares. Banking was the favorite form of

speculation.

A bank

lends

its

notes to bor-

rowers and receives interest on them, but the
notes are themselves debts of the bank. Thus

wind.

banking presented itself to the public mind seductively as a
method of living on the interest of the debts you owe. Bank
The speculators in shares
charters were eagerly sought.
were not slow in perceiving that their profits might be increased by making the bank, or in other words, the public,
advance the money for the shares, by discounting the notes
of the subscribers.

This was banking on wind, and

disastrous consequences, which will be

more

it

had

fully considered

The policy of Massachusetts in this regard was
the whole sound, but it was variable, showing that

hereafter.

upon
some people could get
which others could
tucket

not.

bank contained

privileges inserted in bank charters,
In 1795 the charter of the Nan-

a provision that

no stockholder should

be allowed to borrow at the bank, as or after any installment
should become due, until he should have paid his full proportion of such installment.

This did not prevent borrowback
the
In the
same
after
it had been paid in.
ing
money
the
Merrimac
Bank
of
following year
Newburyport was
chartered with a capital stock of not less than $70,000, nor
more than $150,000. No loans were to be made to shareholders until they had paid their proportion of $70,000.
If
should
choose
to
a
have
of
they
capital
$150,000, they might
borrow from the bank itself all except the first $70,000.

There was much contrariety of legislation until 1804, when
several charters contained an express provision that no money
should be loaned to anybody until satisfactory evidence was
"
presented to the Governor and Council that the whole capital stock aforesaid is
actually paid in and existing in gold,
silver or other

coined metals in their vaults."

Even

this

BA:

/(

was not

one case

that

Stmrrl

to

Com-

.

siifiic ii-nt,

t..

i

it

in -..1,|

;,

IU |

and

silvi-r

exhibited

|,.i\in-

returned

it

to the

/\

u;

more than

in

ntmi

of

capital stock.

w.s pro\rd

bank
tal

yd Payment

v.w

\

th.-ir

capi-

coin from other banks
it

to tlu- public officer*

rightful

MOM

owners the

day.
\ccordingly in iSii. a l.iusc was inin the charter of the State Hank, requiring the
tors to take an oath that the money paid in was intended to
<

1

remain there as the capital of the bank.
considerably amplified and strengthened
the

New Kngland Hank

in

i

s

i

;v

'I'hree

I

in

his proviso

was

the chart

com in

to be appointed by the (Governor to count the gold an
:ul

take the oath of the directors that

it

had been

by the stockholders as the hank's capital, and for
no other purpose, and that it was intended to remain
in A'//</ fitic

In

i.sjj

it

was enacted

in

the charter of the Columbian

Hank, that no shares should be sold or transferred
after organization,
iheld.

that

and

in that of the

no dividends should be declared

whole capital was paid
In the Portland

until

one

Franklin Hank of
until

the

in.

Bank charter (1799) the word "srx
The capital was to be paid

appears for the first time.

in

There were s*
specie, not in the notes of other hanks.
at
this time, issuing
banks
business
doing
unincorporated
In
notes as well as receiving deposits and making loans.
as
was
to
a
law
both
them,
note-issuing
passed
suppress
1799

and as money-lending

institutions.

I! ink \\ is
incorporated with a capital
not exceeding $1,200,000 in "gold and silver.
money to be loaned until $600,000 h id

In 1803 the Hoston

Boston Bank.

paid in, and debts to or from the bank
exceed double the amount of the ipitai

t

as to deposits.
actually paid in, no exception li.-in^ made
In addition to the capital stm k the State was to have an in
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bank equal to 600,000 by depositing in it that
United States 6 per cent stock, which it owned,
The bank was not to sell the stock, but to receive
at par.
all payments of interest or principal on the same, the State
terest in the

amount

of

to receive dividends pro rata with other shareholders.

It

was provided that if the bank's notes should be altered by
forgers the bank should be liable to innocent holders for
There was a provision
the original amount of the notes.
that the specie of which the capital

stock consisted could

not be taken from any other bank in the State. One-eighth
of all the loans were to be made outside of Boston to farmers.

In 1807 the State elected six directors of this institution.
In i8i\ the State Bank was chartered, being the fourth
in point of time

and the

$3,000,000.

largest in

amount

of capital, viz.

:

The three others (Massachusetts,

Union and Boston) were controlled by FederalThe incorporators of the State Bank
were leading members of the Republican party of that day.
There was straightway an outburst of party rage, which
seems very ludicrous now, but was very serious then. When
the petition for the bank came before the Legislature, with
the names of William Gray, Russell Sturgis, Henry Dearborn and John Brazer attached to it, the Federalists did
The State Bank.

ists.

everything in their power to defeat it, but it passed by a
close vote.
Immediately the newspapers were filled with

upon the proposed bank and its promoters.
them said that the passage of the bill would cost the
State $200,000 by depreciation of its shares in the Union
and Boston banks. Another said that the bill was unconstitutional and that it was passed by corrupt
A third ask ed Mr. William Gray:
means
"
Do not the cries of the widows and orphans,
scurrilous attacks

One

of

-

who

are to be deprived of their bread by the instrumentality
and the intended ruin of other banks, some-

of your bank,

/'A /7 /.0/M/A.V/'

AV

//\

.tAI.Wf< //r\/

A fourth advised al
your pil!
boycott the new bank, sa.
tlu-ir latluT-s has not uken its
flight fn>m among them
will not be allowed,
by the murky spirit of
tinii-s

li.uint

.ilists

to

spcculati-

hold

communion

dered

in

with friends

wrath and

n darkness, engenbrought forth in pollution and MI
i

,

whatever that mi^hl nu-an.

The
strict

own

d, resolved to reincorporators, being tlu:
the shares as much as possible to members of their

They appointed committees

party.

scriptions

to

the

capital

stock on this

to procure sub-

Then

plan.

the

Federalist newspapers accused them of introducing politics
"
into business, contrary to their professions.
It is unhlush"

1

Attacks*

that
ingly avowed," said the Salem Gasttlt.
tne new Dan ^ ' s intended as a machine to

Democrats and
this State there

//<;/'

tl

In

has been so much clamor by this very party

against banks, bank directors and exclusive privileges, that
consistency required them to discountenance all. It appears
that in each county an electioneering committee has been

appointed, who through the influence of the new bank are
to act as almoners of Democratic bribes and commissioners
of official corruption."

the commissioners so ap-

Among

pointed at Worcester were Levi Lincoln and Abraham Lincoln.
The latter was classed by the Worcester sfij as
"
an apostate Federalist."

The State Hank was faithful
too much so for its own good.
notify Secretary

<

iallatin that

it

to its

principles

indeed,

took early occasion to
was friendly to the national

administration, that

It

it

would

like to

have a part

of the public deposits, and that it would adI hi* hint
vance $500,000 to the government.
was
The
advanced,
taken.
$500,000
immediately

was
and other advances followed

till

so large a portion
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resources was locked up in this way that
to accommodate its own customers.

had

it

lost the

A

request to the
Secretary of the Treasury (not Mr. Gallatin), that a portion
of these advances be repaid brought a reply in December,

power

1814, that payment would be made through banks south and
west of Philadelphia. But these banks had suspended while

those of

New England

therefore,

was

were

still

paying specie.

to -pay a specie obligation with

The

paper

offer,

at 10 to

30 per cent discount. When the answer was received the
"
after the exertions made
directors met and resolved that

by this bank and the loans to the government which they
presume had not been exceeded, if equaled, in amount by all
the other banks and corporations in the United States, and
having done their utmost to uphold the credit of the
United States, they cannot consider the foregoing declaraafter

tion of the Secretary otherwise than not merited

tions

and

Under

sacrifices of the

bank."

the charter of the State

were to be made

by the

exer-

l

Bank no

loans or discounts

$600,000 was paid and inspected by
three commissioners appointed by the Governor. An oath was
until

also required from the directors that it was intended to remain
there as part of said capital.
By Section 3 neither the debts
nor credits of the bank were to exceed double the capital
stock paid in, exclusive of deposits, i.e., deposits were not to

be counted
liabilities.

proportion between capital and
In case of excess the directors were personally

in estimating the

but they might exonerate themselves by
giving notice to the Governor and Council and
liable,

Penalty for

Non-payment
of Rotes.

to the stockholders at a general

No director
purpose.
Sharedirector of any other bank.

they might
of this

bank could be a

meeting which

call for that

holders were liable, in proportion to their stock, for all circulating notes unpaid at the expiration of the bank's charter,
1

Historical sketch of the State Bank,
by

Amos W.

Stetson.

>A/V /0/M/A.V/ AV MASSAi 7//.SA //A
.UK!

ment
its

also

for

any

deti<

of the directors.

notes on

demand

for the delay.

I

it

hi->

<>n

sequent charters
M.I-S.M bnaettl

l>\

was

J2I

lenry arising from the mismanageIf the kink should fail to
of

should

was

a

pay any
24 per cent per annum
new and valuable idea.- The
forfeit

3 were imor|)orated

in nearly all Mil>
to
reference
it.
The State of
simple
to ha*e the privilege of ^subscribing

$1,500,000 to the capital stock of this bank. In addition to
It was enacted al*> that all banks should
the other capital.
a
to
the
State
tax
of one-half per cent on their dividend*
pay

In 1805 the first general banking law was passed.
It
authorized banks to issue notes of the denominations of (a

and $3

It was
bank statements

to the extent of five per cent of their capital.
in

provided
should **

this

law that

made under oath

-

The fonn

*

these statements was prescribed in another
The
law
passed in 1806. They were to show
general
amount of capital stock paid in; (2) The value* of the real
:

1

1

(3) The debts due to the bank drawing interest
Those not drawing interest; (5) Deposits; (6) Outstanding
notes and denominations of same; (7) Specie on hand
Notes of other Massachusetts banks on hand; (9) Notes of
estate

;

banks of other States on hand.
In 1809 the banks were allowed to issue notes as small as
one shilling, but the notes of banks of other States smaller
than $5 were not allowed to be received on deposit, negotiated, loaned, or passed by any bank or by the Bost>;
change Office under penalty of $1,000

for each offense.

prohibition did not extend to the notes of

the Bank

Thi-.

of the

I'nited States.

The New Kngland Hank was incorporated

in 1813.
Vety
as to the
charter
stringent provisions were inserted in the
be transpayment of the capital stock. No business could

acted until $250,000 had been paid, in gold or silver, and
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the

same inspected and examined by three commissioners

to

be appointed by the Governor for that purpose, who were
required to count the money and take the oath
New England
Q the directors t h at j t had been bona fide paid

MB&

in by the stockholders for their respective
shares and not for any other purpose and that it was intended to remain there as part di said capital. This bank
gave the first impulse to what was afterwards known as the

Bank system, by publishing in 1813 a proposal that
would charge, for sending bank notes home for redempThis was a bid for deposits. The
tion, only the actual cost.
cost was Y-2 per cent, and this became the rate of discount
Suffolk

it

on the notes of other Massachusetts banks than those of
Boston.

On the 27th of January, 1814,
New York bank notes to that

$138,874 of

this

bank sent

city for

redemp-

The

was put into wagons which were started
They had proceeded fourteen miles when
the Collector of the port of New York seized them and
ordered them to return, on the pretext that the specie was
destined for Canada, but really to discourage "runs" on
the New York banks.
The matter was laid before President Madison with a request that the Collector be dismissed. The Collector was not dismissed, but the money was

tion.

specie
towards Boston.

restored.

in

Massachusetts enacted general banking laws in 1828,
The banking law as it ex1835, in 1860 and in 1880.

isted

of

before the national system came in force, consisted
parts, one relating to chartered banks, and the other

two

to free banks.

to organize

The

banks

free

banking law, which allowed persons
own pleasure, on condition of de-

at their

positing with the State officers,

bond

security for their circu-

had been passed in 1851, but only seven banks
were organized under it. The following were the most imlating notes,

portant provisions of law relating to banks in 1860

:

A./

\

A/.\(,

/

I//..N /'

AX

.l/./\s./<

/,

No

individual could hold mnn- th.m one hall the Mino prison could he a director of more than one
bank,
any
bank n<> person could be a director whose stock was pledged
:

Neither the debts nor the redits of a bank could
exceed twice the capital stork paid in. except for <!<-po*it
and for Jfbis to vr from other banks. Directors were perfor debt.

<

sonally liable for violation of this clause unless they dissented
or were absent, in which case they must notify the Bank

No bank

could pay

o\\n, or issue

any notes,

Commissioners of the State forthwith.
out any notes but

its

or indirectly, except at its own
ing house, or issue any notes with the under-

(lircctl >

'

standing that they should be kept out a certain length of
No bank could make a loan repayable in anything
time.
In case of bank failure the
except specie or its own notes.

Kach bank was required
noteholders were to be paid first.
to keep fifteen per cent of specie as a res.-ive against both

and deposits, but country banks might reckon
banks payable on demand as specie.
The specie-reserve clause was passed in 1858. There was a
provision that if any new banks were chartered with greater
privileges than those here enumerated, the same privileges

circulation

their balances in Boston

should extend to

all

other banks.

The Act

of 1828 provided

bank directors each stockholder should
be entitled to one vote for the first share and to one v<>
every twe additional shares and so on, provided that no perhi-, was r< macted
son should have more than ten votes.

that at elections for

I

in the revision of 1835,

and revived

was dropped

in the

n -\i-um of 1860

in that of 1880.

In the revision of 1880, the law was changed in some
Hanks were forbidden to lend more than one-

particulars.

half of their capital

on the pledge of

their

own

stock or

more

more than
than one-eighth of it to any officer of the bank,
could be
bank
No
thirty per cent of it to all the directors.
or
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organized with a capital of less than $100,000. Failed bank
notes should draw interest at the rate of two per cent per
month, and should constitute the first lien on the assets.

The shareholders were subjected to double liability for circuSome of the earlier provisions were reenacted
lating notes.
language more or less changed, as for example
"SECTION 52. A bank which lends or issues any of its
notes or bills with-an agreement or understanding that they
in

:

be put into immediate unrestricted circulation, or
that they shall not be returned to the bank within a limited
time, shall forfeit a sum not exceeding one-half nor less than
shall not

one-fourth of the

sum

so issued or lent."

bank notes were required

be registered. All Boston
banks were required to make weekly reports and all others
All

monthly reports
monwealth. In

abandoned.

to

to the Secretary of the
this revision,

Com-

Massachusetts

abandoned her old system. The
on bond security, was forworked
out by the experience
bidden.
Yet that old system,
of three-quarters of a century, was a monument to the intelligence of the State and was one of the best that the world
definitely

issue of circulating notes, except

has ever seen.

CHAPTER

IX.

THE SUFFOLK BANK SYSTEM.

AT

the time

when

the Suffolk

there were two kinds of

uncurrent

money
a

Bank was chartered (1818)

in use in Boston, current

disease

not peculiar to

and
any

section of the country.
It existed at one time
and another at all the commercial centers,

New England was the first to get
and the Suffolk Bank was the agent in effecting the

down

to the civil war.

rid of

it,

Till: .W '//('/ A

I

111

was the

his

AMU-HI

-i

up

t<>

iti'i

,t

iinpoiiant

'4.1111

to

i>

inking science

tune

tli.it

The country banks ot \,-\\ n-land writ- l>anksof issue,
almost e\clusi\ely.
They h.nl hardl) an\ deposit
I

.inted
t

commercial paper
their

of the Boston

own

hanks

at

home, ami also

circulating notes

\\vre

at

p.ir

.

\

<

in

Itoaton,

ti

t\ uli.

r,-.

\\

:.

.

<>*

r

of

the country banks wen- at .1 dis (( ,imt in lioston of one
per
rent ami upwards. ac ording to the ilistance of their place of
issue, and the difficulty of returning them for

redemption.

Here the

money

into operation
drove the better out of

neither

was

"(Iresli.-.m law

\p|x.>ndix

"

came

II

circulation, for, although
custom and public opinion took
the place of a tender law, requiring people to accept bank
legal tender, yet

The lloston notes, being
notes in their daily business.
worth 100 cents per dollar, were promptly returned to the
The country notes, Inring worth
issuing banks as deposits.
only 99 cents, were paid out by the holders for purchases,
for wages, etc., and were thus kept in circulation,
came about

Hank began its career the
Boston banks, seven in number, and having more than half
the banking capital of New Kngland, had only one tw
fifth

that

when

the Suffolk

part of the circulation.

The New Kngland Hank had reduced the cost of redeeming country bank notes to a minimum before the Suffolk ennt.ible
tered the field.
The business, which \\.is f.mlv
Then the Suffolk man
for one, was not sufficient for two.
deem country
agers conceived the idea of ot'ic:
:

\

the issuing banks would keep a fixed deposit
of
variable
a
it, plus
dejxisit sutti. ient to redeem such
their notes as should reach lloston in the course of trade.
at

par

if

with

the interest on
fixed deposit. /
the Suffolk for doing the business.

The

.

it,

was to reimburse
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This proposition seemed to the country banks like paying
poker to be thrust through their own bodies.
banks which already kept a deposit at the
a
few
Except

for heating a

Then
Suffolk they declined the proposal with indignation.
the Suffolk began to collect their notes systematically and

The country
send them home for redemption in specie.
banks were furious, but helpless. They sought
Country Banks
asked to redeem

to~~enlist

in Boston.

in g tnat tne Suffolk

public opinion on their side by say,

..

,,

r

.

was demanding of them
an impossibility
that of redeeming their
The Suffolk had demanded no
notes in two places at once.
It had merely offered them the alternative of
such thing.
redeeming their notes

The

fight

was

bitter.

in

Boston or

The

at their

own

Suffolk maintained

counters.
it

at

first,

single-handed.

In 1824 it addressed a communication to the other Boston
banks showing how the country banks had been enabled to

monopolize the field by the inferiority of their circulation
founded on the very difficulty and uncertainty of the means

"

showing also that a great part of the
the country banks were made in Boston
in competition with the city banks, their notes being thus
As the greatest
put in circulation at a distance from home.

of enforcing payment,"

discounts

trouble

made by

came from the

State of Maine,

on account

of the

distance and the bad roads, the Suffolk proposed that a fund
should be contributed by all the Boston banks for the pur-

pose of collecting and sending home the notes of that State.
proposal was agreed to, with an amendment that the same

The

course should be adopted as to all banks out of the State of
Massachusetts, and to such banks within the State as a committee of the associated banks should think proper. The SufBank was appointed the agent to carry the plan into effect.

folk

The country banks became greatly excited by this move"
They dubbed the associated banks the Holy Alii-

ment.

Til:

ance" and

tin-

epithets nor

jxi
"

Suffolk the

protests

Six tailed

availed.

I

In-

r..ish.iu."

Neither

on the

resisting

run

hanks went on remorselessly, until tlu-y began to con
and make the deposits required.
In- terms offered were
that each country hank should make a
permanent dcpo*it
I

with the Suffolk of two thousand dollars
Cin *

amount

of

and such additional sum as mi^ht

!.<

upwards, according to the

pces

it.s

and

capital.

necessary
to Boston. Prom

redeem all of its notes that should come
hanks which complied with these conditions the Suffolk
offered to receive at par the notes of any Nr\\
upland bank
to

I-

Thus

the Suffolk bee am..

l,\
degrees, a
clearing house for the notes of all New Kngland banks,
When the
balancing them against each other every day.
notes were sorted and redeemed they were placed in pack-

in

good standing.

ages and held subject to the order of the issuing bank.
In 1845 the State of Massachusetts pas,-d a law pr<

no bank should pay over its counter any notes hut
this law remained in force until the nat
banking system superseded the Suffolk and all other systems.
As no bank could pay out the notes of any other bank it
in^ that

own, and

its

to send those which it took on deposit to the
Suffolk at once for redemption.
Hut would it not have done
Kach bank desires to kn
so, even without the law ?

was compelled

own

notes in circulation.

the field of

all

To do

this

it

is

impelled to clear

Moreover, as each bank was

other notes.

under the necessity of keeping a balanre to its credit in Boston and as the notes of the other banks were available for
this

purpose,

isted for
<

>ne

it

would seem as though

sending such notes home
effect, however, was that

motives e*-

even without the law.

good

that everything paid over a hank's

alent of specie.
this principle,

sufficient

The whole

and

i

it

enforced the idea

ountcr must be the

Suffolk system was bottomed on
which it started was fought in

the battle
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order to enforce

A

it.

/

'E

MONE Y.

slovenly idea had pervaded the whole

country that specie redemption was good
in practice.

in theory,

but bad

This conception was only slowly

first in New England,
afterwards
York, and later in Louisiana and
in some other spots, but it held the ground over the larger
part of the country until the civil war, as will be shown later.

u P rooted

in

Mr.

1).

"
It

R.

>

New

Whitney,

Bank says
the Suffolk Bank

in his history of the Suffolk

was the underlying principle

of

:

system, that any bank issuing circulation should keep itself
that it
at all times in a condition to be able to redeem it
;

should measure the amount by its ability so to do and that
the exercise at any time of the right to demand specie of a
;

bank for its
had no right

bills

was something

of

which the issuing bank

to complain."

some complaining banks all the
but
after
the
had
been fairly established, these
time,
system
were only a small minority. The panic of 1837 caused a
When the time
general suspension of specie payments.
Nevertheless, there were

came

for a general resumption, the question of

renewing the

was open to debate. The banks of MassaNew
chusetts,
Hampshire, Vermont, and Connecticut voted
at once to sustain it.
Those of Maine and
Rhode Island came in soon afterwards. The
latter could not have gained more than a
circulation
if
There was
neighborhood
they had stayed out.
a good deal of squirming in the State of Maine, where the
Suffolk system

idea prevailed that bankers ought to be paid something for
be-in;,' in the backwoods, and difficult of access; />., that

they ought to be able to circulate their notes without rethe same
deeming them. The Veazie Hank of Bangor

which afterwards brought suit to test the constitutionality of
the act of Congress taxing the notes of State banks
procured the passage of a law by the State Legislature to delay

/'/;

few days the collection
sp- n- for hank not'
order t> annoy the Suffolk and to l)nn- tin- system into disfor a

i

(

repute.

The number

of

1857, was 504.

banks embraced in the Suit oik system in
These werr hartered 1\ the legislatures
.

dilVerent times dui in- half a

new banks were chartered
and

in

centm\

\

a slap-dash

way between 1831
Mr Whitn-

1833.
"Many (.1 th,
ished with little or no capital, the specie which the law
|

required them to have being borrowed one day and replaced
with stock notes the next.
t'nder such circumstances the Suffolk took upon itself the
a Comptroller of the Currency.
It did not admit a

office of

new bank

to the fellowship of the system

merch he

.1

had procured a charter, perhaps by favoritism, perhaps by
It first satisfied itself that the shareholders were
bribery.

men

of

good character and

started in

good

faith.

It

National

A

Comptroller of

the Currency.

^^

tf)

I'.ankin-

tak

the institution

that

took the same steps
I.

aw

requires

am| u hc

,

(,

t,

R

.

had been

whuh
the
.

( f

the

<

;l>

([u

.

Comptroller does, to refuse the privileges of
the system to any bank, without assi^nm- any reason except
that it was not satisfied with the looks of the new candidate.

Of

course, the Suffolk could not prevent the

issuing notes, but

it

could withhold

its

newiomer from

passport and thus

prevent it from getting any circulation, except^ a small local
one.
It should be added that it was not incumbent on the
Suffolk bank to take these precautions, not even for
1

for
protection, since it required a preexisting deposit
to .uh.tnce
itsdf
never
and
of
notes,
pledged
demption
t

a

\vhm.-\er it made adcent to any bank for this purpos,and conditions
terms
same
the
on
SO
it
did
vances,
the discount of other commer.

which

it

i.i!
I'hc prcca<;
paper
took in admitting newn.mers were taken for ihc
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credit

and good name

of the system

and

of

New

England

banking.

The punishment which the Suffolk was able to inflict was
shown by an incident related by Mr. Whitney. In 1852 the
Bank of South Royalston, Vermont, refused to comply with
some customary regulation and withdrew from the system.

The Suffolk sent home $10,000 of its
Some charge was trumped up against

notes for redemption.
the messenger and he

was put under arrest, payment being delayed in this way.
The messenger was soon released and the Suffolk then gave
notice that it would receive no more notes of the South
Royalston Bank. The latter would have been discredited
and ruined had not the other banks of Vermont interceded
and prevailed on the Suffolk to reinstate it.
There were some disastrous bank failures

in

New England

The year 1837 was

during the Suffolk regime.

the most

trying one to banks, and to business generally,
All the
that the country has ever known.

Panic of 1837.

Massachusetts banks suspended specie payments for one year, and, of course, the rotten ones did not
resume when the sound ones did, in 1838. The rotten ones
were eleven in number. Their outstanding circulation was
$520,627; their assets paid $280,575 of the notes, leaving a
deficiency as regards circulation of $240,052, but at this time
The
the noteholders did not have a first lien on the assets.

number

total

circulation

of

banks

9, 400, ooo.

in the State

then was 119 and their

1

The Suffolk made some losses in consequence
made by it to the failing concerns, but these did

of

advances

not prevent

it from declaring dividends at the average rate of 11%
per
cent per annum from 1818 to 1864, when it changed itself
into a National Hank.
The losses which it incurred from

counterfeits
1

and alterations

Reports of Massachusetts

in

notes were surprisingly small.

Bank Commissioners, 1838-1842.

TJI

loin

to

losses l\

ountt -ii

notes were only
iJ<4<)
1836
$1107, from alterations <;<.>,. an.
^nature*
on -,!,:.: MI- notes $82, although the
rcdcraplions at this time CM ceded f 100.000,000
Small Lowe*,
per
tin-

is

I;

>e.u.

.1

',::.

of railroads the e\i h.m.;.

day
and Providence were made

,

tait that

,,\

a

in

.t

ian\as

before the

between lioston

l>ank notes
La.;,

which was car-

the boot of a stage coach without other guard than
the driver, and that it was never molested, although on one
ried

in

occasion

it

to a thief
ant

It

was delivered by the porter

of the Suffolk

Hank

who passed

himself off as the stage driver's assist\\as afterward-ed.

The Suffolk system presents the

fairest example of the
workings of the "banking principle" that this country affords.
This is a term used in contra distim tion to the

"currency principle"
certain

amount

which assumes thai a

of paper notes will be

wanted

by the public at all times and will never be presented for redemption, which amount the government will furnish either
of
n-land for
directly, or through an agency, like the Hank
I

example.

All notes

wanted over and above

this fixed

sum

must be "bought" with gold, i.f., the bank
musl issllc its ^5 n le fof cvcr v Ut
'

-

or for gold bullion of the value of
banking principle was so perfectly

offered to
five

it,

The
sovereigns.
by the Suffolk system that any other

illustrated

of

it

would be superfluous.

Any person engaged

d<-s 4 ription

in a

New

Kngland, could exchange his
for the notes of
promissory note, running sixty or ninety days,
could pay the
he
which
a bank payable on demand, with

mate

trade, in

wages of

his

any part of

employees or buy the materials

of his industry

The notes
any part of the
at
and
of
time,
would float a certain length
finally turn up
not
were
redeemed,
the Suffolk I'.ank, where they
necessarily

in

t'nited States or

<

anada.
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with gold, not generally with gold, for although any noteholder could have gold if he wanted it, gold was seldom
asked for. They were redeemed with the proceeds of the

The man whose promissory note the
bills receivable.
bank had discounted, and by means of which it had put its
own notes in circulation, had by this time sold his products.
If he had sold them in Boston, his draft on the Boston
merchant woukLpay his note at the local bank, and this
bank's

would enable the latter to keep
If he had sold them in

folk.

its

balance good at the Sufor Chicago, he

New York

would get his pay in a draft on Boston which would answer
If he had sold them at home and taken his
the same end.
pay

in

New England bank

notes, the local

bank could use

New England
these to keep its balance good at the Suffolk.
trade was carried on by an endless chain of offsets and book
All seasons and all years were
business was continually on the increase, so that while two clerks could do the work in the as-

balances at the Suffolk Bank.
alike to

it,

except that

its

sorting department in 1824, seventy were necessary in the
year 1855, the redemptions reaching $400,000,000 per annum.
All this

work was done with the minimum amount
It was not until 1858 that the State

Specie Reserve,

of specie.
of Massa-

chusetts established a legal reserve of specie

This
against both deposits and circulation.
was done in consequence of the panic of 1857; the reserve
was fixed at 15 per cent, but country banks might count
their balances in Boston banks, payable on demand, as
specie.

Prior to the passage of this law the specie reserve

had been extremely variable, ranging from 44
There was a
per cent in 1843, to 7^ per cent in 1851.
heated controversy over the passage of this law.
The bankers were generally opposed to it on the
was
that
it
ground
of the State

unnecessary meddling, but public opinion sustained

it.

After

the passage of the law, the specie reserve rose considerably

BA
above the

\MK.\T
legal

thin
otlu-r

15 per cent.
New In-!. in.

of the Suffolk
(

requirement and afterwards oscillated around
a little more, and sometimes a tittle less

MM.^

l><

it.

.

I

I

Ins

l.iw.

>; iu-s

Mstrm.

omuituut each had

.

.

did not touch the

whose hanks were

integral parts

In 1851). M.uiu. Rhode Island,
10 per cent of specie as against

and

lation and deposits, New Hampshire "j% per cent and
mont only 6 per cent.
About the year 1855 a movement was started among the
country banks to establish a h.ink of their own in Boston to
do the work that had been hitherto done by the Suffolk, in

order to reap the

This
Sttffo/kSj.tem.

w ls
'

the

profits

Hank

<>f

of

the

operation.

Mutual Redemption.

It

It didid not get fairly started until 1858.
vided the business with the Suffolk, but the latter continued

redeem country bank notes more or less till 1X66. The
National Banking system had then gone into operation.
Hy
making each bank receive the notes of every other bank at

to

par
folk

superseded the old system, and accordingly th<
became an ordinary commercial bank and remains such

it

1
to this day.

CHAPTKR
BANKING DEVELOPMENT

NEW YORK

X.

IN

NEW

YORK.

has made two contributions to banking science

The Safety Fund I]
i
importance, viz.:
or mutual insurance of circulating notes,
(a) The Free
of the

first

Bank and Bond

)

(

I

notes.
system for securing circulating
V>rk
was
in NY
b.inkinhalf-century

>eposit

During the first
an integral part of the

spoils of politics.

Federalists would

Nw

Since these pages were written an admirable monograph on
Root, ha* tern hw<l a% a tmt
Kngland Rink Currency, !>
YoA.
by the Sound Currency Committee of the Reform Clnb,
1

1

Xw
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grant no charters to Republicans, or Republicans to Federalists.
After a few banks had been established the ins joined
hands to prevent the outs from getting charters, regardless

The common-law rights of banking had not yet
been circumscribed, but people who exercised these rights
were subject to unlimited liability. The State was growing
and more banks were needed.
rapidly,
of politics.

Banks and
the " Spoils
System."

Charters were applied for and refused.

The

applicants then began business on the common-law plan.
At the instigation of the

favored ones the politicians passed a law to suppress all unThe latter put money in their purses,
chartered banks.

Albany and bribed the Legislature. This was done
became so great that a political
upheaval was the consequence. It led to the Free Bank
system of 1838. Politics and patronage, and monopoly dependent upon politics and patronage, form the key to bankwent

to

so often, and the scandal

ing in the State.
in the State of

Hammond's

New York

"

"

History of Political Parties

furnishes the best account of

these intrigues.
In March, 1784,

Alexander Hamilton wrote to J. B.
Church on the subject of a Land Bank scheme fathered by
Chancellor Livingston.

According to this project, the subpay one-third of the capital in cash and give
land security for the other two-thirds.
Hamilton used the
same arguments against it that he used against land banking in his subsequent report on the Bank of the United
States. He dissuaded several
city merchants, who had looked
favorably on the project, from going into it, and they then
scribers were to

turned their attention to a plan for a

bank

"

and asked him

of association

was the Bank of
charter June

9,

New

York.

for

it,

"

money

draw up the articles
This
which he did.

to

began business without a
and
issued a notice saying that no
1784,
It

paper would be discounted II.IM:^ more :'un 30 day* to
run. and tli.it no note or bill would be discounted to
pay a
former one. nor would overdrafts be allowed.
hcc rule
I

made

tbe bank

unpopular among the class of people who
nt likely to do much business with it, but it brought
a goodly lot of depositors and the business was prosperous
About this time the State began to issue
from the start.

The bank refused to repost-revolutionary bills of credit.
ceive them except as special deposits.
Accordingly the
bank's customers generally kept two accounts, one for paper
and one for specie, and a notice was posted that discounts

paper would be made on Tuesdays and

in

in

specie on

Thursdays.

A
in

petition for a charter

1789

was presented

to the Legislature

in order to limit the liability of the shareholders,

it was not
At that time its capital
granted till 1791.
was $318,250, and it had circulating notes outstanding
It issued both post notes and demand notes.
$181,254.
Post notes, as the name implies, are bank notes redeemable

but

at

any time

employed

They were extensively

after a future fixed ilat".

in all parts of the

country

in the first half

of the

present century.
The charter fixed the capital at $900,000 and authorized
the State to become a subscriber for $50,000 additional.

The debts

of the

Charter of 1791.

bank (over and above deposits) could not

exceed three times the capital actually paid
in, and it was not allowed to pay its deIt was not allowed
bills of credit of the State.

to hold land except sufficient for the

accommodation of

its

business, or such as might be mortgaged to it boma fiJt^ and
it was not allowed to trade in goods or stocks.
After Hamilton became Secretary <>f the Treasury he con-

timu-d

t.>

take a fatherly interest

public deposits at

New York

in

the hank

pi i.r to

It

held the

the establishment

oT
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Bank

the

United States and for some time

of the

after.

Hamilton wrote to Wm. Seton, the cashier, saying that ultimately he should have to deposit the public funds in the
branch bank, but that he should not act precipitately. In
January, 1791, a new bank was projected in New York,
Hamilton considered it a gracecalled the Million Bank.
less

In a letter to Seton he called

speculation.

newly engendered monster."
written early in 1791 he said

In
"
I

:

another

letter

it

to

"the
Seton

consider the public inter-

est as materially involved in aiding a valuable institution
like yours to withstand the attacks of frantic,
Burr,
Hamilton,

men

an(^

j

ear

^

n ^ QQ

manv instances
Heaven take

Adieu.

gamblers.
and good views."

unprincipled
care of good

One cannot help asking whether he
was thinking of Burr when he wrote those lines.
Both
Hamilton and Burr were stockholders in the Bank of New
Some of
York, and Talleyrand was one of its depositors.
,

Talleyrand's checks are

1

still

The Bank of New York
The anti-Federalists knew
grant a charter to them.
ing one by

preserved.
was controlled by Federalists.
that the Legislature would not

Burr conceived the idea of procur-

Accordingly a petition was presented
company with a capital of $2,000,000 to
York City with pure water. In it was a clause

stealth.

for a charter for a

supply

New

authorizing the

company

to use

and above the amount needed

any surplus of capital, over
water works, in any

for the

moneyed transactions not
Bnrrandtne

inconsistent

with

the constitution and laws of the State or of

Manhattan
Company.

tri e
United States.
The city had recently
been scourged with yellow fever, the ravages
of which were attributed in part to the bad water.
The
charter was granted and the company applied one-half of its
1

History of the

Domett.

Bank of

New

York, 1784-1884, by Henry

W.

M/A.\ / /.V

il

works .md the other

to water

The

business.

.cm

i.

inituil of

(

Revision

n,t

.W
ii.iii

II

U7

>OA'A'
to the

wlmh John

hanking
Jay was

whose approval was necessary, did nut suspect

banking powers were concealed in the chart
Oinpany. It ceased to be a water con*
has
in
but
never i eased to be a bank.
it
1840,
pany
th.it

was the Manhattan

When

the Republicans came into power they refused all
applications for bank charters to Federalists, and the exist*

ing banks, of which there were six in the State prior to 1804,

made common cause
the
Merchant.'

a charter.

any new ones from entering
In that year the Merchants' Itank

to prevent

field.

Nfiw York

Q

cUy

which

WM

.

alfeju|>

m

operation under the common law, applied for
The Legislature not only refused it, but passed

a law prohibiting

unincorporated companies from doing
and declaring all promissory notes of
such companies and all obligations for the payment of
money to them absolutely void. In 1805 this bank made
all

a banking business,

another application for a charter.

The Republican news*

on the ground that the applicants were
papers opposed
Federalists.
The bank then bribed the Legislature and Sot the bil1 throu g h
Thcre w*
it

-

great excitement over it in the Senate. Judge
and
Purely
Judge Taylor came to blows in open session and
knocked
Taylor
Purdy down. Judge Spencer in the Council
of Revision protested against the

bill

on the ground that no

more banks were needed in New York, and because the bill
had been passed by corrupt means. Nevertheless a majorAt the next nominating conof the council approved it.
the Southern District resolutions were passed
"
reproaching the Republicans in other parts of the Slate for
ity

vention of

iting a charter to

In 1811 a

our

political

enemies."

company was formed

America with a capital of

six millions.

to create the

Bank

of

Governor Tompkins
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in his annual message took ground against any more bank
The
charters or any considerable increase of bank capital.
bank offered an extravagant bonus for a charter $600,000
:

to the State, besides a loan of $1,000,000 at
On a pre5 per cent for constructing canals.

liminary vote in the Assembly the

bank had

Hereupon disclosures
52 supporters against 49 opponents.
to bribe members to support the bill,

were made of attempts

passage, had
The bill passed by 58 to 39. In the
the contrary effect.
It failed by
Senate a motion was made to reject the bill.

but these disclosures, so far from preventing

its

Thereupon the Governor prorogued the Legislature till the zistof May, assigning as a reason that the
friends of the bank had used corrupt means to procure a
15

to 13.

charter.

When

the

Legislature

reassembled the

Senate

passed the bill by 17 to 13.
In 1821 the good people of the State sought to put an end
to these scandals by a clause in the constitution of that year
requiring a two-thirds vote of both branches of the Legislature to pass a bank charter, but the only effect, says Ham-

mond, was "to increase the evil by rendering necessary a
more extended system of corruption."
In the session of 18241825 several bank charters were
granted, that of the Chemical Manufacturing Co. (now the
After they
Chemical Bank) among them.
More Bribery.
were passed a charge was made that corrupt
means had been employed and an investiga"
tion was ordered.
The evidence given before the committee," says

Hammond,

"afforded a most disgusting picture

of the depravity of members of the Legislature and indeed I
might say of the degradation of human nature itself." The

and the existing banks had attempted to put a
around
the banking business and to prevent its growth.
hoop
In order to accomplish this more effectually they had passed
politicians

Tin
a

new

.s.r

restraining law in iSiS nun h

It prohibited
than that of 1804.
tions from
ng deposit** ur

more
all

disi

.ninlm.

;essly authori/ed by law to do
business, which must needs grow with

followed the line of least

.

was the

barrier

-

so.

The

tin-

^rovuh

PM-IUKC.
I

h ..t

the

-

should repeatedly

have convulsed and broken up great
that

,f

li

Legislature.
"

llamrnoml,

i

b.u

"

virtue of the

heartless controvet

'mat

scv.

persons and corpora-

pt.

progress have
blasted the prospects and destroyd the usefulness of so many talented and in other respects wotthy

its

GAUM.

citizens

parties,

and

finally that

should

it

in

its

should have marred the character

it

for purity of our State legislature and fixed an indelible and
enduring stain upon the reputation of the Km pi re State. is

deeply to be deplored."

Notwithstanding these bad auspices, bank failures were
extremely rare. The first one occurred in 1819. at which
time there were 33 banks in operation with an incorporated
capital of $25,190,000.'

and 8

Down

to 1830 there \\ere 43

banks

failures.

CHAPTKR

XI.

THE SAFETY FUND SYSTEM.

ON

the 24th of January,

182*).

Joshua

cuse, addressed a letter to Martin

Toshna Forman.

Van

I

..nn.m.

P.un

.

(

Syra-

)r

:

ol

the State, proposing a plan for the mutual inthe plan now known
surantfe of bank notes

as the Safety Fund s\stem.
one of the soundest and ablest discussions of a
I

paper

is

w York Bank Currcm v.
Currciuv

!.y

arr.,11

I

Ommittec of the Kcfi.rm

<

lul>.

k..t

New

I

ract ol (he

York. 1895.

Sooad
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question that can be found in the literature of
one branch of the subject he was clearly wrong,
money.
He
but it did not affect the main purpose of his paper.
financial

On

thought that banks should be compelled to invest their enin public stocks, or in bonds and mortgages on

tire capital

long time, using only their deposits for the discount of comIn other words the entire fund which serves
mercial paper.
as a guarantee to the depositors should be put in a place
it

that

invested in the

if

His argument was
would always be safe.
The bank might easily

could not be easily reached.

where

way proposed

it

Such a fund would be terribly safe.
and half its customers might fail

fail,

in

consequence, while

waiting for this very money.
this eccentricity Mr. Forman's suggestion was
bank should be required to contribute annually to
a common fund or the payment of the debts of such banks
as should fail and that this contribution should continue till
it should reach half a million or a million dollars, and be
kept up to that sum by further contributions when needful.
He told how this idea had been suggested to him. "The
propriety of making the banks liable for each
other," he said, "was suggested by the regulaMertfuutts
tions of the Hong merchants in Canton, where
a number of men, each separately, have, by a grant of the

Aside from

that each

government, the exclusive right of trading with foreigners,
and are all made liable for the debts of each in case of failure.
The case of our banks is very similar; they enjoy in
common the exclusive right of making a paper currency for

the people of the State, and

by the same

rule should in

com-

mon be

answerable for that paper. This abstractly just
principle, which has stood the test of experience for seventy
years, and under which the bond of a Hong merchant has
acquired a credit over the whole world not exceeded by that
of any other security, modified and adapted to the milder

nn
features of our Republican institutions, constitutes the basis
of the system."

lUiren referred Mr.

in
\\'.

Oliott,

i

.ishicr of

tin-

"Mr. Olcott,
l.niiiin.nii. ".it nrst view of
scheme of Mr. Forman, discovered that cautious and

Albany.
the

Herman's plan to Thos.
1-armers* Bank, of

Meihanus ami

il

i

banking companies never would consent

to

make

themselves liable for the performance of contracts of the various

banks

scat;

r

this

great State from Long Island to
and yet he was struck with the great benefits which would
result to the public by the adoption of some plan which
I

would render

it

the interest of each

and
aided by his experience and

credit of all other banks;

it

was

bank

to sustain the

to his skill

and sagacity

influence, in connection with

among the members of the LegislaKnower
and a few other intelligent
Benjamin

the personal influence
ture of Mr.

and

patriotic bankers,

New York

that the

public are

in-

debted for the most perfect system of chartered banking
which ever was invented."
*

The law provided that every bank whose charter should
be granted or extended thereafter, should pay into the
"
Hank Fund" one-half per cent of its paid up capital
year, until the contributions should be equal
Safety-Fond
cent Q f
tQ
cap ta s tock. This fund

^

System.

j

i

was

to be applied solely to the payment <>f
"the debts" of failed hanks belonging to the system. The

fund was not to be used, however, until the assets of the
bank had been exhausted and the deficiency deWhenever the fund
termined
proceedings.

failed

by

judicial

should be reduced

way the comptroller should call on
contributions, at the same rate, as to
The same act prothe original ones.

in this

the banks for fresh

time and amount, as
>

Hammond,

u,

398-299.
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vided for the appointment of three commissioners to examine
all the banks three times each year, or oftener if required to

do

so.

tion of

Any

three banks might call for a special examinain the system.

any bank

The experience of the State under the Safety Fund system
has been collected and arranged in a systematic and thorough
way by John

J.

Knox

1

and

pamphlet already referred
for the following items

still

to.

more so by Mr. Root
I

am

in the

indebted to the latter

:

In 1837 three safety fund banks,
were reported to be in difficulties.

all in

the City of Buffalo,

The

Legislature passed
a law authorizing the Comptroller to apply two-thirds of the
Bank Fund to the immediate redemption of
their notes>

This was done

depreciation of the notes

was made good out

There was no
and the Bank Fund
-

of the assets of the failed banks.

Two

other banks failed soon afterwards and their notes were paid
and the fund replenished in the same way. There were no

more

failures till 1840.
During that and the two following
The fund now had about $900,000,
eleven
banks
failed.
years
of which $600,000 was applicable under the law of 1837 to

the immediate redemption of circulating notes, the remainder
being reserved for depositors. Those of the first three banks
in the order of failure

exhausted

this

sum.

The Bank Com-

missioners, in their annual report for 1841, said that the
Bank Fund was primarily designed for the protection of note-

The fact that
holders, not depositors or general creditors.
the law put all creditors on the same level was not understood
by the public or by the bankers themselves,
and

its
expediency was called in question. In
1842 the law was amended so that after the

of all the liabilities charged against the Fund at
that time the note-holders should have the first lien on it.

payment

1

In Rhodes' Journal of Banking, April, 1892.

Till:

In

tin-

SA:

Constitution of

rKM.
i

v

t

ilitors of all failed

n<.t<

<,

J43

i

banks.

table principle

was first adopted by the State of Connecticut m 1*31. It
was made a feature of all charters granted in thai and ubsequent yr.it->. in these \\oul-,- "In case of the failure of
s.i ill hank, the holder of the notes of said bank or
corporation, of the denomination of $100 and under, sh.il! have a
Hen on all the assets of said bank or corporation, both real
and personal, in possession, remainder and reversion, and
on all debts due to said hank, and on all ilaims in f.ivor of
said bank, of every nature whatsoever, and on all moneys
and property of every description in the custody and posses*
sion of said bank at the failure thereof; and that .\-ry conveyance, assignment or transfer of any of the property and
estate hereinbefore specified, and in expectation of the insolvency of said bank or corporation, or with a view to the
'

same, shall be void."
The reason why note-holders should be preferred creditors
of failed banks is that usually it is not a matter of choice
shall or shall not accept bank notes when
This is especially true
offered in payment.
of wage-workers and the poorer and more helpless classes of the community, who are liable

whether persons
Reason for

till*,

to lose situations, or favor, or patronage,

the kind of

money

offered to them, and

if

who

they object to
are less able to

form opinions for themselves on the soundness and standing
of particular hanks
Unfortunately the charges against the Hank Fund before
the act of 1842 took effect were sutndi-nt to absorb everyanthing it was likely to receive from the one-half per cent

nual contribution.
for $900,000 to

In 1X45 the State issued its own stock
to the creditors of

make prompt payment

the failed banks, taking a mortgage on the fund for repay
1

I

am

imk-bu.l to

M.I.

<

..rr..ll

kool for ikb find
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ment.

It

interest.

was all reimbursed out of the fund, principal and
Moreover, the fund redeemed a large amount of

Fraudulent
Overissues.

notes fraudulently overissued, a result due to
t em
o f registration by
svs
^ Q any
j
tn
'
'
This
public authority in the original act.
.

omission was rectified in 1843, but after the mischief had
been done. The whole amount of payments into the Safety
Fund was $3,104,999, and of payments out of it to noteholders and depositors $2,600,000, the remainder having

been paid as

interest

on the State's advances.

the people of New York had known at the beginning
that they knew at the end of this experiment they would

If
all

have made the Safety Fund liable only for circulating notes.
They would have made the average amount of
Errors of Detail,

That

fund.

the

circulation

of

each bank,

and not

its

capital stock, the basis of contributions to the
would have necessitated some machinery for

ascertaining the circulation and would probably have prevented overissues. It would also have been more consonant

with justice, and would have reconciled the large city banks
to the system.

By reason
that the
far

of these errors of detail the opinion got

New York

from the truth

abroad

Fund system was a failure. How
is we may learn from the report of

Safety
this

Millard Fillmore, Comptroller, in 1848, in which he said
"
It is therefore apparent that the
Safety Fund would have
proved an ample indemnity to the bill holder had it not
:

been applied to the payment of other debts of the banks
than those due for circulation."
Mr. Root proves the truth
"
of Mr. Fillmore's statement by figures.
It is plain," he
"

says,

as the result of calculation from experiments of 36

as
years (1829-1865), that, had the Safety Fund system
been
perfected prior to and in the constitution of 1846
left

untouched as that upon which

New York

State

bank

///A
n>

y

.\.t.

rRMf.

.

was based, not merely would every dollar of

culation have been kept

^>l,

hut

tlu-

total

cir-

MMSVBent

to

fund good would have averaged less than
\{ per
cent on the banking capital, or about
per cent on the
:iu-

#

.i\crage circulation outstanding."

The Safety Fund system,
orders,
thirty

apart from some infantile diswas a grand success, and although it was buried
years ago, at the place of its birth, is alive and in

high esteem
The safety
Fond System
in Canada.

adopted

in a

It was
neighboring country.
in 1890, in order to secure

Canada

in

tne

prompt redemption of the notes of failed
/>., to avoid a discount on the notes
of such banks pending liquidation.
Under the Canadian
system, the circulating notes are the first lien on the assets,
and it is believed that the assets will always suffice to redeem
the notes, but the delay in converting them into cash, prior
banks,

to the establishment of the Safety Fund,

had led to a tempo-

rary discount on such notes. There is now in the Canadian
"
"
Bank Circulation Redemption Fund $1,800,000, and it is

believed to be sufficient to meet

all

casualties of this kind.

Under the Canadian law

the government is not responsible
for the notes of failed banks, but such notes draw intersix per cent.
The maximum amount of the fund is five per
cent of the outstanding circulation of all the Canadian banks,
and it must be kept up to this maximum, the Minister of

on the banks fr .uic!:contributions, when necessary, not exceeding one per cent
in any year.
When the assets of failed banks are paid in,
however, refunds may be made to the contributing banks of
Finance having power to

call

the excess over five per cent.
During all this time banking was

still

a monopoly.

Bank

charters were granted only to the friends and supporters of
the party in power, and when th y were granted the Hank

Commissioners parcelled out the

right to subscribe for shares
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as so

three

much spoils and party plunder. Originally two of the
Bank Commissioners were selected by the banks themselves. The law was subsequently changed so
as to give the a PP intment of a11 of them
to the

Governor and Senate.

This was done

purpose of controlling the distribution of bank shares
"
The distribution
Their report for 1837 says
p.irty-wise.

for the

:

of

bank stocks created

at the last session

any, instances been productive
In most instances
satisfaction.

of

has

in

anything

its fruits

very few,

like

if

general

have been violent

contention and bitter personal animosities, corrupting to the
public mind and destructive of the peace and harmony of
society."

These scandals and squabbles produced nearly universal
disgust and led to a revolt in the Democratic party in 1835.
A faction sprang up calling themselves the Equal Rights
party.

They came to be known afterwards as
They went, one evening, to a

the Locofocos.

The Locofocos.

Tammany

Hall ratification meeting in such

force that they were able to outvote the regulars.
The
turned
off
the
the
regulars
gas.
Equal Rights
Evidently

men had

received notice of the designs of their enemies,

since they came to the meeting provided with candles and
locofoco matches with which they lighted the hall and con-

tinued the struggle. The next day the Courier and Enquirer
dubbed them the Locofoco party, and the name stuck, and became attached as a term of derision to Democrats generally.

The Locofocos

did not succeed at the

first election,

they adopted a platform in which they declared

any and

all

monopolies by

legislation,

"

hostility to

because they are

tions of the equal rights of the people."

but

viola-

As they gained

strength they enlarged their plans and set out to reform the
earth.

They condemned paper money

they resolved

that

all

in

all its

forms, and

charters passed by preceding legis-

nil
latures

might bo altered

<>r

repealed by their succettOTB,

and ought to be when necessary

when

it-quired by

for

tin-

public-

^*

the people.
d inu. h too radi-

tl>.-

maj..i;p.

"""

,,f

nul they pi.- vented some influential
people
from giving the Locofocos an unr.
rt.
Ham"
mond says
n the
Perhaps no politic, il p.irty
State which has been the subject of more severe aniraad:

and attack than this party.
All the
institutions and the whole intluenec of associated
wealth were against them.
The newspaper press of both
>n

moneyed

parties with the single exception,

I

ninx

i

then conducted by those unshaken and indomitable
>crats, William Leggett and William C. Hryant, wa
loud in its denunciations. The /
/'<*/ did not
j

their organization as a distinct party, but
great zeal and ability many of their princi

As

it

advocated with

demands
some distinguished

the Democratic party remained deaf to the

of the Locofocos the latter nominated

as candidates for Congress and the Legi>lature in
the city districts, in the autumn of 1836, and the Whig party
The combii
ratified the nominations.

Whigs

was

SncMfni.

successful.

The experiment was repeated

in the city election in the spring of

was again

successful.

These

1837 and

successes prompted the Loco-

focos to hold a State Convention

which they passed a resolution that

in

"

September. 1837,

The

at

Legislature shall

not charter or create any corporate or artificial bod\
confer on any individual or company either exclusive advantages or special privile^
In the election of 1837 the anti-bank men cast their votes
Whig candidates and .swept the State. Out of 128

for the

members

of the assembly they carried

of 8 senatorial districts-

1

101,

and also 6 out

his victory led to the free

bank-
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ing law of 1838, and after it was passed the Locofocos, as a
rebellious faction of the Democratic party, disappeared. 1
Thus the uppermost thought of the Legislature in 1838 was

equal rights rather than banking, and its wits were exercised
which should meet a political rather than

to devise a system

a financial exigency.

CHAPTER

XII.

THE FREE BANK SYSTEM.

THE

suggestion of the Free Bank system that I have
contained in a letter of the Rev. John McVickar,
Professor of Political Economy in Columbia College, dated
first

met with

February

and

ent,

is

It is written to

17, 1827.
is

2
printed as a pamphlet.

an unnamed correspondIn it he makes the two

following suggestions:
"
First Suggestion.

I.

that

it

Banking

may

to

be a free trade

in

so far

be freely entered into by individu-

under the provisions of a general statute.
"II. The amount of banking capital of such individual or

als or associations

association to be freely fixed, but to be invested one -tenth
at the discretion of the bank, the remaining nine-tenths in
government stock, whereof the bank is to receive the divi-

dend, but the principal to remain in pledge for the redempits promissory notes, under such securities as to place

tion of

the safety of the public beyond doubt or risk."
"
In 1833 there was published in London
The Principles
of Political Economy," by G. Poulett Scrope, M.P., on page

424
1

of

which occurs

this

paragraph

Hammond,

:

ii, 489-503.
indebted to Professor Seligman of Columbia College for an
inspection of this pamphlet, which is a part of his own extensive collection

a I

am

of works on

money and banking.

/'//

"The

J49

issue of paper m.m.-\

permitted

at

securities to

l>y

m

banks

the coutr

should only be allowed on the dcp..
full amount in guarantee of its
payment

all.

its

Whether either of these suggestions was present to the
mind of Mr. Al>ijah Mann when he brought hii lunk bill
before the Legislature of
,,,t known.
This hill, as anieiuied and passed,
pro.
that any person or association of persons
night
i

AbijahMann.

.e

from the Comptroller circulating notes, and

them mi^ht issue them
with him stocks of the United
si^nini;

as money, by
States, of

first

alter

de|*>

th.-

York, or of any other State approved by the
to a five per cent stock of the E

(

'omptroller,

made equal

.

<>rk.

or bonds and mortgages on improved, productive, and unencumbered real estate, worth double the amount of the mortgage, exclusive of the buildings thereon, and bearing in:
The banks
at not less than six per cent per annum.
deposit stocks only, or half stocks and half bonds and morti

gages, and the printed notes should specify to which class
In case default should be made in the rethey belonged.

demption of any such notes and such default should continue
for ten days, the Comptroller should sell the securities and

The

apply the proceeds to the redemption of the notes.
Free Baniine

State was not in any way responsible for the
payment of the notes beyond the proper appli-

The
cation of the securities to that purpose.
><<
unties
should
repersons or associations depositing the
their
redeemed
ceive the interest on them as long as they
notes
trailer

on demand,

unless

in

the

opinion of

they had depreciated so as to

the

<

be no longer adequate

security.

Mr Theodore Oilman (in the Bamktr't Mtguimt, Febewaiy. 189$)
mentions two other English writers (Drummond and Joplin). who
had made similar suggestions in 1826 and 1827 respectively.
'
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The free banking law was extremely popular, 133 banks
being started under it before December i, 1839, f which 76
1
were in full operation.
Experience under this law was at
There were some failures in
first disastrous.
A Bad

start.

1840, among them the bank of Tonawanda,
the sale of whose securities realized only 68

per cent of the outstanding notes. This led to a change of
the law regarding State stocks, which were now restricted, as
to

banks subsequently established, to those of New York.
mortality of the free banks was so great, by failure or

The

voluntary liquidation, that in 1842 only 46 remained in
In 1844 the Comptroller reported that 26 free

operation.

banks had failed up to that date, and that their circulation
has been redeemed at the average rate of 76 cents on the
The banks still in operation had securities deposited
dollar.
of the nominal value of $3,744,829, but valued by the Comptroller at $2,745,156.

The practice of issuing notes at interior towns and villages
by individuals residing in New York City, or even in other
States, was now discovered to be prevalent. A law had been
passed in 1840 requiring that all country banks should retheir notes in New York City or Albany at a discount
not exceeding one-half of one per cent.
Under the free
banking law a man could issue notes in New York City, but

deem

dated at some remote place in the interior, and then redeem
them at a discount of one-half per cent at their real place of
This was more freedom in banking than had been
issue.

An act was accordingly passed in 1844 prothat
viding
nobody should transact business as a banker
at
the
except
place of his actual residence. Banks established
for circulation only were the subject of reproof and admocontemplated.

nition in a report

law was passed

in

a Senate Committee in 1845.
A
"
that
all
associa1848 providing
banking

made by
1

Root, page

17.

THE FREE
tions

and individual

l>

BA.\

nil.

.

inkers shall

IK:

'

discount as well as of circulation.

hut

banks of deposit and
it was evaded.
The

tptroller reported in 1851 that

free

J5I

many

of the

banks wcre banks of circulation alone,

and were established for that purpose alone ;
were put in circulation by agents in distant
and that the banks which issued them afforded no

that their notes
cities

business facilities to the community.

They had

sold to the

public a lot of State stocks, and bonds and mortgage
such a way that they could draw the interest them*while the public, />., the note-holders, had paid for the prin-

and that was the only banking there was in it. In
1854 the Superintendent of Hanks said that all the bonds
and mortgages that had been sold under the provisions of

cipal;

the free banking law had not realized over 75 per cent of
their par value, and that that form of security could not be
considered adequate for the prompt redemption of bank notes.

Until 1846, when the State adopted a new constitution,
the comparative results of the Safety Fund and Free Rink
systems had been in favor of the former.
ReinitstoiM*.

Comptroller Flagg, in his report of that year
"
In the security of the public under

said

:

each system, our experience in the failure of ten safety
fund banks, and about three times that number of frubanks, proves that the contribution of half of one per cent
thus
annually on the capital of the safety fund banks has
the
with
far afforded as much protection as the deposit
to
Comptroller, by the free banks, of a sum nominally equal
to
reference
will
be seen, by
It
all the bills issued to them.

a statement under the head of insolvent free banks, that the

on the supposition that all the securities
had been stocks of this State and bonds and mortgages,
would have been over 16
cent, while the actual loss has
loss to bill-holders,

per

been nearly 39 per cent."
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The

constitution of 1846, however, prohibited the granting

any special charters for banking purposes. As all the
safety fund banks were of this kind this clause

of

was a decree

of slow death to the system, according as the existing charters expired. Other

tution.

banking clauses

*

in this constitution

were that

after

January

i,

1850, stockholders should be individually responsible for an
amount equal ta4heir respective shares of stock in addition

amount paid in (a: very important step) that all circulating notes should be registered by public authority and
that ample security for their redemption should be required;
that in case of insolvency note-holders should be preferred
to the

;

creditors, and that the Legislature should have no power to
pass any law sanctioning the suspension of specie payments.
It was provided also that all future acts of incorporation,
whether general or special, might be altered or repealed from

time to time.

All these provisions are distinctly traceable

Locofoco uprising of 1836-37.
Thirty-two free banks failed up to 1850, with a circulation

to the

which was redeemed at various rates from par
30 cents on the dollar, the aggregate loss being
$325,487. From 1851 to 1861 there were 25 failures with a
circulation of $1,648,000 and a loss of only

of $1,468,243,

down

to

$7 2 349> showing a steady gain as the result
After 1861 there were no
experience.

of

failures that resulted in loss to note-holders, except

by delay

perhaps
on the securities. The system was now
as security was concerned.

in realizing

perfect so far

Mr. Root makes a comparison of the results of the Safety
the Free Bank systems as to security, as to cost,

Fund and
and as

to elasticity.

for preference
its
lar.

As

he finds very little room
Each of them, when cured of
was satisfactory in this particu-

to security

between them.

early mistakes of detail,
As to cost, the safety fund system might call for one-

Till:

.mmim from

half per cent per

losses to
tli'-'i

tli.

i

I,-,-

.HIV

I;.,:,;,

iyi

considerable

time.

1'he

tin

associated banks.

tin-

m her

The

^iNtcd in the sacrifice of

i;i

wimh would

tiritics,

<!<;

when
same

/.

itf

be Mire to depredate
about the

failures occurred

data arc not sutiuicnt to form
any decided

opinion as to relative cost.

As

to

el.i

r

the po.

respond quickly to the demands of bnsines.s for m..tc bank
notes, the advantages \\ere largely with the safety fund
in since it was not
necessary to buy securities in the
market, and lodge them with the State otVttials and
through
various formalities before meeting the demand. In th<

Kink system the principle of credit is expunged from circulating notes. These banks, after buying their notes from the
State Comptroller, could not put out any more of them tn.m
the safety fund banks could of theirs, which cost nothing,
nor keep them out any longer. When the
notes of the free banks camc back to lhcir
counters they became dead capital, earning no
interest, although they had cost something more than 100
cents per dollar.
Hence those banks would tak<
from
the
buy
Comptroller, no more than the average amount
This would leave
which they could keep in circulation.
them little or no margin for special occasions, whereas the
safety fund banks could meet every demand as it came without expense
Accordingly there was a regular rise and fall
of the circulation of the safety fund banks according to the
seasons and the state of trade, while that of the free banks
was comparatively rigid. The workings of the two sytteOM
are represented by charts in Mr. Root's pamphlet.
By the act of April >Q, 1863, bonds and mortgages were
wholly discarded as security for circulating note*, but they

were restored

in

1892

in the statutory revision.
"

Such mort>

improved, unincumbcred real prop*
of
York worth 75 per cent more than
of
the
State
New
erty
-

must now be on
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amount thereon loaned."

the
to

The

other securities allowed

be received for circulating notes are "interest-bearing
stocks or bonds of the United States, or of
the State of

New York

'

or of an y count y or

incorporated city of this State authorized to

be issued by the Legislature," the aggregate amount of notes
issued to any bank or individual banker not to exceed 90 per
cent of the market value and in no case 90 per cent of the
Of course, all these provisions
par value of the securities.
for the issue of circulating notes are inoperative while the

Federal 10 per cent tax on the notes of the State banks

mains

The

re-

in force.

banking law harmonized so well with the idea of
equal rights and gave such promise of security to noteholders that it became popular and spread over the country

and

to

free

Canada.

It

was enacted

in sixteen States.

It

was

Massachusetts, Ohio, and Louisiana,
adopted permissively
but failed to take root there because the ground was already
in

occupied by other satisfactory systems.
The State of Illinois passed her free banking law in
It was submitted to a vote of the people in Novem1851.
ber of that year and

ratified.

It

provided that any number
no bank should

of persons might organize a bank, but that

have a

less capital

than $50,000.

It

bank should have any
fniiiinc

capital

did not require that a
*
The bank's

directors.

might consist wholly of bonds of States

or the United States deposited with the State
Auditor as security for its circulating notes. The auditor

could deliver to the bank in circulating notes eighty per
cent of the market value of the securities.
No examination
of the affairs of the

except on the

banks by public

officers

affidavit of the shareholders,

could be had

and then only

for the purpose of ascertaining the safety of the investments.
subsequent amendment provided for an annual examina-

A

Till.

tin!)

by

/A'/T /M.VA

h.mk coouBisslooen

of

J5J

the

Tin- I.-.HK
against circulating notes.
out the notes of any specie-paying
~.

or of Canada, no matter

tions, of

which there were

how

M-<
>.-.

untie* deposited
allowed to pay

banks

of the I'nited

rem<>

.c

institu-

ao at one time, were banks of
Their business was that of converting
i

circulation only.
bonds into circulating notes, getting these into the
hands of the people for value, and taking measure* to prevent the note-holders from calling on them for specie. There

were attempts at first to do a legitimate banking business in
the large towns under this law, but they were ineffectual
because the notes of such banks would be returned for
redemption while those of remote and inaccessible places
would remain in circulation. In practice it was hardly
necessary for the bank to have a place of business if its
notes were secured. In some instances where attempts were

made

in Illinois to present notes for redemption at the
bank's counter, no counter was found, but merely a hirnl
room in some place remote from any railway station and

situated on

some bottomless

The Chicago Democrat

prairie road.

of

September

27,

describes the process of starting a free bank

1857,

thus

in Illinois:

"A number
politicians.

money

of men get together, mostly old broken-down
They want to build a railroad. Th-y h.ive no

one would think
however,

a very serious objection.

in these times,

when

it

factured to order by wholesale.

John Thompson

to

Not

so,

can be manu-

They employ

purchase State bonds for

them and pay therefor, trusting them for his pay till the first
batch of bank notes founded on them is issued. They itaoe
their railroad bonds, hypothecate them in Wall Street and
pay John Thompson

for the State stocks.

They

are then

ready with a State stock secured circulation to commence
The only trouble is to keep the bilb afloat. Ilut
the road.
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The bank need only to locate
easily.
not pay for any one to run on it for example
either in Rhode Island, or Maine, or in some back county
this is

managed very

where

it

will

;

The people take the money as long as it goes,
while the Chicago and other bankers, to whom exchange is
at all times a prime necessity, are afraid to run upon it for
in this State.

The owners
fear of breaking it and thus creating a panic.
of the bank in-this way trusting to luck or the progress of
events, keep the institution going as long as they can, and
when they

can't

do so any longer

let it

break, almost

in-

variably themselves taking care to be ready to stand from
under when the crash comes."

John Wentworth, the editor of this paper, was opposed
banks and was somewhat given to exaggeration, but
this case he told the unvarnished truth.
all

to
in

So disastrous was the breakdown of the Illinois free banks
panic of 1857 that in the early months of 1858 Eastern

in the

exchange was at 15 per cent premium in ChiThe banks reall y had no caP ital ex~
cept the security bonds in the hands of the

cas-

They were not engaged

State Auditor.

in

the banking

Nevertheless
business in any proper sense of the word.
they got on their feet again in the course of the next three
years, so that in 1861, when the war began, there were 112
so-called "solvent banks" in existence, meaning those that

had survived the disasters of 1857 or had been established

When

subsequently.

the political sky

became overcast the

banks began to quake again, because the security bonds began to decline. The depreciation of the notes was rapid.
Lists of banks, with the rates at which their
Of i86i.
notes would be received in trade, were posted
in
offices,

all

merchants'

list,

and brokers'
There was a
and a railroad list, and these

shops, railroad offices
in the newspapers.

and published

a bankers'

list,

/A-/

/'///.

/

subject to change without
11

free

At

collapsed.

/&

BAA

tin-

357

m>tuf.

In August, 1861,
the u-.ir only seven
u. ul.ition of
$147,000.

end

of

banks remained, with a total
'lire was bewildered
by the crumbling of (be
in on whose
security such extravagant hopes had been

I'h'

An act was passed providing that no
bank should have a circulation exceeding
built.

Coiup*.

three times

posited to secure

evidence
shock.

its

of* capital.

The

1861 was $12,320,694.

The

and

th.it

the

bonds de-

The system never recovered from

circulation

;o per cent.

its capital,

circulation should not be considered as

the

outstanding at the beginning of

The average

loss to note-holders

1

banking law of Indiana, passed May 28, 1852,
similar
to that of Illinois.
The differences were,
very
that in Indiana the Auditor might issue circufree

lating notes

Indian*.

and
to

to the full

amount (instead of

eighty per cent) of the securities deposited,
that each bank must have specie in its own vaults equal

twelve and one-half per cent of its circulating notes.
free banks of Indiana were as worthless and predatory

The

"wild cats" as ever disgraced a civilized community.
Hugh McCulloch has given us their modus <>/</<//.

Hon.

A

single case [he says] illustrates the operation of free
An
banking in Indiana under the first free hank act.

enterprising gentleman, whose cash capital did not exceed
ten thousand dollars, in connection with two others who

were utterly impecunious, bought, mostly on credit, fifty
thousand dollars of the bonds of one of the Southern States.
These bonds he deposited with the Treasurer, and as soon
as they could be engraved he received an equal amount of
This transaction
notes, with which he paid for the bonds.

and paid
having been completed, more bonds were bought
'

History

<>f

<

-Im-i*... !>

A. T. Andrea*, H. 616-62+
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for in the

same manner; and the operation was continued

crisis of 1857 occurred; at which time
bank, which had been started with a capital of ten
thousand dollars, had a circulation of six hundred thousand

until the financial

this

by State bonds, on which the bank had for
two or three years been receiving the interest.
These
free banks, organized as most of them were as banks of
dollars, secured

.

.

.

circulation onlyrhad nothing to do but to put out their notes
interest on their bonds.
Their life was pleasant

and draw

but short; their demise ruinous and shameful.
As soon* as
their notes began to be presented for payment they died
without a struggle.
Upon the failure of a bank the
.

.

.

treasurer offered to surrender the bonds, dollar for dollar,
for

notes which they were pledged to

the

money

dealers were

offer.

Never was so

prompt
active

in availing

and

secure.

The

themselves of this

profitable a business clone

by the brokers of Cincinnati, Indianapolis, and other cities
as was done by them in buying, assorting and exchanging
with each other the notes of the suspended banks, and in
receiving for
treasurer.

them the bonds which were held by the

The brokers were enriched by

the operation;
the losers were the note-holders, and these, as is usually the
case in bank failures, were mostly of that class which is the
least able to

bear losses."

1

The free banking law of Wisconsin, passed in 1853, allowed the bank comptroller to issue circulating notes to the
full

amount

banks.

bonds

It

of the bonds of States deposited with him by
allowed him also to receive the first mortgage

of

any railroad in the State twenty miles long, or dimortgage bonds on sections of road of not less than
forty miles, such road to be first inspected as to its physical
condition by the Governor, the Attorney-General and the
visional

1

125,

Men and Measures
!_(..

of Half a Century, by

Hugh McCulloch,

pp.

T/fK

t-'K /:/:

fi A. \

M.

JS9

On

such securities

!

bank Comptroller, or any two of them.

eighty per cent of circulating notes could be issued, and onehalf of the securities of any bank might cooM^t of railroad bonds of this
description.

Directors
their pcrsoii.il

amount

or

stockholders were required to
bonds to the extent of one-fourth of the

of the circulating notes, as security against

tion of the other securities.

Kxccpt

in

d-

prccia-

this particular the

shareholders were not liable beyond the amount of their
The banks might lend money on real

capital invested.

security to any extent.

This law was really worse
it was better administered.

than that of Illinois or Indiana, but

The Comptroller was more

careful about the securities he

took and as a consequence the banks were better
when the strain came.

fortified

Nevertheless there were some serious troubles

Wiscon-

sin.

At the outbreak of the war

in

in

1861 there was a heavy

decline in the securities deposited for circulation.
Bank of Eau Claire and the Koshkonong Bank failed.
securities of the former netted

84 cents on the dollar

The
The

for the

The
note-holders and those of the latter only 54^ cents.
8
of
banks
for
a
on
the
cent
made
call
per
Comptroller
"
banks
to
failed
additional security.
respond
Fifty-eight
and

frrty did not even acknowledge the receipt of the notice
of the call."
The sound banks in Milwaukee, in order to

protect themselves, were obliged to discriminate between
the good and the bad notes in circulation.
Employers of

labor were obliged to pay their workingmen the same n:
and when the latter found that the stutT

that they received,

was uncurrent they put the blame on the good banks, which
had thrown out the bad notes. Bank riots broke out on

"On Monday morning a mob of s*the 24th of June.
hundred people with a band of music marched down to the
corner of Michigan and East Water streets, where stood the
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Wisconsin Marine and Fire Insurance Company's bank on
one corner, and the State Bank of Wisconsin on the other.
Alexander Mitchell, after locking up all the books, currency,
and valuables, attempted to address the crowd but it only
;

hooted and yelled. Then a volley of stones was hurled
against the windows, demolishing nearly all the panes of glass
This so delighted the mob
in the front of the buildings.
that now, under the control of the worst rioters,

rush for the offices

attacked the bank

;

it

made

a

and employees
and finally, piling

officials

;

break open the safes and vaults,
up all the broken furniture in the several offices, applied the
torch.
Threatened riots kept the city in alarm for some

tried to

.

.

.

State troops were called to Milwaukee and the
days after.
disturbance conclusively showed that the issues of all banks
that could not be put in shape to meet specie payments in

December must be

retired

from circulation."

year the rate of exchange on
per cent premium.

New York

During the
ranged from 3 to 20

The Free Banking system was adopted
Canada

1

permissively in

advocates predicted great things for
it.
Only six banks were organized under it, although special
advantages were offered in the way of exemption from taxation.

ran

in 1850.

Its

Their circulation, which reached $1,080,684 in 1856,
to $495,631 in 1860, and the next year three of

down

the six practically withdrew from the field, and now only one
remains.
The reason for the failure of the system was that
the free banks could not compete with their neighbors and
rivals in business. When the system was started
tne Canadian government debentures paid six
per cent interest and could be bought at a
price which netted seven per cent to the investor. The advocates of the system said that this would furnish a splendid
1

sin,

History of the State Banks and Early Banking System of Wiscon-

by Clarence Bernard Hadden.

A-/r/77A.s o/- /;.I.\A

u.i

The hanks would pet 7 per rent on their
bonds
u the
plus whatew-r they could ol
deposited
loan of tiu u
This wa.s a half-truth. The
imitating notes.
:

profit.

.

*ai overlx>ked that the other banks, having their
capital free (not locked up in
government debentures), could
lend it to the tradm- community at higher rates
generally
than government .securities paid, and could lend their
lating notes ju;

.is

>.

dl as the free banks could lend

theirs.

Thus

the business opportunities \\en- in favor of the
ered banks, and this is proved by the fact that they crowded
the free banks to the wall.
The Canadian free banking
act

was repealed

in 1866.'

CHAPTER

XIII.

ECCENTRICITIES OF BANKING.

THE usual method of forming a bank sixty yean ago
was as follows First, get a charter from the State LegislaThis would form the basis of a speculation in shares.
ture.
It was customary to subscribe for a much larger number of
shares than one expected to get. One bank
A old L*nc Syne, is mentioned with an authorized capital of
$100,000, where the subscriptions amounted
:

In Philadelphia the struggle at the winof the offices w here subscriptions were taken was often

to eight millions.

dows

attended with severe personal injury.
riots that occur in Philadelphia."

"The most

disgrace-

Gouft, "are
those which are produced by the opening of the books of
If the competition had been
subscription for a new bank."
ful

very brisk the shares would generally
1

The Canadian Banking System,

pp. 10 ;,

s.n

-.

command

a premium

1817-1890, by R. M. Brcckauidc*.
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after the

books were closed.

This was the principal part of

the game.
The charter usually provided that the subscriptions should
be paid in installments of five or ten per cent each and that

one or two had been paid the bank might begin busiThe first installment having been paid, the bank would

after

ness.

office

buy

furniture

circulating notes.

It

and procure plates for the printing of
would then be ready to discount com-

mercial paper, giving its own notes for those
and manufacturers. When the

of merchants
(sEpltftl*

next installment of the stock subscription be-

came due the subscribers would put in their own promissory
notes, the bank would discount them, paying its circulating
notes out at one counter and receiving them back at anpayment of the stock subscriptions.
would be continued until all the "capital," so

other, as

counted

for.

The

interest

This process

was acdue on the stock notes would be
called,

by the bank's dividends, with a surplus besides,
If the times should be

offset

provided the bank did not break.

unpropitious and a suspension of specie payments should
the State legislatures were lenient, the banking

befall,

fraternity was powerful and public opinion was so lifeless
that the banking business might go on just as well as before,

or even better since there would

now be no

restraint

upon

the bank's issues.
It

is

impossible to say what percentage of the banking

capital of the country

Raguet, writing
that

many

tirely

was

of this fictitious character.

in 1839, said:

of the

"It

is,

Mr.

perhaps, not probable

banks of the United States have been

established upon this principle, but no small

en-

number

them have been partially so." The published statistics of
bank capital at this period are, therefore, not to be deof

pended on.

Mr. Gouge thinks that all other bank statistics,
number of banks existing and the number

as to the

ECCENTKICIT/ES Of BA
that h.ul failed,

ucre worthless.

"We
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ha\e licen

for

seven

years," he says, "collecting the accounts of the banks, but
so little success has crowned the labors of Mr. Crawford,

Mi

ilallaiin,

and Mr.

while to arrange our

Niles, that

we do

not think

it

worth

own m.r

here was a general bank suspension except in New
England and a very few Southern and Western banks in
August and September, 1814. There had been a bank
mania in Pennsylvania, early in the year, forty-one new banks
having been chartered in spite of the (Jovernor's veto, and
organized on a capital consisting principally of stock notes.
I

"At the time of the suspension of our city banks," says
a report to the Pennsylvania Legislature in 1820, by a committee, of which Mr. Raguet was chairman, "a public meeting of merchants and others was held who publicly sanctioned the measure under a pledge given by the banks that
as soon as the war was terminated specie payments would

be resumed."

News

of the treaty of peace

came

with;

months, but specie resumption did not take
Hoteiwuesof
Banks while

place.

"The redemption

of the pledge," the

was not demanded by the
report continues,
at
the
stipulated time, and the banks,
public

Suspended.

urged on by cupidity, and losing sight of moral obligation in
their lust for profit, launched out into an extent of issues un-

exampled

in

P-.mk notes instead of

the annals of folly."

rising in value after the close of the

war sank lower, those of

Philadelphia being depreciated 16 to 20 per cent, those of
the interior of Pennsylvania 25 to 50 per cent.
England banks and a few others continued to pay specie,
"

hut that did not prevent their notes from depreciating.
an\ distant bank would
says Gouge, "nobody knew how long
All the banks whose notes were at
continue to

pay specie.
New York of less than
pay specie on demand."

a discount at
stood to

5

per rent were under-
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banks could continue to issue notes without the necessity of redeeming them they had prosperous
times and made large dividends, and the longer this system

As long

as the

lasted the less reason did they see for making any change.
They were simply swapping their notes for those of private
citizens, on condition that the latter should pay 6 to 10 per

cent interest, together with the principal at maturity, while
This onethe former paid neither interest nor principal.
sided arrangement did not escape criticism, but such was the

supineness of public opinion that months and years passed
without any effective movement to compel resumption.
Meanwhile, the United States government was receiving the
notes of suspended banks in payment of duties and Congress refused to pass a law to discontinue this slovenly pracThe usual plea that bank notes had not fallen in value,
tice.

but that specie had risen, was industriously promulgated and
Niles says that it was seriously contemplated to legalize suspension as a permanent policy by act of Congress.

In January, 1817, the new Bank of the United States,
itself a specie-paying institution, persuaded the

which was
local

banks of Philadelphia

to enter into

an agreement

to re-

sume specie payments on the 2ist of February, following.
"
"
The city banks," says Mr. Raguet's report, sensible that
their power over the community was so great that few individuals would have the boldness to make large demands
upon them for coin, and relying upon that forbearance which
had hitherto been extended to them by an injured public,
who had been for two years and a half paying them 6 per
cent per annum, for the use of their dishonored bills, consented to the arrangement and specie payments were nominally resumed on the appointed day." That the resumption
;

was only nominal was proved by the fact that coin, both
American and foreign, continued to bear a premium in the
City of Philadelphia. "Depreciation," says the report, "can

.'A'AVTYA.S

as well result from

tin-

rights as fi<>m

their

1

1/

A Y.VA

f..tU ai.m< e of

il,,

die publu

<,iusal of tin-

to

demand

Lank* to pay ihnr

enga
is oow hard to understand, but 1 can recall ft
time shortlx U-I..M- tl,
when drawing
a bank \\as considered
An\
disgraceful.

Pobiic opinion,

specie

from

demand on

hank for coin unless the |H-r>on m.tk
one which would pass muster in. the n
was considered a "run," and the 1> mk was held
a

a good reason

borhood
be justified in paying the mo>t imomemvnl kind of
coin and in taking the longest time to count it, especially
to

if

the person

demanding specie intended

to take

it

out of

town.
In the midst of the hey-day of rickety banking and wild

speculations the panic and crash of 1818 arrived, one of the
Itoth Gouge and Kaguet
most disastrous in our history.

think that the wild speculations were caused by the
issues of bank notes, but they give no conclusive reasor

The two phenomena were simultaneous, but
thinking so.
it does not follow that the one w.is caused by the other.
Another diagnosis of the dis.-.isi existing in IMS -19 was
sketched in a report made to the Pennsylvania Legislature in
1820 by a committee of which Win. J. Duane was chairman,
thus
"

:

experience and in contempt of warnings
almost prophetic, which were given to them at the time, the
an exp<
people of Pennsylvania during
In defiance of

Pennsylvania

war

all

am

j

jn the

m

^

{

()f

Kreat embarrassment*
with a

new banks

of seventeen
issue

established forty-one
a half millions of dollars and authority to

and

bank notes

to

double that amount.

In consequence

of this most destructive me.isure the inclination of a large
Ir
by p-t pr.-p.Tity. to
part of the peopl.
a
was
increased
;
spirit
greatly
speculation and not by labor,
'
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in all respects akin to

was given

from

gambling prevailed

circulation as if by

restore society to

a fictitious value

;

was driven
and all efforts to
natural condition were treated with

to all descriptions of property

its

common

;

specie

consent,

In other words, the excessive issues

undisguised contempt."

were merely part and parcel of the general speculation.

Banking

if
possible, more lawless than
and public opinion was even more

in the South, was,

in the CentraJ_States,

debauched.
of

north Carolina,

following

and the Bank

A

report

North Carolina
facts

made

in

to the Legislature

1828,

The Bank

:

Newbern were chartered

of

disclosed

the

of

Cape Fear

in

1804.

The

law in each case required that their capital should be paid
A few years later
It was not so paid.
in gold or silver.
the charters were

about threefold.

amended so
Not a dollar

The nominal

form of stock notes.
$800,000.
the

Upon

as to increase their capitals
of this

was paid except in the
was now

capital of each

this fraudulent basis they issued notes to

amount of between $3,000,000 and $4,000,000, with which
"

they discounted paper, drawing 6 per cent interest, so that,
for the use of their notes, which, intrinsically, were of no
value at

all,

the stockholders of these two banks have drawn

from the people by way of interest something
annually."
The State
1

Bank

of

like

$200,000

North Carolina was incorporated

in

8 10 with a capital of $1,600,000, of which the State sub-

scribed $250,000.
The law required that three-fourths of
the capital should be paid in gold and silver and one-fourth
in old legal tender notes issued by the State before the adoption of the Federal Constitution.
in specie,

Only $500,000 was paid
notes of the bank itself

in the

$424,000 being paid
and the remainder in the notes of other banks.

foundation

issued circulating notes to the
to
of
the
$i
$12
specie in its vaults.
it

amount

On

this

of nearly

rx/c/T/t
In

the years

/>..

1819,
into

(1

.

.in

their circulatu

anil

discount.

.itt. -r

agreement with

They

the war, thr three bank*

<

imuu-ili.n-i\

to

ti-ii

had the impudcm

then

e

to

i;

\--

intriMluoe

a

clause into the promissory notes \\hiih they di- oiinlcd, re-

quiring payment in specie; that is. the\ lent their
(leemal)le notes to the public on condition that

ox\i

]

be made
their

up

-d was used to
specie
buy
notes
at
a
discount.
I 'hex
made
circulating

own

statements to the Legislature.

false

Hank

the

The

in coin.

of the

I'nited

They bought Mock

in

States in direct violation of their

At the time \vhen the investigation was made, the
bank had less than $1000 specie in its vaults.
The recommendation of the committee in view of these

charters.

State

-.U should
shocking revelations was that the \ttor:
be directed to institute proceedings for forfeiture of charter.
Kven this suggestion failed.
The hanks threatened in a
.

way to call in their loans. The Legislature immediately
became deaf and the people duml>.'
The State of Georgia, in granting a charter to the Bank of
lordly

Darien

in 1818,

put in a clause providing that in every case

where a demand

xxas

made on

it

for the

redemp

specie the earner might
require the person making the demand to take
an oath in writing "that such notes or bills so presented for
Georgia.

tion of

its

notes

in

payment are not the property of any other bank, company
or incorporation." The bank enlarged this privilege by adopting a rule that every person presenting its notes for redemption must take an oath in the bank, before a justice of the
peace and in the presence of five directors and the cashier,
that he was the owner of the notes and wa not acting a> thr
agent of anybody else. Of course, if it
for the bank to pay. it would be very
>

M.IS

M

r

.

difficult for the

Short Iliaiory of l'apr Money and Banking, by

W. M.

other

Ckwff*.
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party to bring a justice of the peace, five directors and the
One of the devices of the State Bank
cashier together.

North Carolina was to require every person presenting
notes for redemption to take an oath that he was not a
broker.
of

its

In 1815 the government issued treasury notes bearing
A committee of the House
only a nominal rate of interest.

reported that "this was a violation of law, but nothing was
The notes were not legal tender, but they
it.
formed a part of the circulating medium. All United States

done about

notes issued prior to the civil war, except these, bore interest
at a sufficient rate to give them the character of exchequer
bills.

1

Among

the minor abuses of banking at this time, was the

practice of requiring borrowers to leave on deposit a certain
proportion of the amount borrowed, in some cases forty per
cent, so that the bank could lend the difference to somebody

and thus get double interest. Another was the practice
of issuing post notes, payable thirty or sixty days after date,
else

some cases, printed in very small letters
so that an ordinary observer would not notice it.
When a

this feature being, in

merchant accepted sixty-day post notes in exchange for his
sixty-day note he simply made a present to the bank of

own

the interest for that period of time, yet the practice was
extensive throughout the United States. Some of the States

had laws forbidding the issue of post notes, but they were
evaded by the device of lending notes on condition that they
should be put in circulation at a certain distance
from the bank, or should be kept out a certain

Minor Abuses.

length of time, or should only be used as colbanks.
One of the most

lateral security for loans at other

common practices in discounting mercantile paper was to pay
out the notes of distant banks that were at a discount.
Mr.
1

See Knox's United States Notes, passim.

f'K/C/T/KX
he following
of the period

.in

Of-

tint

A.f.VA.'

of the small

hank notes

:

"

Prior

tlususpension <>f specie payrn*
"tgusl,
not
awate that any notes of less denomination
1814,
than five dollars were anywhere issued, although tin-re
may
1

t<>

am

been,

in a

few of the States.

By that event specie disappeared wholly from circulation in all the States except
those of New England, where the hanks, coerced
by eli>
and public opinion combined, continued to fulfill their
engagements, and its place \\a> supplied by emissions of
SMnpU*ter.

notes by banks from three dollars down to
twenty-live cents, some with the sanction of

law granted

some without

it;

for

the especial

occasion, and

and by other emissions by

corporations, public officers, private

all

institutions

sorts of

and even

individuals, who generously accommodated the public
with their credit for sums as small as live cents, in the hope

by

that the notes

would be worn out or

lost,

and

that they never

should be troubled with a demand for their payment,
wretched state of things continued for some time after the
restoration of specie -payments in February, 1817."
Pennsylvania prohibited her banks from issuing notes

smaller than five dollars after October, 1817, in order to introduce silver money, but did not prohibit the circulation of

such notes from other States.

She was immediately flooded

with the small notes. and tickets of New York. New Jersey
and Delaware, and when a bill was introduced in the
in 1820 to prohibit the circulation of
was rejected on the ground that the
people would have no small change. So the result was that
Pennsylvania simply exchanged her own small notes and
tickets for another lot that she knew nothing about and

Senate by Mr. Raguet

these foreign issues

could not control.

it

This whimsical state of things lasted nine
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In
Michigan had fourteen chartered banks before 1837.
which
act
refree
a
that year she passed
banking
closely
sembled the New York law of 1838. If the
Michigan Wild
Michigan act had been put in successful operation that State

would have been

justly con-

sidered the originator of the system. As matters turned out,
the only fame she gained was that of adding the useful phrase
"
"
The law provided
to the literature of banking.
wild-cat
that any

number

of freeholders not less than twelve might

organize themselves as a bank and open books of subscription
to the capital stock thereof, ten per cent to be paid in specie

time of subscribing, and not less than 30 per cent

at the

before

commencing

business.

The banks were

required also

to deposit security with the auditor-general of the State for

their circulating notes

and other

liabilities.

The

securities

might be bonds and mortgages, or the personal bonds of
resident freeholders, to be approved by the treasurer and
clerk of the county, and they were to be held for the debts
of the banks in case the other assets should prove inadequate.
At one time or another the people of every section, State

and hamlet

Union have been mad with the conceit that
everybody could be made rich by means of
paper money. This craze was now rampant

in the

in
ties for

its

The law furnished ample faciliand was accordingly very popular.

Michigan.

realization

Only four members of the Legislature v.oted against it. In
the following December another act was passed providing
for the appointment of three commissioners to visit and
inspect

all

examine

the banks every three months and especially to
This act also made a change in the

their specie.

system of deposited securities by providing that they should
consist of

bonds and mortgages

The commissioners
1838.

started

They found that the

only.

on

their journey in January,

State

had been

plentifully

I'KICITIKS

Ot-

/1A\A

J71

.

sprinkled with banks and hank notes, but that one lot of
specie had ser\ed as the lusi, t,.r most of tin- in, being used
in each case until the formalities of the law were

complied

with,

and then passed on

to the next.

In other cases

no

n seen at any time, hut incantations had been
held with imaginary gold in the form of specie certificates

and specie checks.

members

"The

Mr. Alpheus Keith, one of the four
who voted against the bill, says :

of the Legislature

Farmer's Hank of (Jenesee was organized by the

use of stock notes instead of specie, and

in making its
reports
specie certificates to the amount of $35,500 were used.
the Exchange Bank of Shiawassee specie certificates to the

of $27,000 were used.
The Bank of Kensington
used stock notes and specie checks. The Hank of I^apeer

amount

used a specie

amount of $15,000.
was given by an individual interested

certificate to the
certificate

up the Lapeer Hank, without making
any deposit or having anything to his credit,
and was cancelled by the check of the pretended der>
in getting

made simultaneously with the certificate. The Wayne County
Bank had specie certificates to the amount of $30,00
was originally put in operation on checks of stock-holders
which were never presentetl, acknowledged or paid."
The commissioners learned that a watch was kept on their
'

movements and that when they were expected to visit a
bank the requisite amount of specie would be sent ahead one
.

night, so that it might be inspected, and then
withdrawn for the use of the next bank. The spt-

day or one

circulation at that time

Frand and Per-

or jgj n

\f t ,. r

tl

particular

spected two or three

by the preponderance of coins of
special marks on some of them.
*

was mostly

tinu-s

it

lot

had

of foreign
In-en

this or that country, or

In

thi>

in

could be identified

by
way the conniis-

Fdcft.
Karly Hanks and Banking In Michigan, by Alphcu*
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Yet in every case
sioners easily discovered the deception.
somebody was found to swear that the specie belonged to the
bank, and that it was intended to be kept there for the usual
and sole business of that bank. The bookkeeping was as
free as

any other part of the banking. Twenty-four thousand
one bank were outstanding without

dollars of the notes of

any entry on the books at all, or any scrap of paper to
represent themv The specie owned by this bank was less
than $100. Several instances of this kind were found by the
commissioners.
In some cases even more unblushing frauds were committed.

"

The Bank

of Sandstone," says Mr. Felch,

"

never

had any specie, and although its liabilities exceeded $38,000
it had no assets of any kind at the time when it was examined.
The Jackson County Bank placed before the commissioners a goodly number of ponderous and well filled boxes,
.

.

.

but on opening them and examining their contents the top
was found covered with silver dollars, but below was nothing

but nails and glass. Another box containing silver was then
brought from another room and sworn to by a director present
as the property of the bank, but he afterwards brought an
action against the receiver of the bank claiming it as his own
individual property.

This bank, with an indebtedness of

some $70,000, had not more than $5,000

Many

of these institutions

of available assets."

were located

in the

depths of

where there were few human habitations, but plenty
of wild cats.
Thus they came to be known as the wild-cat
forests

Forty of these so-called banks went into operation
under the law of 1837 with a nominal capital of $3,900,000.

banks.

All but four of
Dismal End.

all

of

them

The

them

failed before

December,

the free banks dis1839.
credited the chartered banks also, and brought
down except three. The people of the State, who

did not then

failure

of

number above 100,000, and were very

poor,

I'Kli'l'I'tKS

'eft

handv

\\itli

When

OF BA\K:

$.1,000,000 of worthless

an attempt

\\.>>

I)

m.ule t>

securities the

ink notes in their

mort-

i.

the

Supren
gage
pronounced
banking act unconstitutional and void.
i->li of
The gener.il hank
1837 has been so fully
;

free

1

1

1

irr

by other recent writers that I shall not deal with it here.*
that an ;u:ti\e and intelligent public
It thus appears
opinion

is

indi.spens ihle to

institutions, in

substitute.

It

keep

good order; and
is

lianks,

as well as other

is no
possible
not sufficient that the banking laws are

for this there

good. They must be promptly and inexorably enforced,
but they will not be so unless public opinion demands enforcement.

That there has been vast improvement in these m.i
embraced in this sketch, every one can
This improvement is due mainly to the national b.r
all note-issuing banks to one focus r
law.
l!y bringing
since the period

see.

enabled the public opinion of the country to concentrate
itself on a single system and a single set of facts and laws,
instead of being dispersed and brought to nought by
to grasp a great

number

of varying

t

and

in-,

in,

ing

laws.

The

principal advantage here is that it brings the roost
aid of
intelligent classes and sections to the
Modern imO
if
need
be, puts
the j east j nte njg cnu
r,
provemenis.
them in sharp collision with each other and

New Kngland after manifold
compels them to fight it out.
into
mishaps and blunders got her banking arrangements
were
States
other
of
many
fairly good order, while those
and Ranking in Michigan" U
Karly
ad MMfaft.
reprinted in Senate Kx. I >oc. No. j8, 52cl Congress,
thb evtol in
to
the
are
valuable
relating
chapter*
"Especially
ofBtli
ife of Andrew Jackson, s. bui
1

Mr. Fetch's account of

"

Rmk

Su-

I

History of the Surplus Revenue of 1837.
Treasury.

nd Kinlry'%

I
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If we had had
better than legalized brigandage.
any
and
the knowledge
the
which
then
experience
by
system

little

been forced to make battle against
and the torpor of other sections, the result
must have been a general gain. We see this advantage
even now in the prompt and effectual punishment of offend-

New England had

of

the

errors

ers against the national banking law, in contrast with the
slack and uncertain enforcement of the banking laws of some
of the States.

CHAPTER

XIV.

SOME NOTABLE BANKS.
A.

OWNED

BY STATES.

THE

sad array of banks owned wholly by States has a shining exception in the Bank of the State of South Carolina.
This institution grew out of the troubles of the second war
with England. To meet the financial disorders of the period
the Legislature decided to form a bank out of funds and securi-

had in hand, giving it power to lend money
and personal security. The act constituting the

ties that the State

on both

real

bank was passed
Bank

of the
State of South
Carolina.

in 1812.

Its capital

consisted of

all

the

odds and ends of assets that the State happened
to have at the time, including United States

stock, shares in two other banks and various
bonds and notes due to the State. These
things realized a cash capital of $102,546 in 1813, which
was increased to $338,807 in 1815, after which additions to
the capital were made by the State from time to time.
The
faith of the State was pledged to support the bank, to supply
additional funds, and to make good all its losses.
All State
money was to be deposited in and paid out of the bank.
he president and directors were to be elected annually by
'1

SOME NOTA
the Legislature,

mk

and

\\.-K- ,!.> l.ired

to be a corporation.

The

deposit from individual*, do a
discount
notes with two or more
business,
banking
regular
at 6 per cent interest, lend for not more
thereon
names
good
I..

mi-lit

.>.<

i.-.

none)

->n

on mortgage security (with power to confess
loans not to exceed one-third the value of
such
judgment),
the property, and not to be more than $2000 to one person,
than

the interest to be

7 per cent payable in advance,
'Mortgage
loans might be continued by the directors after they became
due, on condition that one-tenth of the principal should be

Money loaned on mortgage was to be
among the election districts according to the
members of the Legislature in said districts.

paid each year.

apportioned

number

of

The debts of the bank were not to exceed twice the capital
lit be
over and above the deposits, and circulating
i

issued without other limit than

this.

No

other bank in the

State should be allowed to issue notes smaller than $5, and
issue notes except
no body corporate or politic was allowed
banjts regularly chartered. The city of Charleston had some
circulating notes outstanding and was now
oiimf
In 1814 the Bulk
required to call them in.
t

notu.

of the State

was allowed

than $i and did issue some

to issue notes smaller

as small as

6#

cents.

There

were some private individuals issuing notes smaller than f
In 1816 these were prohibited also.
Branches of

the

bank were established

at

i.

Columbia.

were required
Camden and Georgetown.
and the
on
the
bank,
to make their disbursements by checks
All public officers

bank managed the public debt of the State.
In 1819 the president and directors made a long and

t>

that since the object ol
report to the Legislature, arguing
of
much
as
possible with the use
banking was to dispense as

the precious metals
"

altogether.

It

it

becm

would be wise to dispense with them
-sary to inquire." they

aid.
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"

whether in the present state of the world a metallic currency sufficient for the wants of our currency is obtainable,
and whether if it be obtained it will be worth
t ^ie necessar
y cost whether in fact a currency
equally good, perhaps better, may not be
established without any of those sacrifices which our country
?

already has been obliged to make and which it must for a
long while continue to make to secure this fugitive and
evanescent object." They thought that value was an ideal
thing.
They recommended that all money should be issued

by the government, as the government only could adjust the
quantity to the needs of the community.
They had entire
confidence in the sound discretion of the government

sound discretion to which we submit our

and

in

so

many

other

lives,

modes our property

"

;

that

our liberty
After

itself."

reiterating these ideas at dolorous length they brought
railing accusation against the

Bank

a

of the United States for

receiving the public revenues in the form of local

bank notes

and then presenting them for payment.
This serves to show that men may be good practical bankers while lamentably ignorant of the principles of banking.

The

Legislature was wiser.

It

took no notice of their

communication.
Large Profits.

The cash

bank

capital of the

at

various

periods and the rate of profit were as follows:

CASH CAPITAL.
$444,973

16

1817
1818

722,879

13

1,052,766

12

1819
1820

The

RATE OF PROFIT.

1816

8*4

1,196,220

circulation outstanding in 1821

specie on hand $328,000.

gy2

1,196,220

per cent.
"

"

"

"

"

"

was $921,916 and the
profits from 1822 to

The average

SOME NOTABLE

BA\*\\

were about 9 per cent per annum.

In 1825

bank had bad or doc
$100,000 and that the greater portion

of investigation reported that the
i

amounting

to

of these \\ere loans to directors or their |Mrrvm.il friends.
The question of admitting private shareholders to the bank

was often agitated and two
by

aits for that
purpose

were patted
and both were repealed
before any action was taken under them.
In
1838 the Slate issued $2,000,000 of bonds for

the Legislature at different times

Various Items.

the rebuilding of Charleston after a great

fire

and the bank loaned the money on mortgage in the burnt
In 1840 a law was passed providing that all
district.
1

that should suspend specie payments should pay 5 per cent
per annum on their circulation to the Staff, in addition to all
In 1843 the House paitcd
other penalties for suspension.
"
that the system of borrowing money upon the
a resolution

public faith for the purpose of lending out the same to
individuals is unsound in principle and dangerous in practice."

This was

in the

way

of repentance for the Charleston

loan.

same year the bank acknowledged that it had lost
$473,000 in bad loans although it had earned average profits
This report startled
of 7 per cent after charging them off.
the Legislature and a movement was made to
Bad Dbts.
put the bank in liquidation, and this would
have been done but for the engagements that
the bank had entered into with foreign holders of the
An agent was sent abroad to
Charleston fire-loan bonds.
consult them, and when they said that they had always
considered the bank an essential element in the bargain the
movement was dropped. Complaints were frequent that the
In the

mortgage loans were an embarrassment to the bank, but
"
"
slow the percentage of Iota on them wa
while they were
not large.
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A

report in 1846 said that the bank could maintain a
larger circulation in proportion to its capital than ordinary
In
hanks, because the State was responsible for the notes.

In times of financial
1847 the circulation was $1,460,000.
disturbance the notes were hoarded, not only in South
The notes of
Carolina, but in the neighboring States also.
this

bank bear a close resemblance

to bills of credit,

which

the States are expressly prohibited by the constitution from
emitting.
They were issued by the authority of the State,

by

officers

chosen by the State, and were intended to circulate

as money. The State was responsible for them and received
Yet in an analogous
the entire profit from their emission.
case, Briscoe vs. the Bank of the Commonwealth of Kentucky?

Supreme Court held that inasmuch as they were issued
by a corporation which had goods and chattels set apart for
their redemption, and which could be sued
State Bank Notes f or breach of
contract, they were not bills of
the

not "Bills of
Credit."

bills

faith

credit within the meaning of the constitution.
There is certainly a distinction between such
and those which depend upon nothing but the good
of the issuing government.
Lawyers at the present

day generally sustain the opinion of the court, although
2
It follows a fortiori that ordinary
Judge Story dissented.
notes of State banks are not bills of credit within the meaning
of the constitution.
Another reason for this belief is that
such notes were in existence when the constitution was

formed and were not prohibited. A third and decisive
reason is that the issuing of such notes did not depend on
State authorization at all.
It was a common-law right until
restrained by statute.
official report on the affairs of the bank said
had received and paid out for the State $28,000,000

In 1848 an
that

it

1 1 1

8

Peters, 257.

Morse on the Law of Banks and Banking, 3d

ed., 665.

SOME NOTA;
without

I,

.MM-

payments and

cent,

t

that

it

that

hat!

it

had pre^-i

\<

n-

;

mlcd

ti

,1

t

pccie

in

every

emergency.

The

foregoing

fact-* .ire

relating to

K nox.

culled from a documents:

bank published by the

of the

its

legislature in

subsequent

1848.

A few

farcer are given by

Mr.

1

1852 the charter of the bank was extended to 1871.
passed safely through the uar and maintained its high
character during that trying period.
It preserved it-. iaj>it.iJ
In

It

intact,

paid

obligations to the State. to private dejv.
to noteholders.
In 1870, one year before
the ex P' rat on of ils charter, the lep-lature

all its

and
1

UqBW *~

Son*

in

put it in liquidation. Its history is exceptional
the fact that for nearly sixty conseruti\e years it was

prudence, honesty and pecuniary profit
It must have been in
without the spur of private interest.
the charge of good bankers all the time.

conducted with

Equally good fortune attended the steps of the State Bank
and for the same reason. Its success was due

of Indiana

it was
always in the hands of good bankers.
This institution was in some respects sni gfttfris, and hence

to the fact that

calls for careful study.

It

u

i->

established by the State in

One-half was owned by
1834, with a capital of $1,600,000.
the State and the other half by private individuals, but the
1
State advanced 62 />
per cent of the private subscriptions as
a loan at 6 per cent interest, taking mortgage security and

Thus tina lien on the shares for the repayment.
supplied $1,300,000 at the beginning
of

VndJuuu

The

securities

interest at 5 per cent.
1

and

The State procured
private persons $300,000.
the money by a loan negotiated in London.
issued for it were called "bank bonds," drawing
They were

to run for a term a

In Kkodet* Journal of Banking, October. 1891.

little
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longer than the charter of the bank and were specially
secured by the State's shares in the bank and her lien on

A

those of the private shareholders.
special board known
"
"
had charge of all
as
commissioners of the sinking fund

matters connected with the State's dividends,

all

interest

payments due to the State for advances to private shareholders, and the interest payments to the holders of the
bank bonds. ^TJius the bank bonds bore a premium during
the whole term of their existence, although the general credit

was at one time seriously impaired.
charter was to continue twenty-five years, and no
other banking corporation was to be created or permitted in
of the State

The

The bank was

the State during that time.

parent institution at Indianapolis

to consist of

and ten branches.

one

Each

branch had a capital of $160,000. The parent institution
had no capital under its immediate control and performed
none of the details of the business. It consisted of a presicontrolled the whole.

The

who

supervised, examined, and
president and four directors were

dent and board of directors

chosen by the Legislature to hold office five years, and one
director was chosen by the private shareholders
constitution

*

eac ^ b ranc ^-

The branches were managed

by the private shareholders,
central board at

Indianapolis.

subject to the

The number

of branches

was afterwards increased to thirteen by additional capital, of
which the State contributed one-half. All the capital was
required to be paid in specie, and was actually paid in
Spanish and Mexican dollars. The earnings of each branch
belonged to its own shareholders exclusively, but the dividends were declared only by the parent bank. Interest on
loans unpaid, whether due or not due, could not be included
in dividends.
Each branch was liable for the debts of every
other branch, and in case of insolvency must pay them
within one year; and the State had a first lien on the assets

SOUK

XOTAHl.F. HA

failed branch for the reimbursement of its
stock.
were
They
independent of i-.i. h other as to assets, hut were
-united as to liabilities.
This \\.is M,,
ie of the

of any

It

had the

members
confidence

1837 (in

effect of inducing vigilance

in

>n the j.irt of all

the

watching each other, and increasing publk

in

the stability of the whole.

which

After the

n*is of

suspended
gtadualh .u.|i!!i.
and was as little questioned in Indiana and
it

.

it

dinary credit,
the neighboring States as the Hank of England

Great

i> in

Britain today.

The only
embraced

to

limit

its

issue

of

circulating

notes was

in a provision that the

debts due to or from any
branch (except deposits) should not be more than double
the capital of that branch.
Tin
therefore, each branch might h

standing to

minus any debts it owed
circulation was $3,860,000

>

double the amount of
to other banks.

Its

its

out-

capital

maximum

in 1852.
The note issues
and were dealt
bank
at
the
Indianapolis,
parent
regulated by
out from that place exclusively.
They were usually taken
from the parent bank by the presidents or directors of the

branches traveling on horseback. Mr. Mc< ulloch (afterv
Secretary of the Treasury), was president of the Fort\\

He

"

Fort Wayne was three good days' ride
from Indianapolis, mostly through the woods. For fifteen
years I made this journey on horv

branch.

Carried on
Horse Dick.

says

:

alone with thousands of dollars

in

without the slightest fear of being robbed.
upon the road and it was well known that

j,
I

\\as well

known

rode
had money with me and a good deal of it. tmi \et
unharmed through the woods and stopped for the night at
the taverns md cabins on the way in perfect safety."
The bank was not forbidden to lend on Mortgage sect:
I

I

and

in

the

first fe\\

encc

it

did lend in that
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way

to

a large extent.

Experience,

however, taught the

managers that such loans, although usually safe, were sluggish
and not suited to a commercial bank. Mortgage loans were>
accordingly discarded, but loans to farmers were continued
on a large scale. They were made on personal security and
were taken up by bills of exchange drawn against shipments
No branch could lend money on the security
of produce.
of

its

own

No

stock.

could borrow on

officer or director

terms different from the public, nor could they endorse
for each other nor could they vote on questions where they

On all applications for loans above $500,
a majority vote of five-sevenths of the board
was necessary, and this must be entered on

were interested.
e

lations as

f

the minutes with the
so voting.

Directors

names

were individually

of the directors
for

liable

losses

law,
they had
voted against the same and caused their votes to be entered
on the minutes, and had notified the Governor of the

resulting from

infraction

of

State of such infraction forthwith,

dissent in the nearest newspaper.

be deemed to have concurred

make

unless he should

unless

the

and had published

Any

their

absent director should

in the action of the board,

his dissent

known

in like

manner

"

the stockMr. McCulloch says that
holders of each branch were liable for the debts of the branch
l
This
to an amount equal to the par value of their shares."

within six months.

a matter of importance, and the statement is not quite
The charter provided that the insolvency of any
branch should be deemed fraudulent unless the contrary
is

accurate.

Double Liability,

were proved, and that in any case of insolvency
adjudged to be fraudulent the directors should
be

liable for the

after their estates

debts without

limit,

and

that

were exhausted the other stockholders

should be liable for an amount equal to their shares in
1

Men and

Measures,

p. 118.

addition to the amount that

been paid thereon.

the charter of the State
introduction

as to

was
It

in

all

<>n this

been paid, or ought to have
was evidently borrowed from

li.nl

This idea
ink

I:

continent of the "double

debts of a bank

in that of the (lore

I

P.

liability il

ink of Hamilton.

(

anada,

had been strongly recommended by the Lords
1833 as a feature of the bank ih.i:

but did not meet with favor

The
part of

>

have been able lodU
in

1835.

Trade

,,!

nada,

at first*

administration of the bank was as scientific as
any
it.

The main

tiling in

banking operations

is

to

have

good paper maturing within short periods. In
order to check any tendency to bad or risky
loans, examinations are necessary, and In- re
of Indiana was well served from first to last.

Bank

the State

"As no

notice was ever given of the time when these examinations were to be looked for," says Mr. Mc( ul!

made for them by the officers
and they were always of the most searching
and thorough character. So searching and thorough were
special preparations could be

of the branches,

they that fraud or mismanagement could hardly have escaped
I
can bear testimony to the intelligence, the

detection.

industry and honesty which were displayed in the examinaby Samuel Merrill, the first president, and his successor

tions

James Morrison.

The thoroughness

of these examinations

did much, I am sure, to keep the business of the branches
in a safe and healthy condition."

Such were the leading features of
continued until the expiration of

its

this

renowned bank.

It

charter to be a great and

beneficent financial institution, highly profitholders and advantageous to
able to U " * ll

?oTiu"

-

m

the community.
in the 25 years of its e
1

Pages 32Ch

*
j.-

1

'

The
.

State realized from

it.

a net profit of 53.500.000.

Hreckenridg*. pp. 5

56.
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over and above the interest paid on the bank bonds.
This
money became a part of the State School Fund. Speaking
of the State's loan to the stockholders of the Fort Wayne
"
The profits so much exceeded
branch, Mr. McCulloch says
:

6 per cent that the loan was paid, if I recollect rightly, seven
years before the expiration of the charter (during which

period the largest profits were made), and the borrowing
stockholder received for that period the dividends on the full

Nor was this all. At the winding up
branch he received not only the par
value of the stock, but an equal amount from the accumulated
Another account says the profits were between
surplus."
amount

of his shares.

of the business of the

percent per annum besides doubling the original
Mr.
McCulloch says that although its capital was
capital.
little more than two millions its loans sometimes amounted
12

and

i'4

in a single year to ten or fifteen millions.

Early in the fifties the State was connected
the East and began to grow rapidly.
There

by railway with
was a demand

more banks. The monopoly feature of the State Bank's
became insupportable. In a new constitution adopted
in 1851 a clause was inserted authorizing the Legislature to
pass a general banking law, and another prohibiting the

for

charter

State from

becoming a shareholder

in

any bank.

The

con-

vention which framed the constitution refused
tuUon oMssi

to autri orize the extension of the charter of the

State Bank, but did not prohibit it. The first
which
assembled after the ratification of the
Legislature
constitution passed the free banking act previously mentioned.

The monopoly

Bank

of the State

years to run, but the directors

deemed

legal steps to enforce their rights.

new banks, although disastrous

still

It

to the people,

the least harmful to the State Bank,

these seven years were the largest in

had seven

unwise to take any
turned out that the

it

whose

its

were not

profits

history.

in

during

Tin- l>.mk uas put in liquidation in
1859. when its charter
.(I.
Although the directors had had n<i expectation of
:iuing the business and h.ul taken no stop* to thai
certain politicians ,,t a speculative turn had conceived the
iiU-a of getting a similar Charter from the
Legislature in order

to sell

Buk of

Hew

it.

lh

charter of the

the State of
Indian*.

\

"

NM ceded
Bank i.f th.
.

in

doing

to.

Wltn twenty branches and an authorized

in 1855,

was

his veto.

It

of $6,000,000 was passed by the Legislature
vetoed by the Governor, hut was passed over

was almost an exact copy of the old charter
State was not a shareholder.
It did not

except that the

require the deposit of securities for circulating notes.

The

owners of the charter then opened negotiations with the
The
proprietors of the expiring bank for the sale of it.
and
Mr.
was
successful
McCulloch
became
the
negotiation

new bank.

It began operations on the first
with
a
1857,
capital of $2,000,000, which was
In the panic, which caine m
soon increased to $3,000,000.

president of the

of January,

autumn

the

M>

(

ulloch,

of that year "all the Eastern hanks." says Mr
"except the Chemical Hank of New V>rk. which

weathered the storm twenty years before, and all tin
banks except the Kentucky banks and the Bank of the State
of Indiana, suspended specie payments."
Panic of 1857.

redeemed

The

notes in gold throughout.
Its customers did not ask or expect gold for

latter

its

ordinary deposits. It was a part of the common law of banking
in the West at that time that persons who deposited hnk
notes should draw bank notes, and this custom was universally

observed.
of the

Under

State of

premium

of five

the circumstance*.

th<-

notes of the Bank

Indiana during the panic commanded a
Bank of
per cent over the notes of the State

Ohio, a really solvent institution, temporarily crippled by the
failure of its New York agent, the Ohio Life and Trust
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was

The

career of the

Bank

perous

until the ten

per cent tax on State bank notes was

of the State of Indiana

imposed by Congress.
nscinDi6*

As

its

pros-

constitution

could not be adapted to the national banking

it went into voluntary liquidation.
Its
and
to
the
state
to
the
nation.
It
a
loss
was
disappearance
lived long enough to prove that the monopoly feature was
not essential to^a bank possessing the character and credit
which it enjoyed. Considered as one institution, substantially,
from 1834 to 1866, it was a monumental bank, of which the
nation may well be proud, and fit to be compared with the

system

most

illustrious that the

B.

The

State

later birth.

1111

o^oido*

world has ever seen.

OWNED

BY CITIZENS.

Bank of Ohio had a
It was made a part

different origin

of a

and was of

banking law of wide
^ seems to have been

scope passed in 1845.
after the Indiana law, with a few

modeled

differences. The State of Ohio had no pecuniThere were a number of banks existing
ary interest in it.
in the State when the law of 1845 was passed, and the law

authorized the formation of others, but restricted the aggregate amount of capital to a fixed sum and appointed commissioners to parcel it out, as though banking were a necessary

dynamite. The law provided that any number of
banks, not less than seven then existing, or to be organized
thereafter, might become branches of the State Bank of Ohio.
evil, like

The

the State Bank of Indiana, was a mere Board
and was so denominated in the law.
The central and governing idea of this law was the security
of the note-holders.
Note issuing was proportioned to
capital in the following manner: any branch might issue
latter, like

of Control,

$200,000 of notes for the first $100,000 of capital; $150,000
of notes for the second $100,000 of capital; $125,000 of

SOME

A'OTVf.

notes for the third $100,000 of capital; $100,000 of wrtpt
for tin- fourth

$100,000 of

capital, and $75,000 of not.
I. ranch
$100,000 of capital.
was
required to deposit with the Hoard ..I Control Jen per ceni

additional

of the

amount

bonds

of the

i.

of its circulating not.-s, ,-uh<
m >j>ccie or in
State of Ohio or of the United Males, as a
:

fund for the protection of the holders of notes of
any
or all the branches.
The Board of Control

v

b le

s\cceu

i,

I

might

.

invest

any money belonging to the
the bonds of Ohio or of the
mortgage on real estat.- in the county

safety fund

United States, or

in

where the branch was

in

situated, worth double the

amount

of

the loan exclusive of buildings or other destructible pro
Kach branch was liable for the circulating notes, but not for

the general debts for the other branches.

In case of the

any branch to redeem its notes, the Hoard of
trol was to make an assessment fro /<//</ on the other
branches, and reimburse them as soon as the assets m tinfailure of

safety fund could be disposed of and then the safety fund
\\.i^ to be reimbursed out of the asset* of the failed branch
;

before any other creditors were paid.

The

Ohio had thirty-six branches and \\a> highly
was justly regarded as one of the soundest

State

I:.

ink of
It

in>tituti.

the country.
( >ne
of the notable banks existing before 1850 was the
onsin Marine and Fire In-uraiue Company, which was
started by George Smith, a native of Scotland.
It had a
at Milwaukee, in the year 1839.
in the Northwest and laid the
influence
great
foundation of one of the largest private fortunes in the
Georre Smiti.

world.

Mr.

Smith was born

Deer, Aberdeenshire, in 1809.
his fortune in 1834.

in

the rural hamlet of

He came

to

That year found him

America seeking
at

a place of very unpromising appearance,

Chicago, then
but which he
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judged to be the site of a future great emporium. Here he
invested what money he had in real estate, and as the era of
land speculation which culminated in the panic of 1837 was
then in

height he was enabled to realize large gains in a
He pocketed his profits and
very short time.
The panic of 1837
returned -to Scotland.

its

Wisconsin
Marine and Fire
Insurance Co.

look after

it,

,

.

threw back on his hands so

,

much

,

of

,

.

his

JJhicago property that he came out again to
bringing with him two friends named Strachan

who were associated with him in both real estate
and banking many years. In 1838 Smith took a copy of
the charter of the Chicago Marine and Fire Insurance Co.
to Wisconsin and got the Territorial Legislature to reenact
and

Scott,

The bill became a law February 28, 1839. The company
it.
was organized and directors were chosen a few months later.
Among them was Alexander Mitchell, another
Alex. Mitchell,
young Scotchman, who had had some experience in the banking business, and whom
Smith had induced to come to America. The first stock
subscription was for 4052 shares, on which $2 per share

was paid

in order to effect the organization.

It

appears,

however, that $225,000 was brought together soon afterward,
one-half of which was contributed by persons residing in
Scotland and the other half by Smith, Strachan, Scott, and
Mitchell.

The

charter contained no banking powers, but on the
It was intended by
contrary a definite prohibition of them.
the Legislature to be a charter for
8

Odd chjuSer*'

fire,

marine, and

life

It provided, however, that
insurance merely.
"
this com P an y ma Y likewise receive money

on deposit and loan the same on bottomry,
respondentia, or other

such capital as
the

may

may employ
satisfactory security
or
to
said
accrue
company, in
to,
belong

purchase of public or other stock, or

in

any other

''/

moneyed
said

.

said

.

thai

('/..'

ions for the sole benefit of

ti.ui

ninp.iny;

/Vv?/,/,-,/

.oip.my kinkiiu
the

if

.\

nothm.;

oinpam should

i

li.

i

pmiN-rs

\n.

.t'n.i

on

re eive

lausc provided

,

de|.

I

tank

and lend them, it should endorse them i.\ the signature
m and redeem them in SJH-I in case the
in- hank .should fail.
.

;.

Nome

Althougli

in
Circulatinr Cer-

of the functions of

banking were embraced

the

express

charter,

the

banking privileges meant

that

tificates of

prohibition of
the company

should not issue circulating notes.
Nrvcrtheless, the company began almost immo:

Deposit.

bank notes

to issue certificates of deposit in the .similitude of
in this

^

form

:

Capital, $ 500,000.

(10)

Incorporated 1839.

No. (Cut of Ceres.) 36420.

WISCONSIN MA RINK AND

u

^

is

.This

3

to bearer.

^

AI.KX.

The

IKI

l\M

CO.

J. C. BATKS has deposited with
Dollars which will be paid on demand

to certify that

this Institution

*o

I

Ten

Milwaukee, June jrJ,

Mm

111

/Sjo.

rn.

i

I'm.

met a popular warr
denominations of $i, $3, $5, and $to.

(10).

certificates of deposit

were issued

in

were to be found

in the people's

pockets

all

They

over Wisconsin.

Iowa, Missouri, and Michigan, and were known
everywhere as "(Jeorjje Smith's money." They eventually
Illinois,

reached a circulation of $1,470,235.

All this

was

be/or

day of railroads in the West.
Mr. Smith understood his business perfectly od omitted
nothing to keep his institution

redeemed the
in

certitu

Milwaukee,

but

at. ^

he

.it

in

good

par in

credit.

specie at the

established

agencies

He

not only

parent office
at

Chicago,
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Detroit. lUilTalo, Galena,

them

in

New York

and

exchange,

St.

Louis, where he redeemed

at the current rate.

The

Legislature could not avoid taking notice of this
exercise of "banking privileges" in the face of an express
At the Session of 1843 a committee was
prohibition.

appointed to investigate the company.
report was made

-finances of the

sound condition, but

it

certificates of deposit in

in the following year.

company were found

had issued upwards
the form and likeness

to

be

A
The
in a

of $52,000 of
of

bank notes

violation of a clause of its charter.

Consequently the
committee recommended that the charter be repealed.
in

A

few days

later,

Alexander Mitchell, the Secretary of the

to the Legislative Assembly a communication denying the power of the Legislature to repeal the
charter and contending that the company had been guilty of

company, presented

no

violation of law.

The

question of violation of charter,

he said, could only be determined by the cpurts. The
communication was referred to a committee which presented
a majority and a minority report.
The majority sided with
Mr. Mitchell and held that a court of law was the proper
place to determine the question whether the charter had
been violated, but it did not recommend the beginning of a
suit to test the matter.

The

minority

recommended a

joint

resolution ordering that such a suit be instituted at once.

There was an exciting debate on the
1
finally defeated by a majority of two.

resolution,

which was

In the year 1846 the
Legislature repealed the charter by
a decisive vote in both branches, but failed to pass a resolution instructing the
Attorney-General to institute proceedings
for forfeiture.
The only notice that the company took of

the repealing act was to issue a circular,
saying: "The
recent action of the Legislature of the Territory in reference to
1

History of Wisconsin Territory, by Moses M. Strong.

I'ABLK

/i.l

this institution will not
its

rupt

in
any way
This not

business.

in.ition
Hoi Snccewfol.

'

|

\
i

dents

Galena, and
the

.mil

in

York.

.is

IK-I, :..;,

company had now increased

increasing v

ith

great rapidity

<<

r

New

v

affect its rights or inter

.

1

proper for the inforthe

of

ti.,n

bo

Ilich Will

Louis.

St.

pn.tr.

VA

h..|,:

:

lUtffalo, Detroit,

to 5180.377,

till

Chicago,

circulation of

it

reached

and went on
tin-

maximum

sum already mentioned.
There were repeated runs on Smith's bank for specie with
vowed intention of breaking it, but they were always
ith abundant bags of coin.
The most notable run was
.

i

(

'hicago

for

On

Thanksgiving day Mr. Snnth\
Chicago was closed as usual.
Arrangements had been made by rivals in

in

KM* on the

1849.

office

and Detroit

redemption

in

to

send a large

simultaneously,

lot of

and

notes to Milwaukee

in

order to secure

'

by others, word was sent out without any
explanation: "George Smith's bank in (hicago closed its
doors to-day." This caused a real alarm. There was no
aph in those days and no means of correcting false
cooperation

rumors.

It

was a

foul

blow.

When

the

news reached

Milwaukee the run began. It lasted two days and the
redemption of the notes was continued until after dark each
One hundred thousand dollars in specie was *
night.
the

bank from Chicago, but before it arrived the frightened
depositors at Milwaukee had begun to return
out.

In fact the

bank never suspended speck
"During

payments while Smith or Mitchell controlled it

period (1850 to 1860) of immigration, settlement,
of
rapid growth and marvelous development of the resources
thi> fruitful

this great

Insurance

commonwealth, the Wisconsin Marine and Fire
Company was able, in spite of a dubious charter
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and

hostile legislation, to supply all the channels of

circulation

Northwest

the

in

and

in

the

money
of

valley

the

Mississippi, with a constantly increasing stream of currency,
the integrity of which remained to the last absolutely

The

1

unquestioned."

notes of this institution are

among my

earliest recollections.

Let us trace the course of any given sum of George Smith's
money, say $i%ooo. He discounts the promissory note of
a wheat buyer, Mr. A. by writing $10,000
Advantages of
"George Smith's

(minus the
.

.

bank

Money."

,

s

interest), opposite A's

name

in the

/

and making a corresponding
A's passbook.
That becomes A's

ledger,

entry in
The act of writing is ipso
deposit and the bank's liability.
It is immaterial to
facto the issuance of the bank's credit.
the nature of the transaction whether A. exercises his right

by handing his checks to various people or by drawing the
whole amount in circulating notes, but in fact he will draw
notes, because the people from whom he buys wheat cannot
use bank checks.
He disburses them among farmers, who
pay them out to country store-keepers, to farm laborers,
teamsters,

school

clergymen, doctors,

teachers,

and by they reach the hands of the
needs

to

make remittances

to

city

etc.

By

merchant who

New York and

Boston.

He

the notes to Smith and gets drafts on those cities
at the current rate of exchange.
It is no advantage for

takes

him
it

to

to

draw gold

for the

New York and

notes,

because he cannot send

Boston as cheaply as he can buy Smith's

drafts.

Who
not get

gets the profit
all

of

it.

?

First,

Smith gets

The farmers would have

it,

but he does

received gold for

wheat if they had not taken Smith's notes; but they
would have been obliged to wait till the wheat could be sent

their

to the Eastern

market and the proceeds returned, or
i

Hadden.

if

they

/'.//'//

jgj

did not wait, somebody must, .mil this
somebody must needs
out of the crop for waiting.

Again, if the proceeds of the crop came back in go!
could not come back in the form of ploughs, axes, nails and
other goods. thi., being the preferable form
'hits while
I

Smith's profits were large, indeed
disproportionately so, he
did not alone reap the advantages of .1 paper medium of

exchange, which was sound
in his

although unsound

fact

in

was sound in fact because Smith w.ix p
It was unbound in
profession.
principle because
It

principle.

in

.1

it

was not accompanied by safeguards to protect the public
against knaves and fools, of whom the Northwest afterwards
had a large experience.
George Smith's money was an clastic cum -in \
was no limit to his i.sMu-s. except his ability to redeem
I

Within this limit he discounted all the paper that
he considered good.
He gave his own paper p.u.iblc on
II:demand for that of merchants payable at a fixed tin..them.

own paper passed from hand
whole year.
d'etre

^*

n

to

hand and might

In the

to Inove ' triere

fall,

when

was no lack

f

stay out a

the crops began

money

for legit-

imate trade, because it was as easy to put out
In the winter,
these certificates at one time as at another.
lake navigation was closed the certificates answered all
In the spring,
the purposes of a local circulating medium.

when

move, bringing new settlers
and cargoes of goods, the certificates came l>uk to headafter
quarters mainly for the purchase of New York draft*,
which they took their usu.il round a^
Mr. Smith retired to his native land in 1860 with ten

when the steamboats began

million dollars,

and powers of acquisition unimpaired.

rumors that have reached

when
bors

his estate
will

to

me

from time to time

comes before the court

be astounded

at its

I

1

judf:

of probate his neigh*

magnitude.

He

i*

still

living
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in a frugal

way

at the

him a few years ago.

Reform Club in London, where I met
"
His club name is Chicago Smith."

In 1842 the State of Louisiana passed a banking law which
all respects, a model for other States and

was, in nearly
countries.

The principal features were the requirements (i) of a
specie reserve- equal to one-third of all "its liabilities to the
public; (2) the other two-thirds of its liabilities to be represented by commercial paper having not more than ninety

commercial paper to be paid at maturity;
or
if
an extension were asked for, the account
and if not paid,
of the party to be closed and his name to be sent to the other

days to run

;

(3) all

bank as a delinquent;

(4) all

banks

to

be examined by a

board of State

officers quarterly or oftener;
directors
to be individually liable for
(5)
all loans or investments made in violation of

bank

the law, unless they could show that they had voted against
the same if present; (6) no bank to have less than fifty shareholders, having at least thirty shares each ; (7) any director
going out of the State for more than thirty days, or absenting

himself from five successive meetings of the board, to be

deemed

to have resigned,

and his vacancy

to

be

filled

at

once (8)
to pay out any notes but its own
(9) all
banks to pay their balances to each other in specie every Satur;

no bank

;

day, under penalty of being immediately put in liquidation.
This law allowed some loans to be made on mortgage
security,

No

but

it

restricted such loans to the bank's capital.

part of the deposits could

be lent except on commercial
The Louisiana Bank

paper maturing within ninety days.

Act of 1842 was eminently

reserve.

scientific.

aw p assec by an y

the ^ rgt

j

definite

amount

j

of

was
i

The Louisiana law required no pledged

for the circulating notes of banks,

It

state requiring a
specie to be kept as a

nor did

it

security

put any limit on

IH
mount
coven--

1.

)>;.

of their issues.

alt liabilities,

nuti.n/.

la\\.

pap

now. of

hanking

I

"

H

>
-

per cent
It is

ample.

of 1842

>

second

in

'

r

we say

was excessive, and

>

'"

ll>nt

Li '-

other places, required
a matter of history ih.it the

was

in

strictly

and

intelligently

New

Orleans was captured during
of these banks suspended in the panic

until the city of

None

anil the

as

fifteen

Their

S6o thc fourth

i

"

lawful iuon.-y

and

is

in

i-.ipit.il

think, however, that lh

1

thc lwcnl y- v

the civil war.

"

having nut more than u

th:U

Louisiana Hank Act

of 1857.
eration.

:

Louisiana l>ecame

point of specie holding.
ment of a thirty-tli

of national banks,

of specie against

,-nt

,

the balance of the

in the t'nion in point of

enforced

i

|>.

':.,:

v.

!>e in

days to run.
t nder this

was covered, and amply

All this

iri|uiring thiiu three

fidelity to

engagements was

their first consid-

Mr. McCulloch sa

In closing what

I

have

cannot forbear to refer

banks towards

their

of the civil war.

to say

in

Indiana

New

Orleans

about banking

to the action of the

Northern corresj>ondents

The Southern branches

at the

[of tin

outbreak

Hank

of thc

State of Indiana] had large dealings with men who were
trade, and when
_;ed in the Southern
Mississippi
i

i

measures were being instituted for the secession of Louisiana
from the Union, and indeed after the ordinance of secession
had been adopted, these branches had large cash balaaoet
and large amounts of o mmercial paper in the New Orleans
Against the remonstrances of the secession leaders,
balance*
disregard of threatened violence, these cash
and the proceeds of the commercial paper as it matured were
not a dollar waft withremitted for, according to directions
hanks.

and

held.
in

in

No more

able and honorably conducted banks existed
New Orleans before the war.

the t'nion than \\eie those of
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nor was mercantile honor anywhere of a higher tone than in
that city."

l

The most

celebrated bank in the United States, although
is the Bank of North America at

not the most important,

Philadelphia.
f

NOrtl1

A^eri c a

P atr i

tic

Its

origin.

fame
It

is

derived from

does not

illustrate

its

the

It
principles of banking in any special way.
was charteredby the Continental Congress in 1782 at the
instance of Robert Morris, Superintendent of Finance. The
continental currency was at its last gasp, having caused, as

Morris said, "infinite private mischief, numberless frauds

and the greatest distress." He rightly conceived that a
bank conducted on true principles might be of great service
to both government and people, and so it turned out.
By
establishing a credit, which was made possible by the lucky
arrival of $470,000 specie from France, which Morris lodged
in the bank, it was enabled to make large advances to the
government for the purchase of army supplies. As some
doubt existed as to the validity of a charter from Congress,
the bank applied to, and received one from, the State of
Pennsylvania.
After the termination of the war the bank became very
prosperous, paying dividends of 14 per cent per annum.

These gains prompted the starting of another bank in Philadelphia in 1784, but the Bank of North America headed off
the movement by enlarging its own capital and taking in the
In the following year the "debtor class" took
new-comer.

umbrage

bank's practice of requiring its maturing
paper to be paid promptly. A petition was
sent n ^rom Chester County charging usury,
extortion, favoritism, harshness to debtors

at the

*

repealed

and

the

influence,

possession of undue political and commercial
and praying that its charter might be annulled.
1

Men and

Measures, pp. 138, 139.

fltS.

Stran.

.

The charlei

this petition

was granted

l>y

J97

the Iegislattire.

the jd of September,
1785,
within three years of the time that the bank had rendered
inestimable sei
the patriot
ause in the Revolution.
.led

I

<.n

.

The bank

protested that the hart, r w is urcpeaUbte, and
uied its l.iism. ^s, but took steps to obtain a charter
from Delaware, with the intention of transferring iUclf to
c

Such a charter was granted early in 1786.
Wilmington.
Then Pennsylvania, fearing lest it should lose the
thing that it had tried to get rid of, granted a
And reenacted. new charter to the bank in 1787. under which

my

it

passed.

It

continued

declined at

till

first

the national banking law was
to enter the National system

because, under the rules adopted by Secretary ( h.tse, it
would have been obliged to change its name. Hut a dispensation
to

was granted

come

America

in
is

to

it,

on account of

its illustrious origin,

such change. The Hank of North
now one hundred and thirteen years old, and it
without

Of
has passed its semi-annual dividend only five times.
course it must have had an unbroken succession of good
1

managers.

CHAPTER
BANKING

IN

THE

XV.
FIFTIES.

THE

heterogeneous state of the currency in the fifties can
be best learned from the numerous bank-note reporters and
counterfeit detectors of that period.

It

was

the aim of these publications to give early
and correct information to enable the public
to detect spurious and worthless bank notes, which were of
1
A history of the Hank of North America down to l8S* la* b
An interesting account ol to origta
written by lawrencc I^wis, Jr.
"
t
Finaackf and FtaaaoM
and early years is given in Suraner't

American Revolution."
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various kinds,

viz.

:

Ordinary counterfeits.

i.

2.

Genuine

notes altered from lower denominations to higher ones.
3.
Genuine notes of failed banks altered to the names of sol-

Genuine notes of solvent banks with forged
Spurious notes, as of banks that had no
5.
signatures.
existence. 6. Spurious notes of good banks, as 2o's of a bank
Notes of old, closed banks still
that never issued 2o's.
7.
vent banks.

4.

in circulation.

The number

appalling.

A Specimen.

and spurious notes was quite
Nicholas's Bank-Note Reporter

of counterfeit

had 5400 separate descriptions of counterfeit,
altered and spurious notes. There were thirty

counterfeits of the notes of the
in Nicholas's

Reporter for

Bank

of Delaware, described

November, 1858, thus

:

BANK OF DELAWARE, WILMINGTON.
5's,

spurious,

5's,

spurious,

5's,

altered,

5's,

spurious,

5's,

imitation,
"

5's,
5's,

"

5's,

spurious,

5's,

altered,

5's,

altered,

5's,

spurious,

5's,

lo's, 2o's,

ID'S, spurious,
ID'S,

altered,

lo's,

letter

A,

lo's, spurious,

lo's,
lo's,

"

vignette blacksmith.
"
shield between two females.
"
Indian and a man.

"

rail cars, etc.,

female on right.

Wm.

"

State arms,

"

man

"

Indian on rock, locomotive and cars.

"
"
"

Penn on left.
and wheel on

in sitting position

female, sailor, shipping.

Mercury recumbent, sailor.
Indian, man, separated by shield.

"

three females, with key, safe, etc.

"

man

"

side.

cutting grain, some have man offering bag of money to female, others vig.

man

in car, tools.

boy,

girl,

steamer.

"

marine view,

"

a landscape with cows, etc.
Declaration of Independence,
three cows,

2o's, 5o's, loo's, a ship,

ship, etc.

schooner and steamboat.

.'

In addition to these then- were a
.

c<>

and one 50

t\\o zo's,

three

t,

on one

in ail thirty

bank.

The known

counterfeits of

ville.

were three

ID'S,

seven

I

The

of

'..ink

K'-nt-:. k;..
;

number

.s.une

of Ohio, vi/., four

two

tin-

\. tu

zo's, four 50'*, t\\o loo's,

eiijht in all.

Bank

i

one

u< re

j\

five

i's,

.

ouiv

I

two 5%.

and one 500,

|w-

catalogued of the

two y>, four

5'*,

nine

and one too, with the remark
appended to the last "Bank never issued any." there were
sixteen counterfeits of the Mechanics Hank, of New I!
ID'S,

zo's,

50,

:

Conn.,

five

of

which were alterations and one made by

photography.
Descriptions of the latest counterfeits were
inserted conspicuously on the first page of
each number. Thus the first pa^e of Thomp-

Latest Hews.

son's Reporter for June
fourteen in number
.

1857, had the following warn-

n,
:

LATI
lo's

on the MASSASOIT HANK. Mass., vignette boat builder*.
s across the ri^ht end
two lo's and Washington oo
I

i

the left
2's

poor

affair

;

unlike genuine.

on the FARMKK'S HANK.
in

pasture

Hriclgeport, Conn., vignette cattle

a
portrait of Harrison on the right of vignette,
the
figure 2 and TWO in upper right corner,

on the left
same on lower right corner.
S'son the MMM:..K HANK. K.n-hcstcr. N.
lo's

eagle on a shield.
on the I'Koi-i.r.'s
three

on the

Tson

mechanics

MASK
work

X.
:

vfgMttt a Spread

Providence,

R.

two females on the

I.,

vignette

right

;

ship

left.

the ORAN..I

- an

at

Y.,

I

VNK

N.

].,

are said to be in circulation

imitation of the old plate

up a curtain.

;

vignette an

angd holding
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2o's

MARKET BANK, New York

on the

5's

3's

raised from i's;

on the CLINTON BANK, Connecticut, raised from I's vignette
female with sword, etc., and figure I on the
train of cars
;

ONE and domestic scene on the left.
right.
on the VILLAGE BANK, North Danvers. Mass., vignette
train of cars and figure j on the left
large figure 3,
female

IQ'S

City,

genuine has an eagle for a vignette.

vignette drove of cattle

andjscrolls

on the

right.

CHEMUNG CANAL BANK, New York,

on the

raised from

vignette a train of cars.
5's on the UNION BANK, Boston, Mass., vignette letter

which
3's

2o's

on the NATIONAL BANK, Providence, R.
eagle on a shield.

NORTH BANK

of

Boston,

I.,

XX

;

vignette

and female on

left.

on the PLANTER'S BANK, North Carolina, vignette an eagle
on a tree
female kneeling and reaping on the right Z.
Taylor and 6 on the left.
;

5's

on
an

vignette

Mass., altered,

three females, eagle, shield, book, etc.
the right XX, a steamship, and cars on the
6's

V

the portrait of five persons.

is

on the

i's,

;

on the RAILROAD BANK, Lowell, Mass., vignette train of
cars in lower left half of the note 5 and five strips of lathe
;

work on the

right.

Extras were frequently issued by the publishers giving
descriptions of new and dangerous counterfeits or containing

important information like the following
"The Farmer's and Merchant's Bank of
July i, 1859.
:

Tennessee having failed, sharpers have altered its notes to
those of the Martha's Vineyard Bank, Mass., Oriental Bank,

New York

City,

and eight others."

"Immense quantities of counterfeits on the
August
Oneida County Bank, Utica, N. Y., are afloat, $6,400 having
been seized by the police."
Extra.

August

Bank

9.

and s's of the Wisconsin Miner's
There is no such bank."

"i's, 2's, 3's

are in circulation.

BA.\
"

August
Island
v irious

27.

.in,

AS.

Notes of the broken Farmer'* (tank
.iltcrcd

ap|

UK--,

Nev

and

to other

Farmer'*

Rhode

of
i

St.i;

instantly making
r..m
medium, for example
vember 20, 1858.
"The \I

ih.-ir

way

into

\u!i..l.i

I

Boston, is troubled by the reappearance
notes with burned edges, a lot of redeemed

incidents.

>

notes having been imperfectly burned by the directors in an
iron furnace owned by one of them."
Another case is men*
tioned in New York City of a note carried up the

chimney
unburned and picked up in the ft
"Two new banks have been Carted in the >ittrict of Columbia, of which nobody can give any good account,
public are warned not to take their notes at present."
flue

I

"Sackett's Harbor Hank, HutTalo. N.

The Receiver has made an assessment on

V..

in

dation.

,

share-holders whirh

they refuse to pay, saying that the assets are sufficient to pay
all liabilities, without calling on them."
"

J
A contemporary says
Tioga County Bank. I a.
It
so
it
be
or
right.
may
may not."

it

is all

November 27, 1858. Notes of the Manufacturer's Rank
"
but are worth
of Elizabethport, N. J., are quoted at 50 cents,
more if the holders can wait till the stock securities are disposed of by the State Treasurer, which is done
own pleasure and convenience."

in

most

cases at his

Bank

"The

of Charleston. Va.

notes

.f

this

bank are

thrown out by the Southwestern Bank of Wheeling, Va,

Look

out."
r/

County Bank
and

Illinois.

count.
the

ll'.ir-HiH^

t<>

thf Fublif

The notes

of the Tioga

of Pennsylvania are b<-in- paid out in Michigan
\\ t do not
buy these notes at any rate of dis-

The bank

i>

owned by the same

Macomb County Hank

of

parties

who

Michigan and also the
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who were mixed up with the affairs of the Litchfield
Bank of Connecticut."
"
Beware of Bank Swindles : We understand that there
exists a regular organized body of men whose sole object is
to get up bogus banks in different parts of the country and
parties

put their notes

in

circulation

in

Pennsylvania,

Indiana,

Michigan and Wisconsin by the ream."
"
Counterfeiters have become possessed of
Decembers?^
a large batch of the worthless notes of a concern called the

Thames Bank, Laurel,

Ind.,

and have commenced altering them
the Thames Bank
good banks

to represent bills of various

and the Conway Bank, Mass., and others."
"The public are warned against notes
January
of the Brownsville Bank and Land Co., Omaha, Neb.
No
such bank exists, but was at one time in contemplation and
the parties interested had a large amount of notes printed."
of Norwich, Conn.,

29, 1859.

A
bank
there

correspondent wants to know whether there is such a
as the Southern Bank of Georgia. The editor believes
is,

but

February

is

not sure.

"A
Failed Warwick Bank, R. I.
1859.
Bank Commissioners of the State says that the
bank, which, at the suggestion of the Commis-

12,

petition of the

plates of the

had been lodged in the American Bank, have been
removed and are missing that a large amount of bills have
been put in circulation without a registry of the issue and
sioners,

;

without security therefor."
Bank of Mobile. "Genuine impressions of the 2o's, 5o's and
i oo's of this bank with
forged signatures are in circulation."

There was a publication called Monroe's Descriptive List
of Genuine Bank Notes. This contained 1323
Other Confusion,

separate descriptions of notes.
the banks finding their notes

Frequently
successfully

counterfeited would destroy the plates and get new ones
engraved, with the result of having two and sometimes three

SA\
kinds of genuine notes in emulation at on
of count
added much to the confusion.
There was also a list of broken, rl. >scd and worthless bank*.
A.IS kept
Banding in all the kep40 such credited to Ne\\ Vi.ik ity .uu! i.s odditn.ii.il
i

(

State.

Kates of discount on
*

all

bank notes

that were not at par
were a regular feature of all
tn e Reporters.
The Auditor of III.;
in

'

New York

ti>ed November
9, 1861. that he would redeem
the notes of the following banks at the rates here named
:

American Exchange Bank, Raleigh
Alisana Hank, Sullivan
Bank of Chester

.

.

.

553^

54^

Bank of Elgin
Belvidere Bank

56

53^

Commercial Bank, Palestine
Farmer's and Trader's Bank, Charleston
Fanner's Bank, New Canton
Hampden Bank. McLeansboro
.

Morgan Co. Bank,

56

.

.

The

58

Jacksonville

52
55

50

notes of one hundred and seventeen
Illinois

50

6l#

Railroad Bank, Decatur
Rock Island Bank

secured banks of

51

were quoted

at

the

other stock*

same time

at

rates varying from

40 to 90 cents to the dollar.
The publication of Hank- Note Reporters was no new trade.
One was mentioned by Raguet twenty years earlier thu>.
"l;ukn.i]l\ counterfeit Detector and
I

January i.
brlyBuk-Vote )anks ; h;U
,

are in

1839, contains the
|iac ,

jM

j-ai/f

different

names
tmu .,

of 54
of 10

v
fictitious banks, the pretended notes of
circulation ; of 43 banks besides, for the notes of

which there

is

no

sale; of 254 banks, the notes of which
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have been counterfeited or altered; and 1395 descriptions
supposed to be in

of counterfeited or altered notes then

from one dollar

circulation,

The headquarters
Chicago.
west,

was

to five

of uncurrent

hundred."

money

in the fifties

was

at

This

city, the principal emporium of the Northsurrounded on all sides with wild-cat banks. The

we have seen, had produced an
and
the succeeding years.
Illinois
1837
had supplied two State banks of the worst kind, which were
now in liquidation. The Gem of the Prairie newspaper in
November, 1851, said that the local currency of Chicago
consisted of the notes of the Wisconsin Marine
State

of

extensive

Michigan,

as

litter in,

8

&

taSfriftlef

Fire Insurance

the Chicago

City

Road

Bank

of Bradley

Co., the

&

Bank

Co (George
-

of

I.

Smith's bank),
Co., the

H. Burch

Curtiss, the Southwestern

Macomb County Bank

Plank

of Michigan, the Os-

wego and State Line Plank Road Co., and the Illinois River
Bank.
In 1852, the Chicago banks tried to circulate their
notes alongside of George Smith's, but they would not stay
Being at par they were promptly returned for redempwhile
Smith's were at one per cent discount in Chicago
tion,
out.

Smith
was the dominating power. He set the pace for all the
other banks and so it came to pass that one per cent discount was the par of the Chicago money market. When the
free banking law of Wisconsin was passed, which compelled
Smith's bank to deposit securities for its issues he sold out
although at par at their place of issue in Milwaukee.

to
1

the State of Georgia as a place for the
manufacture of currency for the Northwest.
bought two banks there, the Atlanta Bank and the Inter-

SJtSJSt?
He

Alexander Mitchell and turned his attention

to

Bank of Griffin. With the notes of these institutions
Chicago and the neighboring country were plentifully supSmith had a bank of deposit and discount at Chicago
plied.
national

BJ
called the
cial

Hank

v nil

of

.

\IIUIK.I. wh.-r,(M-.. 41. i

ii|

i

t

In-

dis.oiint.-d

COmSMir

notes therefor, and where he

'ii
New V.>rk at
per cent premium. That
he redeemed his Georgia issues at that rate.
At first the
other Chicago hankers frowned ujvui the new >!%! 1.1

%

sold
is.

.

hut Smith's credit was so well established that people

idad to get anything that he was responsible
(

hie

ago Democrat said

The

sound Georgia banks are convertible
exchange at $4 per cent, and into gold at no
than one per cent, they will be freely taken by

long as
into

for.

:

bills of

New York

higher rate
all business men."

When Smith's rivals saw how things were going they
rushed to Georgia also and bought banks whose notes they
d at Chicago.
And so it came to pass that for M
bulk
of
the
the
circulating medium in Chicago and the
years

country

tributary

thereto was

manufactured

The toleration of a
Georgia.
discount on bank notes at the very counter
>" the State of

over which they were paid out at par was .simply idiot,
it was a
part of the common law of banking in the West at
that time.

The

idea that no bank was obliged to pay gold
own notes was so general that it re-

for anything except its

el the sanction of the
Legislature of Illinois in 1851 by
a provision of law that banks might pay out the notes of any
The
.uiada.
specie-paying banks in the I'nited States <.r
<

^ia-Chicago banks, therefore,

fulfilled

all

the require-

ments of law and public opinion. They were really better
than the free banks of Illinois, because tlu-y had as><
their vaults while the latter only had securities in the hands
of the State Auditor.

None

of the former failed

discount on their notes ever exceed

nor did the

per cent.
of
putes between payer and payee as to the goodness
at
that
time, ranging
bank notes were of frequent occurrence
i
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over the whole

gamut

whether the issuing bank was

sound or unsound, whether the note was genuine or counterwhether the discount was
feit, and if sound and genuine
All
merchants
limits.
within reasonable
kept Bank-Note
Reporters for ready reference.

If there

was a bank

in the

town the cashier was appealed to constantly to pass
the goodness of notes in circulation.

upon

These manifoid evils were chiefly due to want of uniformity
and of public regulation. Want of uniformity opened the
door to the 5400 counterfeit and spurious notes catalogued

Want of public regulation paved the way to
bad banking which was liable to break out at any time
and which made everybody suspicious of every
The Root of
bank note that he was not entirely familiar
the Trouble.
When the national banking law went
with.
into full effect, the Bank-Note Reporters ceased publication.
There was no longer a demand for them because the evils
which they were intended to guard against had for the most
part disappeared.
Counterfeiting was not wholly abolished,
one time.

at

the

but was reduced to the lowest

limits.

Better

still,

the

new

system has trained us in ideas favorable to clean banking.
Like ideas favorable to cleanliness of any kind, when they

once take root they are not soon dislodged.

CHAPTER

XVI.

THE NATIONAL BANKING SYSTEM.

To most

people the National Banking system means

little

bank notes, deposited in the Treasury
at Washington.
This, as we have seen, was an old concepin
tried
tion,
many States with varying results, and brought
near
to
very
perfection in New York after some serious mistakes and disappointments.
This is not the most important
else than security for

THK

AV*/70.\YI/. /M.VA/.Vc,

of tin-

.

The

-.in

ii.. te
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ISMJMI^ department

The most important feature

bund.

SYSTRM.

U

mori-

uniformity, or the
of
the
business
of more than
bringing
banking

IU Uniformity.

\-i\\

.!;:::.;.

law

of

.uul

is

Si

pi. u i:..-

bodies

different

1

ami

judicial

decision,

under one authority and \\ithm the grasp of one set of adA bank is a credit establishment in
ministrative officers.
which circulating notes are not usually the chief con.
Taking the country as a whole the deposit* and the clearing*
house transactions
s

are or ever can be.

estimated on

its

rmously greater than the note
value of the system is to be

The

large side rather than on

its

small one.

not to be supposed that all the banking disorders of
the first half-century of the republic would be possible now.
It is

Civilization, progress, experience, rapid intercommunication

count for

much

in other

banking as

in

thuu-.

\or can

e

overlook the fact that the State systems were steadily imThose of Massachuproving before the war.
Aate Bellnm
Conditions.

.

settj

and Q f Lo U

i

s i ana

|

cft

|j

tl

|

c to

\

tv

t \

t

the matter of elasticity and in the
method of redemption they were superior to the present
Nor is it assumed that there are no eleNational system.

while

in

mk
ments of disorder in the National system.
disorder, and we have certainly not seen the
these.

failure
last

of

ante bellum conditions heterogeneousness was

Under

a promoter of abuses; and rascals found their opporin a diversified count
tunity in it, as a fox finds refuge
itself

It

is

true that State

banks

of deposit

and discount

banks.
But as the
everywhere side by side with national
their
luo Hanks of the I'nited States, by
example and rivalbank
State
current), so do
ship, served as regulators of the
>nks now.
thf..i
the national banks set the p.uv

The
left."

must be as good as the former or they will "get
les> capital
M,,,;
51 Ite banks are small, havm-

latter

!

:
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than $50,000, which is the smallest sum that is permitted
under the National law. Thus they respond to a real want
in the smaller towns.

Mr. John J. Knox has summarized the debates in Con1
It
gress on the national banking acts of 1863 and I864.
in
make
the
to
idea
Chase's
was Secretary
beginning merely
a market for government bonds by requiring the State banks
to secure their circulating notes with

a tax on
FIr8

Pa

such bonds, imposing
This proved

notes not so secured.

So it was abandoned
be not an easy task.
and a new project was brought forward by

to

l 1863.
T of^~
work,

Messrs.

all

Hooper and Spaulding, of
in the summer of 1862.

and Means,

the Committee of

They took up

Ways

the free

banking laws of the several States, and especially those of
New York, Ohio, and Michigan, selected and patched together the parts that they deemed advantageous, framed the
machinery of administration and added a clause making the

government absolutely responsible for the note issues, and
requiring the Treasurer to redeem those of failed banks as

When
presented, />., without waiting to sell the security.
the bill came before the House, July 12, 1862, it was tabled.
The same fate overtook it on its next presentation, in the
Then Mr. Sherman introduced a similar
following January.
bill in the Senate and carried it
through that body by a close

The Senate bill passed the House without
amendment and became a law February 25, 1863, and Hugh

vote, 23 to 21.

McCulloch of Indiana was appointed Comptroller of the
Currency under it.
The act was extremely crude. The Comptroller recommended several important amendments. A new bill was
accordingly framed the following year arid after long debate
in both houses was passed and became a law June 3, 1864.

Among

the
1

amendments

of importance

was one forbidding

Rhodes' Ji>iu -nal of Banking, June and July, 1892.

7//A

NATIONAL BA

on landed
bank*

make

to

VSTKM.

.\

>.

S6j authorized the

"on

lo.ui>

word-.

real
i

I

of the

and personal v
and" were now

real

'.king law
far

01

is first

as

where

it

found on

March

17,

m

i

stands
ike

ihi%

can discover,

I

the charter of the Hank of Montreal, dated

The

in these words as one of the
powers granted
and hold mortgages and kypotktqtut on real
:

property
D

for

debts contracted to

it

in

the

ordinary course of its dealings, hut on mo atfount to lend on /<///</, mortgage, or

Moi-trace?

nor to purchase them on any pretext except as here permitted."

'

The reason why lands and buildings ought not to form
the basis of the loans of a commercial bank is that they are
The liabilities of the bank being payable
not quick assets.
on demand the assets must be convertible
short periods.

When

into

money

a debt both borrower and lender look to

it,

and not to the

personal obligation, as the source of payment.
land ought not to form the basis of the bank i:
(

A fortiori

Hher amendatory acts have been passed from time to

time.

The

Comptroller.

principal features of the system are thThere is a bureau of the Treasury

partment having charge of

all

matters relating

to national banks, the chief officer of
is

within

real property is given as secunt

the Comptroller of the Curren
Any number of persons not less than five

Orrtniztion.

whuh

may form an

association for banking purposes, to continue
not more than twenty years, but rcncwabk for

the Comptwenty years with the approval of
After the association is formed it is \\ithin the discretion of the Comptroller to grant a certificate (which i the

troller.

1

Bredcenridgc.

:
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equivalent of a charter), or not if he withholds it, he is not
obliged to give any reasons for doing so.
The powers of the bank are limited to the discounting of
;

promissory notes, drafts, bills of exchange, and other evidences of debt; receiving deposits, dealing in
exchange, coin and bullion, loaning money on
personal security, and issuing circulating notes.
It

cannot hold real estate except such as may be necessary
such as may have been

for the transaction of its business, or

taken as security for debts previously contracted in good
faith.

There can be no national banks anywhere of

less capital

than $50,000, and these small ones are restricted to places
of not more than 6,000 inhabitants.
In cities of more than
6,000 and less than 50,000 inhabitants there
can be no bank of less than $100,000 capital,

Capital.

and in cities of 50,000 inhabitants or more
than $200,000. One-half of the capital must be
paid in before the bank can begin business, and the remainder
must be paid in monthly installments of at least ten per cent

none of

less

each.

Shareholders are liable for the debts of the

bank

Liability.

to an

amount equal

their shares, in

to the par value of

addition to the

amount

in-

vested therein.

Banks may be made depositaries of public money by the
Secretary of the Treasury upon giving satisPublic Money.
factory security "by the deposit of United
States bonds and otherwise." The words "and
"
otherwise are understood to mean the personal bonds of the
officers of the

bank.

Each bank having a

capital

exceeding $150,000 must

the Treasury of the United States registered
interest-bearing bonds to an amount not less than $50,000.

deposit

in

Till:

having a capital

bonds equal

of

$150,000 or Ins must deposit
st.-i k
Fach bank

to one-fourth of their capital

ma\
of

circulating notes to the amount
the market value of the

90 per cent of
bonds deposited by

it.

but not exceeding

90 per

cent of the par value of the same, and not exceeding 90 per
cent of the paid-in capital of the bank, but no bank i> compelled to issue circulating notes,

by banks by

I

torn

I

>

m.i\ IK-

withdrawn

retiring their circulating notes or depositing law-

money to an equal amount in the Treasury. Not more
in one month,
than $3,000,000 in the aggrc
of
on
amount
bonds
for
nor can the
circulation be
deposit
ful

reduced below the limitations above stated.

No bank

notes

be issued smaller than $5. The notes are receivable
at par for all dues to the I'nitcd States except duties on
shall

nitcd
imports, and are payable for all debts owin- t\ the
States ,-,/////// the I'nifeit States, except interest on the public
bank
debt and in redemption of the national currency
I

ever)- other bank at par in payment
due to itself. No bank can issue post notes.
Every bank in certain designated cities, called reserve
cities, must keep a reserve of lawful money equal to 35 per
cent of its deposits. All other banks must keep a like reserve

must receive the notes of

of any debt

of 15 per cent, but three-fifths of the said 15 per cent may
consist of balances on deposit in banks approved by the

Comptroller

in the reserve cities.

Any bank

in

the reserve

may keep one-half of its reserve as deposits in a "cenreserve city," i.<\. New York, Chicago or St Louis.

9

tral

Failure to keep the legal reserve is followed first by notice
from the ( Omptroller to make good the reserve

do so

within thirty days. In case of failure to
the Comptroller may, with the concurrcnot
the Secretary of the Treasury, put the bank in liquidation,
clause is rather for warning than for strict enforcement.

Lerai Reserve,

d
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No bank would be excused

for stopping payment of its dehad 25 per cent of the same in cash.
Whether severe measures should be taken, in case the reserve
were below the legal limit, would depend upon the general
Banks
course of the bank and the character of its assets.

posits

when

when below

still

it

their legal reserve are not allowed to increase

their liabilities

by making new loans or discounts otherwise

than by purchasing bills of exchange payable at sight, or to
make any dividend of profits until their reserve has been
restored.

Each bank must keep on deposit in the Treasury of the
United States lawful money equal to 5 per cent of its circulation as a fund for redeeming the same. This
Redemption.

5

per cent

reserve.

may be counted

as part of

the duty of redeeming their notes at their

demand.
Banks are allowed

its la\\ful

This does not relieve banks from

own counters on

such rates of interest on loans
by the law of the State in which
they are situated, and no more, but in discounting bills of exchange on other places they
to charge

as are allowed
Usury.

may charge

the current rate of exchange in addition.

One-tenth of the net profits must be carried to the surplus
fund until it is equal to 20 per cent of the capital.

A
to

bank must not lend more than one-tenth

of

its

capital

one person, corporation or firm, directly or indirectly, nor
lend money on the security of its own shares,

Restrictions.

nor be the purchaser or holder of its own
shares unless taken as security for a debt

previously contracted in good faith, and if so taken they
must be sold within six months under penalty of being put
in liquidation.

No bank can become indebted to an amount exceeding its
unimpaired capital except for circulating notes, deposits,

Till

\A/\

.'..I

drawn against its own funds ami dixidrmU due lo
sharch>ld< -i -.
No bank can
its ..AH

drafts

own

No bank

can permit any part of
be withdrawn.
If the
ca|

rt%

~Mtt

hypothecate

its

capr
u pared

by
bad debts or otherwise the deficiency must be
made good \\ithin three months alu-r u-< ruing a rcqui
from the Comptroller, under penalty of being
put
No bank can certify a t tu-i k for a iistoim-r

dation.

money than he has on deposit at the time.
h hank must make to the Comptroller
five reports

Report*.

each year, showing

its

in
f,,r

liqui-

more

not less than

condition at times to be

designated by him. and he may call f..r special
reports from any particular bank whenever he

chooses to do

Rich hank must pay to the

so.

-urer of the I'nited States a tax equal to one |H.T cent
per annum on the average amount of its notes m c IP ulatioo.

The

shares are liable to taxation by the States in which they
same rates as other moneyed capital owned
by the citizens of such States. The notes of all banks other
than national, and all of persons, towns, m, s and municipal
are situated, at the

.

corporations, used for circulation, are liable to a tax of 10 per
cent, to be collected by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.

The Comptroller has power
a thorough examination into
In case of default by any

to appoint examiners to

the

all

bank

v

in

make

bank.

the redemption

circulating notes the Comptroller must declare the security
bonds forfeited to the I'nited States, and give

Government

%?"

notice to the holders of the notes lo present
d the
thorn at the Treasury for
,

be paid as pr -srntrd in the lawful
hen the comptroller may in
money of the I'nited States
an equivalent sum. or tell
to
bonds
his discretion cancel the

same

shall

I

so
in

much of them

as

the proceeds of

may be
all

necessary.

the bonds

In case of a deficiency

to reimburse the

government
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for the redemption of the notes, the

United States

shall

have

a paramount lien on all the assets of the bank (which includes
the liability of shareholders), and the deficiency must be
made good before any other debts are paid. When the notes
are paid they must be canceled.
Any gain arising from
and destroyed notes inures to the benefit of the United

lost

States.

In the act of July 12, 1882, it was provided that silver
when held by any bank, might be counted as part
of its lawful reserve, and that no bank should be a member
certificates,

of

any clearing house
certifi-

Slyer
cates.

in

which

silver certificates

were not

received in the settlement of clearing-house
This was one of the numerous
balances.

devices by which congressmen of a certain
their
friendliness to silver and their enmity to
showed
type
banks.
At the New York Clearing House silver certificates
are not paid by the banks to each other, consequently no
question can be raised as to receiving them.
There is a feature of the National Banking system which
is

most wholesome and salutary

to the highest praise

;

it is

in its effects

and

is

entitled

generally lost sight of in discuss-

It is its administration of the affairs of failed
ing the act.
The Comptroller has the absolute appointment of
banks.
all

Receiverships.

and

all

receivers

moneys

and

fixes their

compensation. All

realized from the assets are paid into

the Treasury to the credit of the Comptroller,
dividends are paid out by him.
The result is that

virtually a general receiver for all the failed banks of
the system, carrying on the details through the receivers
whom he appoints. The salaries paid to receivers are very

he

is

small indeed.

All questions of law are passed upon by the
Department and are almost invariably accepted by all parties,
few controversies arising except where questions of fact

are involved.

The

result is a very small percentage of cost

.

jt

in the
i

In

administration of these trusts and a
very speedy reatt*
upon the as-

tlu-

State of

New

York, and

Imiimtr.itm-

simply enormous.

The-

tiu-

in

most

affair!

of the States, the

ol

New York code

.1

limits the

lunk

is

compen-

sation of receivers to five per cent of the amount they receive
and disburse. This in the i ase of a million-dollar bank

would be

fifty

thousand

dollars, or

under the national system.

about ten times the pay

The

courts usually go to the
limit.
The man appointed as receiver usually employs some
one else to do the work, and he draws his salary as an extra

charge upon the trust.
It hardly needs to be said that
the people more than thirty years and
great bulk of the country's exchange

\

is

which has served

now conducting the
with whith

tn

bankers, merchants and lawyers are familiar, and which
has received judicial interpretation and settlement in a

all

thousand ways, ought to be preserved, and
should be made so.

not perfect

if

chief defect on the note-issuing side is the want of
Here the element of credit, which is the
elasticity.
Its

for
principle of banking, is wanting, and what is substituted
neither
The system represents
it is not the best substitute.
1

Th<
the currency principle nor the banking principle.
is
the
of
t>|>c.
Kngland
rency principle, of which the Hank
a fixed
requires that all circulating notes over and above

amount, which will be in people's pockets in every emergency,
It is to be said in favor
shall be gold certificates of deposit.
Defect a* to
Note Issues.

of this system that all the paper in circulation
bmv the fixe<j amounl s absolutely
i

|

our

good and absolutely self-regulating. I nder
the fiat money, of
system there is no fixed amount, except
the
issued
one sort and another,
government. A
by
See page 331.
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by banks must be bought by them from the governof $1.10 to $1.20 per dollar, and the
machinery and red tape to be surmounted generally prevent
issued

ment

at the rate

immediate occasion for it has passed.
not money, as the corresponding Bank
of England notes are, but government debt chopped in small
If our banks desired to issue notes against gold on the
bits.
the issue of

When

it

until the

obtained

Bank

it is

England plan they could not do so, because the law
Even if the fiat money of the government
let them.
were out of the way, the National Banking system would bear
no more resemblance to the Bank of England system than it
does now. The lawful money reserve would then be gold,
which would be a great gain in itself, but that would be the
of

would not

only change.

Every

institution

must stand or

fall

by

its results.

Tested

the national bank-note system is a failure.
It
In 1881 the
reached high-water mark fourteen years ago.
in this

way

note issues were $325,000,000.
Then a decline began and
till
1890, when the amount outstanding was only
$123,000,000 and would have been smaller, but for the pro-

continued

visions of law which prevent

banks from withdrawing

all

of

The

net shrinkage from January 14, 1875, to
October 31, 1894, was $145, 214,559.*
^ ^ s sa id> byway
of explanation, that the decline was due to the rapid paytheir bonds.

ment

of the national debt, the

bonds being taken away from

This is not the
the banks in spite of them.
whole truth, but, if it were, the answer would

Aetna! Results,

be that the payment of the national debt

is

one of the facts to be reckoned with and that a system that
cannot square itself to this fact is doomed. The people will
neither create nor prolong an interest-bearing debt merely
to supply a basis for bank-note issues.

do

Nor ought they

so.
1

Comptroller's Report for 1894,

p. 162.

to

nil-:

each $1000 of debt

>n

(

In

n;

.\ '.-///(

\ears

.'5

the

M.

pays

it

.1

principal.
It

a

it

.ible

tin- ^..\t rnincnt
pay* (40 per year.
sum equal to ilu- principal, and
A government has no gainful occut<>
pay the $1000 and stop the interest,

then the plan of prolonging the debt
like saying.

"We

will

torever. provided

We

of $10 each.

will

keep

f..r

banking purposes fe
and p.t\ * 40 per

thi> txitul alive
will

somebody

chop

it

into too plfJCCS)

not pay the $40 to the owners of

lite

It should
pieces, but to the parties \\h<> have chopped it."
be added that the only favor the bank docs in the premises
is

between the people and a better kind of money,
gold, or gold certificates, of the Hank of England type,

to stand

to-\\it

of

which $100 might be had

for the

same cost as every 90

of the present noti>

It

sometimes said by the advocates of a permanent
money collected from the taxp

national debt that the

is \\orth more to them than the rate of interest
paid on the
national debt, and hence that the payment of the delit is bad
economy. This means that our interest-bearing debt ought

have been

to

left

at

its

maximum

of $2,600,000,000

and

that the paying of any of it has been injurious
l he
ar K umcnt rest* on **
to the nation
'

*

-

assumption that

all

the

money

collected from

the taxpayers would otherwise be saved by them, converted
into capital and used reproductive!)- at better rates than the
rnment pays, being neither consumed unprofitably nor
in

lost

belief,
I.

>.

bad investments. There i^ no foinu:
it
has been generally rejected by economists.

and

liil]

~.ivs

:

"

a surplu^
/>fr st, of maintaining
I think, admit
does
not.
debt-paying)
purpose (national
We sometime-, indeed, hear it xaid that the
of a doubt.
amount should rather be left to f ru.
pockets of the
I

ii,

<!.;:,

this

'

people.'

This

is

a

-ood argument. a%

tar a-

it

goes, against
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levying taxes unnecessarily for purposes of unproductive
expenditure, but not against paying off a national debt. For,
what is meant by the word fructify ? If it means anything,
'

'

means productive employment and as an argument against
we must understand it to assert, that if the amount
were left with the people they would save it, and convert it
It is probable, indeed, that they would save a
into capital.
part, but extremely improbable that they would save the
whole while if taken by taxation, and employed in paying
off debt, the whole is saved, and made productive.
To the
it

;

taxation,

:

fundholder who receives the payment it is already capital,
not revenue, and he will make it 'fructify,' that it may continue to afford

him an income.

The

objection, therefore,

is

not only groundless, but the real argument is on the other
side the amount is much more certain of fructifying if it is
:

"

l
the pockets of the people.'
of the national debt has not been the only
factor in causing the decline of the bank circulation.
An-

not

'left in

The payment

other and perhaps more potent one has been the advance in
the market price of the bonds, making it advantageous for
the banks to sell their holdings and invest the proceeds in
other ways.
Banks have to compete with other investors in
the purchase of these securities. The bidding of the government in the market in order to dispose of its surplus revenue,

put up the price of the 4 per cents in the
of 1889 to 127^.
The premium of
on
each
sunk in sevenhad
to
be
$1,000
$275
teen years, the time the bonds then had to run.
The effect
of this was to reduce the rate of interest which a purchaser
could realize to about 2 ^ per cent per annum.
Banks as a
rule
could
do
better
with
their
and
for this
general
money,

autumn

The competition has not been so
severe in more recent years, the government being no longer
reason sold their bonds.

1

Political

Economy, V,

vii,

3.

'AT
a buyer, but to
the

4

p.

-i
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some extent

a seller of bonds.
The price of
has fallen to 113 so that
ami on a
which must be wiped out in twelve
yean) is

..-MIS

$1000 bond

t

I
nder thcM- conditions there
$130, or about i i per year.
has been an increase in the amount of national bank notes,

which now st.imU

.it

something over $208,000,000.

greater part of the recent increase.

I.

The

*as due to the

panic of 1893 which caused an abnormal demand for i urrency
The supply did not arrive, however, until
for a few weeks.

October, when the

demand had

for the most part Hibtided.
of
in
the national law was in
ry principle
banking
existence in State systems, or in < anada, before that law was

enacted, except the government's responsibility for the notes
and the requirement that every bank shall receive the notes
of every other bank at par in payment of debts due to itself.
The merit of the National system consisted in the very fact

methods adopted had been tested, and had been
proved good (or were supposed to be so), as the result of
If there be any other noxdty in it, it lies
actual experience.
that the

lodged with the Comptroller to grant or
withhold charters, according as he may or may not be satisfied with the general appearance of the candidate.
in the discretion

CHAPTKR

XVII.

THE QUANTITY THEORY.

THE

value of money
quantity theory assumes that "the
in the place and
that
may.
money
(whatever
The Theory
con sist of) depends, like the value
at the ti

statea.

of anything else, on the relations of demand
and supply; that prices are determined in the amount of
offend
goods offered for money and the amount of money
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General Francis A. Walker, 1 whose definition
of the quantity theory is here quoted, adds that we must
for goods."

take account not alone of the

number

of

also of the rapidity of their circulation.
He then casts out of the reckoning

money

all

pieces, but

goods consumed

by the producers themselves. As these do not enter into
the world's exchanges they do not affect prices.
Next, he
casts out all

goods that are exchanged by barter without the

use of money.
As price is value expressed in terms of
a
transaction
into which money does not enter is, of
money,

Inasmuch as clearing-house transactions
are of this description they are likewise cast
out>
clearing house is a machine of barter.

course, irrelevant.

^

For the same reason banking operations, aside
from the issue of circulating notes, are cast out. A single
bank by its system of checks and deposits operates exactly
like a clearing house.

It is

a machine of barter on a smaller

exchange generally pass through banks, but
not always and not necessarily.
They are instruments of
barter of the most express and typical kind.
Therefore
must
If
itself can
be
cast
out
of
the
barter
they
reckoning.
Bills of

scale.

have no

effect upon prices, the bartering apparatus can have
none, however extensive and varied it may be.

General Walker considers the case of goods which are
on credit, but are to be paid for eventually with money.

sold

Such

sales,

he thinks, contribute to the demand for money

just as truly as goods sold for cash do, but not just as much,
because "it is not necessary to keep such large amounts of

money in the shops or to carry them around on the person."
Here we have an indeterminate factor, because we never
can know what portion of the goods sold on credit to-day
will

be paid for eventually

offsets
1

in

money and what

portion by

through banks.
In The Quarterly Journal of Economics, October, 1893.

Till

neral

<

Walker holds

in the sain

th.it

metallic

"l;.mk notes are

I.

.mk notes operate
upon prices

in.-:;,

hey are distinct and tangible
which pass out from the lunk and have their own

things,

separate

::

1

:

course. \\hich U-ionu- the
property of him
arc, just as truly as do coin* of
gold or
silver.
Like MII h ..ins they pass from band

lite anil

whose hands they

in

(

Rut

VtflflsY

to nan{* throughout

notes do.

tlu-

community, without

reference to the character or the credit of the

Like MH h cmns tlu \ are accepted
person offering them.
final discharge of debts and full
payment for commo

in

without necessary recourse to the issuing bank, except as

may

they

individually

become

circulation, after performing,

it

too much worn for further
may he a hundred, it maybe

a thousand, exchanges."
Since this is true also of government notes, which pass
from hand to hand, these must operate on
the
i

same way as bank

notes, althor.

Walker does not
conceded what does
\\

*

If all this is
specially mention them.
it lead
up to? Merely that "the demand for money, whatever
it

may

be, does, taken in connection with supply, determine

prices.

work

.

.

.

The demand

for

money

be done, the amount of

to

be effected by the use of money.

number

is

found

exc!

in the money
hkh needs to

The supply

of

money

pieces available for the
with
work of exchange taken in connection with t:
or
which they can be so used, the freedom
rapidity of

consists in the

of

money

circulate
(

iotisly th-

)1>\

minate

factor.

another inl
rapidity of circulation is
of trade at any
state
It depends upon the

time whether the monev available shall circulate more

givm

or less rapidly.

Theret.. re the proposition

mined by the demand
taken

in

for

is

that prices are

money, "whatever

connection with the number of

money

it

ms>

pieces

and
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the state of trade.
viz.

(i) All

:

A Barren Result,

So we have three indeterminate

unknown);

The rapidity of the
The only determinate

(3)

lation, alias the state of trade.
is

the

number

of

money

amount

of gold in

circu-

factor

These can usually

pieces available.

always room for dispute as to
the country and whether the gold and

be ascertained, but there
the

factors,

goods sold on credit (quantity unknown); (2)
"The amount of exchanging which needs to
be effected by the use of money" (amount

is

the paper currency in the Treasury should be counted or
not, etc.
If

we agree

that General Walker's reasoning

sound

is

(and I do not dispute it), it amounts to saying that prices
are determined by four factors, three of which are indeterminable.

A proposition

would be hard

The

more barren and inconsequential

it

to imagine.

quantity

theory,

however, needs to be tested by

As commonly hawked about,
depend upon the quantity of money
statistics.

it

implies that prices

in

circulation,

/>.,

This involves the assumption either that the
demand for money is constant, or that demand need not

the supply.

Miss Sarah McLean Hardy,

be considered.

of Wellesle y College, has subjected this theory
to the statistical test, in a very thorough
ner.

1

She chooses for the

States

during the

field of investigation the

thirty-one

special examinations of

the

man-

United

18611892, making
war period and of the

years

civil

The data of prices are
suspension of specie payments.
in the 'report of the Senate Committee on Finance

found

The figures
(1893), as collated by Professor Falkner.
as to the volume of money in circulation each year are
taken from the Statistical Abstract of the

1

United States

The Journal of Political Economy (Chicago), March, 1895.

Tin

The

results arc in

tho>r\.

.is

v in

th.it

nur ki-l

s.iiti

<>n!r

ulictton to the

generally i:ml< .;.-. .i
circulation has increased
257 per
i

while a\era-e prices
cent.

<

is

If this

were

QUMtity
The amount ol

c<

fallen a little more thjn H
that the tables told us, it

\\.\\*

all

per

might be

that the discrepancy was due to the increase of
population and trade.
Hut there was not much

increase of population during the four
years

Suk

of war, from

prices rose

1

1

86 1

to 1865.

Din

15 per cent while the value of

>criod

money increased

Here the
only 59 per cent, or about one-half as much.
most important factor in making prices was the war itself,

and the opinions which people formed from time to time as
to its duration and result.
After the close of the war and until 1878 the volume of
the currency was substantially unchanged, but
\

gradually to par, />., to the level of 1861.
They ran nearly
with
In
the
the gold premium.
parallel
1878
silver-coinage
act went into operation, adding upwards of $25,000,000 per
In 1880 and 1881 there was a very
year to the circulation.
The volume of money rose from
of
importation
gold.
in 1879 to $1,243,000,000 in 1884; that is 50
variation.
in
five
cent
per
years, but prices showed very slight
were
at
line
1860
as
the
datum
(ioo}, prices
9'
Taking

$818,000,000

1879 and at 99.4

in 1884.

this period of five years

From

to

The

increase of population during
15 per cent
volume of money rose to

was not more than
the

1884
1891
$1,497,000,000 or 20 per cent.

Probably the percentage
was about the

of increase of population during this period

According to the quantity theory prices should have
"
In Dimming
remained steady, but they fell seven per cent.
"o far
Miss
far
thus
the
results
indicated/'
Hardy.
says
up
same.

as the history of prices in the United States throws any light
thai
upon the quantity theory, it appears: (i) That
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in its general theoretical

form

is

inapplicable as an explanaThat, so far

tion of this given set of actual conditions; (2)

as
Her Conclusions,

it

may be

at all valid, its influence in deter-

mining the level of prices

is

of far less im-

portance than is commonly supposed; (3) That
1861
to 1891 were fixed in the main by other
from
prices
causes than the quantity of that kind of money which was in

These conclusions must
circulation during those years."
be accepted unless it can be shown that Miss Hardy's figures
are wrong, or that she has omitted some factor of importance
from the reckoning.
It was the common

belief, in the first half of the

present

century, that excessive bank issues caused an advance of
prices and thus fostered speculations and produced com-

Mr.

mercial crises.

by

Amasa Walker attempted

to represent

to prove this
1

it

geometrically by diagrams.
takes ten commodities as the standard of prices, viz.,

figures

He

and

coffee, leather, molasses,
48 *

Walker

mess pork, cheese,

rice, salt, sugar,

tobacco and wool. He omits cotton and flour
"because their prices are more affected by the
Serious
foreign market than by our own."

exception might be taken to the basis of calculation, as though
the prices of coffee, sugar, tobacco, rice and mess pork were

not particularly affected by foreign markets.
But this may
He then shows the per capita volume

be overlooked.

the currency for each year from 1834 to 1859 and
underneath it the average price of the ten articles named,

of

after

upon

which he represents the results by a diagram, remarking
it

:

"

Several important facts appear in this figure.
The first
to be noticed is the remarkable correspondence between the

and second lines, rising and falling together, proving
most conclusively by their agreement through so long a series
first

1

The Science

of Wealth, by

Amasa Walker,

p.p. 169-184.

-

The same

ill

ml upon the quantity

p.

of

figures might equally prove that the quantity of
c!.
ihmk more
p.-nds on pru cs. which
oincidence indeed, hut nothing th.it proves
a causal influence on one side more than on

i-ncy in circulation
II

likely.

currency ia

Hon consut."

I

the other,

Itoth

the rise of prices

and the

increase of currency

may be produced
third cause, as for example a sanguine state of mind on the
part of the trading

community, gradually extending to all
and producing a general eager ne. to buy things with
the expectation of selling them at a higher pi
But his figures do not prove his thesis. In 1838 there was
>es,

a fall in the per capita circulation from 17.61 to 12.44. withIn the next year there was a
out any change of prices.
Alight rise in the circulation but a heavy fall of prices, from

28.35 to 22.2

1.

In fourteen of the twenty

six

years the course

and

of the per capita circulation run parallel,
in twelve they run contrariwise to each other.

of prices

Upon

and

c an.
by their own
Dunbar makes the

the vexed question whether banks
sor

volition, inflate the current

following sound observations

:

"The

question whether really convertible notes fan be
issued in excess has been the subject of much wearisome and

tending to secure for the notes far more than
It has already been shown.
their proper share of attention.
however, that the question whether notes shall be issued or
futile discussion,

not, is

one which

in

modern banking

is

not settled an

by the creditor, who deter*
lively by the bank, but
with an e\r to his own
and
himself
mines for
is

settled

convenu-nce. whether

deposit.

to

h-M

h:>

right,

O

form of a note or of a
against the bank, in the
the
creditors
If he and
generally prefer the latter,

bank cannot force

its

notes into circulation.

The

really
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serious question would be whether the bank can extend the
use of its credit, by deposits as well as by notes, in excess.
This is as much as to ask whether the bank can go too far
in the

purchase of securities, or

stimulate borrowers, the
for

making

which the bank extends

in other

its

But

credit.

cannot be answered without qualification.
period of ten years,

we

words, can unduly

of loans being the purpose

shall find

If

some years

this question

we observe any
in

which banks

have found the public depressed and spiritless, to such a
degree that, with every motive for increasing their business,
it

has been impossible to find sound commercial paper in
So far from being able to extend their
amount.

sufficient

credit in excess,

banks have

at

such times often reduced

because employment for it could not be found.
Other years we shall find in which the public spirit was
buoyant and adventurous, and in which the banks have
their capital

fostered and increased the general tendency to speculation,
by the facility with which they have given the use of their
credit.

It is true, then, that

bilities of either sort

the public
this

that

it is

;

banks cannot extend

except in response to a

their lia-

demand from

also true that in certain states of business

demand may be unduly stimulated by their action, and
issues made in response to an unhealthy demand are in

excess of the proper needs of the community.
In any such
expansion of bank credit, however, bank notes must generally
1
play the least important part."
-

1

Theory and History of Banking,

pp. 62, 64.

yy/A .I/AC//./
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I:

THE MECHANISM OP EXCHANGE.
\

1

;

1

auk's otlu-ets to
eneral

MI N r"
its

is an accounting, rendered
by the
shareholders, whiih is published for

The miners

information.

are

liable to the

si

holders for the capital and f.u all profits,
whether carried to the surplus fund or not
Thus there are two kinds of liabilities, but

Bank
Statements.

they are generally put under a single head. \\'e will separate
them for the sake of clearness, taking for illustration a recent

statement of one of the largest

New York banks:

RESOURCS.
Loans and discounts

.......

i

13

Overdrafts, secured and unsecured

U. S. bonds to secure circulation
U. S. bonds on hand
Premium on U. S. bonds

.......

Stocks, securities, etc.

.

M

.

Banking-house, furniture and fixtur

Other

real estate

Due from
Due from

s

1.064.250.00

and mortgages owned

national banks

.

.

...
.

.

.

...........

Specie

in

hank.

....

Legal-tender notes

vii.

:. 106.70

13.3'

l.TO'-OO^-SS

17,018.00

.

Fractional paper currency, nickels and
cents

Lawful money reserve

100.00

.

state hanks and bankers
Checks and other cash items

hanges for clearing house
Notes of other national banks

50.000.00

800.000^00

i,SS-io

:

J.102,308
.

Amount

car rif4
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Amount

brought forward

$37,004,875.54

deposit for legal tenders
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer
(5 per cent of circulation)

U. S.

certif's of

1,300,000.00

....

Due from

U. S. Treasurer, other than
per cent redemption fund

2,250.00

5

....
Total

30.000.00

$38,347,025.54

LIABILITIES.
To THE

PUBLIC.

$17,855,883.87

Deposits

Due to other banks
Demand certificates

of deposit

....

14,912,630.35

46,013.59

Certified checks

Cashier's checks outstanding
Circulation

290,923.59

....

1

.........

Miscellaneous
k

7,608.95

44,520.00
30.441.87

$33,198,022.22

To SHAREHOLDERS.
Capital stock

2,000.000.00

Surplus fund

2,500.000.00

Undivided

647,988.32

profits

Dividends unpaid

1,015.00

Total
It

would be a gain

to clearness

if

all

$38,347,025.54

bank statements

were published in this form.
Evidently this is one of the
banks in which country banks are allowed to keep threefifths of their legal reserve, the amount due to other brinks
being much larger than

would be

it

of business.
^

Deposits

i

nterest

sometimes
asked whether

is

in

the ordinary course

For these deposits a low
allowed, usually

less.

2

The question

rate

per cent, but
is

frequently

banking to pay interest on such
This
be
can
answered by experience. That it
deposits.
only
it

is

safe

Till.

i<-

from

would seem

\.-

l>.

they

year, mil

t<>

Of

\CIIA \'t*K

!'

from generation to generation.
the affirmative.

in

The

inks do not pa\ interest to
ordinary deposi*

and

..nij. in:

.

.in

n

J/.1\/SJH

warrant an answer

to

clearing house

(

.!//{

lend the

money
which

for themselves

I-;.',

so as to

ate

bankers do so whenever

make an

additional profit

not always the case. The
to change at
sul,|,
any time.
is

r

.

on deposits is
A draft is an order in writing for money, drawn upon the
custodian of funds belonging to the drawer, or subject to his
It may be
order.
payable at sight or any number of days
after date or after sight.
It does not
presuppose any other
interest

,

t

commercial transaction.
s a s'

m

A

bill

of

exchange

ar instrument based usually on a sale
or purchase of goods.
In this country the
'

word

draft

is

*'

commonly

applied to

all

instruments of

\\\\\

sort that are payable within the I'nited States, and the term
bill of exchange to those payable in foreign countries.
Hills of

exchange are usually made payable

A

to the order

not payable
must be
presented as soon as possible to the drawee. If he owes the
money according to the tenor of the bill, he should write the
of a third person.

bill, if

.

word "accepted" on it and sign his name under it. The
then becomes an acceptance, and two persons are

bill

the holder gets it discounted at hi*
endorse it, and thus he also becomes respon-

responsible for

bank, he must

Acceptances.

since

all

If

it.

sible for it. 1t may go through several bands.
each holder endorsing it before be parts with
it.
It acquires strength with each tt

the persons

responsible for

its

who have endorsed

all

arc successively

These
modern commerce,

payment.

circulating instruments of

it

are the most important
since nearly

the wholesale transactions of the world arc effected

by

them, and since they ran^e -ver the whole WOfftd tad AW
Two
not limited, like bank notes, to their parent country.
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or

more

bills of

touching one

exchange may be

lot of

goods,

since

in existence at
it is

the creation of them that gives rise to the

A

letter of credit is

one time

the transfer

and not

bills.

an instrument of writing issued by a

bank authorizing the holder
bank, or upon some affiliated

of

it

to

draw upon the issuing

institution, at sight or other-

wise, not exceeding in the aggregate a certain sum.

stipulated in the body of the instrument that the
all drafts negotiated under it shall be endorsed

It

is

amount

of

upon

so

it

always show how much of the
credit remains unexhausted.
The names of
that

80
Credit

it

shall

the banks or persons in various parts of the
world (correspondents of the issuing bank) who will cash
the drafts so

drawn are printed on it. A large part of the
made by merchants is effected through
Such drafts are usually termed bills of

foreign purchases
letters of credit.

exchange

because they appertain to the external trade

also,

of the country.
If John Doe on this side of the water owes $100 to
Richard Roe on the other side, he will look about for some

neighbor who has $100 coming to him from some neighbor
Richard Roe. If he finds such a person, he will buy the

of

and that
it to Richard, who will collect it
square the international trades not only of John and
The bits of paper
Richard, but also of two other persons.

claim and send

;

will

that pass are bills of exchange.

The

intervention of bankers

a mere accessory, not altering the nature of the transaction.
Bankers furnish a convenient meeting-place for buyers and
sellers of bills of exchange, and they charge a small comis

mission for the
Gold Shipments,

Doe

which they

will not

offer.

It is

take the trouble

to draw gold from his bank and pack it up and
Richard Roe, paying freight and insurance charges,
anybody can be found who will sell him a claim on some-

send
if

facilities

evident that John

it

to

////

body abroad
will

\

.I//.IY/

.

unUl

to this

1:

not like to take this
it.

!

\

all

'.'

..f

;>s

on (orei^m-is.

h

I

for themselves in that

\

|..i\m. -m.

m

.

..t

likes

J

to

buy an-:
make
more
generally
money
j,..

bo ause

\\.i\.

he bankr

'I

an\ m.-re th.in

tr..ul>!-

IK-V prefer to hatulU- luts

'1

means have been e*lttltd

other

nu-thil

:

thc\ can sell their credit

to better aiivant.ige.

The

chief business of banks

so that the maker or holder

them
Bills of LjuUne.

in ca^h.

is

it

:

may have

hilK of exchange

the present value of

HilU of exchange are sometimes

accompanied by

bills

of

warehouse

lading,

receipts, stocks or bonds,

titles

until

which are sp
to property, the bank having a lien on the property
the bill is paid.
These are simply a superior kind of

They command

bills.

their higher security,
will

a lower rate of interest because of

and

in a stringent

command money when

discounted

bills are

other

money market they

bills are refused.

All other

loans on personal security.
paper is a promissory note, which the

Accommodation
maker offers for discount in order that he may have the
means necessary for a business undertaking.
Bankers are J ustl Y suspicious of accommodation paper, yet the difference

between such

paper and other unsecured bills is not so great as it seems.
Both are loans on personal security; f>r although bills of
exchange arise from goods in existence, the banker (without
a

bill

no claim on any particular goods. Upon
Mr. Macleod's argument is entirely sound He says:
essential distinction between real and accommoda-

of lading) has

this point

"The

one represents fast and the other /Htunr
bill goods k<n* bffn purchased which
in an accommodation bifl goods *****
are to meet the bill
But this is BO
bf purchased which ire to meet the bill.
tion bills is that

transactions.

In a real
;

ground

for preference of

one over the

other.

A

transaction
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which

/HIS been

done

as one that has

may be

to be

done.

just as wild, foolish

and absurd

The

intention of engaging in
that the result should repay the

any mercantile transaction is
outlay with profit. There is no other

test of its propriety but
true objections to accommodation paper are of a different nature. As real bills arise
out of the transfers of property, the number of them must be
this, in a mercantile sense.

The

limited in the -very nature of things.

However bad and

worthless they may be individually, they cannot be multiplied
beyond a certain extent. There is therefore a limit to the

But accommodation bills are means
calamities they cause.
devised to extract funds from bankers to speculate with, and
consequently these speculations
these funds can be extracted." a

The

"

cash credits

"

may be continued

of the Scotch

as long as

banks consist of accom-

modation paper

entirely.
They are authorizations granted
to persons to draw a maximum amount within a certain time,
paying interest only for the time and amount

There are ten banks in Scotland, with
some 900 branches, which are within reach
of every hamlet in the country. Cash credits are loans on
personal security, never less than two names being required,
"
These credits are granted to all
generally three or more.
drawn.

classes of society, to the poor as freely as to the rich. EveryYoung men in the humblest

thing depends upon character.

walks of

life

begin by making a

trifle

for themselves.

inspires their friends with confidence in

and judgment and they become sureties
credit."

A

for

their

This

steadiness

them on a cash

2

very large percentage of the cash credits of the Scotch
to farmers, but they are invariably on per-

banks are made
1

Macleod,

2 Ibid,

i,

i,

308, 309.
See also

346.

Robert Somers,

p. 87.

The Scotch Banks and System

of Issue,

by

///A Mt-.fi/.

i

v/s

/

a

sonal, not mortgage, security, and they are not
r
stagnate. The cash credits
among ihc

aHomid to

depoafcs on one

side

of the hank's
ledger, and among "bilU
"<Mh Crtdiu." discounted, cash accounts and other advance* "

on the other

l% that the
depositalways paid in the Circulating notes of the bank,
which are redeemable in gold at the head office. Therefore
it is not
ncrcss.uy to keep gold at any other place than the
head office, but in practice, if an\ !< .dy want-* gold at a branch

.IK-

bank he can get it.
The condition in this respect is
very
as it was in New Kngland under ti
k
vstcm,
all country bank notes \\ere redeemed at
par in Boston.
banks
were
the
not
of
relieved
the necessity
Although
country

much
when
of

redeeming

that about as
to

day

their notes at their

much

day as was called

Mr. Somers

own

counters,

gold was deposited
for

it

was found

thote banks from

in

by dejxsitn:

quite justified in savin.:, in ln\ preface:
"The Hanking System of Scotland is probably the greatest
and most original work which the practical genius of the
is

Scotch people has produced in the sphere of Political and
He might properly have
Social Economics."

There is no deposited
bank note*, but since
security
was adopted for the
tne
wnen
principle"
"currency
1845
note issues of the Hank of Kngl.uul. the same principle
forced upon the Scotch banks also. That is, they

note issue*.

said,

any people.
for

Scotch

were allowed as many unc-veied notes as they h.td in
lation at that time, the aggregate amount being ^,676,350;
but for any larger sum they are required to have at the head
<

office

an

equal

amount

Stamps and Taxes have

amount
(

>ur

Mitdu-ll.

i

their

The commissioners

^old.

of

>wer to examine bank* to ascertain

of their gold, but the

Scotch Banks,
j.

of
|

Position

power
and

is

(Mr

never exercised.
floBey.

by

1
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The

gold reserves of the Scotch banks are only 5 per cent of
Their returns for 1883 showed Capital paid
82,650,535, notes
5.841,090, gold
9,052,000, deposits

their deposits.
in

:

4,194,312.* There have been only three bank failures in Scotland of any importance, those of the Ayr Bank in 1772, the
Western Bank in 1857 and the City of Glasgow Bank in 1878.
The discount of commercial paper has been denned by

Mr. A. B. Hepburn, ex-Comptroller of the Currency, as

swapping
is

of well

known

its

Production.

own

to nncj

the

known credit." This
The bank first establishes

credit for less

an apt and concise description.

How Banks aid
in the Work of

"

Then

credit.

it is

ou t what persons
...

the banker's business
in the

community are

,.

,.

worthy of its credit. Credit enables those who
have it to obtain the use of capital which they

could not otherwise acquire. Capital may be anything which
aids man to produce wealth and is not gratuitously bestowed,

such as

We are not now dealing
but merely seeking to show the place that

tools, materials, food, etc.

in nice definitions,

banking takes
he understands

in the

work

of production.

The banker,

if

most deserving persons
in the community to get possession of the tools and materials
of industry without the use of money.
The most deserving
in
are
those
who can make
the
commercial
persons,
sense,
his trade, enables the

the most profitable use of tools and materials, and who are
believed to be honest.
By swapping its well known credit

known

bank performs a service,
and
it performs a service
for,
to society by economizing tools and materials.
Anything
which puts these things into the right hands and keeps them

for their less

credit

the

which they are willing to pay

out of the wrong hands is a gain to the world. The continued
existence of a bank is conclusive and incontestable proof
that

it is

doing this thing, for

and expenses would soon eat
1

if
it

Macleod,

were

it

up.
ii,

242.

not,

its

own

losses

////.

.!//( v.

has IK-CM >lm\\n

It

'takes

i

tli.it

Linker cannot

that the

l)ank
ible that

their deciding

n..
it.

U-.

alone

iera

is in,

it

ti.

;xsiis or of circulating notes
i.le \%hiih form it slull take.
..

.

MM. e they

they are allowed to.
form of notes as is

>tkm and it .%
be placed in the way of

will infallibly tioi.lt-

They
\\.in:

.

.should

iiii[)<-<liniem

will

draw

just

a-,

it

i,^.

much

by trade and industry

<l

ami

TW

in ihe
at

par-

and no more. When the crops are to be moved
they will draw more, and after they h.ue been moved they
will put the excess hack in the hanks.
1'his is what
happens
ticular times,

in

(

'anada now.

The Canadian hanks cannot

issue not.

excess of their paid up unimpaired capital, hut within ihi%
:u- them without tirst
limit they can
buying
i

comes

;

^ em

rom the

ov rnrn >r tConsequently
can
meet
they
any demand at once when it
and when the demand ceases and the notes return
l

*

*-

<-'

as deposits, it costs the bank nothing to lock them up.
are not idle capital in its vaults, because ti

Under our system each

nothing.

They
cod

dollar of notes costs at

bonds maturing in
and it is always a question whether the banker can get
as large a return out of $1.23 thus invested as be could
out of the same money used in other ways. The answer to
least $1.23 (at the present price of

a similar question in

we have

as

It

seen,

Canada

was

i

after fifteen years' experience.

in the negative.

1

has been said that Mote issues arc the SBMH side of
banking. The amount of cash that passes over

New York City U only two
whole
of payment*
of
the
cent
in citiet."
per
amount^
that are made, ninety-eight per cent being
made
checks and drafts. Taking all the national bank* of
bank o

i

by

1

I).

Pp. 360, 361.

.mini.. n

..i

<

See also The Currency ami Hanking Ia

.111.1. l.i.

hy YV.

(.'.

Cornwrll. pp.

I*.

?

of

UM
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the United States together, the proportion of cash transactions
is about nine per cent against ninety-one per cent of credit
transactions.

1

must be borne

It

in

mind, however, that this

percentage represents only the business done in or by banks.
It does not include the hand-to-hand business of communities

where no banks

which are almost always made with

exist,

money.

CHAPTER

XIX.

CONCLUSION.

ALTHOUGH

note issues are the small side

of

banking

operations they are nevertheless important and in the rural
If the note-issuing side of
districts the most important.
the national banking system

and

is

moribund, or

inelastic as almost

81

if

it is

sluggish

everybody admits, it
Various plans to this

ought to be amended.
end have been proposed.
One of these is
called the Baltimore plan because it was recommended by
the American Bankers' Association at its meeting in BaltiX
A "census" was recently taken at the First National Bank of
Chicago to ascertain the proportion of cash transactions to credit trans-

actions.

The

following things passed over the counter

..............
..............
Gold
............
............
Greenbacks ..............
.............
Treasury
National Bank
...........

in

a single day

Gold coin

$9,885

Silver coin

15,826

certificates

Silver certificates

notes

notes

4>45
98,129
82,172

25,496
32,263

Total cash

...... $5,398,945
..... per

Checks, drafts, bills of exchange
Percentage of cash to total credits

5

cent.

:

CO
more

in
It

1

i- lull
October, i*<n
ilisju-iiscs with bond M
I

substitutes th
all

l>

ink

ii..-.'

New York

outst

Safety

1-

m Appendix
bank note* and

pumnl
r

a guarantee fund equal to 5 per cent of
.m.;. on the same general plan at the

n-!iir
-

i>

\\

:

uncl

Redemption Fund."

and the Canadian

atkm

note issues to 50 per cent

1

icv when it nujr be
IIRT^<
to 75 per cent, and the government remains
responsible as now for the nnte* and redeems them as now.

of the bank's capital except in

-IK

i

ised

having the guarantee fund and also a
of failed
five

first lien

banks and on the shareholders'

on the assets
md aUothe

liability,

per cent redemption fund required by the existing law

and the power to tax
per cent per annum.

all

circulating notes at the rate of

%

Baltimore plan does not propose to make the bank*
per
responsible for each other's notes beyond the tax of
After the 5 per cent fund is accumulated
cent per annum.

The

%

the tax
past

is

to be collected only

purpose

for the

redemption of

Experience.

a-, it

is

needed

of reimbursing the

for the

failed

government
\;
bank notev

the Baltimore meeting ex-Comptroller Hepburn presented
the following statement prepared for him by his successor in
office,

Mr. Eckels

:

Average annual circulation of national banks, 1864
*a**8e'

to |8> 4

Outstanding circulation of failed national
Cost to the
government on acgeneral
count of national banks as

by the

books of

Additional estimated

this

banks

17.*'

shown

$7.'o.69

otti

co.st

iS.J4S.oaj

Tax
Tax

of \ of
of I of

I

per cent for

years

.

I

per cent for 31 years

.

3

1
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Commenting upon

Mr. Eckels said

this

"
:

verify your conclusions to the effect that a tax

These figures
on outstanding

one per cent would have repaid the
banks to the general government, and
also that a tax of 'one-fourth of one per cent would have
in fact, a
redeemed the notes of all failed national banks,
tax of two-fifths of one per cent would have been ample to
meet both the cost of that system and the redemption of the
circulation of one-fifth of

cost of the National

notes of failed national banks."

Another

letter

"

from Mr. Eckels was read by Mr. Hepburn,

In further answer to your letter of September 13, you
are respectfully advised that the loss to the general govern-

viz.

:

ment on account

of circulation of failed national banks, up
January i, 1894, had there been no bond deposit, would
have been $1,139,253. Of this amount $958,247 represents
to

the loss by banks

whose

trusts are

open and may pay

still

dividends, thus reducing the amount last named.
tables showing the full amount of dividends paid by all

further

The

banks are not yet completed, but an examination of the accounts of each trust develops the fact that

failed national

there would have been

above indicated.
to January

i,

no

loss

on circulation other than

This statement applies to

all

failures

down

1894."

It is said, however, that the experience of the past is not
for example, to a
applicable to a different state of facts
case where facilities are offered for the start;

t^piar

m

^

Dan^ s expressly to swindle the governpublic. That is true, and it raises

ment or the

the question whether the Baltimore plan would furnish such
facilities to a dangerous extent.

generally assumed that any five persons can start a
it is feared that a
great many such groups would
be organized in remote and inaccessible places for the purIt is

bank and

pose of issuing notes,

getting value for

them and then

CONCLUSION.
absconding. Hut this is a misconception. The five perma*
must have at least $100,000 to be-in with. unlcM their bank
is in a town of U-ss than 6000
inhabitants, in which mtr

must have at
the

least $50,000,

and must

Secretary of the Treasury

h.ive the

addition

in

t<>

they
approval ol

that ol the

In other word*, the starting
Comptroller of the Currency.
of a bank with as small a capital as $50,000 i* considered a

suspicious circumstance in itself,
the part of the government.

As

to

all

in- f.r extra caution

.ill

i

on

the banks, large and small, 50 per cent of the
in at once. ami 10 percent each month

capital must be paid

thereafter
If

that

is, it

must

all

the

he paid

in

within five month*.

hank tiny commence
but in any caw he
in.
paid
the

Comptroller permits
business when 50 per cent is
"
must examine into the condition of such association, Ascerit

amount

tain especially the
condition! of
starting;

Hew

on account

of

its capital,

of

the

money paid in
name and place

its directors, and the
amount of capital -;< k of which each is the
good faith, and generally whether such association

of residence of each of
>

owner

in

has complied with all the provisions required to entitle it (>
engage in the business of banking and cause to be made
and attested by the oaths of a majority of the directors and
:

by the president or cashier of the association a statement of
all

the facts necessary to enable the Comptroller to determine
the
is
lawfully entitled to commence

whether the association

business of banking."
All of these things the Comptroller must do, but there are
He may appoint a special
other things that he m,t\ do.

commission to inquire

into the character

the intending bankers,

and even

is

if

and antecedent* of

the report

is

favorable he

not obliged to grant them a certificate, for the law

ajr:

"The Comptroller may withh id from an a*wciation hi
certificate authorizing the commencement of bu*inr*s when-
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ever he has reason to suppose that the shareholders have
formed the same for any other than the legitimate objects

contemplated by this title."
How does this compare with the reckless way in which
bank charters were granted during the life of the Suffolk
system

Suffolk^*

worst
setts

New England Ninety bank charters were granted
in New England between 1831 and 1833.
F rt y-fi ve were granted in Massachusetts alone,
st m

in

?

and thirty-three more in 1836. Yet in the
bank failures that ever took place in Massachu(those of 1837) a ^ ^e notes would have been redeemed
lot of

by a first lien on the assets plus a safety fund
on all bank circulation.

The framers
fection for

of 5 per cent

have not claimed perwould be a wise amendment to

of the Baltimore plan

it.

Probably

it

provide that no bank shall issue circulating notes until it has
in operation two years, and not then if the Comptroller

been

character and management.
the same general
features as the Baltimore plan, but there are some differences.
is

not satisfied with

its

The Canadian bank-note system has

For example,

in

Canada no bank

is

allowed to start with a

subscribed capital than $500,000, or a
As the
less paid-up capital than $250,000.
less

double
here,

it

results that

shareholders exists there as

liability of

$1,000,000

is

before a bank can issue a note.

pledged in every case
Under our system, as

already said, banks may be started as small as $50,000.
Now it is a fact that failures are not more frequent among
the small banks than

number

among

banks of

of national

1489, out of a total of 3756

The whole number
the year 1893
less

was

than two-fifths.

the large ones.

a

little

of failures of such
1

The whole

than $100,000 is
less than two-fifths.

less capital

banks

to the close of

out of a total of 246
again a little
Nevertheless, the Canadian system has

16,
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a foothold which a
-.un.

l-or

:i.

-

>imi!.i:

rouoa

government shall be
At the meet inRational Brancli

the

m

s\,i,-

iltnn-.r.-

I:

here would only Uowty
plan contemplates that the

spoiiMble for th- n

i,

ik

Hankers

iS.^.

Mr.

c -. u , a(li

m ftmfc^

follo\\ HI-

am."!.;

improvement of our national
"
Any bank with a paid-up

\

_.

.(

failed

I.

Saratoga, July to,
Incident of the

\\alUr.

1.

I;

.t-.

at

,,
.

,.. n>

m

other suggestions

^^
(or

the

capital of $1,000,000 or over

to the amount of 75 per
cent of the paid-up capital, secured only by being a prior
lien on the assets of the bank, including the double liability

to

be allowed

to issue notes, say.

of stockholders, and by an insurant e fund of, say, 5 per cent.
and to be free from the 10 per cent tax, such banks to be
allowed to establish branches within the state in wlmh the

head

office

is

Any hank

situated.

with a capital of, say,

$5,000,000 or over to have the same privileges as to note
issues, and to be allowed to establish branches throughout
the I'nited States."

Mr. Walker explained the advantages of the branch system.
saying: "In Canada with its lunks with forty and fifty
branches, we see the deposits of the saving communities
applied directly to the country's new enterprises in a manner
nearly perfect.
at

The bank

Montreal borrows money from
many joints in the Maritime

of

Halffax and

depositors
Provinces where savings largely exceed the new enterprise*,
and it lends money in Vancouver or in the Northwest, where
the

new

enterprises far exceed the people's vivings."
banks on this >ide of the boundary

valid objection to brain h
is

for

perceived.

banks

In this

way

the needs of the smaller towns

of less than $50,000 capital might be

the national system.
It was the opinion of most of the bankers

examined by the

I

tan king

committee

of

the

met under

who wf
House at
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Washington in December, 1894, that a 5 per cent safety
fund would be superabundant. Nevertheless, we have to
satisfy not merely experienced bankers but the people of the
United States, who have been accustomed during thirty-one

bank note as a government note.
Having been dispensed for a whole generation from the
need of taking any thought as to the goodness of bank notes,
it is a question what might be the effect of a change of system
which would introduce an element of doubt in the common
mind. If we had been running, like Canada, for a generation
without bond security or government guarantee, the case
would be different. It is because of the possible effect on
the public mind of the proposed change that it is desirable
years to look upon the

to continue the

government guarantee, at least during the
government having power to recoup
itself by the tax of
2 per cent per annum on all bank circulation, in addition to its first lien on the assets of failed banks.
transition period, the

y

Those who cannot assent to this plan are bound to offer
a better one, since the present system of note issues is
doomed to extinction with the extinction of the national debt,
if

The Tax on
State

Bank

not sooner.

In the South a majority of the
i o per cent
tax

people desire a repeal of the

on State bank notes.

They

think that their

would be promoted by a return to
ante bclhim conditions. They are not to be blamed for holdinterests

ing this view. Their bitter cry is a demand that credit be
allowed its proper and pristine place in bank note issues.

Their banks immediately before the war were generally
sound, and they supplied a credit currency which was
elastic and suited to the needs of the community.
If the
10 per cent tax were now proposed for the first time it
would be rejected. Even when it was enacted, as a war
measure, early in 1865, it was carried by a majority of only
one vote in the House and two in the Senate, after a stiff

Hut the tax ha-

fight.

so

lh.it

ti

!)

presrutrd

u

allow heterog.

of

I.

.ink

M> have alrc.uh
that

Baltimore

tin-

if

p|

m

new Mate

'

!

in

t.,

;

,

..,

;

,

-...

of things,

.

notes .i-.im.

l*he

!.,

rcnoo*

.lent. two.

or any other plan were

cure a real credit

frdofrtird

notes could

do

the

people of the rural communit
national hank notes could not do better
I..

nothing for

under the plan proposed the notes would be guaranteed by
the national government ami would according!) mj..y the
'I 'his
would be as much fur the
highest possible credit.

advantage of the people as of the bank.s themselves. It cannot be too often repealed, that
iteOCC of
franking

and

national

and

cities,

notes,

that the element of credit

bank

The

notes.

because

and there

i>

tliere

rliminated from

i>

the large town*
bank checks take the place ol bank
evil is not felt in

no limit to the use of checks.

The

success of clearing house cerut
((netting
panics has suggested an extension of that system to the
The basic principle
of ordinary bank note issues

purposes

of the loan certificates

which

is

is

the "p.*, 1m.;" of

of course voluntary,

occasions, and

common

Proposed

bank

reserve*.

resorted lo only on rare
then only in order to avoid a

and

is

catastrophe,

\\ <>uld all

a particular clearing house

the banks of

district

in

put their
this

in permanent pledge
way?
Many of them, in the larger cities, care
Probably not.
and would not
nothing about circulating notes any way,
there would
course
Of
could do so freely.
them if

they
be no inducement for them to pledge their reserve* for Otfctr
Moreover, as Professor Dunbar says, "what b
banks.
a
of i-lief is not necessarily salutary as

effective

by

\\.iy

regular system.
that under the

The
ai

relief in this
>t

for

case coroes from the (act

combined reserves

cirery
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bank

is

completely discharged from

responsibility for cautious action.

may be under

responsibility

any

sense

real

Slight as

its

of

share of

ordinary circumstances, under

expand or to neglect ordinary
precautions at pleasure the arrangement is entered into for
the precise object of thus setting it free, and it is in the
public knowledge of this fact that the virtue of the arrange-

this

arrangement

it is

free to
;

ment consists. ^But under ordinary circumstances it is not
by any diminished sense of responsibility that the way to
sound banking and to the ultimate good of the community
is

to

be found."

l

must be admitted, however, that good authorities are to
be found in opposition to any note issues that
are not secured b y the P le dge of equal or
greater value in the hands of public officers.
is not the purpose of this book to decide the question

It

It

dogmatically, but to stimulate thought
must decide it.

1

Theory and History of Banking,

among

p. 81.

those

who
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A.

RECENT BIMETALLIST MOVEMENTS

THE

IN

GERMANY

recent outbreak of bimetallism in

Germany ha
low price of grain. In the rifffin
nin- of 1894 the government submitted tu the
Reichstag a
treaty of commerce with Russia admitting cereals at a low
seat

and foundation

in the

rate of duty.
j:irl
l

Tlu- A-r.ui.m or
land-owning
opposed to this me

v w>ls violcnt|
.
y

i

but Chancellor Capri.

'lured

pensable as a means of conciliating Russia.

it

In order to

appease the Agrarians the Chancellor,

in reply to an address
favor ef bimetallism presented to him by an aristocratic
society of landowners in Kast Prussia, condescended to

in

say that the money question might IK u examined from
certain points of view. This concession was
d by
the Prussian Minister of Agriculture, Herr

vn

had no decided opinion on the monetary

<]u< -sti..n.

ll<

vden.

who

but was

make some concessions to the Agrarians. The
was the appointment of a commission m th- spring of
1894 to consider the question whether means could be found
for raising the price of silver and making it more stable, it
inclined to

result

being assumed that low and fluctuating prices of commodities
were an injury to (Jermany.
The commission was appointed by the Imperial Government.

It

consisted of sixteen members.

Monetary com-

.

mission 01 1894.

other two inclined to the
thing ought

Eight of them

were decided supporters of the gold standard.
IU || V Decided bimetallists, and the
sjx wrlt

to

be done

for silver

if

it

'hat

some*

could be done without
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The gold standard men were
upsetting the gold standard.
reduced to seven by the absence of the member from Hamburg, who attended only one meeting.
The

president of the commission was Count PosadowskyWehner, Secretary of State for the Imperial Treasury, a
member of the Prussian landed aristocracy,
Count
Posadowsky.

fitted
with a small income, and not specially
'

by study or experience

He was

consider such a

to

selected for the place

by the personal
question.
favor of the Emperor.
His integrity was beyond question
and he did his best to fit himself for the duties of his new
which he discharged with strict impartiality. In so
he had any bias it was against bimetallism.
The commission took up the original programme
the

position,
far as

question of raising the price and ensuring the stability of
The two moderate bimetallists, Prof. Lexis 1 and

silver.

Mr. Koenigs, made a proposition looking to a larger use of
silver

by augmenting the weight

of the silver

coins in actual use to a ratio corresponding to
i to 21 or i to 24, such
change to be based

Prof. Lexis.

upon a convention with other governments, especially that of
Great Britain, which should engage to reopen the Indian
mints.
This proposition was rejected by all the other members on both sides.

on

Another proposition looking

to restric-

mining by governmental action was negatived
so decidedly that the mover withdrew it.
A motion was then made for an international conference

tions

to

silver

promote the free coinage of both metals

Those who favored

at

an agreed

ratio.

this project did not express

anv decided opinion as to the numerical ratio
be adopted, nor as to the adhesion of Engwas evident that they favored the ratio of 15'
to

land, but
1

it

Professor Lexis has since taken a decided stand against bimetal-

lism.

HIM.
and

that they thought

th.it

the

adhftkm

Six in
dispensed with.
other nine \\ere entirely oppntrd

of

F^gfand

ft%|H

!><

I

Dr.

m.iliy

(>;

\

the

;.

it.

bimetalltst

leading

in

what

he called a temporary mra.ure.
substantially a plan proposed
rion,

offered

(niinany,

I

Dr. Arendt.

formerly

I-

mam

e \lmis!.

;

,,|

],,

<

\ thrrlamU.

.,r.tl governments
ording to this plan the
would agree upon a system of international exchange of
silver and gold through the intervention of their state
banks,

which should be obliged to buy and

sell

the two metal* at

certain prices to be fixed periwlically.
I his
plan was ao obto
the
other
bimetallism
that
jectionable
they refused to follow
So it \\.is dropped without further dtacusaion.
their leader.

A

special

examination

feature of

the

or

proceedings consisted in an
hich was undertaken at

the instance of the bimetallists.
the

commUsion

who

desired to bring before

their great authority. Professor

Suess of Vienna, who

!><-. m.
twenty years ago,
the
of the gold
exhaustion
predicting
early
mines of the universe and who still persists in that belief.

Prof. Suess.

Professor Suess was accordingly invited, but the other side
The
:ed upon summoning other geological authorities.
result

was a prolonged disputation in whi<h the weight
ony was against Professor Suess and hi-* theories,

of

After twenty-one sessions the president closed the proceeddebate*
ings with the single remark that these protracted
ht be useful as show ing how difficult it wa
Adjournment.

t->

find

something which would evidently be
Thus the C4M>
unable.
if it

desirable

m

things just \\lu-r- it found them, which
for the bimetallists.
defeat
practical
in this time to the dismissal of Chancellor Caprivi there

mission

.

left

lull,

waft

but directly after that event the biroeUlluU Carted
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up afresh, and in high spirits. The fall of Capri vi was
followed by that of the Prussian Minister of Agriculture,
Herr von Heyden, who though not a partisan of the gold
standard and rather favorable to the fads of the Agrarians,
is

a

man

of

sound temper and

Th D
fa11
* o
!Z?
or
Caprivi.

fully aware of the dangers of
headlong adventures on the money question.
His successor, Herr von Hammerstein, was a
thorough Agrarian and had been, before his

nomination, president of the Agrarian League (Bund der
Still, he was not altogether impressed with

Landwirthe].

the virtues of bimetallism, but rather inclined to drift with

More important than this change was the general
derangement caused by the downfall of Caprivi, which was
a great victory for the extreme Agrarian party over the sound
and moderate ideas of the Chancellor. His successor, Prince
the tide.

von Hohenlohe, is by no means a reckless person, but he is
so old and infirm that his personal weight is of little significance and he is unable to offer serious resistance to the

demands

of

companions

the
of

landed

the

aristocracy,

who

are

the

daily

Emperor and who besiege him with

complaints that the whole agriculture of Germany is going
dogs if it is not helped by radical measures, of which

to the

they affirm that bimetallism is one of the most effective.
In this state of things the Agrarian leaders in the Reichstag prepared a motion asking the government to take the
6

Reichstag

initiative for assembling a new international
monetary conference. The motion was immediately signed by the two Conservative parties

and by nearly the whole Catholic party. But the greatest
amazement was produced when the paper was found to bear
also the signatures of nearly all the National Liberals includThis party had
ing their old leader, Herr von Bennigsen.

heretofore been the stanch defender of the gold standard,
and its new attitude was interpreted as a very significant

A/.l//- /.// /

_;e in tin-

government

more than

.

4il

situation .m.1 .-^

m. ..ut i-t-d the movement. Thiwa much
government had ever before r^HJttCMdgd to

h.ul

the

do,/.

toother n.uioiu
looking to a monetary
>he declared that
they were

,

inclined to submit such

.\

proposition to ihc Kcdci.i

keeping open A line of retreat, h-.u, ., :. by adding the word*
"without prejudice to the Imperial standard." After him

Count Posadow.sk\
li^ts

and the
si>.

in.id.- still

was

result
ni

.is

further advances to the bimetal*

that the motion that the

an

possible,

imitation

for

government
a monetary

conference, to the end of an international solution of the

standard question, was adopted by a very large majority.
Tin- minority was composed of the
Progressists, the Southern

Democrats, the Socialists and

.nal Liberal*.

live or

The National

Liberals attempted to ju>ti!\ their change
of policy by saying that they did not mean to vote for
bimetallism, but merely for a conference that possibly might
find

some measure

But

lhi * Wil> llot thc truc

for a better state of things.

acted merely under

had invaded

their

peasants aro

mad

'"'

'

Agrarian

party and their
with the sil.

TbCy

pressure that

constituencies.

The

especially in

the

North
Germany, and the fear of U-ing denounced to
constituents as enemies of silver drove them to vote

for

.

of

something which they did not

hope

that

that the

all

new

,-s

tlu-s,

conferen.

<

.

it

the

!><li.\<-

will

in.

Privately they
prove impracticable and
will

;

end miserably

like all the oil

The government has proceeds

It

!

U

hrM *ubm

:!>. whii h
the question to thi
ing composed chiefly
of the Agrarian element, agreed to thc conferen.
twelve members were of the contrary opinion and the debate
was very animated. The Staatsrath, a kind of Privy Council,
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has no real power, and only gives advice to the Prussian
Monarch. The Emperor is said to be for the gold standard,
but not disposed to take an active part in
ater

deciding the question.

-

presence of

some

Notwithstanding the

active bimetallists in

the

evident that the majority would
be glad to meet some insurmountable obstacle to the calling
of a conference^first, because they have a secret feeling that

government councils

it is all

is

and second, because they do not possess
knowledge of the special subject to feel entirely

labor lost

sufficient

it

;

sure of their footing.
Meanwhile a contrary

movement has sprung up among
The Handelstag, the body which
chambers of commerce in Germany, at

the commercial classes.

represents

all

the

once uttered a most energetic protest against the government's yielding to the bimetallists and against
rc

new

This was followed by a
great meetings in the large comat which resolutions were passed protesting

a

series

mercial cities

conference.

of

solemnly against any tampering with the monetary standard.
A league for the preservation of the gold standard ( Vcrcin

zum Schutz der deutschen Goldwahrung) has been formed and
is now prosecuting a vigorous campaign of edncation.
What the outcome may be it is impossible to predict.
Late telegraphic advices are to the effect that a majority of
the Federal Council has voted against call*n
It is certain that Bavaria
& a conrerence
-

and Wiirtemberg have pronounced against it
and
that
even the Prussian Diet has voted that
strongly
should
be
done in the line of bimetallism without
nothing
the cooperation of England.
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MS. SHAW'S HISTORY OP CURRENCY.
Si\.

of

the

i

half of this

first

some 400 pages,

to 1894,"

\V.

book was stereotyped a volume

"The

entitled

History of

<

A. Shaw.

by
published
Mr. Shaw has done for the currencies of the

what Lord Liverpool did for th
work, "On th- Coins of the Realm
like that of

in

Ixmdoa.
orld

.ml in hii clinical

Mr. Shaw's work,

Lord Liverpool, possesses a permanent

historical

interest far transcending the present battle of the standards.
The efforts of the human race to extricate, itself from the

double standard of

coil of the

more than

for a period of
Iful
<

itself
it

of

strife with
its

from

shall put

volition.

misery

found out

it

torment, and

its

on the

shirt of

at last,

and delivered

now some people propose

NesMis nn

Mr. Shaw rightly

"The modern

and gold are sketched
Society was at

centuries.

and did not know what wa the

itself,

Mut

silver

six

e

s.\\s in hi>

that

UKTC, as an act of
preface:

i* almoM the only
instance of a theory growing not out of practice, renting not
on data verified, but on data falsified and censure-marked.

No words can

tlu-<>r\

<>t

i-nin-t illisin

be too strong of condemnation

for the theoriz-

to juufy
ing of the bimetnllist who l>\ sheer imaginings trie*
in five centuries of hittory.
theoretically what has fail-.
I

what has proved ilself incapable
of solution save by cutting and casting away."

and

to

expound

theoretit ally
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To enumerate

all

B.

the changes of ratio between silver and

the countries of Europe during the period covered
gold
Mr.
Shaw's
researches would be like counting the stars
by
"
For example, in France the ratio was
in the Milky \Yay.
in all

changed in a single century more than a hundred and fifty
times," and these changes were not, as is commonly supposed,
mere arbitrary acts of the sovereign to fill the royal treasury.
They were due to variations in the market value of the two
metals after the legal ratio had been fixed. In almost every
instance the initial steps for a change in the legal ratio were

taken by the trading community.

What

took place in France

was the common experience of Germany. England, the
And so they went on weltering in
Netherlands, and Itajy.
ratio changes till the nineteenth century, when they found
out what was the matter and applied the remedy. And now
they are asked to plunge in again and welter a while longer.

The

bimetallist contention that the action of France in

15^ to i kept the market ratio of
the two metals steady from 1803 to 1873 has been in a
Mr. Shaw gives it the coup
staggering way for some time.
fixing the legal ratio of

"

"

At no point of time," he says,
during the
present century has the actual market ratio, dependent
on the commercial value of silver, corresponded with the
French ratio of 15^2, and at no point of time has France
been free from the disastrous influence of that want of
de grace.

correspondence between the legal and commercial ratios.
The opposite notion, which prevails and finds expression in
the ephemeral bimetallic literature of to-day,

is

simply due

to ignorance."
It is

perhaps well to explain why the great gold discoveries

of California

and Australia

in the fifties

did not produce a

greater divergence. The answer is easy. Modern commerce
took a great start in the fifties.
It absorbed the new gold
with avidity.
Gold was exactly suited to the new state of

ATK,

S/fAWS H/STORY Ot CfUKt
possessed

1

much

value in

little

bulk MM!

omparattve teadine**oi UM
market ratio during the great outpouring of gold in the 6(lk
nt.

S..

plained

the

l>y

1.

1;.

,-.:;.

;

ti..

natural causes,

French bimetallic law.

and without reference to

dw
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AVERAGE MARKET RATIO OF SILVER TO GOLD BY YEARS.
From 1793 (when our mint was
From

the reports

established) to 1895.

of the Director of the

tiiitit.

From

[NOTE.
1793 to '832 t 'ie rat is are taken from the tables of
Dr. A. Soetbeer; from 1833 to 1878 from Pixley and Abell's tables;

and from 1878 to 1895 from daily cablegrams from London
Bureau of the Mint.]
Year.

to the

Al'I'l.NDIX D.

SILVER

OUR

silver

rom 1793

COIlf AGE

OP THE UNITED STATES.

coinage properly

falls

under three beads

to 1853, during which time >ilver

for private persons without limit,

and

all

:

was coined

such coins vert

tender; (2) from 1853 to 1873, during which time
the </i>//ttrs only were coined f.r private penoos and were

full legal

full legal tender, nil smaller denominations being coined on
government account and being only limited legal tender
(3) 1873 to 1894, when no silver (except trade do!:
coined for private persons, but all on government
;

The

figures are tlu

to

DOLLARS.

ALL Orinuu

$2,407,590

$76.708.309-10

t8s3 to 1873.
60.361.246.70

5,63^

187j to 1894.

419,333,208

7*4

1

6.

i

S-S
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- THE BALTIMORE PLAN.

AT

the annual meeting of the American Bankers' Associa-

tion, held at Baltimore, October 10, n, 1894, Mr. Chas. C.
Homer, President of the Second National Bank of that city,

in

behalf of the

Baltimore

Clearing

House

Association,

presented the following outline of a plan for amendments
of the National Banking law.
After debate it was adopted
the
some
members
who voted for it saying
Association,
by
they desired some additions to be made to it hereafter.
is now known as the Baltimore Plan.
It is understood

This
that

all

parts of the National Banking law are to remain in

force except as here modified
Sec.

I.

The

the deposit of
issued, shall

Sec. II.

:

provision of the National Bank act, requiring
to secure circulating notes hereafter

bonds

be repealed.
Allow the banks

to issue circulating notes to the

amount

of fifty

capital,

subject to a tax of one-half of one

per centum

of their paid-up,

unimpaired
per centum per

annum, upon the average amount of circulation outstanding
and an additional circulation of twenty-five
centum
of
their paid-up, unimpaired capital, subject
per
both to the tax of one-half of one per centum per annum and
to an additional heavy tax per annum upon the average
amount of such circulation outstanding for the year said
for the year

;

;

additional twenty-five per
Circulation."

centum

to

be known as

"

Emergency

Till
1 1 1.
The present tax of <HM> /*r
/
per annum
the average am.
<>f
uLitioo outstanding stall bt

Sec.

upon

mm

paid tu

tii.-

me,

1

m

<>t

uln.

ti.<

!i

Currem

>

ex;.,

|cani of

sea of the office of the
Cousp-

the print

\.

he defr.r

IK

one-half of one per

ea

imposed upon

I-

uiul." referred to in

I

.inks isMiui-

maintain with the Treasurer of

Fund"
.

,

:I

,

ti

The

V.

<0tall

S<-

\

be paid

I

ulation shall deposit and
"
-\ a
Kcdemp-

t:\e per centum of ::..
crage Otltstaad*
provided for under the e\iv.;n- Uw.
redemption of the notes of all banks, *

equal to

irculation. as

of thr

"
,n

The

Sec. IV.

centum

th.

into the "(luarantee

tion

States a* a

1

out

troller of the

shall

,

1

:

.

or insolvent, to be made, as pn>\ ided for l>\ tlu
\i>tmg law.
"
t'reati-a
(aiarantee und" through the deposit
Sec. VI.
-

1

by each hank

of

ttum upon the amount of

(:.

lation received the

first

1

year.

hereafter impose a tax of

out-half of MM /Vr centum upon the average amount of outstanding circulation, the same to be paid into thi* fund until
.ftitnm of the entire circulation outit shall equal
^liall be
when the collection of
suspended.
be resumed, whenever the Comptroller of the ( u treaty

standing,
to

|

deem it
The notes

shall

necessary.
,f
insolvent

nt of the

surer of the t'nited States.
shall

be

money in

the

if it

sufficient,
1

n-

and
-ame
if

reasur\.th

be redeemed by the
"
uanlcc Fund."

.11

I

(

.

;

then out of any
n in buraed to the Treas.t.

t.)|>-

i

when replenished efebcr
ury, out of the "(iuarantee Fund."
from the assets of the

failed

banks

fr-.m the tax aforesaid.

.,r

National banking association*, organized after thi*

pUn

rcuUlkw

frooi

shall

have gone into operation, may

the Comptroller of the

"Guarantee land

a

<

urren.

sum bearing

\.

t-

upon paying talo thr

the ratio to

list

dfcntet MO
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"

Guarantee Fund " bears
applied for and allowed, that the
to the total circulation outstanding, and to be subject to the
tax of one-half of one per centum per annum, as called for

by the Treasurer of the United States for the creation and
maintenance of this fund.
No association or individual shall have any claim upon
any part of 'the money in said "Guarantee P'und," except for
the redemption of the circulating notes of any insolvent
national banking association.

Any

surplus or residue of said

"Guarantee Fund" which maybe hereafter ascertained or determined by law, shall inure to the benefit of the United States.
The government shall have a prior lien upon
Sec. VII.
the assets of each failed bank and upon the liability of
shareholders, for the purpose of restoring the amount withdrawn from the "Guarantee Fund" for the redemption of its
circulation, not to exceed, however, the amount of the failed
bank's outstanding circulation after deducting the sum to its

"

Redemption Fund "(Sec. IV), already
hands of the Treasurer of the United States.

credit in the

in the

Sec. VIII.
Circulation can be retired by a bank at any time
upon depositing with the Treasurer of the United States lawful
money in amount equal to the sum desired to be withdrawn,

and, immediately upon such deposit, the tax indicated in Secand VI shall cease upon the circulation so retired.

tions II, III,
Sec. IX.

a

In the event of the winding up of the business of
of insolvency, or otherwise, the Treasurer of

bank by reason

the United States, with the concurrence of the Comptroller
of the Currency, may, on the application of the directors, or
of the liquidator, receiver, assignee, or other official,
being satisfied that proper arrangements have been

the

payment of the notes

of the

and upon

made for
bank and any tax due thereon,

pay over to such directors, liquidator, receiver, assignee, or
other proper official, the amount at the credit of the bank
"
in the
Redemption Fund," indicated in Sec. IV.

AITKNWX

I

SECRETARY CARLISLE'S PLAN.
TIIK following

plan

for

amendments

Nanking law was proposed by H<:>

!

<,

of
<

the

National

:!ile. Secretary

of the Treasury, in his annual report (or
1894

:

I.

Repeal all laws requiring, or authorizing, the deposit of
United States bonds as security for circulation.
II.

Permit national banks to issue notes to an amount not
exceeding seventy-rive per centum of their paid-op and
unimpaired capital, but require each bank before rccchrinf
notes to deposit a guarantee fund, consisting of United
States legal-tender notes, including Treasury notes of 1890,

amount of thirty per centum upon the circulating
This percentage of deposits upon the
notes applied for.
to be maintained at all times.
notes
outstanding
circulating
and whenever a bank retires its circulation, in whole or in
to the

part, its

the

guarantee fund to be returned to

amount

it

in proportion to

of note;* retired.

IN.

Retain

the

individually

the law making stock holdot
and provide that the circulating
tirit lien upon all the assets of the

provision

liable,

shall constitute a

of
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IV.

Impose a tax of one-half of one per centum per annum,
payable semi-annually, upon the average amount of notes in
circulation, to defray the

expenses of printing notes,

official

supervision, cancellation, etc.

V.

No

national

bank note

ten dollars, and

all

to

be of

but banks desiring to redeem their notes

uniform

in

in

may have them made payable

gold

design

;

denomination than

less

notes of the same denomination to be

in

that coin.

The

Secretary of the Treasury to have authority to prepare and
keep on hand ready for issue upon application a reserve of

blank national bank notes for each banking association
having circulation.
VI.

Require each national banking association to redeem
notes at

its

own

office, or at

be designated by

its

own

office

and

its

at agencies to

it.

VII.

To

provide a safety fund for the immediate redemption of
the circulating notes of failed banks, impose a tax of
per

centum per annum upon the average circulation of each
bank until the fund amounts to five per centum of the total
circulation outstanding.
Require each new bank, and each
bank taking out additional circulation, to deposit its proper

When a
proportion of this fund before receiving notes.
bank fails, its guarantee fund held on deposit to be paid
into the safety fund and used in the redemption of its notes,
and if this fund shall be impaired by the redemption of the

notes of failed national banks, and the immediately available
cash assets of such banks are insufficient to reestablish the

J

fund, it shall at once be made
good by pro rata atamvmrnu
upon the other banks, according to the mounu of their
" ;1 '^

>>ut

;

there itul! be a

Am

lien

iftm

the assets of failed bank, or banks, to
reimburse the
The safety fund nay be inveattd in
contributing banks.
outstandin- I nitcd States bonds
having the longest lime to
run, the bonds and the interest
upon them to be held aa pan
of the fund and sold when
necessary to redeem notes of
failed b.inkv
all

Mil.
Repeal the provisions of the reorganization and extension
act of July 12, iSSj,
imposing limitations upon the reduction
and increase of national-bank circulation.

Repeal all provisions of the law requiring banks lo
a reserve on account of deposits.

V
The Secretary of the Treasury may. in hit discretion, taw
any surplus revenue of the United States in the redemption
and retirement of United States legal-tender notes, but sock
redemptions shall not in the aggregate exceed aa amount
equal to seventy per cent of the additional circulation taken
out by national and State banks under the system herein
proposed.

XI
Circulating notes issued by a banking corporation, duly
organized under the laws of any State, and which
a banking business, shall be
under the laws of the United States, when

no other than
taxation

it

n>
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F.

shown

to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Treasury
and the Comptroller of the Currency
(1) That such bank has at no time had outstanding its
circulating notes in excess of seventy-five per centum of its

paid-up and unimpaired capital.
(2) That its stockholders are individually liable for the
redemption of its circulating notes to the full extent of their

ownership of stock.

That the circulating notes constitute by law a first
upon all the assets of the bank.
(4) That the bank has at all times kept a guarantee fund
(3)

lien

in

United States legal-tender notes, including Treasury notes

lating notes
(5)

That

;

it

its

outstanding circu-

has promptly redeemed

its

notes on

and

at its principal office, or at
if it

centum

of

of 1890, equal to thirty per

one or more of

its

demand

branch

c ffices,

has branches.
XII.

The
and

Secretary of the Treasury may, under proper rules
regulations to be established by him, permit State banks

to procure

distinctive

and

use, in the preparation of their notes, the

paper used

in printing

United States securities

;

but no State bank shall print or engrave its notes in similitude of a United States note or certificate or national bank
note.

G.

GOLD VALUE OP GREENBACKS DURIWG THE SUSPtJUKW
OP SPECIE PAYMENTS.
Highest and Lowest Prices each year, 1861 to

APPENDIX

H.

THE GRESHAM LAW.

THE fact that when two kinds of money, differing in value,
are equally current, the worse drives the better out of circulation, must have been known by experience from the earliest
It was certainly
Lisieux, France (1364),

known

to Nicole

Oresme, Bishop of
Copernicus (1526), both of
whom wrote treatises on money in which they pointed out
the reason.
These treatises were rescued from oblivion in
times.

and

to

the year 1 864 by the French economist Wolowski. Oresme was
one of the counselors of Charles V. of France. At the King's

request he wrote a treatise on the coinage, in which he laid
down the following principles, among others equally sound
:

"

That

the fixed legal ratio of the coins differs from the
natural or market value of the metals, the coin which is
if

underrated entirely disappears from circulation, and the coin
is overrated alone remains current.

which

"That

degraded and debased coin

if

is

allowed to circulate

along with good and full-weighted coin, all the good coin
disappears from circulation, and the base coin alone remains
current to the ruin of commerce."

The

Copernicus was written at the instance of
He said
king of Poland.

treatise of

Sigismund

"That

I.,

:

impossible for good full-weighted coin and
base and degraded coin to circulate together that all the
good coin is hoarded, melted down or exported and the
it

is

;

;

degraded and debased coin alone remains

in circulation.

Till

the coins of

-..!,|

tml silver roiul brat the

ratio tu e.u h IK h. T as the metal*

do

to the

mar

seme

-

It had been
supposed, prior to 1864, thai Sir Thome*
Gresham, who explained this law to Queen tPUftfrttfl, we*
first
its
Mis exposition was pointed out
expounder.
by
il.
I). Maclcod in
1858, and hence it became known

a- the

"Gresham Law.

these words
"

When two

of like value

has the

It

i-

found

in .in

old pamphlet

b

:

sorts of coin are current in the

l>y

denomination but not

MUM

nation.

intrinsically, that

which

be current and the other aa

least value will

possible will be hoarded."

Upon this general principle Professor jcrons
following observations
"
Though the public generally do not discriminate between
coins and coins, provided there is an apparent similarity, a
'

:

small class of money-changers, bullion-dealer*, banker* or
goldsmiths make it their business to be acquainted with
differences,

and know how to derive a

profit

from

These are the people who frequently MMWM money, either by
melting it, or by exporting it to countries where it is sooner
or later melted.

Some

coins arc sunk in the sea or

are carried abroad by emigrants and traveler*
not look closely to the metallic value of the money,

some

far the greatest part of the

standard coinage

km. and
who do
rml by

b removed from

by people who know

that they shall fain by
the
new
heavy coins mod recently
purpose
choosing
d from the mint. Hence arises the practice, extensively

circulation

for this

*n/
the present day in England, ol
another technical expression is, /*rMw/ the
and
devoting the good new coins to the mdtinj-pot.

carried on

/***

in

fuf/injf, or. as

coinage,

into
passing the old worn coins

.

r,

ubtion again on every

.suitable opportunit>
i

Money ami

th

Mwftaftbm of FjKfta*f* p to
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"

From

these considerations

we

//.

readily learn the truth

and

importance of a general law or principle concerning the
circulation of money, which Mr. Macleod has very appropriately named the Law or Theorem of Gresham, after Sir
Thomas Gresham, who clearly perceived its truth three

centuries ago. This law, briefly expressed, is that bad money
drives out good money, but that good money cannot drive out

bad money.

At-first sight there

may seem

to

be something

when beautiful new coins of full
paradoxical
weight are issued from the mint, the people still continue to
circulate, in preference, the old depreciated ones.
Many
in the fact, that

well-intentioned efforts to reform a currency have thus been
frustrated, to the great cost of states, and the perplexity of

who had

statesmen

not studied the principles of monetary

science.
"

In all other matters everybody is led by
choose the better and reject the worse but
;

self-interest to
in the case of

money, it would seem as if they paradoxically retain the
worse and get rid of the better. The explanation is very

The people, as a general rule, do not reject the
but
better,
pass from hand to hand indifferently the heavy
and the light coins, because their only use for the coin is as
a medium of exchange.
It is those who are going to melt,
simple.

export, hoard, or dissolve the coins of the realm, or convert

them

into jewelry

purposes the

and gold

new heavy

leaf,

who

carefully select for their

coins

"

Gresham's remarks concerning the inability of good
money to drive out bad money, only referred -to moneys of
one kind of metal, but the same principle applies

to the

kinds of money, in the same circulation.
Gold compared with silver, or silver with copper, or paper
compared with gold, are subject to the same law that the
relations of all

relatively

cheaper medium of exchange will be retained
and the relatively dearer will disappear."

circulation

in
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Political Science Quarterly.
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TT

is

the purpose of the

QUARTERLY

to furnish a field

topics of real public interest may be discussed
from the scientific point of view.

by

where

scientific

men

Its practical tendency is shown by the following partial list of
subjects discussed during the past eight years
Taxation, the Customs Tariff, the National Banks, Silver Coin:

Labor Question, the Railroad Question, the Laud Question
and the Mortgage Question, Civil Service Reform, Municipal Government, the Machinery of Nominations and Elections, the Census,
Immigration, Trusts, Governmental Control of Industry, and
age, the

Socialism.
E. L. Godkin, Editor of New York competent hands can produce. But
Evening Post and Nation : I know the feature which I think most
of no periodical of its kind which distinctly meritorious is the book
Their thoroughness and
maintains a higher standard of excel- reviews.
lence. The longer articles are gen- impartiality and independence are
erally models of clear aud adequate excellent signs of the times.

discussion such as only thoroughly

The Philosophy of Wealth.
Economic Principles Newly Formulated. By JOHN B. CLARK, A.M.,
Professor of History and Political Science in Smith College Lecturer
Political Economy in Amherst College.
12mo. Cloth, xiii + 235
;

on

pages.

Mailing price, $1.10; for introduction, $1.00.

work

is

a re-statement of economic principles in harmony
It aims to secure a truer conception
spirit.

modern
wealth, labor, and
\\ith the

value, and of the process of distribution, and
takes into account the action of moral forces and the organic
nature of society.

of

New York Tribune Xo book is more elevated and nohle tone, 01
'remembered in which these vital with more of searching and original
questions have been treated in a thought.
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